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COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

A Note to the Public Domain Edition

This one-semester course in Comparative Economic Systems was developed at the
Social Studies Curriculum Development Center at Carnegie Institute of Technology
under a grant from the Department of Health, Education, and Wtlfare. Intended
for the second semester of ninth grade, it is patt of an integrated and sequential
four-year high school curriculum for able students, the top quarter of a typical
high school class.

These materials and the teaching strategies which are developed in the accompany-
ing Teacher's Manual were originally compiled during the fall of 1963 and tried
in five high schools during the spring semester. They were completely rewritten
during the summer and fall of 1964 and tried again beginning in February, 1965.
This second trial revealed a number of shortcomings which we have not been able
to correct because we have nc funds to finance c third version. This Note
explains briefly what we believe to be the major faults of the material. A
similar analysis will accompany each of the courses we release.

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has decided to release materials
developed under its auspices into the public domain. This policy in no sense
indicates endorsement from HEW. Officials there have examined our work only to
determine whether or not we have met the terms of our contract. Permission to
release implies only performance; it does not imply either approval or disapproval
by HEW of the subject emphases or teaching strategies developed.

Legally all the material developed in the Center under this contract now becomes
public property. It may be reproduced in any form by anyone for any use buo it
cannot be copyrighted. The reader will notice, however, that a large number of
articles used in the course have not been included in this version. These
articles were originally published elsewhere and were adopted, sometimes in
edite0 form, with permission of the author or publisher for use only in an
experimental edition. The original copyright taken out by the authors and
editors remains in force.. We cannot give permission to reproduce this material
nor can we reproduce it ourselves for the Public Domain version. In order to
make this version as useful as possible for teachers and curriculum experts, we
have indicated briefly the content of each copyrighted article and we have given
full bibliographic references so that others may read the material in full.

The purpose of an experimental program is to discover the weaknesses of new
instructional materials as well as to find their strengths. On the whole, the
Social Studies Curriculum Development Center at Carnegie Institute of Technology
has found 6omparative Economic Systems to be superior to existing "civics"
programs. Test results have shown that the students who have taken the course
as well as the.ono-semester course in Comparative Political Systems have scored.
as high on standard Civics test as a matched group of students who took a tradi-
tional Civics course. At"the same time, the students in the experiMental
program seen to have mastered the mode of inquiry skills which are an additional
objective of the provam.

This*report is not intended to dwell upon the successes of Comparative Economic
Systems., however, but to summarize the deficiencies that the staff of the Social
Studies Curriculum Center has found in the materials: produced for the course. A
similar' brief anstysis in the Teacher's,Menual summarises its weaknesses.
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The .process of teaching the course, indicated two major, weaknesses in the text
of Comparative Economic Systems:

1. InsUfficient space was al/owed for an adeChliti coverage of macroeconomics;
2. The planning game, is too. complicated in its preient' form, althbugh

students we .the change pace,

We have found the vocabulary of several of the readings too difficult for even
able ninth graders. In addition, the questions that follow, the 'introductions
are too often ambiguous and too frequentlyi,clemand recall. rather than thought in
forming answers. Quite often these questions merely aak. for a restatement of the
information contained in, the reading rather than an analysis of

since
or a

judgment about it. We find this deficiency particulzrly acute since one of the
objectives' of our program is to develop the cognitive 'skills of the students who
take it. We hope that atudente will arn to read critically and analytically
as a result of having taken. Comparative. Economic Systems, but the questions we
have asked have .too oftenfailed to encourage this result:

We hope that this public. domain version of our work proves -fruitful to teachers
everywhere. We will welcome, c,ttssuents derived.frOm your experienies with it.
We hope that.* number of teachersj writers azid publishers will develop their
own versions of this.couritsfor cOmmeteiel tliroligh'eocliercial produc-
tion can these *aerials, make their way -,thto - classrooms ..across the nation.
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. COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

AN EXPLANATION OF THE COURSE FOR PARENTS AND STUDENTS.

This one-semester course in Comparative Economic Systems marks the second step
in the development of a new four-year sequence of courses for able students in
the social studies. It follows a course entitled Comparative Political Systems.
Written cooperatively by teams of teachers from the Pittsburgh Public Schools
and professors from Pittsburgh colleges, these courses were first tried out and
revised during the 1963-64 academic year in five Pittsburgh high schools. During
subsequent years of the' project, students are using the revised materials and parti-
cipating in a testing program designed to compare the new courses with conventional
civics.

Teacher-Scholars from the universities and the public schools have long been concerned
with the quality of much of the material published for use in high school social
studies courses. Reform of the curriculum in mathematics, the sciences, foreign
languages and English hab been taking place at an increasingly rapid rate during
the.last ten years. In the fall of 1962 the Cooperative.Research Branch of the
United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare announced that money had
been made available by the Congress to establish Curriculum Development Centers
for the Social Studies.

A grant of $250,000 to Carnegie Institute of Technology from the Department of Health,
:Education, and Welfare supports the entire four-year project. The Pittsburgh Public
Schools and Carnegie Tech. are partners. One cf the two co-directors, Mr. John Good,
is a full-time Pittsburgh teacher who hai beep loaned to the project for a four-year
period. His co-director from Tech, similarly on loan to the. project, is Professor
Edwin Fenton.

This course differs.from the usual civics course taught to ninth graders in the
Social studies in a number of ways:

1.- Subject coverage: Although the subjects to be covered in this ninth grade
course--government and economics--are also studied in emics, the emphasis
will be different. We will study governments and economic systems other than
our own to a much greater degree than is usual, and we will omit some material-
such as the study of career opportunities--which is often covered in civics
courses.

2. Class meetings: Formal classes will meet only four days a week. On the fifth
day students will come to their classroom where they will read, study,.or work
on projects while their teacher meets with committees working on projects or
gives individual help to students.

3. Um of regard reading material: Instead of a conventional textbook, this
course will use as its major reading material about sixty readings each
designed for one day's lesson and written especially for this course. Most
readings contain an introduction;to place tae article assigned for that day
in its proper setting in 'the course, a few study questions as a guide to studentssi
and a short article. About half the articles have been Written especially for
this project. The other half have been.excerpted and edited from material
which havalready been published, Lessous based on, this material should take
abont thirty minutes for the student to prepare before coming to class.



Supplementary, activities:- Students are expected to spend about one hour a
week, on supplossaatery :worki7..,They wtli givetrclas,Sitimer:an.,Friday; so
alit the supplementary. reading. done outside Of. *class should never require morethan:fifteen to thirty minutes each week.

7 ..

of new,,itechnology:.!-,The complete course includes material..to'be used wiz t
the overhead .projector, and Arl,number,of tapes for -the tape recorder.: A= few
'filiss'and al little programmed materiel will be used.

the wliole,,.the course will be taught induCtively.
Stud is 4/1:,1)eeXpected come to talair.,own Conc/usions from the:material

,!,:.,..;:,;.!presentad:.and. they required fit Materiel- from successive lessons.
together. They will have opportunities to .study,.: the techniques. of

.:::e0C,iiil*.scientiSts through the readings Many:Of which have' been . apse if icaliy
..lf,-disigned.;40..:Eiphastie!methOd.,Y-This entire approach to:,le4rping is based on
`.well founded;,: psycholog .cal . principles.,auPpOrted:by-ii.:grOwing'body of research
. date-4,;

. .3 itticins;a4pAtta:. Students....Will:'.40 'given fshoit exeMinations.. periodically
. .

We wUl imelselly attetnate-,11110Ainralle:..and :....Exams-,, 01. 11 last
about. twentY minutes .each.*

Grades: Grades. will be based- eimeeineitionss.. papers., class recitation,
ili'Tepprtsi 4%4: the.. paragrephit sbMiited about. 'supplementary reading.
nOspaly Mblec.S4isdents expect .11101It.'

v: c..ersport 7;Ca
. . .

. . .,.



HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

:The required reading in,Compaiative Political-Systems consists of about
sixty articles which have been edited from publisheeLworkk.or written
especially for.this.course. All of these articles.- follow a common pattern:

1 The introduction. Each introduction relates the reading to other
readings in the course and supplies essential background information.

Study.luestiOns. A few study questions:with each lesson bring out
the most important points of the reedit% so that students can think
about them in preparation for class discussion.

The article itself. Each article is an essay which. contributes

.a few major ideas about a,subject

You are expected to read each day's lesson and to take notes on the reading

before you come'to class. Since your teccher will distribute dittoed
material from time to time, you ought to get.a three-rinjlooseleaf note-

,

.book which can hold both the material which will be distributed and,your

homework and classroom notes.

Notetaking is a vital skill. We suggest that you read and take notes each
evening in the following manner: ,

1. Write the lesson number and the title of the reading at the top of

...p_anesepfpaperaf.

Skimthe entire reading. Read the first sentence in each paragraph

of the introduction. Next read the study questions and get them
fixed in your mind. Finally read the first sentence in each para-
graph of the-article itself.. When you .have finished, try to state

in your own words what the lesson for the'day is all about. Skim-

Ming such as this should never take longer than two or three minutes.

Read the introduction and take running notes. Do not read first and
then "read again for notes. Do not underline or mark the text in any

way, Write down the major ideas from the introduction and any
supporting evidence which seems particularly important. You need not

use complete sentences, but remember that you may wish to study from
the notes some months.later,.so take down enough information to make

notes meaningful.

Read the article carefull and take runnin notes. Do not read first.

and then read again for notes. Do not underline or mark the text
in any way. Take the.same sort of which your took for the -

introduction. PutAny *conclusion' youidraw.in parentheses to show

that they are YoOr own ideas.



Go Over xur nOtes, underlinint key ideas or words,. This procedure
LP the best way to begin le4rning the information in the lesson.

iratstpaswer thi When you have ,finished studying
your notes, try to answer 'the_ study. questions for yourself. Do not
writer out the aniitierir to 'pia: stnc2y questions. You" Would only be

titre' informatloiC '.$conr. notes 'you- do Dec this
step to see whithir Or=.no0ou'got-the'IMPortant0OlnitizfrOn.the
reading preparation, for class_ skiscuSsion.

,;'* : *-;
.

etheit study Uitent,, First, keep a vOcabulary list
in 'which-you enter all newwordeend their. definitions..Second, keep your
ellisi5notes and'youitriiidiiitiibtiss-lOn liiion:teiather' isiloule notebook so
'that- review . tests .41.thout throUgh a mass of paper to
find material which pietograther,

hOlill'oio -if :you have .trouble with. this nOtetaking
technique. -Becouse .some,lessOns.ere:latiiied-u0si-materiisl-presented in charts
or ,talks, the technique for taking notes, Which we suggest here _cannotit he owed. case 'your teither will give you suiple-

. iOstkuctions.::. spend time in claiis,Occasion-
".'satil tO:tol techniques 4:4111.- criticize Our

A" Do MOttleisitikte to
ask . for -help

: 111). .
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EConomicS is the study of how men choose, to use scarce. resources to
produce and distribute various commodities. Should we use the
resources:available to us to make corn flakes, space ships, teaching
.machines, or dog sleds?. Should we concentrate on making machines
needed to produce steel or automobiles' or should we make refrigerators

;:and televisl on StiOUld:'eVerybody shitia:What has bieri'- produced
ettUally, or should a mane share in proportion' to his COntribution
to production? The rules that *aide theit choices define the
economy in which men *live

Ea0h. society its guided itS. Choice by. the. things they hold
_dear. American's -,expend, a large percentage of their -resources

their educational system for Americans value education.
$any European -nations support music and musicians generously for
they- place great value the .benifits to be derived from surround-

_

` ing one's people with good music.... '_'How a society; chooses to use
its scarce resources will be stronglyinfluenced-fby phe values

. . .hol4s. '-.Before we can' hope to --understands why people -make the
economic chdiOes they ad,' we mist ,firit have some'knowledge of

.what ,it:Iii:4;theii value.
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,ItEADING I

ECONOMIC VALUES OF PRIMITIVE PEOPLE

Man is constantly faced with the need to choose. All men do not choose

in the same way. An economic system considered ideal by an American

businessman might be rejected as hopeless by a Soviet planner. Within

the United States itself, a system deemed practical by -union leadere sight
well be seen as disastrous by the President of the United States Chamber
of Commerce.

In this course we are going to study some different ways in which men
have orgardized their .societies so as to make some common economic decisions.
'Throughout the course you will be asked to make judgments about these

economic systems. What criteria should you use to make these judgments?
Should you accept the point of view of the National Association of Manu-
facturers, a group which represents American businessmen, or that of
the AFL-CIO representing organized labor? Or will you want to establish

a set of criteria tailored to fit your individual concept of how an
economic system should operate? This problem is not merely an academic
exercise unrelated to the real world. Throughout their lives American
citizens have to make economic decisions involving judgments about which

sort of system is "beet." These decisions -- and they are likely to be
changing ones as circumstances change are reflected in the way citizens
spend their money, choose their jobs, vote for candidates, and do a host

of other things. What values influence them in making these, decisions?

Today we will, begin a four-day study of people from three different
cultures. We will study the Kwakiutl Indians of the nineteenth century
along with contemporary Russians and Americans. On the final day of the

unit, we will try to see economic systems from the points of view of each

of the three groups we have studied. As you read today's assignment, keep

the following questions- in mind:

at tate the local, point. of the Kwakiutl

economic system?
;

2. :Row did their value system- influence, their
. economic decisionst, t

The Kwakiutl...Indians lived on the narrow Pacific seacoast from Alaska
to Puget Sound. In comparison. with ..oen. =other primitive peoples, they
had'zat: great :number' .4,possessions.. They ivid paentY of Oa 14104
obtained Verna oamkbyitery.ant4friumr tatir 0001e. fitranded Aides save than .

blubber and bonito: 'Which tcca4ld be used rfok4cAmbor ,PANgurppies,, . The
'enormous forest which grew near the .coast pravi4Ø woo4f io 344kbPaL0
houses, camels and weapons.
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Because the sea supplied so much food, men could live without farming.
In addition to hunting and fishing, the men spent their time at wood-
working. They built houses of wooden planks and carved great totem
poles. They made boxes of boards and carved and decorated them to store
the goods that their wives produced. Although they had no metal axes or
saws, they learned to chop down giant cedar trees, and to cut them into
boards with which to make large boats and houses. Some of their boats
were big enough to carry fifty or sixty men.

Private ownership of property was well developed among the Kwakiutls.
Although there were no cultivated fields, family groups "owned" hunting
territories and land where they were entitled to pick all-the wild berries
and roots they could find. By custom, no outsider could trespass upon
this family property. Fishing rights were "cloned" just as strictly. The
river banks, for example, were even divided into sections from which
families could catch candlefish during-the spring run.

AnOther..sort of property was owned in a different fashion. Tangible and
intangible status symbols were dearly prised by the Kwakiutls. Many of
the symbols for which the Kwakiutls longed would be considered worthless
by an American. Possession of spoons decorated with crests, posts around
Which hoUses were built, coppers (an etched sheet made out of native
copper), indicated alien's prestige or position in the Kwakiutl community.
But above all, men valued titles.

Most important were titles of nobility. Each family had rights to a
group of titles. The titles gave them position within the tribe. They
were used as personal names and passed down from generation to generation.
When a person was given such a name in ariappropriate ceremony, he assumed
the greatness of his ancestor who had borne this title during his lifetime.

Titles were passed On from father to eldest son with elaborate ceremonies
and rituals. In order to assume a title, the son was required by custom
to engage in what, by American standards, would be considered exorbitant
gift-giving. This is why the women spent so much of their time making
mats. baskets and cedar-bark blankets which they stored in readiness for
the gift-giving ceremonies. For their contributions, men made canoe.
and manufactured money out of shells. Members of the tribe spent much of
their lifetime collecting immense. quantities of goods An preparation for
the ceremonies in which men acquired titles.

The supply of shells used for money was great and easily accessible. In
addition, coppers were-used to units of money. Some coppers.were valued
as high as '10,000 cedarAmtk blankets. To buy t single copper a whole .

roWp_wOuld work for years.so:lhat:-onarmeibew of the swoop, at an
IIPPV0Orlati-gertmOnYicouitdOmOmeiwatchiALgrest-wealth by destroying,
or,givtitaWsiy:the dopper.':
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The whole econotic system of the Kwakiutl was tied to this system of property

distribution. , In reading the following-excerpt from Ruth Benedict's book,

PATTERNS OP CULTURE, keep in mind the fact that for the Ilbrakiutl the potlatch,

or sf,ft-giving ceremony. was a 'Part of his tetel culturi, an affirmation of a
way of life.

* From Ruth Benedict, PATTERNS OF CULTURE (New York: Mentor Books, '1952)

175"-189.

This is an anthropological study of the Kwakiutl potlatch during which
property was given.away in an ettesipt to show oneself superior to one's

rivals e

desserts.

1. Economics - study-of what goods and services are produced, how they

are produced,' end haw distributed .

F.Conoadd..systesa or -*dimity institutions and practices throw* Which

a society makes its baste economic decisions

Value.system network of beliefs .ebout what Considered
important or good

all objects having economic utility

RE01110 I/

AMERICAN VALUES

In yesterday's lesson we learned that as Americans we have difficulty
understanding the customs and economic decisions of other societies. It
is difficult, if not impossible, to lay aside the values we hold and see
others in light of their own value system. While the Kwakiutl. attitude
tdward property Seem*. Perfectly reasonable to a 'Kwakiutl, seen in terms of
the American value itYstest their customs appear wasteful and destructive.

What is the American value system by which, we tend to judge others? Is
there one consistent 14st of -objectivei desired by Americans, values
y whidh Araericant =1LVal 'Lit's_exaraine einaiiiber of- Casson assumptions

concerrii4 Atari-On, life Wife if we can structure e'veine loiters which
would beaccififtectiby alt Aisericans.i

his study of fitliddletetrtkin **Wort Lynd presented whet has become a
classic study dtutAtiairls' iritiani Aviaries lit the 1920s and 30s. In
IUDDLETOWN- TRANSIT/ON,-publ-ished V.in 19371-.1yad suggested the following
as domaos4Assumptidiks_concerning.Asoricarilife. As you read, consider
the 64 MS 04LissAtonift
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. 1
From Robert S. Lynd and Helen Merrell Lynd, MIDDLETOWN IN TRANSITION,
(New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1937), 403-416, passim.

The authors list a mTough pattern of things that the typical inland
American .was for and against in the 1920's and 1930's.

READING III

THE STATED VALUES OF. A SOVIET 0114.1UNIST PARTY MEMBER

In yesterday's reading we saw how difficult it would be to arrive at a simple
*set of non,conflicting values that might be accepted by most Americans. This
same .difficulty,faces us when we tryAo think about'a "typical" Soviet citizen.
The values of Soviet citizens probably vary just as those of their American
counterparts dol so the question of deciding who is typical and. who is not exists
for Soviet citizens just as it does. for.Americans. Moreover, for us the problem
of understanding Russian _values is compounded by difficulties encountered in
attempting to collect accurate information about vast numbers of Soviet citizens.
Reports of refugees are not representative of the thoughts of those who stay
behind. LetterS printedin Soviet newspapers are not representative in Clot, to
an even greater extent than is true in American newspapers, they are screened by
editors who choose what they want to publish. The printed letters may reflect
the values that the Russian leaders want to have reflected. Since we do not have
access to sufficient unbiased information tomake an educated evaluation of values
held byllussians in general, we will take a very different approach in this
lesson'from the one used in the last-lesson. Instead of looking at the results
of a sociological survey of many citizens, we will try to see:some part of the
Russians' values by looking at- what just. one man, the most pOWerful one in his
country at .the time of his speech, said about his economy when he talked to
foreigners.

Q

In September of 1959, Premier Nikita Khrushchev made an unprecedented trip to
the United States. The trip was composed of two parts -- a ten-day sightseeing
trip across the United, States and e somewhat less than two-day period of talks
with Ptesident Eisenhower on questions of conflict between the two nations.
During the ten-day tour of thecountryihrushchev made many speeches, both formal
and informal, and during thit timea.favorite pastiMe of the American press was
not only,to report what had been.said, but to. analyze why it had been said. What
.kindkind Of a. man was this speaking? Waele truly speaking for the Russian people?
What were his goals ?, .Were the thinO which he wanted to accomplish in his economy
fundamentally different froM the things that'most.Americans want from their economy?

Today's reading is from a speech Mr. Khrushchev made in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
on September 24th. As you read it consider the following questions.

1. Would most Russians approve Premier Khrushchev's choice
of goals ?. How could we tell? Does Khrushchev's subsequent
loss of power suggest that he was wrong in his view of Russia's
goals, or is it more likely that he lOst out because of differ-
ences on means and men to achieve those goals?

2. How do the Russian goats'and American goals differ?
..

What similarities are therein Russian and American goals?

What: do you 'as Atteria* 'think foi*Riiiiiianvgoals? Why?



From N. K. Khrushchev as quoted is THE111117 TORE TUGS, September 25,
-1959, p. 10, gouts... ;WI

thrisehehev's ,speech delivered in littsirar
'statement of Soviet vela 01 '1V41)Tri'."

Pennsylvania giving a
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THE TRADITIONAL ECONOKY-

iTATi3G THE ISSUE

:-Every, society since the :beginning of-civilization has faced the
same universal economic problem: man's wants.treJimitleSS and .

the resources available to satisfy theSe want; are scarce. Ina
world where man cannot have everything, he must make choices.
Every economic system must lin&answers to three questions which
rise from the problem: of scarditi.-ancrthe necessity to Make
decisions! They are what to produce, how to produce it and for whom
to produce it.

During the h4ntcry of mankind, these three questions have been
answered in ...nnumerable ways. Roughly speaking, these ways can be
classified into variations of three major types. Traditional
societies permit the customs of the past to guide their economic
decisions for them; today's members of such societies' answer the
three questions exactly as their ancestors did. Command societies
enable a small group of individuals. to answer the questions.
Market societies answer the questions through a decentralized system
in which the consumer has the major voice. MAIM societies; as you
will learn, are mixtures of these three major types. The variety
of "mixes" is almost endless.

Throughout most of mankind's history, tradition has been the major
influence upon economic decisions. Even today traditional economies
are typical for people of many Underdeveloped nations. .These people
make just about the same goods their. fathers made with the same tools

*.and techniques that their fathers used and divide these goods just
as their fathers did. We can understand neither the economic systems
of the past nor those of the present 'unless we how a traditional'
society works.

What is a. traditional society =how ddes,one operate? These
questions.are the subject of readings five-through eight.
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READING V

THE TRADITIONAt ECONatfit: CUSTOMS AND VALUES

During, the next four days we will study the economic system of a society
quite different from our own. In studying a society other than one's own,
the'fact should always be kept in mind that people having diLerent customs
from the ones with which we are comfortable arena necessarily strange
people. Customs are the product of the special factors that have shaped
each society in its own way. No two societies had the same history, the
same geography, or even the same luck. It would be odd then if they ended
up with the seine cultures.

As you learned last semester, all societies have some system of governing,
that is some accepted way of making decisions affecting the group. These
systems of government in some cases are formal, in others informal. Similarly,
all societies have some economic system, some pattern for making economic deci-
sions acceptable to the group. Basically, every society must have a way of
.deeiding how they will ration or divide up available resources. With the
resources available to them, they must decide what will they produce, how
will they go about producing it, and the will share the fruits of production.

The7readings that follow describe certain aspects of life as lived about 50
years ago by some tribes of Alaskan Minos. The climate in which these
EskitOs lived was, of ,Course, severe. Since food was scarce and hunting
the major source for diet food, these Eskimos traveled in very small groups,
often only one-or two families together. Larger groups would kill all near-
'by animals too quickly and cause a whole tribe to starve. Since groups were
so small and widely scattered.there was no formal government, no law en-
forced by officials. anti* gain:rued most activities. This then was a
model of a traditional society.

Frequently sharing a commoivresidence, families developed a strong sense
for kinship and cooperation. For the Eskimo, the family was a flexible tool
arranging.and rearranging itself to meet the needs, of the moment and to
strive for goals for the common welfare *.` It mes.the fenny which performed
the.function.of social Control.

OCthe following excerpts, some were written by an explorer, Vilhjalmur
Stefannsson, and the others by Robert Spencer, an ecologist 14 scholar who
studies the relationship betweeit the social and cultural patterns of * group
and the material resources available to them.; The background of an author
is highly significant. It is one guide in evaluating the reliability of
informatioo As you read, consider the follvoing questions:

1
How reliable are the obsemaes upon whose information
you are basing your picture of these. Eskimos? Is one
observer tore reliable than the other? Why?

2. What pg,Nlonsl qualities were admired by these Eskimos?

3. Which uL# those. qualities would most likely affect the
rate at whioh the economy grew in economic wealth?

After you read these-exeerpte'ask yourself which of
.the qualittlik:that are most admired in your community
would seem strangest to these Iskisos.
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From Vilhjalmur Stefaussou, HY LIFE WITH THE ESKIMO, (New York:.
Collier Books, 1962),:264, 179.400 passim; and Roberti. Spencer,
THE NORTH ALASKAN ESKIMO: A STUDY.IN ECOLOGY AND SOCIETY, (Washington,

Government. Printing Office, 1959)052,153 155, 161 passim..

Short excerpts from the two sources - an explorer and an ecologist -
describing customs and values among the Eskimo from two different.
points of view.

Glossary:

1. traditional society - a society in which most current decisions
are dictated by the customs of the past

READING VI

THE TRADITIONAL ECONOMY: RESO1ThZCE4

The Eskimo's lack of natural' resources is not enough to explain his adherence
to a traditional economy. Traditional economies have existed amid abundant
natural resources. The American Indians for thousands of years maintained
ways dictated by custom in a land which has the'world'o richest supply of
raw materials. Similarly the ancestors of the present Russian people lived
a traditional life with vast untapped resources beneath their feet.

Another area of misunderstanding surrounds the classification of resources.
Many people believe that certain resources are inherently valuable, (others
inherently worthless. But which resource will be considered poor and which
valuable is determined largely by the state of a society's economic development.
With a sufficiently advanced technology many materials such as iron ore and the
power of falling water, not useful to men in a traditional society, become
enormously valuable. 013 the other hand, resources, which seem worthless'to a
typical American city dweller are invaluable to an Eskin.o. A metal bar, a
few sticks- of wood, the right kind of snowva dead whale and a dog teem are
all valuable if a man's' culture has taught him to use them.

Today we will read about the resourizes available to the Eskimos. To us they
seem frighteningly limited.. Yet to. the Eskimo they make the difference between
living.well and living poorly or not living at all.

As you read, consider the following questions:

.What natural resources are availabl4 to the. Eskimos?
.

What huian'resourcei? What man-made resources?

On which type of.resources - natural, human, or
- do the Eskimos'appear to rely most heavily? On

which least heavily? Doou& think. this is characteristi
of traditional societies?

'Would the Eskithois Way-of valuing these resources affect

ecol!omic-ds!..10104 w#14.0..hicsociete ',Why?



Several short readings included-here as follows:

Prom Peter :Pretyihen,- BOOK ,OPAIIE 'ESKIMOS ..(Cltfeland 'Ohio: The
World Publishing co:, 1961), 16-18..

This is a description of the .climate and vegetation and animal
lite of the 'Arctic: its natural resources4

tram Vilirjalmur Stefansson, THE FRIENDLY ARCTIC (1fewiTork:
The Aszmillan Company, 1943) 173-175,,gmb.

This is a description of how an igloo is built.

* Prom Peter Freuchen, BOOK OF THE ESKIMOS 22. cit., 38-40.
s.

This is a description of the clothing of the. Polar Eskimos.

* From Robert F. Spencer, THE, NORTH ALASKAN ESKIMO, 21. cit.,
Zig* 125

This is an explanation of the necessity- of marriage to the Eskimo
way of life and the,necessitypof cooperation ._for survival:

natural-resources - materials and eneegy supplied by nature

capital risour.cas - resources created by man so of faits and:.used
in the produCtion of goods and services .

AMP energy = and



. READING VII

THE TRADITIONAL ECONOMY: WHAT, HOW AND FOR WHOM?

From the previous two readings we have gained some, insight into the way
of life of certain Alaskan. Eskimos living about fifty years ago in a
traditionally structured society. We have examined a few of their
goals and inferred a few values. We have Considered the resources
available to them and the part these resources played in their economic
development. Today we are going to consider how these Eskimos answered
the three basic economic questions:

What shall we produce?

How shall we produce it?

For whom shall we produce it?

Every society must answer these questions. Many factors influence the
answers. A society's ability to live at peace with its neighbors
certainly affects that society/sanstier to the question, "What shall
we produce?"' A society's access to technological developments will
obviously affect its answer to the question, "How shall we produce?"
And the strength of a society's ideological convictions concerning the
,equality of mankind will, necessarily affect its answer to the question,
"For whom shallwe produce?" Out of its own experiences and values,
each society fashions a structure that answers the economic questions
for that society. The struCturetsay be'mainly traditional, mainly
command or mainly market.

1. The readings which follow concern the way-in which a traditional society
'ianswers the three basic economic problems: what, how and. for whom.
As 'you read the following excerpts, consider these questions:

1: What factors influenced the Eskimos' decision
.concerning what they would produce? Why were.
these factors so influential in shaping
Eskimo decisions?

2. What factors influenced the Eskimos' answers to
the basic economic' question, "How should goods
be produced?"

3. What factors influenced the answer to the question,
"For whom shall goods be produced?"

.Can you summarize your answers to questions. 1,.
, 2.and.1 in vsingle sentence?,
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From Vilhjatour Stafanssoni MX LIFE, WITH THE Eiltni0 (New York:
Collier Book's 1964.40740k -..112404, 272 passim; and.Hobert
F. Spenders E WITH "MAWS' 40 #0 at., .144=145; 92
estpitt;

This is 0-,,diScussion of how a. traditions; society produces what
it naed*-by hunting and nod the goods are- distributed.

division of labor separation of larger unit of vorlt into
smailer operations be per-foamed by different ittdividUals
or groupii in Seolence

the. 11316114411 of goods: or ., services



UNIT III

ECM= DECISIONS XV TEE MARKET KOOKY

STATING THE ISSUE

`0' In the market economy, JObt as in the traditional, man is
laced -' by scarcity and4is 'forced to chooSe. to the market

juiit at in the traditional,s-manti choice will be
4itfluen_ced the'iidues he holds. But whereas traditional,,soeieties will tend-'to answer economic. in terms
Of What was done in the 'Past, the iarket,econtay reaches

"-dediSions in laige part through aver6chsiniing 'consumer
preferences that make theintelveti felt through a -price
system. A market is an informal coming together of buyers
and sellers, eadly4iiiking to -satisfy his .own 'desires and

tCh oefiking his sat interest. 'Prices,' as we shallate, act atignalarin thole iiarketi' giving cues to pro-i< . ,
eluCerS. Ai to what ought to pkoduce.' Thni, the price

.tolhicmarket',40Oftenty what the ciiiito of the past is
40 the tradittimati!:iicOtt 'oti"thitt'gOiarnmental, order is
Wel,ti:4a , o-Ataxt*foist:lessons deal with

o :" 11040 11".*- t 'SoitOmy.
4..f

1:40.:. hiyll

42- kph: ,a

" *",.%
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READING VIII

BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN
A TRADITIONAL' ECONOMY- AND A .MARKET ECONOMY:

THE CONCEPT OF A SPECTRUM

During the last three days we have been studying an economic system in which
most decisions were made in keeping with traditions inherited from the past.
Tomorrow, we shall begin an extensive study of an economic system.in which most
decisions are made by a dynamic and invisible mechanism referred to as the
market. In studying the market System, we shall use 'the American economy as an
example although it is true.that (i) just' as all traditional societies. are not
identical in structure to the Eskimo society we examined.neitherare all
market societies" the same, and (Li) jUst as the Eskimo society would not prove
to be a completely traditional society on closer examination, so toe.the American
economy will not prove to be purely a market economy.

By now iiou shOuld all be critical enough of published material to recognize that
in describing the Eskimo economy we carefully. chose to tell you about those
customs which illustrated the points:about Eskimo society.we wanted to highlight
for the purpose of making a particular point. Space limited our telling you all
about the Alaskan Eskimos and our specific gosl, explaining.how traditional
economies operate would only haye been blurred by_too much detail. But, as a
reader, beware -- you can easily be led astray, by even the most reputable of
sources, through being given.only that evidence which, indicates a limited point
of view. If space permitted we might have presented some alternative evidence
indicating that, while the Eskimos functioned primarily in accordance with

tradition, there'are areas where change was accepted and customs molded to fit
new needi. For example, in some areas, white settlers introduced wood for home
building rather than blocks of ice. Many Eskimos abandoned tradition and began
building shelters of wood. Again,, missionaries in introducing the practices of

.thristianity led.the Eskimos away from tradition in the direction of change. So,
the Eskimo society is certainly not an example of pure tradition and ,complete
opposition to change. Tradition playa a bigger part there than in our economy,
but these are relative matters, not absolute ones.

Today we are going to examine the pure market economy. (Later we will want
to modify this picture by seeing some ways in which our economy uses markets
in most decisions, but also has elements of tradition and command in it.)
In 1776, Adam Smith, an English economist, published THE WEALTH OF NATIONS,
an analysis of the western European economies (especially that of England) which
were emerging out of a long period of governmental protection of economic
activities into an era of relatively free markets.. This book is still considered
a classic interpretation of how a market economy operates under conditions of
pure competition. Today's reading is divided into two parts. Part I consists
of excerpts from Adam Smith. Part II will introduce the concept of a spectrum
of economic systems. As you read the few short pauses in Part I, consider
the following questions:.
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1. According to. Smith, how.does. the market society provide .

answers for the economic questions what, how and for whom?

At what points does. Smith's analysis seem an accurate
.description of the American economy/

PART I

"It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer,
or the baker that we expect our dinner, but from their
'regard to their self-ieterest. We address ourselves not to
their humanity, but to their self-love, and never talk to*
them of our necessities, but of their advantages."
From Adam Smith, THE WEALTH OF WATIONS0 New York:

Modern Library, 1937$ p. 14.

. .it is only for the sake of profit that any man
employes a capital. in the support of industry; and he
will Always, therefore, endeavour to employ it in support
of-that industry of which the produce is likely to be of
the greatest value, or to exchange for .the greatest
quantity either of money or of other goods. . .Every

individual generally neither intends to promote the
=public interest, nor knows how much he is promoting ft..: .

he is in this, as in many other cases, led by an invisible
hand to promote 'an end which was not, part of his intention.
By pursuing his own interest, he frequently promotes that
of thesociety more effectually than When he really intends
to promote it. I have never known much good done by thesis:

-."*Areffected to trade
bid

for the public good:" rt

I., p. 423

"When-the price of any commodityls neither' more nor less
than what is sufficient to pay the rent of the land, the wages
of the labour, and the, profits of he stock employed in

'6044, preparing inalrInglOg it' to market. AM
colosidity is then sold for what isiky'be celled its natural
price.

"The actual price at which's:ay commodity is commonly sold
is called its market pricr0°. OA

"The market price of every particular commodity is regulated
by the proportion between the quantity which is actually
brought to market, and the demand of thole Idioms willing
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to pay the natural price. .Such people may be called
the effectual demanders, and their-demand the effectual
demand. . . .A, very, poor man be said. . .to have a
demand for a coach and sixkle might like to have it;
but his demand is not aw`effectual demand . .

"When the quantity of any commodity which is brought to
market falls short of the effectual demand, all those who
are willing to pay. . .cannot be supplied with the quantity
which they want. . .Some of them will be willing to give
more,. _A competition will immediately begin among them,
and the-Market'price will rise more Or less above the
natural priCe; according is either the greatness or the
deficiency, or the:wealth. . .of the competitors, happen
to animate more or less the eagerness of the competition. . . .

"When the quantity brought to market exceeds the effectual
demand, it cannot be all sold to those who are willing to
pay the whole value of the rent, wages and profit, which must
be paid in order to bring it thither. Some part must be.
sold to those who are willing, to pay less, and the low
price which they give for it must reduce the price of the
ighole. The market .price will sink... .according as the
gxeatness of the excess increases more or less the
competition of ,the sellers, or according as it happens to
be more or less important to them to.get immediately rid
of, the commodity. . .

"When the quantity brought to market is just sufficient
to supply the effectual demand and no more, the market
-naturally comes to-be. .exactly . . .the same with the
natural price. The whole quantity upon band can be disposed
of for this price, and cannot be disposed of for more. The
competition of the different dealers obliges them all to
accept of this price, but does not, oblige them to accept:
of less.

"The quantity of every commodity broscht to market naturally
suits itself to, the. effectual demand. It is the interest
of all thoie who employ their land, labour, or stock in
bringing any commodity to market, that the quantity never
should exceed the effectual,deRan4A and'it is the inter $t,
of all other -people that it never, should .fall. short. of
that demand."

4 :,t Atte # .14)..,:,55!"57
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PART II

THE SPECTRUM

1. Economies would be simpler to talk abaft if they were
"black" or ?white" rather than "grey". Why than dove
insist on talking about they as "grey"?

2. What dangers might arise from thinking of the Eskimo and
American societies not as points on a spectrum, but as
"pure types" (i.e. Eskimo society as a pure traditional
economy, and American society as a pure market economy?
Can you foresee similar dangers in thinking of the Russian
and American societies as'pure types of command and market
economies respectively?

At the beginning of this course you learned that the economic
decisions of all societies could be described as falling within
one of three patterns: traditional, market, or command. In
looking at the Eskimos, we discovered that,while this particular
traditional economy made most economic decisions in accordance
with custom, some decisions were made outside the pattern of the

`traditional economy.

'As you read the brief excerpts from Adam Smith, you surely felt
some discrepancy between Smith's picture of.the pure market economy
and economic decisions as they are made in the United States today.
'Yet, basically, the American economy is as much a market system as
any other economy in the world today.

All of this suggests then that the differences among societies are
matters of degrees: in one society relatively more decisions are
made on the basis of custom. than on the basis of the market, and
in another soeiety relatively more decisions are made on the basis
of the market than on the basis of custom. NO society is a pure

-model of any ono of the three types of economy. It might be better
then to go beyond the simpler picture of three neat classifications
and to think instead of a whole array of economic systems. Along
this array, there will be extremes, but most economies will probably
fall somewhere along the spectrum between the extremes, meaning
that we will find some elements of both ends of the spectrum in them.

For example, a spectrum might be constructed on which societies
could be arranged in accordance with what proportion of their
italhOmic decisions were made .by custom,what proportion by the market.

All decisions
made

in rket

All decisions made
by tradition

U.S.A. Eskiacis
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Obviously, the United States would
Left of this spectrum, the Eskimos
they be at fixed points along that
it as the years pass? If they are
they changing?)

be positioned somewhere to the
somewhere to the right. (Will
line, or will they 'be moving along
Alo0iiig, in Which direction are

Another way to position or compare societies ecctImically might be
by the degree to which wealth is distributed to meet needs of
individuals as opposed to distribution primarily for the society as
a collective body.

11

ealth distributed
for society
as a whole

Where would:you position the United States on this spectrum? Where
should the Eskimos be placed?

The advantage of the spectrum device is that it enables us to avoid
oversimplifications in comparing economies. It should help us not
to think of. "blacks" and "whites" in economic systems, but rather
to think of.varions shades of "grey" in between the extremes.
These differences "in shades may still bi,important -- but they are
matters of.dpgree. Keep in wind then that the differences about
which we will be talking in the weeks ahead are differences of degree.
only. And recall that a society's standing in relation to any other
society will always depend upon what criteria you choose as bases for
comparison along the spectrum. For example, if you were to compare
ohe Eskimo society with the American society on the basis of how
much. 'freedom the individual has you might find the differences not
too great. If, on the other ha:id, you rare to compare them on the
basis of flexibility, or willingness to change, you might find them
far apart along the spectrum.

PrerWe for use in class tomorrow a tist, of criteria by which we
might reasonably compare-the tradAtionat Ultimo society with:the
American market economy.

AF.21.11EZA

soket (economy an econgy
,
ill! 044 pricesware established by

the forces of aupgyand dimaost

se1i-intcrest motivated to act in.accordance with what is to
AWS OMPA4vo9t080'

OPP Ulm, the -range of 4Afftenciell-00004ing from 00o. oStroolo
X9 .11191.h.Sr_

1 4. fAtittimilf o specific qualities or standard by WhichiAlome
thin can be judged

1141-*-"1'-'.**4,44001'''"*"*M [JIMiM'Mr
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READING IX

HOW ONE AMERICAN FIRM'ANSWERED THE BASIC QUESTIONS

During the next two.days, you will read an,account of the way in which an
American business firm came face to face with the basic economic questions
-- what should be, produced, how it should be produced, and for whom it
should be produced (i.e. both who would .get the. product and who would
share .the money realized by selling that product). These two readings

give .you an opportunity to look at economics from the point of view
of one business firm.

The Dennison Manufacturing Company has iti general offices in Framingham,
Massachusetts. Founded in 1844; it has developed in line with a growing
economy. Today it has seven major divisions making and selling a large.
number of products. Each new direction which the company has taken has
forced its leaders to make basic'economic decisions.

As you read, keep the foliowing questions in.mind:

111111W.

la What influenced. the managers of the company
in deciding what products to manufacture?

What factors influenced their decisions
concerning how each product would be produced?

Also, .as:yeu rea4, list those developments in the Dennison story which
you thinIs.typify growth within a market economy.

TES DENNISON "MANUFACTURING COMPANY (Pert. I)*

* From "The Dennison
The City, of Newton

A Casebok excerpt

Glossary:

Manufacturing Company," (Newton, Massachusetts:
copyright 1963).

of
14:

the .history.of the growth of .6 family enterprise.

1 market - the buying or selling of a particular good or service; usually
reserved in economics for those situations. where the exchange of goods
and services takes place at priaes. sot constaate-deisind and
producers' supply.

diversifying giving variety to

p,pedit securing money, goods
*mils to pay for -:them in the

-4014, le

*It t,1,.:.* a

or services in the present against the.
futurd
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4. dividends - that share.of the earnings or profits which a corporation
pays to its stockholders

5. individual proprietorship - a business owned and managed by one
individual,' who assumes the risk" and receives the profits

liability - an obligation to pay wharf.. owed to creditors

7. partnerthip - a business owned and managed by two or more individuals,
who combine their money capital and abiltties, assume the risk, and
share the profits

distributor - an agent or agency for marketing. goods

9, consunorIVI. those who. use final economic goods or 'services

READING X

ROW ONE AMERICAN FIRM ANSWERED THE BASIC QUESTIONS
(Part 2)

Yesterday you studied the early history of the Dennison Manufacturing
Company. Today we will take up the story beginning just after the Civil
War. In the years at the end of the nineteenth century, the Dennison
Company went through a number of vital changes as it faced new problems
in the growing American economy. Most of these Changes in one way Or
another involved the basic economic questions.

The study questions which you were assigned-for yesterday also apply to
today's assignment. Reread them before you begin work on this lesson.
in addition, keep the following, questions in mind: .

'4111111
1. How did the owners of the Dennison Manufacturing

Company benefit from increased earnings? How
did Dennison workers benefit? Did consumers
benefit? Did the governmort benefit?

What is the relationship between how a company's
*ales dollars are divided and the easier to the.
basic economic question -- for whom are goods
produced?

ca DzittuspN MAMACTUR1.0 dOMPANY (Part II) *

Part II of the history of thellrowth of the Dennison Manufacturing
Companystb cit.

'4

Glossary, 4<,

1 corporation - a business organization owned by the stockholders and
legally (if not actually) controlled by the common stockholders through

.

the right to:vote fir the board of dtrectors
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2. bankruptcy - use by debtor of legal method for relieving himself of
financial obligations he is unable to meet

3. stock - certificates of Ownership interest in a corporation, sold in
units called shares

4. stockholder - those who own stock certificates

5. board of directors - a group chosen by the stockholders of a corporation
to',manage the enterprise

6. public exchange - the place where stocks and bonds are bought and sold
according to recognized rules

7. broker - an agent who acts for other parties in buying or selling
stocks, bonds; commodities or services, usually on a commission basis

8. charter - document issued by legislative authority granting privileges
and duties of incorporation

READING =

NOW AN AMERICAN FIRM lit/GRT ANSWER THE 'BA= QUESTIONS
. . .

the'PaSi two days.you have studied the ways in which one American'firms.
operating within a market economy, answered the basic economic questions.
Today we are going to examine the way in which an American child
might first come facem- to face with these queskions.

Suppose you had a brother in the fourth grade who wanted to make some
money this summer. Your mother might suggest that'; he set up a small
business for himself, a lemonade stand, for example., Ignorant in the
field. of economics, your brother might turn to you for advice.

Write an outline containing an analysis of the types of economic decisions
your brother will have to make. In summarizing problems to be met, keep
in mind the fact that your brother will be operating in a market economy.
Recall, in general, the problems faced by the Dennison Company. In a way,
the problems faced, by big business are magnified versions of the same
problems faced by small business.'

Keep your outline under one page 'in length. Outline your thoughts in
short but clear phrases.. DO NOT USE'CONFLETE SENTENCES IN OUTLINING.
Bring your outline to class tomorrow so that we can discuss it. After
our class discussion, you may amend your outline. Tour amended outline
will then fors the basis of a paper you will write tomorrow night.



READING XU

There is no reading for tonight. In .Iieu of a reading.-you will write a
paper based on the outline developed yesterday. Your paper should not be
more than two pages in length. As you writeOceep in mind the rules for
essay writing discussed last semester.

Remember, your brother has come to you as an economic consultant. A good
consultant knows that ,if .a client is to be satisfied with his service .

certain, standard* must be met.. .

1. You must first recognize the core of your client's probliim and define
hil -problem in terms that- hir...-can- understanti.

,

Yitia.mnst hob' eitenethink' through the question of what his
prnary goa/a and ,objectives

..
You must see and interpret for your client )

the alternatives
confronting him in reaching his objectives.

You must clearly point out to your client the possible consequences
of pursuing each alternative,,

You must prqvidits yottr qtieitt Kth ,the information 3necessaryr for his
to make an .intelligent and infused Choice. Keep in mind it is your
velP91)51.1414104e -f0aelaul!$.0014,44R,Pitria t4t can be y9darstond,, by your
.44010t WiliPoWer.- he .

'Y
.

.t.:.101.4 74.

. .

tz

1.7 4 " let
;,`

,.
fi--'1s ,:iy$04-.k. ,) -.,..t,lf.t....-f.,,t, ritAttq y ti.-,- ''CN 7`; :,.. .,k.k t

;

So
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UNIT

. PRICING IN A.

STATING THE ISSUE

IV

MUST' =Neff

The .fpictioning of a ,merket economy depends primarily upon
ndividua1. ,producers.and,consumers pursuing their own self-
intereste. If an -individnal consu mer in the society wants
something bad1;,r enough, he'will show this by his willingness
to pay for it.; :This xilltingneas to pay in turn will provide
the Anc.entive for Lope producer to supply the need provided
thnpli can. cover: ail of hit costs sod his necessary profit
in the pj:icit dot the consumer vitt. be willing to pay. The
consumer then feels that it is in his self-interest, to pay
that price in order to get something that he wants that he
cannot produce so cheaply for himself, And the producer
feels that the sate is., in.his self-interest because me gets
a better return over and above his costs producing this good
than by producing any other one`,`: One man pays a. price, and
the other receives it; but both feel they are better off be-
cause of the exchonse.

For the next few. itayor, we are going to study the nature of
the pricing system' in a free liarket economy: We Shall look,
first, at how the pricing system works under completely

V* .ilho11 examine host PrAcieoperate
in determining whitiliftoultire- prOdUaig; -ha it Amid be
produced and for sib°. it should be, produced

.'±r` sY ts''

; -.I.

ot. .; -

*0,

v07:,31.)1;
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READING XIII

THE NATURE OF A PRICE SYSTEM

No society depends exclusively upon any one method for allocating its
scarce resources. However, while the American market economy answers
some economic questions in terms of tradition and some in terms of
command, predominantly the answers to the basic economic questions are
determined by the operation of a price system within the market.

Because most of us have lived in a market economy all of our lives,
we tend to take it for granted. But could we explain to a stranger
to our system how the market mechanism works? The following passage
illustrates this. perplexity. As you read it, outline an answer to
the following question:.rr AIM=1111110MIMMINNlinli

How does a market economy decide --

A. Whit will .be produced?

B. How will it be produced?

C. For whom will it, be produced?
AwmparainswarrftromplerroMmomelloomullsmilummibleambelaw

From Robert L. Heilbroner, THE MAKING OF ECONOMIC SOCIETY.
(Englewood Cliffs0.N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962).

Simple discussion of how one would act as consultant to emerging
nation and try to explain the market economy.

How can we answer the questions raised by this passage? How can it
happen that millions of unrelated, individual economic choices about
what to do, buy and sell can satisfy the needs of an entire society?
In order to figure out an answer to this question, we must start with
a few basic definitions:

- -
1. Market - any place where an exchange of goods or services takes place;

also, the act of buying or selling of a particular good or service;
usually reserved in economics for those situations where the exchange of
goods or services takes place at prices set by consumers' demand and
producers' supply

Market price - sum of money at which any exchange of goods or services
takes place in the market

3.. Money *a. generally accepted madium.of exchange

4. Scarcity - condition when resources, goods or services are limited in
supply in relation to the demand4fOr them
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5. Allocation of reso cgmac.r. choosing to use production facilities for
one purpose rather than aonther

Mobility of resources - movement of productive resources, such as
labor and capital, from one productive activity to another

Using thele:AefillittionScandz,aisumptions as your guide, come to class tomorrow
prepared to watch anckilwar; al* taps offering an explanation of a simplified
market economy in which there are only two goods produced and consumed.

READI14 XVI

DEMAND ANWSUPPLT IN THE MARKET:

A popular college textbook sets out the law of supply and demand as follows:
"The law of supply ,andAemandsstates that the market price and the quantity
sold will be determined by 000ply and demand in competitive markets." This
statement contains ,five key ,terms: 'market price, quantity sold, supply,
demand, and competitive mar 104s. Perhaps the best way to understand these
five terms is through an examOle such as.the supply of, and demand.for, ice
cream of a certain quality it a particular town during a particular year.

;;,7,.

'The4101Laigi of a quart of ice creel is the bum of Money.
givenibt'thetconeumat and received by the seller in exchange
for a quart Oftice'ciesm..

gul11temeld-means the number of quarts of ice cream which.
h sold to consumers during a certain time period.

and means the entire list of quaLAties of ice cream that
consumets mooliditor at various prices at a particular time.
Here is an example of the demantrfor ice cream in a town.

Table 1 .

a ,

The Depend for, Zoe: :coos in' Tont. A on June 1
-:1

JULAILITIRLMESp- 4e Consumers would buy
a Week

u
4 .40 per quart,

. 31

It 10

It Of

.70

.65

5P,;
.50

.A001 11 11_ ft,,

700. it u
850

1000
MOO

t JU
IV 11

ti X11 It, .011

Thf$:4411 foir 14:cream:thew, is notiaaything:ait-simple as, say, .0500quarts." instes4,..0adeMa4.-ia..500....quarts .a weak At SO cents:, .550quarts a week atep, csitt#te a coinsr,* week at.-60 cents-a 1 1 quarts0

a week at 55 ail and so-fort The 40100 for ice crinisocould neverbe a _single n er because Vithin a finite range of prices .there would
always be some -p p *nik,14 OW tot bayInfos.-loream-at4,..higher price,
and more wi anal a -00)4Of: 44-.&7410Veit- price*,... Demand, th4refore,is. not a' siangl smount .et a singles Orli** .1.t ii a list of amounts .at. a. ilist of pir4n 4fillwailskt Onsee tuadeM4Emeiali that
00re.quertc' #4444tribiAll 04414tPricale4vn

044:1
0.10.44,.4.04-1. ','"'"*3.14",','"0"" i ' '
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(Test.your understanding of the idea above. Why would it be
impossible for you to give any simple ono-word answer, other
than the word "none," to this question: "How many shirts do
you want to buy?")

4. Supply means the' entire list of quantities of icecroam that
suppliers wilt offer for sale at various prices. Here is an
example of the supply of ice cream in a town*

Table II

The Supply of Ice Cream in Town A on June 1

if.gtt25121.2151 Producers would want to supj

$ .80 per quart, 1200 quarts a week
.75 " " 1000 " "
.70 " 850 " " "
.65 " 700 " " "
.60 " 600 " " u

.55

.50

"

"
550
500

"
u

" '"

. The Supply of ice cream is this entire schedule of prices and quantities
which would be offered for sale. in other words, the supply is 1000
quarts a week at 75 cents, 850 quarts a week at 70 cents, 700 quarts
a: week at 65' cents, 600 quarts a week at,60 cents, 550 quarts a week

at 55 cents and 500 quarts-a week at 50 cents. The supply of ice cream
could never be a simple number such as 1000 quarts, within a

. finite range of prices there wouldalways be more eficient producers
willing and able to sell ice creamat a lower price, and less efficient
'prodUcers willing and able to sell only at a higher price.

5. -1....mtiCormarkets mean primarily that a large number of
producers are offering similar products for sale'and that no
one.producer is sO,large that. he can raise or tower the price
of a product significantly by holding his product off the
market or by 'offering more of it for sale. It also means that
there are'many-independent-buyers anxious to buy the goods and no
one buyer, is .so knfluentialthat he can significantly raise or
lower the price of the product by his willingness or unwilling.
nessto buy.

Today we will begin to study the way in Which the "law of supply and
demand" helps to dotermine-priteC We will concentrate our attention
on the demand side of the picture although supply. will also be cone
"adored:. In the next reading we will focus upon supply, giving demand
meco0414141P0/ :As you.readvtoday,%keep the following queetions.i0044:-

ft,

d2k. :414,4 do thy
detetmine.market WAN/

Vhats4s,a ohangoviti demand? What types o
,davalopments'oausit-deemidt0 chinget

,

36, Alid'domand a »k Oitermineltho quintitiviold
'adopt. "gook given'in
today's.rea,
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EFFECT OF DEMAND ON THE MARKET

Metropolis is a well established induStrial.city. About half a million
people live in the city. itself With!aiitother million in the surrounding
suburban area. The economy of the entice area is based _upon heavy
industry and income varies widell..,frpm time to time, depending on the

'prosperity of the sills.
_

In a competitive market economy, many small ,businesses supply similar
gooOs to the consumers of an area. For example, ip*Metropolis, more
than fifty dairies produce ice cream of -comparable quality. Each
competes with the other for buisiness.

The influence of total .demand on production became cleat several years
ago during a particularly hot tnor: The winter had been long and
bitter. A cool, dark May followed.a springtime marked by heavy rainfall
and cool evenings.. The tee cream business at the beginning of the
summer was ift;theAnldruiti. The following table indidateethe'demand
picture for ice cream between May 1 and June 1:

Table I

Demand for Ice Crean May 1 June 1, 1963

If ihe.prici'''Wre Consumers would buy
ci.aea.: 1Lettica w. c

11 wir e I il 0 IN ow N0: :, , ' %.-

,
'50,000 quarts ;

..

.75 sz,
, 59000 u '.

.70 60,000 II

- , :. 90,000 u .

460 :: v , ;,:, . ,.---- 85,000 of

.....-t.. i .'' ',.55 100,000 11 .
.

.50 120,000 ,
so.

Pairing. the sumirter, three developments took.. place each of which. affected
the demand for ice 'crept:4.4:nd changed tke market price. The first
development was a sudden hot spell. The stores were besteged with .

demands for ice creels. This Wig, weet4r changed the demand for ice
crests as follows:

441i
Imo

Table fl::
, .1,.

61041,1141:Itit:100; CS*. Week of June 1 Jiute a..
: r

tIft,417 vvd,r

(4

11:1114r

urgers would
. 00,000*(viiiite-;

(4,e 'Jou! loodoo475
4, 70 . 85000 "
*65 ,

:09
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Compare Table II with Table I. Notice that the amount of ice cream
which consumers wbuld buy had changed at every price listed on the
table. Consumers would buy more ice cream at .80, at .65:and at .50;
in fact, at any price for which we have estimates.

The second of the three developments was a strike. Porty thousand mill
workers and their families suddenly had their income reduced drastically
because the strike funds paid by the union were not nearly so large as
the men usually made in wages. Moreover, many businesses which depended

'1'uOdn mill workers for sales reduced hours for Aeir employees or laid
gait of they off entirely. Within a week, this development had affected
the dehand for ide cream as Table U! indicates:

Table /II

Demand for Ice Creels, Week of June 15 June 22

If tlaoLaritire !' Consumers would buy
.80. 40,000 quarts
.75

- ,..

.70

.65

.60

.55

.50

42,000
44,000 "
48,000 "
50,000 ."

55,000 "

60,000 "

Compare Table III with Table II. Notice that the amount of ice. cream
Which consumers would buy at every price changed. Consumers would buy
less ice cream at any price for which we have estimates.

The third development which affected the demand for ice Cream followed
a few weeks later.' ,krumor circulated through the community that a
few cases of typhoid fever had been identified and that the supposed
cause was milk and milk; products. The rumor later proved to be completely
,false but not until .after many householders had stopped buying milk
77and products for.*:WeehA r so.' .Table IV indicates the effects of
thisr:dlVekopment on tfie:41.4.11nd Zfor ice cream.

;7:,
, Table IV

Demand for. Ice Cream, Weak of.'Aus. 1 - Aug. 8

If the price were
-.71kr 7-,7

..80 A: 4:14

.75 ,

.,
...,.:

- ....00, .:A4. .,,,. .s.;'.'lf '.:141,;,-1.e,4 .

:. 1,--

.Consumers would bu
..:1. ,000. quarts

40,000 ifi

42*:#11.4'....'-' ."
44,000 "

,., 2464000
y 48,000 4'''':4/

.
, 50,000

.05
.....,

.60

.55 : ... '''- 4."''

50 --ii4-,: ,

re *,able IV and .. III. Not40(that'the am' t-pf ice cream
. .

. .:.

eh con,aiaaa ra iro, ':,.1'.... . ,,, ..,4 .', .,.4..:;:-.0 oinkry:,prj.:i Itvitet on the
-4.-4-f. ,,..,e1-;,..., 4,

donsumers k-,* .42 ''.. aill*e.,-, ft C., 'for : which,.
.,,..,.i---,-J,-4;-.'?,..,-,.....'

* 4- -t:'; . ' 1- i',.::7
---,---,[....:.,-.-

. .
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Obviously the demand for all products does not respond to price change
in exactly the same way. For exeiapli) if the price of. salt rose from

.1100 a box to 120 a box, theft Would probably be little effect on the
r.Adlegisnd for salt. Most people lust about the same ianount at

=- the higher' price. (Why?) Yet, 'lir one particvlar 'brand of ialz were
the only one to go up in price, th. sales of that brand might fail.
sharply. (Why?) Again, if a surgeon developed a technique for curing
cancer, he might double or triple his prices and find the demand for
OJAI services had considerably increased rather than decreased. On the
Wier hand, a oo0 a ,poun4s.difference fin the,price.of a pound' of steak
might vap the demand for-atimk 'radically and a. 40$ a pound difference
Stn.:the price of butter light reduie, tree desiand, for butter, almost to

"4ero (Why?)

suit Whether the amount demanded varies a great deal with changes in
...pike or varies only slig4tly, the demand of the consumer is Atilt one
of the two determ(nants of, price in a free market.. ,;he other determinant
is supply. In the next reading we shall study the way in which supply
and demand together set prices and determine the quantity !old in
competitive sultkets ""i`

Glossary:

. .supply schedule of quantities whia al be Agupplied per: unit
of time at various prices

demand '''. schedule of quantities of A...partictilai good' or service
demanded per unit of time at various prices

competition a market 'condition ih which many buyers and many
sellers exchange an identical product; no single buyer or. seller
ittgablie to influenCe- price or quantity sikiiifiiantlY:: and no

READING XV

DEMAND AND SUPPLY IN THE MARKET: II
In the previous lesson we looked at the role of demand in set ;ing etarket

ices . Today we take similar: hard look at suOply:;.. ,

SUpply was defined in the previdus reading as the amounts that suppliers
or producers) will offer for alApittalifferent prices. .Supply is thusa whole schedule of; pricy and iiantittas that-wonvirkbe offered for sale.
In ?tha,;.cose,-of de.ntand, our ItOsimlon sense tells ut that ottaitereielrs ordinarily

want -to, buyImit,$tktintitem as the .pri0e_of.:.it..11.414.111010. Two
--restone liet.bauk- i general, pattern of behavio*Hitirst, consumers
can :01274, 1004:**# and second! consumers Want
;111,:Whert.the`17tir ttate4OWIT.

40:100 ,.noe in elettaly
. ,



.911 the supply, side, the situation is reversed. Retie, as prices rise,
ye will expect producers to bring snore to the market place. This is
true both for (1) thole producers it/1A are already in the business and

whO feel they can profitably produce acre. to sell. at the higher prices
and (2) foi.new produCers,Who:w.ill be lured. into the field by the

,,righter prospect.. for profits.

Vir old rend new prodii0ers alike, the'key factor in determining the
'r-imounts supplied Will be their costs of production in relation to
44hei prices at which they expect to sell. The higher the market .

'price, the more Coats the produCers can cover.. Conversely, as prices
drop in any field, a few producers who are less efficient than others
will soon find that they cannot even cover their costs and will dropat of production. Other producers may still be able to cover their

blit they will sense that they could do still better by switching
manufteture of another product, and will do so. .

In the previous lesson we looked at.a number of factors that might cause
a change 'in demand for any prodoct. Now we can bring supply considera-
tions into the picture to get. a fuller view of how markets work.

Let's look at t40 chaates .that took place in the supply of ice cream
in the city of Metropolis during the sunnier' of 1963.. As you recall,
May 1963 was cool and rainy, in Metropolis and the demand for ice cream
between and June .1 was

Table I'
Demand for Ice Oreasi May 1.. F June 1, 1963

f thee price were.

.75

.70

.65

.60.

.55

.50

Consumers would buy
(each week)
50,000 quarts
55,000
60,000

.70,000
85,000

100,000
120,000.

a this $ame pefi flairiee:which manufactured ice cream
-IfetroPol,is wereititting.. to supply ice cream as follOwi:

"
r.

t*,
k.

Table
Suppiy.,of toe .0

in

June :1, 1963

ucers would- be willing to
each- week
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Actually, during the month of Kay, Metropolis ice cream producers
produced 70,000 quarts of ice cressfAich were sold to the consumer

at 650 per quart. Can you figure out. why?

What would have hapcsned if the price during that month had been
fixed, say by govevnmint, at 750 a quart? At. 55ca quart?

When the weather suddetrly:turned hot, the deland tor ice cream
in Metropolis: changed. stsJollows:

Table III
Demand for Ice Cream in Metropolis, Week of June 1 JUne 8

If the.alce were .Consumers would buy eactt. week)

.80 ' ' 60,000 quarts

.75 70,000

.70 85,000 U

.65 100,000 11-

.60 4

,.
120,000 II

.55 150,000 11

.50... 180,000 op

Instead- of producing 70,000 quarts of ice cream a week. and ,selling it
at 650 a quart as in the preViOus week, the manufacturers produced
85,000. quarts-. which werciolirl to consumers at 700.a quart. Did this
represent a :change4n:::supply or w** it simply.a ;change -in the quantity
supplied a.ne0...supply table, or a movement within the ,existing
table)?

t!,..4

Producers reacted to:this change in demand by deciding. that, as
long as more people were wiii.ing to buy ice cream at a higher price,,
it ;alight now be, economic' for them to use some of 'the old ice cream
makitig .equipment they haven', been using. because of its. lower efficiency
mac higher pperating ;oats*, Or some of them may have decided to work
their men .overtime: andjay.;thent.higher overtime rates. This would
.increase. the .cost producing each quart of ice. cream, but why, not if

consumers are.noww414.ng-,,to pay enough per quart of ice cream to
...cover these costs and. leave a Profit for the producer? some might

seven have decided ,robity TWO equipment to give them greater ice cream
making capacity if they thought the demand was likely to, stay up long
enough to justify this extra investment. Or some milk company that
had. ,9e,yef producs4 1.49, .cream before. might. decided that with so
mit!ty., people,,,n1F, to,,.buy cresoliat-,a. higher .price, .th is was the

pse ,s to pro4uciag ice- cream..'

The key ,paint here i#Lefl` it* .theCtiase-demand changed in the hotter weather,
prodversbrought .MOreiiicticreatkto_the market* ..They did this not
te lu4te.. therse.veFr,030_t it04pc1414:,:to,,and not because it was traditional
to do it, b rather butraiheecaulie the actton consumers. in ,:bidding up
the price acted is a signal to..producers to increase the stocks in the
stores. In their self-interest, producers brought-more ice cream to
wrket. at the higher And in their ovalseltinterest. (remember

was better* cUs revs bought Erie; even at' hiiherpriee.* * * * *
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The rest of this lesson consists of two short eases showing supply
factors at work under contrasting but real-life situations. As you
read them, keep these'questions in mind:

10111NOrsOMPIMINIINIVOOMININPMEI1111110..".

Are either.or both of these cases an example of
supply under conditions of perfect competition?

Why was it possible for American manufacturers to
produce so many hula hoops in so short a period of
time? How did these producers get out of the busi-
ness so quickly when the fad died? How does this
supply story differ from what would happen if there
were a sudden fad for private helicopters?

What is. Madame iltrillols strategy in the way she is
selling her late husband's paintings? Is there
anything risky about her. strategy?

I. THE CASE OF THE HULA HOOPS

In July, 1958, two men in. San babriel, California, started the nation
spinning into one of the wildest fads of the decade. They invented
the hula hoop.

The men, who owned a small firm called the Wham-0 Manufacturing Company,
secured the assistance of technical men-from a major polymer chemical
company to design a.simple plastic hoop about 30" in diameter. The hoop
was meant to be placed about the body at waist height and then kept
spinning there by rapid and rhythmical twisting of the hips. A simple
enough idea, once somebody had thought of it

The fad. spread at a dizzy pace. And its variations were unending. Some
children and adults, too, specialized in seeing how many hoops they
could keep going at one time using body, arms, and neck; Others entered
competitions to see how long they could keep the hoops spinning. There
were classes in the fine points of hOopery, health clubs to promote the
spinning habit, and "hoop-it-up" parties. Nor was the fad confined to
the United States; Paris;- London and:Tokyo were soon caught up in it.
A Belgian expedition 'leaving for the. AntarctierePortedly took a hoop
along for the trip.

The Whamm0 Manufacturing Company was not alone in the field for very
long. Within two months of-the ,original hoop's. appearance, at least
twenty companies entered the production field.. Manufacturers of piping
and hose.quickly converted their equipment to turn out the simple
ektruded plastic h0o0s: By mid-Septembers.LIPE magazine estimated
that twenty million'hoops.had beewsold. In'ihomie two months,they
.xepresented-about $30 IwilliOnjo'rotoWoolOO (stoops mild from as low
140:49,:to as higICABAM50441oCIO
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As quickly as it came, the fad spatitsetf. The 'manufacturers of .

piping and hose went back to making piping and hose. The retailers
-left with a large supply of oepe 'geld thee at sacrifice prices; one
of them cut his hoops in .half and sold then as loops for a decorative
Virden, fehce. tempootlr,icirixor") so it was that a few years and
20 million', hoops later-i child could ask his parents, "What's a hula
hoop?"

II. THE CASE OF .111E WEILL° PAINTINGS

Maur ice- Wtrille-was Frenck.painter- whose work so -often featured
:it seta aud..the buildi ngs of Montmartre in Paris. Typically

.'-,the, 40tora An, his pictures are tight; again, and again, white buildings
141.suritight dotainati. While a- gallery, filled with his works

sonawkit tuarktoinous,it each of his pictures by itself has
pxovegt very. popular,. .__Prints.--of his work are to be seen in many homes.
When hc-died As 1955, it was known that .a:latrge collection' of his

is pa stings had istiltoot- comeAtito the -market for sale. its widow,
who had,owned the' unsold liaintings and managed his affairs for
many years, ,. made it clear.,that.SheAwould; be offering thee-- for sale
only One byi, one anii at a .rather :.ailon rate over the pars.

!'. y ;) 4 .!.7 ; ', :,

4

..



.In the iamt unit we ,studied the 4way.'in Which, the pricing system works
in a completely free market economy,; (And, in the case of the Utrillo
paintings, we saw a highly; restricted' market. with only one supplier.)
In thenext-Unit, we shall look ;at the .pricing system.at work in some
opec,:ific,Americei *ndUitriee:. While Americana comet tapes think of their
Andnitries operating under a comPletely competitive pricingsystem,
or,. in other words, within ir,dixopletely free market, in reality there

h as no economy; to operating, nor. ha there ever been one. The degree of
competUion or lack of:competition with which. American industries
operati 4,1 fees for every industry..' One might plot a spectrum ranging
from 'completely competitiwto,:completely monopolistic with every
ipdustry, represented by a, slightly different point on the spectrum.

The unit which you are about 'to begin carries us beyond any overly
simplified view of the economy as either completely competitive or
completely monopolistic. It deals with some of the more interesting
points along the spectrum between those extremes. The unit hat one
central, purpose: to - deepen our understanding of how markets do and
do not work in the contemporary American scene. And one moral emerges
from this, survey : keeping competition alive and socially useful
presents baffling problem's

4
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READING XVI

THE. MARKET SOCIETY: THE CASE FOR COMPETITION

Sometimes a "model" or simplified picture helps to make an institution or
process easier to understand. A model does not pretend to be a picture of
the real world with all of its.complexities. Instead, it deliberately
drops some of the'complexities so that a special point can be made. For
example, one purpose of a model may be to offer us a benchmark against
which we can compare the real world.

"Pure competition" is such a model. There is probably no industry that
fits all of the characteristics which the economist associates with pure
competition:

- a very large number of producers, each tiO small in relation to
the total size of the market that his,production will, make no
significant difference in either the price or the quantity sold

- an identical. product marketed by these producers, so that the
consumer has no preference as to which producer he buys from

easy entrance into this field of production, and easy exit
for those who fail in it

-.an absence of_any.collusion on prices, quantities, or quality*.
among these producers.

At the opposite end of the scale, we know of no industry that has all of
the characteristics of."pure monopoly":

- one and only one producer of the product
- no satisfactory subititute for this'product
- no practical way in which a' rival can get into the business.

If these two situations have no real counterparts in the world, why talk
about thee They help to orient us to the world around us by providing
some fixed benchmarks; a particular industry can be located, at least in
a rough way,.by seeing how close it comes to or departs from these
benchmarks..

Many economists 'might agree, for example, that some of America's, key
industries might be classified somewhat as follows:
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MANY SELLERS BUT SOME FEW
PURE DISTINCTION IN PRODUCTS SELLERS PURE

COMPETITION MONOPOLY .

.............................. I

Agriculture Meat packing
Coal Canned foods,
Cotton textiles

Steel Telephone
Autos Water
Tires Gas
Flat glass
Cigarettes

Some of the later lessons in this unit will talk about issues that arise
at different points.on this spectrum. What happens,, for example, when
there are just a few sellers and they begin to collude with one another?
Or what happens towards the other end of the spectrum when there are so
many competitors scrambling for the available Markets that some producers
are in economic distress but yet do not:leave the market?

But first we want to examine, the case that is usually offered in favor of
a high degree of competition in markets, wherever that competition can be
achieved consistent with other:goals such as technical efficiency.
Americans have gone further than peopli in any other country'in praising
competition and in curbing monopoly. In spite of the drift in, some
industriesi our announced.position continues to be that, where possible,
we want to be closer to the left end of the siectrum above than to the
right end. Why is this so?

As you read the next pages from one of the most .famous economists that
the United States has produced, keep these qUestions in mind:

1. What is gained by maintaining competition?

Are there times when competitiOn is not desirable
in markets?

THE CASE FOR COMPETITION*

From .John.Maurice Clark, .ALTESNATIVE TO.SERFDOM (New York: Vintage
Books, 1960) as reptintect.in Paul. A. Samuelson. et al., READINGS IN
ECONOMICS (New York: McCraw- Hill, 1964) 4th ed.., 188-190.

A discussion*of competition.andet *het point competition threatens security.
What its value is to the marketeconomyand the necessity for competition
:to remain dynamic.

NotriamossigingwRimmvommoroommurmerronvissinverwri
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READING XVII

SOME CASES OF COMPETITION

Today's lesson is a series of caseso-one long and two short--designed to give
you a feeling for the practical meaning of competitian as it might appear in.
American businesses large and small. Each case asks, you to see the "invisible
hand" of competition made visible to individual entrepreneurs. While you are
thinking about these cases and trying to get a firmer grasp of competition's
meaning to the entrepreneur, remember though that the ultimate inn act of this
process is on the consumer. That is, few men have argued that competition is
designed to make life simpler or better for the entrepreneur already established
in a particular field; the argument has .been, rather, that competition makes life

Omore rigorous r the businessman and does so in order to advance the consumer's
wellbeingt

The Case of the Lemonade Stand

Suppose once again, as in an earlier lesson (Reading XI), that you have decided.
to set up .a lemonade stand outside the park where, your local baseball team,plays
its home games. (We'll assume too that you have the permission of local
authorities to do so.) Now let's try to see who your competitors are, what
competition amounts to, and how you might meet that competition.

Who are your competitors?

For each of the following businesses, decide whether or not you would
'consider it to be in competition with you and be prepared to defend your answer.

1. Refreshment stands inside the ballpark.
2. A soft drink stand just like yours but located hear another

entrance to the park
3. A restaurant one block away
4. A downtown restaurant some two miles away
5. A gasoline service station across the street from you
6. A bar one block away
7. Water fountains inside and outside the ballpark,

What will determine how many more competitors come alone

How might each of the following factors playa part in determining whether
more lemonade stands just like yours are set up outside the ballpark in the
weeks ahead?

1. The price which you charge for your lemonade
2.- The winning record of your hometown team .

3. The weather
4. .The quality of your product
5. The attitude of local authorities towards. more Small businesses

near the ballpark.

Noowldll yotkreact toggriumoitkla

Suppose theAmoner of nearby stand just like yours does each of the follow-
ing'things. Which.of these wouldyOu consider to be fair competition? Which
seem unfair? What are the basid criteria you have used to separate "fair" from
"unfair "? (Would your claisification,of any oCthe tactics change if yoU had
been- the first one to use it?)

1. Thevther owner announces that,s4cOnd glasses of lemonade to any
customer will sell'Athalfprice.
'116 puts more ice in his leMonada and OtroduceisMOre expensiVe paper Cup*.
114)1,tarts.i144;fr,001.0010nS'Othat.tba!kbottisdlsmOn juice concentrate.



4. He adds cherry juice to thit Jegkoda and calls it "Cherry Lemon."
5. He adds a tasteless, red 'vegetable dye and again calls it "Cherry Lemon."
6. He advertises, "You.'ve triect,,, the, other ones--now try the pure one."
7. He adds hot dogs to his line of merchandise.
Now suggest. Whet itiunter-,tactici:760 siigt#:-Orsue to meet each of these

moves by 'your -41ompeiitor. Por leacjiboOn*-itactic; indicate what effect you
would eitPect'thiC'to 'viva oii4(1) 'ionr'4,4nts of operatinatihe stand; (ii) your

"lid 'OW *iifttir;' " ''.~P'

Tie Case of the Cossacckets

This case is leis structured.. Suppose now "that you operate a somewhat bigger
You,taanufactUre clothing for-teenagers. You recently produced a

nylon jacket designed, in cut and color patterns, to look like the coats worn
by Cossacke. Somewhat to your surprise, the jackets are a great success and
you are selling them as quickly is -your factOry can turn them out.

tieing-the' kinds of points railed tinder each .;part of the previous case on
reekinide 'stands, offer a preliminary' analysis of each of these questions:

Who will yOur competitors be?
-- what wilicditermina haw many competitors come along?

how might you oucaessfully meet the competition that arises?

The.Case of the Steel Producer

This case is like the previous one. Now you are the chief executive of a major
steel producing firin.

-- whom would,you coneidei to be your competitors?
what will determine how many new competitors come,alone?
what might you dp in the face of ,ttlis coaRetition..and what
consequences would. yciu 'frau then actions ?`

_

It

I

t, >1 .
or il 'M x , . .

Fal

ISPAINOWIIIIIIImmonosumpommillow.
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PROBLEMS IN MAINTAINING A COMPETITIVE MEET SYSTEM: AGRICULTURE

The agricultural industry might well be termed the most striking paradox
of the American `economy. A near-perfect description of an industry with
characteristics 'liftable for maintaining a competitive market,, the
agricultural inaustry has become critically dependent upon government
control. In an attempt to help you gain insight into how this contradic-
tion came about, today's reading will consist of a set of problems.
These problems describe actual historical developments within the American
agricultural industry.. To gain insight into why the events described
resulted in particular economic problems, start by listing those character-
istict of the agricultural industry which make that industry, ,particularly
adaptable to a competitive market. Before making this list, refer back
to Reading XVI. What are the characteristics of a competitive market?
How a4curately do these characteristics describe the agricultural industry?
As you analyze each problem, ask yourself the following questions.

1. How can each one of the factors described in these
problems be fitted into the demand and supply
analysis of recent readings? (Prove to yourself that
"demand" and "supply" can be thought of as two filing
drawers-into which you can place market changes for.
easier and more orderly analysis.)

What factors worked against the maintenance of a
free competitive market with the agricultural
industry?

Problem /

During the first two centuries of American history, the farmer became a
symbol of hard manual labor and independence. About the middle of the
.ninetee -nth century, mechanization introduced new methods in. farming
.az farm machinery became more and more common, the farmer needed more and
more acres to farm profitably.

In what way would this development affect competition within .

the agricultural industry?



?roblemIt:

From 1900 to 1910 the non-rurir population of the Aka 04 'States', grew
by 40%.

ow'woUld 'this groith*ifteCt the-egricUltUrat taustilt
A

Problem III470.10.160111

During World War'i, the United' States became a leading food' producer for
the warring'nations,' To 'stimulate produCtion, a minimum price for vital-.
&6,0, such as wheat, was established by' the newly created Food.Adiziniatra-
tioi headed by Herbert HoOlier, Farm acreage under cultivation increased
grett1Y.

1Mow..wilmitd this affect thcast cultural industry?

Problem

During the 1920s, aeveral events affected the agricultural industry.
Consider the conseqeupces of eaqh.elient individually.. Then, envision,
if you can,. the total target of all of these events occurring
simultaneously.

A. Nations dependent upon,the United States.for much of their food
supply during World Wart became agriculturally independent once
again and began competinragain for world food markets.

Gasoltne-powered farm equipment replaced much of the horse-drawn
machinery of prewar days. The number of farm tractors in use
increased from 230,000 in 19201o,920,990 in 1930. New machinery
made it possible for one man to do formwork that formerly required
thee, labor of fifty mu.

Improved -strains of seal, better fertilizers, and insect control
yielded better and- heavier crops on identical acreage.

11. 'During the 1920s. farm acreage under cultivation expanded,

Legislation restricting immigration curtailed the-flow. of immigrants
to the United States.

The displacement of 8 million horses by automobiles, trucks and
tractors released for other types of agricultural production some
35 million acres of farmland forierly required to grow feed for

--.--,--7-7010111111111111111111411111M111111111111111MittitnimmummePlorimmintri
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While farm prices rose 34% between '1910 and 1924, the price of
manufactured goads (including the *goods that farmers themselves
bought) rose 60%.

H. In the ,fall of 1929, the. United States and zilch of the industrially
developed world entered .one -Of tike etost dovistint.depresSiOns..of all
times.

How would these events, individually and collectively, affect the
agricultural industry? .

Proilem V

1. In 1932, somewhere between 13 and 15 million Americans were unemployed.

In the early 1930s, many of those fortunate enough to have jobs
suffered substantial cuts in wages or hours.

By the spring of 1933, fart prices fell .64% below their 1929 level.
By the spring of 1933, prices ofJmanufactured goods fell 34% below
their 1929 level.

Farm families' cash income dropped from $11 billion in 1929 to $5
.billion in. 1932.

Due to faulty agricultural practices of previous decades, millions of
acres of western land were ruined. 'Dust storms blew away thin topsoil
and thousands of farms were abandoned. Hundreds of thousands of
farmers lost their land and were reduced to the status of migratory
agricultural laborers.

How would these events affect the agricultOral industry?

Problem VI,

The Agricultural Adjustment.Act of 1933 authorized the Secretary of
Agriculture to pay farmers to reduce the acreage of crops already
pToduced in such abundance that prices would have had to drop still
further in order to find customers to buy all that was available for
sale. Cotton produeers were paid $113 million to plow under 10.4.
million acres of land already planted.

The*.Soil Erosion Act of 1935. aUthorized the ,SicretarY Of ,AgricOlture
tokmake. paymentO to farmers whO .etzployed methode:to.prevent erosion
and restore soil fertility.

The Agricultural Adjustrient Act of 1938 introduced the concept of
ParitY Prices. Parity represented a price relationship between farm
products and manufactured goods, guaranteeing the farmer a price
which would insure his receiving for his crop a return sufficient

.01PurCiuur. IlitalYtislasufeeturedleeds'asc e, :return' on. en 'equivaleni

crop watacUla 1Purches 4 during AlsOaltrigtOi-1914.!

Nimininsitemissimi mairmin Effirnmon
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Through parity, the.goverment guaranteed the farmer a minimum priceon twenty basic commodities. If the market price went above the
parity price set by the government -- the farmer was free to sell hisentire output at, the 4shoy: market pri,ce.: If-the market price fell
belowpgity,..tho government agreed tp,pay the farmer the difference
`between parity and ihe lower market price. If, in addition, the
farmer was unable to sell his total prOduction of these basic commodif.ties on the open market;,- .the government agreed to buyikt parity and
store his surplus prOduction.

How would this legislation affect the, agricultural industry?

Problem VII

During World War II, American farmers harvested the largest crops inAmerican agricultural history. Farm income doubled betweeft.1940 and 1943.Total fars income increrAsed from less than $5 billion in 1932 to over $70billion in 1943. Agriculture was more prosperous than ithad been in a .generation. But farm labor was scarce.because Of the military draft andthe lure of ;high wages inlwar;plante4 as a vosult, farmers found it
attractive to.introduce more productivity-increasing machinery on theirfirms.

Row this, prosrity ;;affect the agricultural industry?,
pe

.4

Problem VIII

In 1956 Congress passed the Soil Bank Act. This act proyided for paying
farmers a large proiOrtion of what-their land.might.be expected to produce
on condition that they withhold it from production.

of the4gricultural induitry?

In 1964 the U.S. Supreme Court issued a sweeping order that many peoplebelieve will force the 'states to maintain more equally sized legislativedistricts than had beat-true in the past. Typically farm areas have beenoverrepresented in many states and sometimes in-the U.S. Congress too, andurban and suburban areas have been underrepresented.

Row will thlircourt- decision affect .`the = agricultural industry?.-

s,-
On thi, bisirs ofd the AAP*, 'problems prearentad..in today's reading, write a
-11441t PlireSrAPPL.MlaftintlAkiziktvitzling. practices- in the haerican Agri-aultural industry devilOctlfron'a Ompetitive market ii*seem to one very.dependent uPon'gowernment *. Brine this paratraph to class with
you toior

k 11111111111EMOMP



Glossary

parity the relationship between the .prices received by farmers for
4heir products and the. prices paid. by Eerier* for.theirpUrchises
during some past period, usually 1910-1914.

* * * * * * * * * * *

Reading XIX

MAINTAINING A COMPETITIVE. MARKET SYSTEM -- PROBLEM AREAS:

THE STEEL INDUSTRY (AN OLIGOPOLY)

In looking at the agricultural situation, we were studying an industry that,
despite -- or because of? -- a high degree of competition, had serious
enough difficulties tole:ad to governmental interferenceAn:free markets.
Many American industries; unlike agriculture, lack many or all of the
ChiraCteristics normally considered parts of pure competition.-, Today's
lesson looks at one of these industries and,shows-thatthere.are problem',
there too.

In some industries, no firm is likely to survive unless it can reach a
site in.plant and production sufficient to permit it to take advantage of
the beet technology and the best marketing methods. When the investment
required to reach this case is, very large., it may be true that only a few
firms can survive. Such an industry with only a few producers in it is
called an "oligopoly." *;(Greek for."few.sellers." Contrast "monopoly"
"one seller")

Three companies -- General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler -- make nearly all
the automobiles in the United States. They constitute an oligopoly. Over
75 per cent of sales in their respective industries are made by the top
four producers in cigarettes, linoleum and rubber tires. In many other
major American industries, half to three-fourths of the total business is
done by fewer than firms. All of these are oligopolies. The few large
companies dominate economic decision-making in those industries. The
other, smaller firms participating in the industry' must ordinarily be
willing to go along with the decisions made by the few. Conditions that
might lead to development of an oligopoly within an industry are:

1. Capital requirements are relatively large, constituting an
obstacle to the entry of new. firms;

2. Large-scale production is necessary for low-cost output.

In today's reading, we are going to exambme-priciig practices of the steel
industry, an oligopoly. Here is an industry which falls somewhat towards

1111W111=111111M1111111111111111111111111PMMIMILIMMIMMINP6",,.,IMPIMNoNIMIIIIII
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the monopoly end of our spectrum of market structures, but note thAt:
there may still be vigorous competition between steel and other products
(aluminum, glass, plastics-, -concrete) AtuidoccaBionally, between steel.
compantee'themselves,astheyjight for market shares. When you have
finished .reading, write.the,ansWersto these questions:

1. How does the relationship between 'One steel fitm and
another one differ from that between one farmer and
another? Why must steel companies be so very
conscious of one another's activities?

2. How large a part do the forces of supply and demand
play in settiwprices within the steel industry? i

Ihriormr.- =II 1

On April 10, 1962 a price increase was announced by the United States
Steel Corporation in a .statement issued by Leslie B. Worthington, president
of the company, and the man who went to the White House at 5:45 that
evening to tell the President cf the United States about the increase.
In part Worthington said:

-

"Since our last over-all adjustment in the summer of 1958, the, level .

of steel-prices has not been increased, but, if anirthing, has de-
. clined somewhat., This ,situation, in the face, of steadily mounting
production ,costs which have included four increases in steelworker
wages and benefits prior to the end of last year, has been due. to
the competitive pressures from domestic producers ad from imports
'of foreign-maHe steel, as well as from other materills which are
used as substitutes for steel. ...

"...taking into account all, the competitive factors affecting the
market for steel, we have reluctantly concluded that a modest
price adjustment can. no longer be avoided in the light' of the
production-cost increases that have made it necessary."

.
.

On April U, the, day of ter 'U. S . s announcement, President Kennedy
held a news conference. He began with the following statement:

,

"The simultaneous, and .identical actions of United States. Steel
and other leading steel corporations increasing steel prices
by some $6 a ,ton 'constitute a wholly unjustifiable and
irresponsible defiance of the public- thtevest.

"In this serious, hour in our nation's history, when we are con-
fronted with grave crises in Berlin and Southeast Asia, when we
are devoting our energies to economic recovery and stability,
when we ,ar.s,asking resetrvis0:Wleave their hsomes and -families
for months on end, and servicemen to risk their lives,. eand.

Q
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gist ing union members to hold down their wage requests, at a timewhen restraint and sacrifice are being:asked of every,citisen,the American people wilt find it hard, as. I do, to accept ,a.'iltuation in which a tiny'handgul,,of steel executives: whose,'14izrisuit of PriVate power and profit exceeds their. senseofpublic responsibility can show such utter Contempt for theinterests of '185 million Americans. ...."
Two readings in .thishis-

Wallace Carroll, "Steel: A 72-Hour Drama with an All-Star Cast " NEW YORK
TIMES, April 23, 1962.

Report-0f ,President Kenned y ' pressure...againat Big Steel, forcing
them to.roll back.4 price rise in the interest Of the national'economy.

Richard'Austin Smith, "Behind U S Steel's Price Blunder," FORTUNE,August 1962, 75+.

A "Monday, morning quarterback's" look at .the U.S. Steel price-risefiasco, in terms of the price-leader role of U.S. Steel in acompetitive market.

PRICE FIXING

Recent lessons have illustrated a faseiniting point about the American
economy. While professing- to believe,,: in competition, we have still been
ingenious in seeking ways to escapeAtz.

4.. the history of farm legislation since the 1930s is full of
examples of attempts to Cushion "fatmers against the market
place

-- the story of pricing in steel is, in part, one of the search
for a- system of stable price leadership under which individual.
firma will follow the pattetn set by a giant rather than
cut one anothar's throats in price wars.

These represent attitudes that seiem to say, "We believe in competition,
but "

All of these earlier lessons discussed practices that were either legalalready or that the parties were trying to 'make legal. : (The steel
companies dit.,not.'meet to collude on prices; they watched one another and
then'-acted in ,their indiVidual self interests..) Today's Jesson goes.further; it talks about the attempt of some key firms to 'achieve protectionagainst competition's rigors by simply and, for a while, ,secretly
breakin4, a story of pries leadaship, 'but of

ht collusion in defiance of the Sherwin An14-oflust Act o 1890 and oflater tele Ohidlh, fotbada*nopriay,-attemOts to aeiop41411:410:
"conspiracies in4ieitioitit of trade."

11:i . 4*1 144:,11 P,. , 1,4-1 .141
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'Why and how this .happened, among, some of the most prominent firms. in the
nation is .a major story in modern economics. AboVe. it .seems to
illultrate that .competition is not. self policing. A nation that
bilieves'in the advantages of - competition, both to check possible abuses
by indiVidual- firm. and to spur progress, will- have. to be vigilant to
keep that cOmpetition.alitse.-:

As you read, consider the following questions:

1. In what way did the price-fixing of the electrical
equipment companies differ from the price leader-
ship of the steel companies?

Why did the electrical companies not want to permit
the market to determine prices in the electrical
equipment industry?

THE INCREDIBLE ELECTRICAL *CONSPIRACY ,*

* Richard Austin Smith, "The Incredible Electrical Conspiracy,"
FORTUNE, April, 1961, 132+.

Corporate power and corporate ethics. discussed in terms of the criminal
case against our largest electrical corporations on trial for collusion
in price fixing under the Sherman Act.

Glossarx:

1, price fixing - agreement among competitors on prices that will be
charged for specified products

cartel - a voluntary combination of independent priVate enterprises
supplying similar commodities or services that agree to limit their
competitive activities

collusion - a secret agreement, especially' one:. that is considered
illegal for any reason

book price - the price of something as shown in or according to the
account books of a business
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Reading XXI

MAINTAINING A COMPETITIVE MARKET SYSTEM' PROBLEM AREAS:

WHEN THE MARKET 'MECHANISM FAILS AS A RATIONING DEVICE

We,have now examined the way in which prices in a market economy are
established by the interplay.of supply and demand under theoretically
pure competition. We have seen a highly competitiveJndustry.(agri-
culture) deviate.froM .a pricing system relying on market forces toward a
pricing system based). tore large extent, on government control. We have
analyzed the forCes that encourage oligopolies to stabilize prices and
we have seen examples of both their legal and illegal pricing practices
in the AmeriCan.ectinomy.

In looking at these specific kinds of markets,. we isst not lose sight of
our overall interest: merketsare of interest to us because they are
way* of 'communicating signals between buyers and sellers (how much will
customers pay for a certain type of pastry? what price will induce bakers
too:bring a certain -quantity of thatpastry onto .the market?), and of
allocating our limited resources among our unlimited ends.

This allocating function is critical in economic analysis. Where prices:
move freely in markets, the problesi,,solves itself. The price of any
product will settle at a level where the number of units that customers
will buy at that level justequalsthe number that producers will bring
to the market. Everybody is happy in the sense that no customers willing
to pay that price need, go away empty-handed, and no producers willing tro-

sell at that price are left with loaded shelves. (Of course, customers
might like lower prices and producers Would surely like higher ones; but
.their contrasting likes produce an unstable imbalance at every point 'except
the one described above.)

Maybe the .best way to See the smoothness and the implications of markets
as allocators is.to see what happens when, for any reason, we do not
permit markets. to function freely. What happens, for example, if prices
are pegged so high that there are constantly more products brought to
market than 'consumers will buy? How then are the available customers
rationed up or allocated among the many sellers? Or what happens if
frices are pegged so low that far more customers want the goods than
suppliers are willing to satisfy? Rowan the limited supplies allocated
among the buyers?

This lesson introduces.a cumber of exercises involving real or hypothetical
interferences with markets. But each one has the indirect object of
making free market mechanisms, more intelligible as allocating devices.
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As you read the following cases in which rationing is not left to the
devices of the market, consider the following questions:

1. What are the particular circumstances in each case
that inhibit the Market mechanisi from working'
satisfactorily?

Do these cases imply any generalizations that might
be made concerning the circumstances under which
the market mechanism is a good device for rationing?
Circumstances under which the market mechanism is a
poor device for rationing?

. .

A. The Case of World War. II

During the Second World.War, both consumer and'production goods were in
short supply relative to the greatly increased demand. Since, by 1942,
we were using our productive capacity almost to the limit, price increases
could not stimulate corresponding increases:in the supply of goods. More
and shore demand for goods, goods with which to fight the war and goods
with which to meet the increased demands of civilians who now had better-
paying jobs than ever, simply meant higher and higher prices for the
available goods.

Our governsient believed that such uncontrolled price rises (i.e., infla-.
tion) would endanger the economy and would' proire.unfair in their burden
on some groups in the war. period. For this reason price ceilings were
imposed. The. government set the highest price at which a product could
be sold. It was illegal to sell it for more:, But if prices were not
to'be allowed to ration goods, how would you diVide up the. short supply
of available goods among the many wanting them and now able to afford
them? The answer on some goods was simply to issue priority. .certificates
to a few selected people whose need'concerned.the general welfare or
prosecution of the war. For instance, physicians were among the few
civilians permitted to buy new-automobiles since their access to immediate
transportation was deemed essential. _For other goods, sueh,as food and
gasoline, ration coupons were issued 'to all consumers to ensure everyone's.
getting an equal share of what-was.iVallable. To buy a gallon of gasolipei
a man had to. have thembhey (as always)' but he also had to have a ration
coupon, and the number of coUpOns preitimably-equilled.the total number
of gallons available for sale.

_

Within:the-scope of such .a program, envision thiconseqUencee of the
following:-

1. A small, neighborhood grocer has catered to aselect clientele
for many years. .11e is deluged with complaints from his regular
customers because under present rationing restrictions they are
unable to 'obtain adequate meat iupplies to prepare the type of
meals to Which they are accustomed.
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General Dwight D. Eisenhower, commander of the Allied invasion
forces, predicts that the of the European war will. come within
a few short months.

A manufacturer of aluminum kitchen furniture is being forced out
of business because of,his inability to convince the government
of his need for a high enough priority to purchase the aluminum
he needs to stay in business. > A very close personal friend is the
sales manager of an aluminum processing plant.

A rumor is circulated that tea, which has not previously been
rationed, is going to be added to the list of rationed goods by
the end of the current month.

A law is passed permitting Margarine. to be colored yellow before
being offeredlOr sale as abutter tubititUte.

br The war ends, andall rationing programs are immediately ended.

* * * * * * * * * *

I. The Case of the World Series

Your favorite baseball team has won its league's pennant and is faced by
the happy Prospect of participating in the World Series. Your stadium.
has a: fixed seating capacity,. of course, yet every baseball fan within
-a hundred miles of your city wants a ticket to the 'Series even if they
never come to see the team play during the regular season play. The

. management of the winning club must decide how best to handle the sale
of'Series tickets. It has several alternatives open to. it. Conaider
tht.consequences 'of each:.

1. It can sell all tickets on the open market and sell them to the
highest: bidders.

. -

It can Offer the tiakett to the ciub's season ticket,holders
first, putting the iemainderOn the open market.

It can fix the, price-of tickets, telling them la unlimited
quantities to purchateriLon a-first-come; first-terve basis.

It can fix the pride ot:the.titkets, selling a limited number
(possibly only one or WO to purchasers on a.firtt-come; first-
servedbatis.

It CanHprai-tor. rain.
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The cases considered-in today's lessontrepreseit but two of the area fa.

ia the American economy in which the rationing of goods is net determined
by the operation of a competitive market mechanism. Can you find others?

etEMILL.

1, rationing - the basic function of.allocating scarce goods among
alternative uses and scarce factors of production among
alternative types of prod.xtion.

Inflation a general rise in prices

* * * * * * * * * *

READING XXII

111R MARKET ECONOMY:'. A SUMMING -UP.

We have loOkedin recent lessons- at some aspects of the Ametican'ecOnomy.
We treated it not as a pure type of market economy because it certainty
is not One, but as a shifting point Along a spectrum of systems. We placed
it over towards the end of the scale marked by reliance:on decentralized
'decision-making in markets, but saw that it had some elementirof
ized.planning and direction too.

It is time now toshiftto-look.atahOther society, again not as a pure
type. at one polar point'otthe spectrum but ass mixed society. The SovietUnion 4 certainly further alongthe spectrum towards full pla4ningthan
we are but, as we shall see, there is more to their economy than that.__
Before we shift our focus. howevert it.is.well to take another loolcat.our.!
selves, Today's lesson doei.this:by 'asking about the relevanwof Adam !-Smith, the most famous exponent of,the pure market society, for:20th
century. M.A.

As you read the leseoni think about these questions:

What are the major advantages.and ;disadvantages
that Mire come to us through our changing
emphasis on government in the economy?

How well .could the pure market system meet our
new problems?
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WHATEVER BECAME OF ADAM SMITH?

"Well, they may have started off together -- but they've sure drifted
a long way apart ever since." The speaker was talking not about two
individuals but about two of men's most important documents, both born in
1776. One was the'Declaration of Independence in the New World, and one
was Adam Smith's THE WEALTH OF NATIONS. in the Old World.

These. two documents of 1776 are useful to talk about together because each
says so much about the American expertient. The Declaration of Independence
.set in motion events which were to give the United States its chance to
shape its own political destiny and to build a democratic society placing
heavy emphasis on the rights of the individual to choose his own destiny.
THE WEALTH OF NATIONS provided the intellectual underpinning or support
for the economic.ideas that were to become dominant in the new society.
Maybe no one who signed the Declaration of.Independence had ..yet heard of
Adam Smith; but his influence was great in the years thereafter.

teen against the beckdtop of economic ideas that prevailed before Smith
wrote, THE:WEALTH OF.NATIONS was revolutionary. The book may be seea as
an attack on the orthodoxy of "mercantilise that had so long held key
parts of Western Europe in its grip. Mercantilism was a protective
philosophy that sought to move an economy from'emphasis on agriculture to
emphasis on industry through use of the powers of the state. To effect
this change, the state had to protect industry against outsiders in other
economies and to regulate isidustry's.activities for effective growth,
said the mercantilists.

Not so, said Adam Smith. Putman on his own and not under the protection
of a planning, prodding government and.he will .achieve wonders that the
world had never seen. The core of. Smith's radical emphasis was in three

.

propositions:

- men are most effectively motivated by self-interest; that self-
interest,,far from being deplored and smothered, should be
encouraged to the end that men would want, to move ahead according
to their own lights.

- men are most effectively regulated in pursuit of their self- interest
by the forces of competitiont the abuse of power by a producer is
a real enough. possibility, but it is best guarded against by
making sure that the customer always has alternative sources of
supply to which he may turn.

sp the best role for government is a minimal one; government must
keep the peace and must check to see that the competitive game
goes aa; but, beyond that, laisseswfaire.is the best policy.
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This was the rationale for the market society. And nowhere in the world
did thatrationale prove' more powerful than in the United States. Here
was man's great testing-ground for the new ideas of economic liberty..

But.now:Weare being. told that the United. States has.abandoned viw
lamentis heard that, in the middle thirty years of. the twentieth centuryi-
whave turned from laissez-faire and free'markets-And competition towards.
governMent intervention and protection.. No one denies that we have the
richest secietyJn the world.. But .that was ..the vroduct-of the free past,
according:to this lineot argument.. Now weare. on the road to. ruin.

Is Smith-dead?

The surface evidence is convincing enough. Play the alphabet game, .by,
simply listing the new regulatory agencies.and.institutions that,impinge
upon` our economic life: the F.T.C. (Federal TrOc-Commission),.F.P.C..

.

(Federal PowerCommission), F.C.C. (Federal Communicaticis'CommisdiohY,.
S.E.C. (Securities-Exchange Commission), F.D.A. (Food and Drug.Administra-
tiOn), F.H.A.- (Federal Housing Agency), C.A.B. (Civil, Aeronautics Board),
N.L.R.Ba (National Labor Relations Board, as so on:through countless more
combinations of letters' until one ends withJ.F.K. and L.B.J. Government
today is .a regulator, producer, subsidizer, taxer, protector, educator,
seller, an0.1myer. And What would Smith.have thoUght of that?

* * * * * 4 *4*

.. .

The rote of government has been expanding in this century without.any doubt...
But., before one can conclude what this says about the relevance of Smith
today, he had better pause to ask why that governmental role. has grown._.
-Once he does that, he may .,not be so sure,that the father of. laissesolaire
economics would deplorwouriactions.

Government is bigger today for at least four broad reasons:

1. National defense.

Smith, saw the case for governmental action here as clearly_as
We do. What he could not foresee was the size of the job in
a technologically changed world. National &false today accounts
for half of the Federal Government's spending of $100 billions
each year; some large part of that spending is accounted for by
the sheer magnitude of the job in developing nuclear weapons, in
developing protection against others' nuclear weapons, and, in
seeking leadership in outer space.

Large scale. industry

Again, Smith saw the need for government to Call certain rules
tbkoep the forces of competition at work.1What_he could. cot
foresee was the growth of largo scale industry, both because
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of.new technology and new marketi. Hence he had little chance
to anticipate the-delicate areas where governmental intervention
is not particularly costly in direct. dollar terms (the:budget
for the Anti-Trust Division of the Department of Jugtice isn't
that big) but where it seems to the businessman to impinge most,
directly on his conduct. ile,are frankly engaged in a kind of
balancing act: we want competition but we want big business too.
And the resultant task of keeping competition alive among small.
numbers of giant firms in so many industries is bound to be
difficult - -'and irritating too at times.. But what alternative
to a major policing job for gOvernment when the evidence seems
clear that competition may die when there is no policeman around?
And Where competition,cannot-vork, as in some utilities, what
Alternative do we have to government as the regulator of prices
and production?

Emphasis human ri 00.k_latomfds_a:221Ely.ris. its
Herewe are into a more controversial area. Smith would surely
assert that he cared as much for human rights as any of us do;
he would have added that those rights are best taken care of
by the free markets.. In truth, we still agree with him to a
very largeextent. Many of. our most essential human rights are
enhanced and guarded primarily by market. forces; for example,
most job placements occur without any significant intervention
by government. .What we have done however is to soften or temper
the workings of the free markets' at some fringe points; for
example, we.havepassed laws that.forbid some kinds of discrimina-
tion in those job placements'or that set minimum wages to be
paid on the jobs'. Every such law raises legitimate doubts in
Some men's minds even as it seems to Other men to represent a
humane advance over the completely free market. But hopefully
.Smith might see, amidst' all the debate on the "welfare state,"
that market mechanisms still govern the bulk of the transactions
in our economy. We are tinkering with,-not abandoning, markets.

New social concerns
Finally, Smith could scarcely have foreseen some of the social
challenges raised by heavy concentrations of people in a tech-
nologically explosive world. He who championed smallness and
the retention of economic decisions as close to home as possible
might be as nonplussed se we are by' problems, for example, of
our metropolitan areas. A multiplicity of separate decision-
making units, an increased interdependence of one unit with
another, a rapid increase in the numbers of people living close
together, and a sort of planlessness that communities inherited
from the laisses-faire tradition -- all these things combine
to make today's metropolitan. area problems urgent public business.

^410=110..11111111M.,..M.
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We have come to 'a 'point here and elsewhere here man .Americans,
still believing deeply that government :should only do what
individuals cannot do as well for themselves, are willing to
conclude that 'this test will; produce some answers different
from those Of the past.

* * * * * * *

Where then do we come out? How relevant is Adam Smith for us today?

There is a shift in our economy towards new responsibilities for govern-
ment. But this is a matter of degree. We did not at any time start with

. a laissez-faire society (which May mean that Smith might never have put
his stamp of approval, on us anyway), and we are scarcely in a headlong
flight from it today.. Bit by bit, we are still experimenting in the
search for a,, society that takes the best elements of free markets and adds
to them some restraints or improvements -in the interest of some cause not
served well enough by laiseez-faire..

Adam Smith would recognize and applaud much in our economy. He would be
puzzled and dismayed by some other aspects. But maybe he would have the
tolerance to see that we are still in the process of changing. ,Nothing
much is fixed yet. And maybe he could share some of our men mixed feelings
about this mixed economy. These are the same feelings that Robert
McCloskey' Burnt up in describing: the :cottsgers' departure from Maine at the
end of the summer in TIME OF WONDER: , "A little bit sad' about the place
you're leaving; a little bit glad about the place you're going."

Glossary:

mercantilism - an economic theory based on the need for government
;.control and protection of economic activities

laissez-faire - a policy of no governmental interference in the economy
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UNIT, VI

THE COMMAND ECONOMY

STATING THE ISSUE .

We have now examined two ways societies have chosen to answer the basiceconomic question: "What shall we produce?" In a strictly tradi-tional society,.custom would dictate the answers. In a purt marketeconomy, consumer choice operating through a price mechanism wouldprovide the answers. We are now going to turn our attention to howthis questions is answered in a command economy.

Just as there are ne societies that always operate within traditionalor market patterns, there is no country that constantly functions by,
vommand.' But again,: there are societies where most economic decisionsarea made by a select group of individuals whose responsibility it istolls the economic course that society will follow.

The United States served as an example to illustrate the problems,connected with maintaining a market economy. In the next unit, theSoviet-Union will Illustrate the probleme of planning in a commandeconomy. Before we discuss the .specific problems confronting theSoviet economic planners; we are going to spend the next five classperiods.playing an economic planning game that will introduce someof the complexities with which any planners must contend.
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Reading XXIII

ECONOMIC PLANNING

FOr the next five class periods, you are going to become an economic planner
for a command economy. Each of you will be assigned a nation having specific
economic resources.' As a planner, it will be up to you to allocate your
resources so cleverly that your nation will, at the end of the game, have
a.higher standard of-living or a higher. prodaction-leiel'thin all other
nations.

As you. play this game in class, your nightly reeding assignments will
introduce you to the problems faced by economic planners in the Soviet
Union. At the end of this., unit you will be asked to evaluate` the problems
of planning and to suggest solutions.

For tomorrow, read the instructions for .playing the,lconomic.PlAnning Game.
tome to claWprepared to start play. You will: beassigned your nation'. .at the beginninuOttlast tomorrow.

A SIMULATION OF PLANNED ECONOMICS'
A CLASSROOM GAME

/nitructionsiectionA.

The, purpose of this game i_ s twintrOdUce the Student to the intricacies of
_economic planning. Since planning in the' .real world is so complex that .any
sttempt.to simulate a completely'realistic situation would result in a game
too) involved to be.played without computers, economic factors have been
simplified. .However, an attempt has been made to simulate as closely as
possible a real economy. It is hoped that the result will be a-game which
proves to be a meaningful learning experience and an interesting classroom
activity.

This game can be played by any number of students. For the playing of the
game, each student represents.a single nation; assigned by number. Each
student should name his own nation. It is suggested that names of real
nations should not be used.: In your classiool, world, each nation.is
assigned to one of three blocs. Each bloc should have an equal number ofnations if possible.

Nations vary in population, wealth, and potential rate of growth.
Statists for each nation are given in. Section II of these instructions©
Statistics pertinent:toa partieular nation aie'ideritified by the number
Alssigned'that'hation at the beginning of game play. Statistics are given
for 36 individual nations. Onlyas:Inany:numbeigi should be assigned as there
are atudentsiaityinuthe:geme.Ifthere:areSIOhan 36 Students playing,any number tan:be.assigneOre than,Onct.
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Illyag Procedures

'1. Each student represents one nation and is known as that country's
Chief Decision Maker. Each student will name his own country. .

It is suggested that names of real countries should not be used.

2. Each nation belongs to one of three predetermined blocs of nations.
Nations assigned numbers 1-12 belong to bloc A; nations assigned
numbers 13-24 belong to bloc it; nations assigned numbers 25-36
belong to bloc C. Nations should be assigned to students in the
following order: 1, 13, 25; 2, 14, 26; 3, 15, 27; etc. This will
insure blocs' being as equal in size as possible.

3. Completion of a single game will involve five playing days. Each
day's play represents one year of planning.

4. A nation may win the game in one of the following ways:

by reaching a higher standard of living than any other country
by reaching a higher level of capital production than any
other country

c. by having a higher military capability than any other country

A game may end with as many as three separate winners. At the end
of the fifth day, results should be totaled and winners announced.
At the beginning of each day's play, the comparative standing of
nations should be posted for all to see.

5. At the beginning of each day of play each nation will be given a
Planning Form on which current yearly planning for that nation's
economy will be completed. Although in the real world a country's
.economy deals with the allocation of three types of resources -.-

natural, human and capital -- in this game a country's natural
resource's will always remain constant and economic allocation
decisions will be limited to human and capital resources. This is

:done to keep at a classroom level, the necessary computation
resulting from resource allocation. .

Game play begins by each nation's allocating his human and capital
resources among the 2ollowing:

_Consumer Goods Produation
Capital. Goods Production
Military produttion

Each nation allocates its human resourees first by deciding how much
of its population Will work in Consumer Goods Production; how much

'in Capital Goods Production; scow much ProduCtion. Each
-nation has a choice of.twelye different levels of allocation 08
indicated in "Table V4Iection'll of these instructions. The amount
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of population allocated to a particular type of production
determines the rate at which each. unit of capital resources allocated
to that particular type of production will produce. In each bloc
of nations two nations share identical rates of production. The
rates of production for all other nations vary.

Each nation calculates its projected production figures for the
current year, based on its allocation of resources.

Trade Agreements may be negotiated only with countries in the same
bloc as the nation initiating the trade. Trade agreements are made
in terms of goods produced rather than resources. Any nation (A)

ttwishing to trade one product for another may do so by indicating
the desired trade on a trading slip obtained from the instructor
(known during game play as Chief World Bank Teller). The Chief
World Bank Teiler will post the desired exchange on the board,
indicating the bloc alignment of the nation initiating the trade.
Any country within that bloc finding the terms of the trade desir-
able will indicate its willingness to trade through the Chief World
Bank Teller and the trade made will be indicated on the board. If
no country desires to trade at the terms set by Nation A, nations
willing to negotiate a trade at more favorable terms can indicate
a desire to meet directly with Nation A to so negotiate.

9. Military Agreements. A nation may declare war on any nation not
in its own bloc. After war is declared, nations may form alliances
only with those nations within'their own bloc. Wars are fought one
day after the declaration of war. Procedures for fighting a war
are as follows:

a. War is declared by a nation's depositing a Declaration of War
form at the World Bank at the same time that its Planning Form
is deposited. The nation declaring war must specify the
country against which it is declaring war.

When Declatation of War. forms are deposited with the World Bank,
the World Bank Teller will post.a notice.on thv board that war
has been declared. The notice should indicate the name of the
nation declaring war and the name of the nation against-Which
war has been declared

c. Once war has been declared nations may form military' alliances
with other nations within their own bloc. A military alliance
means nations agree to contribute all of their military capabi.
lity to the war effort.. Any nation engaging in a. war must
commit its full military capability to that war.

7

Alliances must be formed between' class periods. When a war has
been 'deetired, .both major, pirties4to the war must be prepared
to deposit with the World Beak a listof the4.- allies at the

AMMENTimminalorrircommipsingeMPIPAIIIIIIIIMPr
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very beginning of the next day's period. The Chief World BankTellez, will immediately add the military capabilities of the
allied nations and indicate on the board the comparative
strength of the warring factions.

e. If neither alliance has more than twice the military capability
of the other, the ratio of their abilities is set at 1:1. Ifthis is the case, the strongest nation of the stronger alliance
will draw one of two war cards, one of which states a win, theother a loss. This draw will determine the winner.

If one alliance has over twice but less than four times the
military capability of the other, the odds for victory for the
'stronger alliance are.2:1. The strongest nation of the stronger'alliance draws one of three cards -- two of which declare
victory, one defeat.

If one alliance has more.thanfour times the military capability
of the other, it automatically wins the war.

Victorious nations lose none os their resources contributed tothe war effort through an automatic system of reparations.
Losing nations lose 25% of their capital resources and 50%
of their military capability. No nation may engage in war
against'another more than once in the 5-year period of a game.

10.. Internal Revolt. When a nation's standard of living falls below its
indicated revolt level, internal revolt is automatic. If a nation falls
below its revolt level by 25% or less, all production is decreased by25%. If a nation fella more than 25% below its revolt level, all
production is decreased 50%. The wealthier nations of a bloc may give
economic assistance to a country faced with internal revolt if they wish.

11. Subversion. A nation may allocate Capital resources for the subversion
of other nations. When a nation chooses to try to win by subverting
others, it must fill in and deposit with the Chief World Bank Tellera subversion form. All damage due to subversion is done to production,
none to inventory. The subversion chart, Table VII, Section B of these
instructions, indicates* the amount of subversion damage that will result
from the allocation of a specified amount of capital resources.

12. When a nation has indicated all of its decisions for the current yearby completing its portion of the Planning Form, it will pick a randomchance card'kept on deposit at the World Bank. This card will indicate
unforeseen circumstances which affected that nation's economy duringthe year The chance card, the nation's planning form; and any other
fortis (trading, mar, or subversion) pertaining. to that:nation's
activities durieg the current year are then deposited at the World Bank.
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As each nation completes its planning, its Chief Decision Uaker joins
the staff of the World Bank as a teller. World Bank Tellers calculate
the actual economic status of each nation at.the end of each year. No
teller should be assigned calculations for his own nation. A nation's
actual economic status will depend upon the planning of its Chief
Decision Maker, chance, and the external.acqvities.of other nations.
All Chief Decision MAW. must deposit their Planning Forms:at the
World Bank no later then fifteen minutes prior to the.end of,the period.

13. The Chief World Bank Teller.should act as clearing house for all forms
deposited at the World Bank. When a teller is assigned to calculating
a nation's actual economic status at the.end of .a year, he should be
liven that nation's Planning Form, the cnance card drawn by, that nation,
any form indidating subveriion against:that nation, and any information
concerning war losses pertinent to that nation's economy:

14. Completed forms should be left on deposit with .the Chief World Bank
Teller at the end of each daY..

15. At the beginning of the next day's play, the Chief World Bank:Teller
will return to each nation ita completed form. indicating-itt,actual
economic standing at the end of the last year. Figures for.the
beginning of the current year will be those withwhithe past year
ended,

16. Each student should be given a set of instructions and a.simple.plAnOng
Form on the -dad 6efore'gami play is to.begin. These instructions
should be tied as part of.ithe homewOrk.assignmant.,

* * *.` * * * *

Instructions - Section B

4

Statistical Section

Vable,./

Bloc' Alliance of Znaividunt Nation;

.A.1100PINIss"aalimIlemffakOar

Nations,
.

24,

36'
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Table- 11
Standard of Living at Beginning. of Came

nations 1 - 12 .(Bloc A)

Nations 13 :4.24 (Bloc II)

Nations 25 36 .(Bloc III) .085

111111111001

Table 'III
Military Capability at. Beginning of Game

(each unit indicates possession of one million dollars worth of military goods)

Nation

7

2 & 8

3 & 9

4& 10

5 it 11

6.4..12

Military Nation. Military NatiOn Military
Capability Capability. Capability

28

20

16

12

8

4

13& 19 20 25& 31 . 16

14 & 20 16 26 & 32 12

15 & 21 12 27 fig 33 -8

16 & 22 . 8 28 & 34 6

17 & 23 4 29 & 35 4

18 41! .24 2 30 & 36 2

111
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Tabit
Capital Goods inventory at Destining of Gain

(Each unit. indicates one,billion dollars worth of inventory)

Nation
.

Capital Goods
Inventory

Nation Capital 'Goods
Inventory

Nation Capital Goodi
Inventory

71 .6i 7 .,7 13 & 19 .. 3 25 & 31 . 4

2 & 8 5. 14 &-20 4 . 26 & 32 *3

3 & 9 4 15 6 21 .3 27 & 33 2

4 & 10 3 16 & 22 2 ,28 & 34 1.

,,5 & 11 2 17 & 23 1- '21 4 35; It ..
,

6 & 12 1 18 & 24
..... . .

. .5
. .4 30

a
& 36

I I . . . .3 I .

11.11.1M.

Table V
Population of Each Nation at Beginning of Game

(in hundreds of thousands)

Population Natioii

rsf
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Table VI Nations 1 & 7
Rates of Productivity

Number of People

Allocated to Each.
Type of, Production

(hundreds of thousands

8.75
17.5
24.25
35

52.5
70

87.5
105

122.5
140

157.5
175

Rate of Consumer Rate of Capital Rate of Military
Goods Production Goods Production goods Production

.4 .065 .3

.7 .125 .5
1.0 .18 .7
1.2 .23 .9
1.5 .3 1.2
1.8 .35 1.5

,2.0 . .39 1.7
2.2 .42 1.9
2.4 .45 2.0
2.5 t

.47 2.1
2.6 .48 2.0
2.6 .47 1.9

Table VI Nations 2 & 8
Rates of Productivity

Number of Pe Ople

Allocated toe Each
Type, of Production

(hundreds. oi thousanda

6.25

/2.5
18.75
25
37.5
50
62.5
75
87.5

100'

125
1121 5,

Rate of Consumer _ Rats Of Capital Rate of Military
Goods Production' Goods PrOduction Goods Production* lb

.4

.7

1.0
1.2

1.5
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.5

. 2.6
2.6

.065

.125 .5

.18 a

.3 1.2

.35 1.5

.39' 1.7

.42 1.9

.45 2.0

.47 2.1

.47

.48 2.0
1.9

.3

*. The rat* of production differs for individual nations and
depends ups, the *mown of human resources allocated to a
particular type of prod lion. The rate indicates the figure
by whicb each unit or 1 r ens .allocated to a
larticutot:001 of

... .

)06 multiplied to sot
production !iipfreiP



Table VI Nations 3 & 9
Rates of Productivity

lumbit of People
Allocated to Each

Typo or Production
(1404r*O Q. thou,sonds

. Rate of Consumer'
Goods Production'

Rate of Capital Rate of Military
Goods 'Production .Goodi Production

* ,,*

-5 .4. .065 .3
= 10 7 .125 .5

15 1.0 .18 .7

20 1.2 .23 .9
30 -1.5 .3 1.2
40 1.8 .35 1.5
50 2.0 .39 1.7
60 2.2 ,t .42 1.9

'70 2.4 .45 2.0
80 2.5 .47 2.1
90 2.6 .48 2.0
100 2.6 .49 1.9

Table VI Nations 4. &. 10
Rates of Productivity

,ANIMEMINE

Number of People Rate pf Consumer Eaeo of Capital Rite of Military
Allpcated to Each Goods PrOduction, Goods _Production GOods Production

Type of Production' *
thiindreds of thousands)

'3.75L.7.5

11.25
1.5.

30
37.5
4$

N.0.5
6
4.5
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Table VI Nations 5.& 11
Rates of Productivity

Number of People
Allocated to Each
Type of Production

(hundreds of thousands)

2.5
5

7.5
10

15

20

25
30

35

40
45
50

Rate of Consumer
Goods Production.

Rate of Capital Rate of Military
Goods Production .Goods ProduCtion

.4 .065 .3

.7 .125 .5
1.0 .18 .7
1.2 .23 .9
1.5 .3 1.2
1.8 .35 1.5
2.0 .39 1.7
2.2 .42 1.9
2.4 .45 2.0
2.5 .47 2.1

. 2.6 .48 2.0
2.6 .47 1.9

Table VI Nations 6 & 12
Rates of Productivity

Numbcr of People
Allocated to Each

Typ2 of Production
hundreds of thousands)

Rate of Consumer
Goods Production

. *

Rate of Capital
Goods ProductiOn

Rate of Military
Goods Production

.*

t

1.25 .4 .C65 .3

2.5 .7 .125 .5

3.75 1.0 .18 .7

5 1.2 .23 .9

7.5 1.5 .3 1.2
.110 1.8 .35 .1.5
.12.5 2.0 .39 1.7
-15 2.2 .42 1.9
,17.5 2.4 .45 .2.0

2.5 ..47 2.1
`22.5 2.6 .48 2.0
25 2.6 .47 1.9
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Table. VI Natio*: 13' & 19
'Rates of Productiviti--

Number of People
Allocated to Each

Type of Production
(hundreds of

1111.11=e1110111111M.

Rite of Consumer. Rate of. Capital Rate of.Military
Goods Production Goods: Productioa. Goods Production* * . . *

,~11111.1.11.111
12.5 .4 .16
25 .7 '.26
37.5 1.0 .38
50 .1,2 .46

, 75 1.5 .6
too 1.8 .7
125 2.0 .78
*150 2.2 .84
175 2.4 .9
200 2.5 .94
225 2.6 .96
250 2.6 .94

elsvsimmismW

.3

.5

.7

.9
1.2
1.5
1.7 NI
1.9
2.0

2.0
1.9

Table VI tattjmisafiLl
Rates of Productivity

umoer Rata.of; Consumer Rate of Capital Rate of Military
Allocate& to Each Gootts-kroduction: Goods .Production Goods Production

Type 'of Production
(hundreds of thousands)

aramossmovit,wgifalf,
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Table. VI Nations 15 /4.21

Rates of Produeivity

,,. Number of People Rate of Consumer. Rate of Capital late of Military
Allocated to Each Goods Production Goods Production Goods Production
Type of Production *

(hundreds of thousands)

.7.5 .4. .16 .3
15 .7 .26 .5
22.5 1.0 .38 .7
30 1.2 .46 .9
45 1.5 .6 1.2
60 1.8 .7 1.5
75 2.0 .78 1.7
90 2.2 .84 1.9
105 2.4 .9 2.0
'120 2.5 .94 2.1
135 2.6 .96 2.0
150 2.6 .96 1.9

Table VI Nations 168'22
. Rates of Productivity

W
1111111=1011111111G31111

Number of People Rate of Consumer Rate of Capital Rate of Military
Allocated to Each Goods Production Goods Production. Goods Production
Type of Production *

.

(hundreds of thousands

5 .4 .16 .3
l0 .7 .26 .515 1.0 .38 .7
20 1.2 046 .9
30 1.5 .6 1.2
40 1.8 .7 1.5
50 2.0 .78 1.7

2.2 ...84 1.9
70 2.4 .9 2.0
80 2.5 .94' 2.1
90. 2.6 ..96 2.0
100 . 2:6 t9

41



Table in Mations' '17. & 23
Rates of PrOductivity

-Number Of peo71e Rate of. Consumer
Allocated,toEach , Goode Production',

Type of Production
undkeds of thousands)

Rate -of Capital
't,000da. Production

Rate O .Militaty
Goods Production

!It

.7
1:0
1.2
1.5
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.6

.16

.26

.38

.46

.6

.7

.78

.84

.94
.96
.96

.3

.5

. 7

.9
1.2
1.5
1.7
1.9
Z.0
2.1
2.0
1.9

latidrat 24
Rates of. Prodiactivitt.

Ratif:of Coniumer Rata' of Capital: 'Rate, or. Military
Goods 'Prodlidtion Goods Production .0oode, Production



Sir of. toopla'' . Ito of Coatooar to' 0. Capital- .tO of MititaryAttest'+ to Is* -0o0411frodtietiO Obodi Priduitioaof
hundreds of thousand.)

.20
40

:00

120
160
200
00

60
320
-160-
4o0

.30 .51.0 :13. .1
1.2 .9 of
1.5 1.1 1.4,2

.. i.e 1.213 1.3
2.0 1.4.: 1.1
2.2 .1:5 1.9
244 1.513 2.0
2.5. 1.65 /
2.6 1.10 t2.0

.2.6 1.6 1.9

0100 r I' Of tapitat: kat. of Military
clorothietii#1.. 0t +a trodOOtioa: atioda froductioet

* '.*
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tabla
Rates ir.....iiritir

130601.r..
Rata D of Military

PrOductlon Oada. Production
* .*

O. PO
iaciEsd ..to

type. of Product ion .

Vailuirada. of.. thi40040),

7.5 PeY
15
22.5
.30
45

*i* 00
-- ,

90
105

1120
;133
10

000.14144oulkw.. 4.4*-40

t. dr. .Cott 'to of Capital tate of. Military
OpodrProtttliti Ododi:Prodiaction* e' 4 0f4..! *;

,

.4 r .30 t: -, .3

.7 4, .30
1.0 .75
1.2 .9
1.3 11
1.8 tan
2.0 1.4
2.2 13
2.4 1.373
2.5 1.63
2.6 10/
2.6 1.6

4

.5

.7

.9
1.2
.1.3
1.1
13
2.
2.1

9

2.0
'13



Table VI Nations 29 fig. 35
Rates of Productivity

.

Number of PeOple Rate of. Conauraer,4.....
AlloCated"to GOodilrOdUction

Type sof PrOdiictio4-'_,;` - *.
(hundreds. of thousanasr

5
10
15
20
30.
40.
50
60
70
80
90

100

;111);00:0f,.Gapital.,,kate.of Military,
Goods production ,agoda Production

*

-wr

Table VI Nations. 30 & 3
. Rates °ft.-Productivity,.

. A.dir 4:;"

. Numbey ofleoOle
Atli:watt:I :to Zia

Type petroduttion

Rate Of Cottsuuaer:

Chundrediebt44O4i w

6

of 'Capital
Production

:Rate of Military
,*



to SfeciOr..Allocated to Subversion. of production'
001%!010,4,. , nr.10 o 111.. ..

!1 It

. .111.1.4101:....,:":, ).. .1.t.e.

Table .,VUI
A ".

Revolt Levet:foe Rade,.Nation'
(All nations Li a single bloc have the sane revolt level)
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READING XXIV

THE COMMAND ECONOMYPROBLEMS OF PLANNING: COORDINATION

By definition the command economy is one that permits a select group of individuals
to establish economic goals and set the course for reaching them. Before 1917,
no society ever attempted to plan an economy on a sweeping scale and on a basis
of rapid modernization.

Through most of history, tradition dominated economic life. After the Industrial
Revolution, the concept of the market emerged in nations influenced by western
European industrial development. Not until the Russian Revolution was an effort
made to tackle the enormous problem of orgenizing the entire life of a modern state
through a centralized planning bureau. Russia's first steps in the direction of
comprehensive planning were inauspicious. From 1917 to 1921, the economy was a
confusing mixture of idealistic theory and harsh reality. Communist leaders made
little headway in transforming the remnants of a crumbling, hungry, tsarist
economy into an egalitarian dream.

As the codntry recovered from the devastation of war and revolution, the threatening
collapse of the economy prompted Communist leaders to Introduce the so-called New
Economic Policy, a compromise between socialism and capitalism. This era lasted
from 1921 to 1928. During this time, peasants, while having to meet fixed produc-
tion quotas for the government, were allowed to sell surplus products for their
own profit. Heavy industry was owned and operated by the state, but some companies
were operated for profit by individuals.

In 1928, this compromise economy was, abandoned and the first Five-Year Plan,
collectivizing farms and nationalizing all industries,' was launched; The first
and succeeding plans had two primary goals: (1) the organization of farming to
Meet the agricultural needs of the Soviet paople, (2) the rapid development of
heavy industry as a base for a modern, leading industrialized state. The first
Five-Year Plan, while falling short of the goals set by the official planners,
was highly successful in its purely industrial achievements. By World War II,
the ThirdFiveYear: Plan was in operation and Russia had completed a large part
of "the transformation into an industrialized nation, operating a primarily
command economy., throUgh the processes 4)f centralized planning.

.

Since economic resources are scarce:and human desires endless, economic planners
are faced by thOse same basic problems that occupied our attention in the market
society.

(1) They must decide. what_to produce (i.e., how much of each good and
in'what quality/)__

(2) They must decide how to produce it (i.e., with atveye on the wisest
use of available resources)

(3) They must decide for wbom to produce it (i.e., with an eye to distributing
goods in a way that will please'the planners and at least prove
acCeptable to most othersY

In a market ecd4o95! th*Se probleaS..,M-11017/ed., iiisarily by i.he pricing



mechanism which stimulates producers to concentrate their efforts on profitable
goods while turning away from unprofitable production. In command economy,
the task of deciding what should be produced, how it should be produced, and
for whom it should be produced is handled by the planners who must make their
decisions without the guidance of an automatic pricing mechanism. In a
command economy, prices may be arbitrarily set by the planners and do not
necessarily reflect either supply or demand.

When the Soviets announced that they intended to make economic decisions
by planning, it was argued that such an attempt to circumvent the automaticinstruments of a market economy would result in total confusion, and waste.
The' major argument against planning was that economic variables were too complex
to be fully comprehended by human planners. How could people sitting in Moscowoffices effectively plan the production and distribution of every screw, nut,
and bolt that would be needed to produce adequate food, refrigerators, and
defense goods for the Russian people? Opponents of planning predicted disaster.
But Soviet planning through the years has had certain striking economic successes.Like traditional and market economies, it has its disadvantages end problems,
but, despite this, industrial growth within the Soviet economy has been rapidenough to force us to take a closer look at what planning could do in that
particular environment.

Explaining the intricacies of planning is an enormous task. How does one
.explain simply that the number of people made available to work in steel millsaffects the amount of steel produced, which in turn affects the amount ofsteel available for automobiles, which in turn affects the number of peopleneeded for work in the automobile factories, which in turn affects the demandfor automobile parts, ad infinitum?

Some understanding of the intricate coordination of factors that must be
thought through in planning Alight be acquired by examining an input-outputtable. An input-output table is a statistical description of some ofthe
economic factors with which planners must work. The following is a greatly
oversimplified input-output table. By looking across any row on this table
horizontally, you can see how each industry in an imaginary planned societydistributed its output among its various users. For example, the electricpower industry distributed 21 billion kilowatt hours of electric power to theelectric power industry itself which needed this power to make power; 9 billionkilowatt hours worth of electricity was used by the coal producing industry;7 billion kilowatt hours by the petroleum industry, etc. The bottom horizontalrow of the table shows how the labor force of this particular economy wasdistributed among the various producing sectors of the economy. Looking downthe columns vertically shows the amounts of various goods used by each sectorof the economy to produce its own output. For example, in order to produce .217 billion kilowatt hours, the electric power industry consumed 21 billionkilowatt hours of electric power, 83 million tons of coal, 22 millions ofbarrels of petroleum, .9 billion kilowatt hours of atomic power, etc.

Close examination of this table will begin to indicite the magnitude of thetask confronting Soviet planners who must deal not with fifteen, but withhundreds. of interconnected economic factors. It is evident that the amountof any commodity that can be produced depends upon how much of everythingelse is going to be produced; that a change in production of one item necessitateschanges in many others *well.
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Here is an
,

example of what the table tells a planner. Suppose he wants 10%
more steel produced in a given year. Reading down under "Iron and Steel,"
the planner sees that more steel requires more coal, more atomic power, more
industrial construction, and so on. But more coal turns out, under the column
headed "Coal," to require more trucks which require more petroleum and so on.
Moreover, by looking across the column where "Coal" appears on the left side,
we see that any more coal given to the steel industry out of present production
must come at the expense of some other industry. And so it is that a change
one placemust result in changes. in many more places.

These'samerepercussions take plada.inmarket Societies.. More'steel means
impacts at Many, many points in the economy. But- the market mechanisms are
the instruments. through which the impacts-arefelt; if the steel industry bids
for more coal, the price Of. coal may go up and other industries, which use
coal but which. O.an.shift to other' fuels for part of their needs, will find an
incentive to change to, say, oil. More demand for oil, in turn, can produce
some price rises there.-SO'ths effeCts spread outwards. (The analogy of a
stone dropped in a pool'may be of 'some-helpvbut itis probably better to
think of a number. of-Stonesdropped:in'all at once or in close sequence, so
that ripples spread. outwards from several places and intermingle in complex
.patterns.) The point here is simply that you get spreading impacts from new
production decisions -iwthe

must

economy or in the market economy. In the
former case, the planners miist'recognize' and deal with these impacts explicitly
or create trouble forthemselve4.--in the latter vase, the market system brings
about adjustments- -some. of them painful- through price changes.

With this recognition of commonality of underlying Problems in mind, let us
then go back to the table.

In the table 'we created for illustrative purposes, we didn't bother to
balance outputs and inputs, but Soviet planners, in order to get maximum
production-from available resources, must carefully attempt not only to
use their resources where they will get the greatest-return, but to plan
to use everything they.are capable of prOducing so that input and output
are 'Always balanced.

Obviously no' planner is so omniscient that a year'.o events can be accurately.
pr'dicted. Planning the exact needs of consumers, governments, investors
and the precise capabilities of industries is clearly subject to error.
In addition, yearly plans must be adjusted, not only because of error,
but because circumstances and needs change from year to year. What
happens when a planner decides to adjust production plans from one year
to the next? Suppose, for example, that the planners using our input-
output table decided to increase the production of automobiles by 5%
during the coming year? What will the.impact of this single change be on
All sectors of the economy? This past year $113 million worth of auto-
mobiles were produced. How much more production would a 5% increase
represent? How much more electric power would be needed to permit a SZ
increase in automobile production? When we increase electric power produc-
tion, what other types of production must be increased? What effect does
this have? llow.much more coal must be produced? How much more labor will
be needed? How are we going to get these increases? Can we achieve these
increases without decreasing production in other sectors of the economy?.



These are some of the more obvious problems involved in planning. There .
are many more, but it takes only the simplest of examples to indicate thewheels, upon wheels, upon wheels that are put.. into operation when the
smallest decision is made...lt also indicates that aatisfying.the needs ofall sectors of an economy involves more than willingness upon the part
of the planners.

2,14misz:

41anned economy en economy in which the use of resources is planned and
controlled by government

communism - an economic system in which the: means of production are owned
by the public at tarp'. It is distinguished from socialism by the
belief that ultimately, When the public fully recognizes that
indivlual welfare is identical with-public welfare, the state willwithot,ewuy. The Soviet Union may be regarded as a stage in the
development of nominates'.

socialism - in general, an economic, system under which some major part of
the means of production is in public, rather than private; hands.
There are many types and degrees of socialism..

capitalism - an economic system in which the bulk of Productive services
are privately owned and controlled.

.

FiveTear Plan 5-year national goals established by the Soviet govern-
meat. First fivealrear plan adopted for period from 1928-1933.

command economy - same as planned economy

inputwoutput table table indicating relationship between input and
output in various sectors of an economy which feed one another.

WADING XXV

THE COMMAND SCONOMYMOBLEMS or PLANNING: EFFICIENCY

Planning an economy effectively not only involves coordinating all economic
activities, but also assumes that coordination will be managed 'so that
maximum output will be obtained from the allocation of available resources.

In our study of a market economy, we examined the agricultural industry
in the United States swan example of an industry that responded to
competition so efficiently that large numbers of coMpatitors were forced
out of contention creating SociolOgical roblàs is 'place of economic

. problems.



Agriculture is also a serious problem in the Soviet Union. However, the
problem there is one of inefficiency rather than overefticiency. From
the start of the Communist experiment, the peasants resisted the govern-
ment's attempts to organize them into collective farms. This resulted in
one of the most unfortunate pages in Soviet history: to gain peasant
acceptance of their agricultural program, Soviet officials resorted to
force. Millions of peasants were deported to Siberia and in retaliation
farmers sabotaged their farms. With the adoption of the Five-Year Plans,
the agricultural industry in the Soviet Union began to respond to planning,
but the basic problems of underproduction and inefficiency have yet to be
solved.

The following article discusses this'problem. As you read it, keep the
following questions in mind:

How do:the agricultUral problems of the Soviet
command economy differ from the problems of
the American,market economy?

What appear to be the causes of the inefficiency
plaguing Soviet agriculture?

Are these causes an.inherent part of any planned
economy or-are they outgrowths of specific
circumstances existing within the. Soviet economy?

Lazar Volin, "Soviet Agriculture: A Continuing Problem," in CURRENT HISTORY,
November 1961, 286+.

The continuing agriculture problem of Russian spite of collectivisation and
spectacular expansion. The unfavorable climate is responsible for wide
fluctuation of crops. 'Lack of economic 'incentives to induce peasants to work
hard and efficiently created a serious situation which the government has been
attempting to remedy since 1953. Also describes'the effort being made to pour
more capital into agriculture in farm machinery, electrification,, fertilisers,
etc. Reports. progress. being made in agriculture.

9112111121

collective farm (kolkhos) - pooled holdings created by 'uniting formerly
iidepeOent small peasant farms. Peasants are paid a share
of the total output on the bails of work done.

state faros (ssAthas) fermi owned and operated by: the government. Labor,

is hired just as in factories.

* * * * *.* * * *
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READING XXVI

THE COMMAND ECONOMY -- PROBLEMS OTC PLANNING: OPERATING OUTSIDE THE PLAN

When we were studying the market economy, we discussed the paradox confront-
ing managers of American businesses. On the one hand; the American govern-
ment sets restrictions on competition. On the other, managers reaching
for success are constantly under pressure to compete as keenly as possible.
Soviet managers are faced by a similar dilemma. Like American managers,
Soviet managers sometimes resolve this dilemma. legally, sometimes illegally.
In both economies, the manager's goals and restrictions are set for him, but
responsibility for success is his alone. The manager who achieves the goals
with the available resources will be rewarded greatly and will, in all
probability, be promoted relatively fast. The manager who fails to achieve
the goals set for him might well be replaced.

In the Soviet Union, a factory manager is not responsible to a board of
directors, but he is responsible to the central Planning committee.
Responsibility for carrying out order* flows down a pyramid of authority
from the central planners to factory managers to shop superintendents to
production workers. Each level of the pyramid has authority over the
level beneath it. Each level is held accountable for%its performance to
the level above it. Each level isgiven just enough authority to fulfill
its responsibility.

The central planning committee is responsible for allocating.all resources
so that maximum production leading towards Soviet goals will be achieved.
Factory mangers are responsible for, producing an assigned amount and type
of production with the resources .allocated to them. FaCtory managers
delegate authority to *hop superintendents, The shop superintendent, too,
has a quota to fill and gets quotas of raw materials, machines, and labor
with which to do the job. He also receives a bonus for success. And he
in turn sets quotas for his foremen and production workers. All down the
line bonuses are the reward for quotas achieved.

Ia setting-production quotas for each factory.manager;. the central planner .

has two objectives:' (1) to reach maximum production in areas crucial to
achieving stated national objectives (2) to do this with a minimum exrendi-,
tyre of resources. It is, of course, to the advantage of-the central
planner to set quotas as high as. conceivable while allocating as few
resources as possible to achieve these (motes.

The dedication to quotas, an essential part of:planning, has certain
disadvantages. The desire to meet a quota can-encourage inefficiencies and
harmful practices. Maintenance isloften ignored,:quality sacrificed,
materials and'labor hoarded for emergencies -and spare parts output skimped.
But a major conflict created by emphasis on quotas- is interestingly enough
virtually identical with the conflict, created by. keen competition.

Soviet managers, like managers in All other economies, -want to do a job
that will be considered creditable. Managers are given special privileges
such as good housing and automobiles: .They receive better salaries than
production workers and 8.00dbonuset'When. they overfulfill their quota. A
manager his many incentives for.wanting:* remain a manager..
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On the other hand, the Soviet manager like his American counterpart, has
many pressures put upon him. He is under great pressure to meet his quota
requirements. He is expected to do this with whatever resources have been
allocated.for this purpOse.:Ihisis'not'ilways poSsible.- It is thenthat
the-Soviet manager is .faced.by a difficult choice. Should_. he stay within
the system and fail' to meet his quotet:':Ot shOuld he look for ways aroundernes that might make 'it possible to meet his assigned-responsibility?As yee.read the following, consider thelt 'questions:

?",

Is there a counterpart for the Zia wan in the
American lariat econtmy?

2. Is the need for this type of expediter necessarily
an outgrowth of operating within a comiand
economy ?.

dipmpoummom

Nehnert KIaus, SOVIET. MAN AND_ :HIS wont, (New York: Frederick A. PraegerInc., 1962), 8487.

This is a report of the "Zia" man in the Soviet economy the trouble shooterwith connections and contacts. Everyone is anxious to. meet the State's produc-tion desiands and so even in this planned economy w4 find "under, the table" .presents, wining, dining and promises to get needed supplies, etc.

plossarr:

central planning committee the agency entrusted with overall
for an economy

WWII,* production the largest quantity of goods ,that Can theoreticallybe produced using a given amount of resources

national objectives stated goals of a. society

quotas assigned shares of total production' vale'

.stetemOktfditlect 'economy an ikons tin
:044 '* '44**1012114 Soifaiailktle

.,.,resource is
. -

v(
'

r=?='
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READING XXVII

THE COMMAND ECONOMY--SOME ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND SOME PROBLEMS

No economic system brings unmixed good or unmixed bad. Furthermore, what
you consider good and what you consider bad depends upon you and your
values. Because this is so, evaluating systems different from your own

. is always difficult. There is fitendency to see the unfamiliar in terms
of "strange," "peculiar," or "undesirable." Today's reading includes a
number of excerpts from American newspapers and periodicals. These
articles speak of both strengths and weaknesses which have. been noted by
.observers of the Soviet economy. In reading these excerpts, attempt to
lake as unbiased a judgment as possible on the following questions:

1. What strengths of a command economy are,shown in'
these excerpts on the Soviet Union?

What weaknesses of a 'command economy are -shown
here?

3. How might a Russian student's evaluation. of
these strengths and weaknesses differ from
that of an American high school student?

Reading XXVII contains several excerpts:.

Floyd A. Bond, "The USSR's Organization Men" SATURDAY REVIEW, January 21, 1961.
Discusses who are the top managers and how they got there, and the
incentives offered to encourage managers. If managers fail to
achieve production goals the penalties are so great that abuses are
rampant in sacrifice of quality, failure to adopt innovations,
falsification of records, etc.

Theodore Shabad, "Thousands Quit Work in Siberia over.Low Wages and Bungling,"
NEW YORK TIMES, November 12; 1962, page 1, vol. 4.

Report of incompetence and waste as *reported in a Soviet newspaper.

NEW TOW TIMES, "Soviet May Adopt Profit Incentive to Spur Industry," October14, 1962, p. 1, vol. 4, 13: 1.

This is a discussion of Professor Y. Libermanis plan for an incentive
plan for Soviet industry in an attempt to speed up economic growth. Aftera conference of the Etat* .Planning Committee it was decided to test out
these methods in several industries.-

Robert. McKinney,. "The Russiens Rave Know-How, Too," NEW YORK TIMES MAGAZ/NE,Octaber 9, 1960, 31+.

Report of large number of students enrolled in science and technology
in Soviet universities greater, than in entire Atlantic community.Industry.being substantially moderniled rand good vs4rmarle of humancapital in fields riquiring technidal education and, ability, accordingto Author.
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Glossary

sovnarkhoay SoViet economic councils responsible for regional planning

Gosplai chief Soviet economic planningcommission responsible for tong*range plans

.Young Communist League . Communist youth organisation
Young Pioneers junior affiliate of Young Communist League

bohus any method used to increase production by offering extra pay for
more than the standard quantity of work

production goal - output target established by planners
economic growth a general term referring to economic expansion over time,

involving increases in production measured in many
different ways.

premium a :reward for exceeding production goals

investment resources, 'resources available for investment purposes

it * * * * * * * * *

READING XXVIII

THE COMMAND ECONOMY: AN EVALUATION

Tonight's assignment is a "thinking" assignment, rather than a reading or
writing assignment. For the past five days you have bee, planning the
economy of an imaginary nation. At the same time you have been reading
about some of the successes and failures of planning as practiced by the
Soviet Union. Tomorrow, in class, you are, going to be, asked to write an
essay. --In preparation for this think about 'the following:

A*'

.,

What have you learned about planning an economy?

What are the strengths of a plauned economy? What
are the weaknesses?

What, are the strengths of t -market -economy? What
Are the weaknesses?

What are the strengths of a traditional economy?
What, are the weaknessest

What connections do you see between 'these strengths
Ottivateluillitar of vartoue ',comae systems, theirtriapt,eiotieetel, and ther,enviromakstorwithin- whicht 16131011# .-,gyp, k,:_ -41 ka I

;*4:4maq...At
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UNIT. VII

FACTORS OF PRODUCTION.

STATING :ISSUE.

We have examined at some length answer...to the question, "What
shall we produce?" We found that in theory the market economy
veriponds, "We shall producA whatever there' is a demand for,
providing we can mike a reasonable profit producing it." The
command economy answers, lie shall produce whatever we think is
most likely to mitlitioor, ,national objeCtives." traditional

..." oraY simply states, "WO 1 produce, whatever Our ancestors
*produced."

tiff the next unit we are. going-to study some of the complexities
confronting :economies attempting to answer the question, "How
shall we produae it?" In theory, again, these answers follow a
simple pattern. The_ market. economist say,e, "We'll produce' goods_
bry the method that leads to the lowest' production costs and hence
to the best profits:" The comand economist, says, *We'll produce

'''gootio 'by the method th4,uses aVailable respires! most .iffectiliely.
*.4ktd the traditionalist says,,. "West; 'ProduCe gOods exactly as our
fatheia.'did."

But once they have made these brOad statements, they are then
faced by the prohlera of translating theory into action. How do

iPthey know what Method will be most Profitable? How dO they
know 'Aifrit method will -like best of resources?
bay. the: knows"f0.,Ciskiaila how to attain his

,,.;

in:,ite text.. unit' we ,are to 10501C 4: ill, factors of produc-
'that' slaist:4): malipulatiebarOie;the Auitioris "golf shall
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READING XXIX

ECONOMIC CHOICE: THE ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES

All through our lives each of us is constantly forced to make choices
among alternatives. If tonight, after dinner, we decide to spend an hour
of'our time watching television, we cannot spend that same hour playing
outside or,.even, doing tomorrow's social studies assignment. In terms
of time as a resource, sire cost of doing one thing is not being able to
do somethidg else. And so it is with all other resources.

In a world of unlimited resources-no one would ever be forced to make
economic choices. Everything a person wanted would be available in any
amount and in any. combination. Limitless time would grant everybody the
opportunity to do everything he ever wanted to do for as long as he
wanted to do it. Under these conditions, all goods would be what the
economist calls "free goods." Relatively scarce goods (economic goods)*
woad not exist.

A simple example may make the point clear. If time, money and energy
were limitims, students could go to school, work, play, read, watch
televisionmsleep to their hearts' content. Since time, money and energy
are all very limited at age sixteen, each student is faced by an economic
choice. Should he stay in school and forgo the immediate income avail-
able to him in the labor market, or should he continue his education, at
the cost of time and money, for the sake of greater future rewards?

Just as individuals are faced by economic choices, business firms also
must choose. Labor used to perform one function is not available to
perform another. Machines currently being used to make. pins are not at
the moment available for making needles. Money used for expansion is
not available for raises in pay. Management is 'constantly cellod upon
to decide how the limited resources available to it can best be used.
(And, of course, the management skills and time employed in examining
one set of choices are not available for'examining another problem area.)

Just as individuals and.firms make choices, societies too must choose
among limited resources.

To see the choice problem in an entire society, it is best to begin
with a much simplified case. Imagine a society in which only two kinds
of goods, food and clothing, are produced. In theory all the natural,
.human and man-made resources of, this society might be marshalled to
produce food and only food. Or, as another theoretical and extreme
possibility, they might be used to produce only clothing. Let us assume
further that this society could produce 10 million pounds of food a year
if it used all of its resources for this purpose. This Anse society
could turn out 150,000 items of clothing if.it turned all its resources
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in this, direction. These are the extreme possibilities for production
in this imaginary,. ociety. Between these extremes, we might .produee

.

some food and some luxury goods. Bi diverting resources back and forth,
. we could alter the relative imounts of each commodity we produced. In

Table 1, below, each of the lett'ers A through .F illustrates the result.
from .acne possible allocation of rAsources as between growing food and
producing clothing.

fable 1

Production of Food and. Clothing in an ,IMaginary Economy

Alternative A B C D E F

4 6 8 10Food, millions of poundS 0

.clothier; tens of thousands of items 13 14. 12 9 5 .0

This table is called a roductiocx .schedult. We can also
present it in graphic foto by measuring. food along one, Axis and clothing
along the other.

al.,

Clothing
(in tens of
thousands 9
'etiksiA)

15

3
0 2 4 6 e to
Food (in millions of pounds)

The tine drawn Orough the graph is the projuctio curve.
Each point shows a different combination of food and clothing which could
be produced with the setae total resources. Each, time this society gives
up zt fey Ateas of clotkinz,(ilolimyes.,dolzt the veOical scale), .it
gattig. foo&(i.e. moves. to the,FlOt on tiro horizontal scale).; .

t,
This.curve then becomei a graphical presentation of the problem of
eqonostic leaves a fostitroittt4 f sbRipc,- to have more
cittgl ittir4Ack, yam.* eirs
so * clothing wit Iowan ems
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In our own society, the problem of choices is of -course vastly more
complex because we haVe .fat more .goods than can be;represented by the
stele catchall lakels of '"food" and "clothing:"' Mat the principle
iljusttated in the production possibility' curve. remains effective.

;

Indeed, there are times in our economy when the choices before us become
so clear and so urgent that the simple. diagram above can represent the
real world. The days of World War II represent such a case. By the
middle of 1942, the stock of available resources men, machines,
buildings, land was being used at close to full capacity. If the
nation wanted' more goods of any one type, it could no longer pull in a
host of idle resources that were standing by waiting to be employed
for this purpose. Instead, the society had to give up something it
was now doing in order to divert resources to a new need. It is not
too much of a simplification to think of all gOOds in 1942 as war goods
and civilian goods. If these are then represented along the axes of theproduction possibility curve diagram, the economic problem is clear. The
nation could get more war goods (tanks, military uniforms, etc.) only
by giving up the production of some civilian goods (private automobiles,civilian: suits, etc.) The .choice was 'fade to -go a long way towards
converting to war goads,' but there were limits' on this so tong as
civilians felt the need for goods for themselves. The' goiternment's
task was to go as far as it could towards,a high point on the .war goodsaxis without producing serious domestic - unrest 'and low morale as aresult of going too far towards a low point: en .the civilian goods axis.

. War goods
(in millions
of units)

RODUCTibN POSSIBILITY
cU10/11 - USA, 1942

direction
of rovessient
as war -effort'

intensifies

Civilian stied,
Crtn *anions of

. "
O...

a r%Let us, take a further look stett.43'eeiinOtfic` chiiieces;*obleilk,!iyit' ttsiietir ife to %!c abiwe a "real life iprobletsthat city governments frequently facts

Let thst-thiqk 4. liAuit feei4. curtreiitSet spit'c,
*S-1414 t.#

year !011atilielOittltit!

1111110111Cria.
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and other similar purposes. A fund of $600,000 remains after these
urgent, non-postponable items have been taken care of. The fund can
be used at the discretion of the city council. Council could use this
money in any number of ways for there are always things to be done.
But, by general agreement, the city's most urgent needs include:

1. Ten streets need to be repaved; each would cost $60,000.
2. The zoo, in danger of physical and financial collapse,

needs $300,000 to put, it back in sound condition.
3.. Ten. bridges need to be repainted; each paint job costs

$10,000.

You are the city treasurer.. Tomorrow you must make a presentation before
city council indicating that while. $600,000 is a lot of money, it won't
buy everything the city needs. In making your presentation you must
indicate not only the alternative choices, available to council, but *et
the consequences of choosing each alternative would be and why you think
one choice is preferable to all others.. In,making presentations of this
kind, it has been found that graphs and charts are invaluable aids in
clarifying the points youwant to make. Come to class tomorrow prepared
to make such.a presentation to the' class, acting the role of a city .

council. "mart at least one graph or-chart to be used as part of your
presentation.,

,Gaossarvl

1. economic goods - goods'or services that are scarce and useful

2. free goods - good: existing in unlimited. quantities

* ar. * * *

Reading XXX

WHAT ARE RESOURCES?

When people think about .an: iionomeis resources, they frequently considef
.only the raw materials from which goods are produced. But raw materials
represent only one, type of resource. Equally important to an economy's
growth are the human ands_ capital resources available .to it:

: is I; . t.
The teratoryilowknoweasthtlinited States abounded -with natural
resourees4m.the fifteenth century,! buteconOmic development came slowly
and mith veze-diffical0:: Stmliarty,..,nineteentiteentury Russians lived
upon ground-overflowing with-vmd*ImmodnetutiaHresciOrces that have

, in
recent years,Aust begun to awake their potential contribution to the
Soviet: economy.: The imPoet:of14ciesio-49, 04tUria ;resources will depend

.401.1 'propry4Wintity4u4, quality- of human and
Capital: vosoureark Aeadatt, tox utiliatikAWaaitural.rasourcall. Thus,-. aka
buriot, n .AltotpSoo004:*as..tolptlit, ificanto, Supplies of
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coal, coupled with (i) the right number of humans skilled in the art of
mining, (Li) sufficient capital equipment designed to remove coal from
the earth, and (iii) industries ready and able to use the coal as fuel
can be highly significant in shaping a nation's destiny. What is involved
here? For coal to have an economic impact, there must be:

a. sufficient quantities of coal buried in the ground
(a natural resource)

b. a large enough pool of labor to remove the coal from the ground
(human resource -- quantity)

.. technical personnel sufficiently educated and skilled to know
how to remove coal from the ground and to design equipment
needed for this removal
Ihuman resource -- quality)

machinery capable of removing coat from ground
(capital equipment)

peiple enterprising enough to bring all of these factors of
production together in. properbalance
(human resource - quality)

f.% markets to absorb the coal
(human resource -- environment)

g. enough stability in the society to permit the enterprise to
continue
(human resource environment)

In short, in considering 'the economic impact of resources, we must
consider quantity, quality and balance, And we must think of tangible
resources (e.g., coal) and intangible ones (e.g., environment).

One word of caution: once we see the interdependence of resources on one
another, we can avoid any Simple judgments that one type of resource is
shays more important than another in explaining the relative wealth or
poverty of any society?, Sore: history books fall into this trap and say,
for example, that the gram prosperity of. the United States is to be
explained mainly by its tbuidance of natural resources. But other
countries (e.g.,,,Conge) are perhaps equally wealthy in natural resources,
and yet they bevel! much lower standard of-living. !hat matters then is
n'obatty. one type of resoixrce alone;-.: is the proper combination a! all
types of resources that 'makes the differencei

For Tiurposts of classification, physical and human resources have been
desaribet*n terms-of certainkcharactaristici Some of these character.
is biros- are filighly- tigniticiawth, dsterstittiits economic: Impact-. For
example; .fflititat-resourceit i**sosittissavolasigitied th:tenlie'of quantity
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and quality. Natural resources are also classified as:

1. Inexhaustible resources -- Solar energy is an example of an
inexhaustible(and, so far, largely untapped) resource. Within
the foreseeable future the sun is going to continue to shine and
the energy being transmitted will be available in unlimited supply.

2. Exhaustible and renewable resources -- Water can be considered as
an example of a resource that can be exhausted.through pollution
and then renewed through purification.

Exhaustible and non-renewable resources- Coal, once exhausted,
would take millions of years to re- `form. For all practical pur-
poses, this is an exhaustible and non-renewable resource.

Human resources are also classified in terms of quantity and quality.
Quality describes the amount and type of education a worker brings to a
job, his mental and physical condition, his attitudes concerning. work,
which all influence greatly his effectiveness within the labor force.
Quantity, of course, refers to the number of people available for labor
and the number of hours per year and years per Weds* that they will
work. If-quantity alone were what mattered, China and India !mad be
among the world's wealthiest and not among the world's poorest nations.
But so much of theit population is undernourished, undereducated, and in
same cases undermOtivated that the total labor pool tend' to hold these
economies back.

At the end of this reading is a list of resources. For tomorrow divide
this litt into the following clarifications and sub-classifications

1. Natural
,a. inexhaustible,
b. exhaustible.and renewable
c. eodukuirtible. and non -renewable

2. Human

3. Capital

4. Not a productive resource at all.

Be prepared in class tomorrow to diacuss which of these resources was
significant in the economic development of the United States. Also
consider the way in.whichAutatt,Wis well as quantity influenced the
type of economic development that took place.

Glossary:

1. natural resources
2. human resources
3. capital resources

refer to Glossary, Reading VI

1
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RESOURCES
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READING XXXI

CHANGING RESOURCES IN THE UNITED STATES

The population of the United States doubled in the fifty year period
between 1910 and 1960; our use of natural resources more than doubled.
What does this imply about the future? .Recently some experts on resources
have begun to warn us that we are heading for trouble, that increased
population growth combined with a mounting drain per capita on natural
resources will bring the whole world into a wild scramble for scarce
materials. They are concerned about what will happen when the rest of
the world starts to use resources at about the same rate.as we do in
the United States. Some.of the experts on this side of the argument
are also in favor of checks on rising population,*but their case for such
checks rests on (i) fears about the world-wide, rather than the American,
.problem .of matching resources with population, and (ii) uneasiness about
the prospect of crowding and of absence of open spaces in an over-pOpu-
lated society.

But there are other experts who hold a more relaxed view about our
future. They believe that we will be able to maintain a growing popula-
tion and a rising standard of living indefinitely. Pointing to our
record, they argue that ingenious people will always be able to find nor
resources or to develop substitutes for exhausted.supplies. They are
confident that we can solve any problem of resource depletion if we turn
our full attention to the taik. They know that, although we use up
resources rapidly, we continue to find new ones. Moreover, in a market
society; we tend to slow down the rate of consumption of any scarce
resource by the automatic'deviceof.higher prices that have to be paid
for the use of such resources. But potentially serious problems still
exist and a nation with an eye on its future needs to be resource-
conscious

Today we are going to examine patterns of resource use in the United
States. Statistical evidence presented in the form of tables, graphs,
and charts is a common' and necessary tool for economists-searching for
past trends in making estimates *about phe future.
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TABLE I .

POPULATION, WILED STATES 1870-1960*

Year Number.

1870 39,8/8,449
1880 50,155,783
1890 -62,947,714
1900 75,994,575
1910 91,972,266
t920 105,710,620
.1930 122,775,046
*1940 1319669,275
-1950. 150.697,361
1960 178,464,236

x Median School Yro Completed
(Pop. over 25 yrs. of ego)

8.6
. 9.3
10.6

What has been the population trend in the U.S.?
Wit more can be said beyond the obvious statement,
"It has been growing.0

What, is the impoktance of median school years completed to a
study of natural resource depletion problems?

Between 1950.and 1960, how much died the population increase?
What per cent increase in, population does this figure
represent? Ii this a faster growth.rate than We experienced
from 1940 to 1950? Can you explain this?
(Subtract 1950 population figure from 1960 figure. Divide

.figureAtained by 1950 populationJigure.. The quotient of
thpl, division reProAants the'leicentogo increase i_n popula-
ion between 4950 and 1960)

Source of all figures used in this reading, STATISTICAL ABSTRACT,
1960, Washington, D.C;, Government Printing Office..

'I
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TABLE II

PETROLEUM PRODUCTS, AND RESERVES (U.S.)
(In thousands of barrels of 42 gallons)

Production

1946-1950 average 1,885025.
1951-1955, average "2,338,809
1956-1960, average 2,566,539
1956 2,617,283
1960 2,574,933
1962 2,676,185

Primed Reserves

1950 25,268,000
1959 31,719,347
1960. 31,613,000

.1962 31,389,000

1. Between 1950 and 1960 did the average yearly production of
petroleum rise or fall? Did the proved reserves rise or fall?

What is the significance of the proved reserve figurei?

a. Between 1950 and 19601 how much did the proved reserves of
petroleum change?

b. What per cent increase does this represent? (Refer back to
question 3b, under Table I.)

With over 2,000,000 barrels of petroleum being used each year, how
could the proved reserves possibly continue to increase?

a. In estimating whether the United States will have sufficient
petroleum for future use, why must one have figures for
population change as 4411 as figures for petroleum production
and proved reserves? .

What other information would.you Went before making estimates
about`the adequacy of our petroleum resources?
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TABLE lit

NA'LVIAL GAS AND REEVES, (U.S.)
(billtons of cubic 'feat)

. 4. Se t butted 'prayed..

Total marketed reserves as of Increase over.Year isirodpction111111111111111111111 end of year Drevious. year4,-. 0,- , .,. ,
1930 r.' 4,943 **
1940 .- '1;2,660 **
1950 6,282 185,593
1958 11,030 254,142

.** conparable figures not available
. . . ;

Is the' supply of gas increasing or deereasing?

Does this table together with Table I supply us with sufficient
t..thformation!..to- predict whether or not.ws shall have .sufficientnatural. gas for future needs?. Whi or wity,..nott,. .

5,211
7,473
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..CHART 1

SHIFTING.' PATTERN .0111.11 .11111ROT RESOURCES

1900 1925. 1950

WATER POWER

NATURAL OAS

11E1 OIL

source: U.S. Dept. of the interior PMPC Projections

What per cent of all energy resources used in the Baited States
in 1900 was powered by the use of coal?

What per cent in 1950 was powered by coal?

Does this chart tell you Whether more , less tons of coal
were consumed in the U.S. in 1950 than in 1900?

What doei it tell you abouethe use of coal?
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TASLN IV

;TIN 'TIM. RESOUICES
(in 1000 tons)

india....ction pilkins. capacity (tons/day),

1950 2,000 'SOO
1954 10,000 2,650
1955 47i0.00 5,500
1956 60,000 8,960
1957 706000 11,000

. 1958 82,500 21,000
'1959 86,000 2/0410

In considering the problem' of whether-or not. the Vaitsd States
is likely to have sufficient resources for future.useg why should
one consider *114evief gap sadcoal.resources?

4

.TAELE V

AORICOLTiNAL 12011811iLD sugas
(tR:400g4s)

Year Oats kit
1931-1935 25.9 11.1
1936.1940) V62 . 11.13'
1941.1945 ,k,k4 02, 12.3
1946.1950 33.9 12.2
1951.1955. 36A 1362
1958 44.3 18.2

WIZ
20.0
22.0
.24.1

13.6
27.9.

31.8

1. How does this.inforwation relate to the problem; of population
growth and resource depletion?
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READING XXXII

PRODUCTION: THE ItOLE OF PHYSICAL CAPITAL

Production results from combining natural. resources, physical capital,
and labor in discrete proportions. The act Of combining these factor's
(called entrepreneurship) is considered the fourth factor of production.
Over the past few days, we have defined natural resources and have
attempted to visualize the changing role played by 6uch resources in a
growing economy. .During the next few days, we are going to attempt to
analyze the role of each of.the other factOrs of production.

We'll start our study by defining physical capital. This task is not as
easy' as it might 41e0m. Physical capital might be defined as the land, .

buildings, equipment, tools and inventories created for the purpose of
assisting in the production of goods and services. Two important
thoughts are implicit in this definition:

(i) ..thecreatioodsreuiredsacrificinasome
current consumption.

Recall the lesion that the cost of producing any one good is the cost of
not producing smoother good. 'Thus, while Robinson Crusoe on a desert
island might see that he could raise more food if he stopped to fashion
some simple tools (i.e., capital) to work the land,'nevertheless he might
not feel that he could.take time off from gathering the food he needed
immediately. So tong as that waa trUe, he would be condemned to living
on. a lower'plane.

A wealthy industrial society is in the happy position of being able to
produce the basic consumption goods needed for a decent standard of
living and still have some resources left over'to produce capital goods:
'A poor society may find it difficult or even' impossible to 'put its
severely limited resources into capital goods and to wait for those
capital goods to pay off in more consumption goods.

(ii) The creation of capital goods today makes possible a larger
volume of consumption tools tomorrow.

The purpose of creating capital goods is to make it possible for man
to increase his own productivity. Buildings protect his production
activities from the weather. Some machines extend his muscles, others
extend his abilities to measure, and still others make it possible for
him to break work down into sub-parts so that individUali may specialize

. on parts of the total production JOb. So it is that, in general, the
more capital a society has, the more consumption goods it can produce.
And the more it can produce, the more it can afford to develop still
better capital... ...
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7.1

'40st as the role of naturatresources has hems changing one, the role
of physical capital has also varied. As technlology discovers'nety ways
t011o things, an. industry can'betome increasingly dependent upon physical
capital. The development Of synthetics may give a greater role to
physlcal*capital While creating a lesser role for natural resources.
.Automation may also increase emphasis on access to huge amounts of
physical capital while creating a demand for a different type of human
resource. The importance of a single factor of production is not static
and can beconsidered only in terms-of its interrelationship with other
factors of production in the total productive process.

l'esterday.you examined statistics that indicated the changing role played
by natural resources in American production.:.TOday you are to imagine

. that you are responsible for creating *lesson designed to teach through
statistics -the role capital resources have played in,the industrial
.development OfIthe United.States. Inlet figures would. you include,
assuming they wemavailable to indicate the importance or lack of
importance of capital resources to production? How would you dettmine
whether the importance of physical capital. has increased or decreased
over the years?

Come to class tomorrow with.a list of charts and tables you would use
to teach thisjesson. -

Glossary:

1. physical caPiter - buildings, equipment, tools and inventories
created for the purpose of assisting in the production of goods and
services.

* * * )10 * *

Reading =CM

PRODUCTION: *THE ROLE Or RONAN CAPITAL

One of the interestingaspeets of recent discuitions on the factors making
for a high Grosi, National Product in any'countrY is the new weight being
assigned to the hunian factor. If you took back in some of the 'conventional:
American history texts, yoU:Will often. find our-remarkable'growth explained
more on the basis of rich natural resources and a plentiful stock of
capital than 'on the bails' of the quality of the labor force. ,But today
there is growing agreement 'that this-iatides educational system, its health
standards, and even its attitudes. towards work and,towards saving are at
least as important as any other factors in explaining our wealthy position
in relation to other countries. 'To appreciate fully ehe importance to a
nation's growth of highly developed human resources, consider the. Congo
which, when the Belgians withdrew in 1960, had only 16 collegeeducated
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people in the country. Here was a land of vast resources--but without
. the know-how to put them to work. Contrast development in the Congo

with that which has taken place in West Germany since the and of World
War II when, much of German industrial capital equipment was smashed but
a vast potential of technological, and organisational skills was at hand
to rebuild. Today's lesson focuses OD some aspects of the educational
dimension in economic growth..

'In analyzing the impact of natural and capital resource development, we
'confined ourselves to a study of changing' patterns of use in the UnitedStates, Today we broaden our view to include groups of nations at vary.

...log stages of development to see the correlations 'between national
_development and the development of human resources. As you road the
.following, consider these .questions:

1... How important does the development of human resources
appear to be to the building of modern nations?

What does this lesson suggest about the resources
that need to be invested in education in (i) the
least developed nations and (ii) the United States?

Concentrate on paragraph 6, beginning "Human resources
are developed in 'many ways." What specific institu-
tions in your own community play a part' in developing
human resources?

Frederick Harbison and Charles A. Myers, EDUCATION, MANPOWER AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH: STRATEGIES OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT (New

',. York: NhGrawiMill, 1964), 1-2, 15-16, 25-27, 31-36, 38.

Article states that most nations today are development-minded.
Development has various meanings to different groups. In many

;::,countries it moans industrialization, in others achievement of
...1L4ndependenee, politically ind economically. As economists, we

are interested in economic ,growth but in this article the
pciint' of view is towara development of human resources.
Gives definition and categories of stratogic human capital.
sreu in which there ts shOrt*O*9 and 'd*KussiikU11, of. this
,4$114 1:±#E4OstiOngil, cogiPir:49MI

so .4' ,, . ...ry

.
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What ire the'relationdhips between indidators of bitiMan resource develop-

ment acid indicators of economic development? Thli*ii the second question:
which'we posed. ....In order to answer it, we sought various measures of
economic growth-ar economic development for enough of the seventy-five.
countries to be useful for statistical analysis. The availability of
certain indices for only' limited n_umber of countries led us to utilize
only'two indicators:

1. Gross national product (GNP) per capita in United States dollars.
2. Percentage of-the active 'pnpillation engaged in agricultural

occupations. ...

TABLE 2.. INDICATORS 01.NMMAN RESOURCE AND ECOVONIC DEVELOPMENT

.Indicator
bevel I

17

countries

Composite. index.

(second and higher education

GNP per capita, U.S. dollars

Per cent active populatiOnAn
agriculture

Teachers (first and second levels
per 10,000 population

Scientists and engineer.:

per 10,000 population

Physicians and dentists
per 10,000 population

47.=96.

$84'

Glossary:

ry

0.5

Level II

21
countries

Level III
21

countries
..v

Level IV
16

Countries

21

$182

65

38

50 115

42.

15,

Illroumnfro`"rpor5

Gross national prodUct .001 per capita 4. thimoney value of thet,total:
output of,good0. and eervice4mithin a country for a given year
divi4ed W:the,t944 PolileWn of thccountry. Thif4n4cAtli
the.. shiiileG6 each inakaudi would-m*11m if GNP wire
, divided equalY
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ReadiiiiAXIY

PRODUCTION: Tlii:-ROtt: OF THE 16:41TREMNEUR

What is the entreprlineurrs Contribution.to produCtion? This question has
been widely and passionately debated. The Marxist says the entrepreneur
contributes little to production. He is a'parasite living off the laborof others: The capitalist sayi"witheut.the entrepreneur other factors of
production.woird ,remain undeveloped:, loft to 'production. The traditional.
tat might,'Ask4that -the'leort:meantvi ''`te. his society there is no place for
the entrepreneur.1.` *.

Today's reading is i fictiOnaliieditecount based on the circumstances
surrounding Henry Ford's irise to -prominence as is American. entrepreneur.

.*, litre you are seeing Ford through the-"eyes'.of one of the best known
'novelists of 'the 1930e. in U.S.A.;:' from which this excerpt is taken,
John Do* Passos inelUdella lively series of portraits of major figures
14,11intYv eels of As you read this excerpt, try to analyse the role
of the entrepreneur. Read with the following questions in mind.

ImilaMmtOffIiissarmilmo,
1. what qualities seemed to DosPassos tO boi respOnsible

for Ford's success as an entrepreneur?

How might this description of Ford have been written
by an editor of a businessman's newspaper? By a
college economist?

. .

111110,

'John Dos Passos, eat Money), (New York: Modern
Library, 1937), 47-57.

"Tin Lizzie" is an almost poetic saga of Mr. Henry Ford, the
entrepreneur, and a picturization of his era.

Glossary:

1. entrepreneur .- a pertun or groups of persons 'responsible for Organizing,
coordinating, and supervising the production of some good or
service.

2. note - an abbreviation of the term "promissory note." A written
; promite to pay the holder of the note a certain sum of money

at a definite.'time. Payment may or may not include interest.

.

board of directors egroup chosen by stockhotders of a corporation to
establish policies by which enterprise is managed.

.

aylorised speedup refers tO the adopt.ionof methods and machinery
designed te'inoreaSe.efficiency..y, W. Taylor was a pioneer
in the field of scientific management.

,
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UNIT VIZ/

STATING ;HZ ISSUE

DISTRIBUTIoN IN THE MARKET ECONOMY

:Much of the remainder of the course will be devoted to problems
resulting from.attempts to put into practice theoretical answers
to the question, "For ,whom are goods produced?": We shall first
concentrate on. Understanding the philosophy underlying the.market
economy's answer to this question. Keep in mind that when we
discus's theory, we are talking .,about, things would work in a
ptite economy. Just as there was no pure market economy in which .a
theoretiCal pricing mechanism could operate without flaw to determine
wkat goods would be produced, there is no pure market economy. in which
goods will be distributed in strict compliance with market theory.
There are patterns of distribution.which have grown up .4 the American
economy and *ich represent a blend of ,the pure market'economy and
of a .sosiewhat more regulated econemy. It is these patterns we shall
attempt
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READING XXXI,

DISTRIBUTING Gamin THEHMARKET.ECONOHY: THEORY .

So long as Robinson Crusoe was alone, he had nc problem deciding how
to allocate the food he gathered or the shelter he fashioned. But as
soon as Friday came along, another Ofthe.universal economic problems
arose: How should the product of thei joint endeavors be divided?

.0t,,for whom should they produce?

this is the problem of distribution. The wealthiest and the poorest
societies both are marked by more demands for goods than there are goods
available. Who then is to get how much of whatever is available? Should
everyone get equal shares? Should kings get big,shares and slaves littleones? Or should the'goods be divided.in accordance with what men
contribute to the society?

In the pure market economy the principle underlying the distributfom
of goods is that finished gOods are apportioned among. the factorsof
production in accordance with value contributed by each factor to total
production. For example, in the last unit we stndied four factors of
production: human resources, capital resources, natural resources,
and entrepreneurship. Each of these factors shares in total national
income as follows: hdman resources, or labor, receives wapen:capital

. ..resources are compensated for the.value they contributed. to total
production tivoughfinterest or rent; entrepreneurs share through profits
or wages; and_the owners of natural resources share through profits or
rent. The amount of income received, in turn, dltermines how large a
share of total production any individual can buy. It becomes obvious
that the forces that determine income also determine distribution.

What are the force, that determine. various peoples' Income in a pure
market economy? Just as there are markets where supply and demand
determine the price of goods and services, so there are wickets for
the factors of production where supply and demand determine the price
of the factor and thereby determine income. In theory, the market
mechanism is t yardstiCk for measuring howvaluable a society considers

. any factor of production.

How does this affect' distribution? We started by stating: (a) that in
a pure market economy income was seen as.a return proportional to the
value a particular .factor. of productiontontributes'to total production;

. (b) that income: eierminea one's share in the process'of distribution;
(c) thatincome is establishia:by.the market mechahilmjot-response to
the forces of supply and:deMand of productive factors.%'

This is the theory. Nov. lee* look at.what.happena in practice.
. To a

largo extento-distributiefl'iwthe VOUS. States is handled injuit thisway and, mmehoUthe:ttlihatreSulia"are
satisfyintko all concerned.

_PFFTIMMTSEIViiiiiirrurrir-r% .."1"1.1491,197.1!**'"IMBINIRBRIPIF
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A man makes a contribution to the society's production, and he is rewarded
in direct proportion to what the market considers to be the value of his
contribution. But note what this implies. The, distribution model for
a pure market society bases value on the balance between demand and
supply. If there is sufficient demand for a particular productive
service, it has value. If the demand is great compared to supply, the
value is high. The contributions of all individuals are not considered
equal by the market mechanism. And the contributions of some have no
'value whatsoever in the market. For this reason, all individuals do not
,share equally in the distribution of a market's production, and some, in
accordance with the dictates of the market, receive no share at all
when goods produced are being distributed.

One of the most controversial issues in economics has long been distribu-
tion of income between wages and profits, rich and poor, haves and have
nots. Governments have risen and fallen over this issue. Within our
own economy, the government has assumed a role of limited intervention
in an attempt to remove some of the more serious inequities in the
operation of the market mechanism. (Note that the word here is
"inequities"; what thought does that word convey that would not be
conveyed by the word "inequalities"?)

'

For presentation in class tomorrow, prepare a thoughtful outline of what
you would consider an ideal system of distribution for the Utopia in
which you would like to live. Be sure to explain not only how the
syitem would work, but why you think.it would work.. Write or type
your analysis on a ,single sheet, of paper so that those that are not.
presented orally Can be collected and graded.

Glossary:

1. distribution - the way in which national income is divided

2 national income - the aggregate earnings of all factors in
'current production

* * * * * *
READING =MI

DISTRIBUTING GOODS IN THE MARKET ECONOMY: THE SHARE OF LABOR

In the United States about two-thirds of national income is aade up
of wages and salaries. In determining how labor receives this share,
it would simplify matters if we could study the fluctuations within
the total labor market as total'demand and total supply react upon
each other. Unfortunately, labor encompasses so many different categories
of work that it is more realistic to visualise a number of different
labor markets; each market limited to a particular type of labor.
Demand differs among the different labor markets because.some'types of

11110112nMIERINIMIIIIMMIIIMEIMEIMINIMM.
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labor are considered more valuable than others. Supply also varies
in the different labor markets because some types of work are more
attractive or accessible to labor than others. Theoretically, wage
differentials betweenlifferent type* of labor markets should reflect
those differences in demand and supply..

If the market for each .type of .labor were perfectly competitive, wages,
the determinant of laboris-share in,tots1 'production, would, of course,
be established by impersonal market forces. Let's examine how this
would work:

",Wages tend to that level where demand and supply are
'equal. tf supply exceeds demand, SOWN men will be un-
employed, and in their efforts to. regain employment
they will reduce the wages they ask to that level which
makes it just worthwhile for employers to take them on.
If demand exacted* supply,.employers will be unable to
obtain all the labor they-require, and will therefore
offer higher wages in order to attract labor from
elsewhere."

J. R. Hicks, THE THEORY OF WAGES

Several assumptions are implied by this theory of wages. In order for
this statement to be true, what conditions are necessary? When you
have finished today's reading, re-read Hicks' statement. Then list
all the conditions that'must exist in the labor market for Hicks'
theory of wages to work. .Write this .list down, It will be collected

' in ass* tomorrow.

Today's reading is a transcription of an interview with a young Hew.
Englander who is out of work. As'you read, keep the following questions
in-mind:

AMIN 'MINT!
Was'the labor market as described by Hicks working
for Raymond? Why or why not?

Which. f Hicks' assumptions did not apply in
Raymond's case?

How might Raymond's situation have been improved?
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THE JOB HUNT: AN INTERVIEW

The following interview* was taped in a NewHampshire
0$11 town in 1948, 'shortly after the biggest textile
plant there nosed down most of its operation. The young
elan being interviewed Udine: a, rolling machine operator
before the Ohutdownrbe:lives with his mother, his wife,
and his childrinO,' The wife was still employed at the time
of the interview.

* Charles A. Myers and George P. Shultz, DYNAMICS OF A LABOR MARKET,
(New York:. Prentice -Hall, 1951) 207-212 passim.

Interview with poorly educated married and unemployed worker who will not
leave his home to look for other work nor use facilities of State Employ.
meat Office. His retains are.' given in his own language.

Glossary:

1. wages - the price paid for the use of labor

2. total" national productiOn (gross. national product) the money
value of all goods and services produced within a country duriv.
a.specific period of time
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READING XXXVII.

DISTRIBUTING GOODS IN THE MARKET ECONOMY:
'THE SHARE OF RENT; INTEREST, 'AND PROFIT

Let's review:

1.. In a market economy goods are'prOduced for those who want them and
can afford to purchase them.

2. Each individual's ability to share in total production, therefore,.
depends upon his income.

Income'is distributed among the factors of production in terms of
vases, rent, interest and profit.

4, a. wages are paid as,a return for labor
b. rent is paid as a return for use of non-Malan factors of

production such as land and equipment
c. interest is paid as a return for the use of money

. d. profits are paid as a return for risk-taking on the part of
the entrepreneur.

5. The share of income received by each factor of production is
determined by the extent to which each factor contributes to the
value of total production.

6. Value is established by the consumer by his willingness to purchase.

These ire..thefundamental principles necessary for an understanding of
how the pure warket.system answers the question, "For whom are goods
produced?" But, in actual practice, there are, of course, some important
deviations from thismodel in the markets for all factors of production,
and any discussion of one payment to:a factor of production, matt,
is further complicated by (i) value judgments and (ii) confusion in .

definitions. Over the years a controversy has raged concerningnot only
what part of total- production is the rightful share,of, profits, but even
whether profit should receive -any share of goods produced. In short,

. everyone has a judgment on profits -- but it isn't always clear whether
these judgments really represent. differences. in values (ethics) or
differences in the way profits are defined.

. In its most common usaie profit' is simply what is left after a business-
man-has expenses.` The economist usually qurAlifies. this definition
by stating that a butiness does not'retUrn a. profit until it met its
expenses +nd- these expenseimustAntludea return on the money' invested
in the business equal to the:amount that money.could earn elsewhere. This
difference in definition has ledtommch controversy. The businessman
sometimes feels that the economist le unsympathetic to the profit motive
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because he seems to be saying, "Profits aren't necessary in the society."
But what the economist is actually saying is more likely to be, "Profits
in the sense of a return over and above the oin rate of return on money_
in comparable investments elsewhere aren t,necessary inthe society."
That is, the economist sees those extra profits above the going.rate of
return as signals to other businessmen to enter that field and share that
extra return.

Profits fulfill several key roles in a market society.

1. They attract funds necessary to establish and operate businesses.
2. They act as signals to encourage investment where consumer demand

is large and to 'discourage it where demand is small.
3. They .serve as a measure,e how welt' individual business firms are

performing.
4. They encourage men to experiment with new ideas, new products, and.

new approaches to producing old products.
5. They provide existing firms with funds for expansion and research.

Profits vary from firm to firm. In 1962 the Gillette Corporation showed
a profit of 40% on invested capital' while, the same year, 'the Curtis
Publishing Company operated at a loss of $19,000,000. Factors accounting
for these differencesinclude:

1. Management efficiency
2. Success in introducing new products
3. Changes in demand for products

.4. Degree of monopoly power held by .firm.in question,

The, reading for today is a businessman's plea for better, understanding..
of the role of profits in the American economy.. As you read, consider
the following:

1. Why is' it important for the average. American to under-
stand the role of profits?

2. ' Is this reading a' defense of every dollar that is called' "profit "?

THE ESSENTIAL ROLE OF PROFITS..
By john Harper, President of Aluminum, Company of America,

1 Speech of May 23, 1963

Hr. Harper emphasimes'businese.need for profit incentive to improve
American climate for economic growth. Says, that,turrently the business-man can ,expect little more return on ,risk capital than in risk-free'InVestment.

i
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In the last unit
*we. learned that, in a market economy the forces

and not only regulate production. but also, of ,supply
influence distribution. Thicmechinism neither insures nor aims.
at equality in incomes-. In fact, unregulated, the market. mechanism
produces differentials .in,4inconwis reflecting;,differences, 1,6, the
vtilues of contributtine to national Y produation.

In this unit we shall examine some of the inequalities in distribu-
tion that have develoPed in the Aierican economy. Some of these
Anequalities are dui to the functioning of the market economy.
Many are not. Our task will be to-try to sort out..the inequalities
that are natural products of weil0functioning markets from those
that are the-ixeducts:ormallUnctioaing'sarkets.'. And 'we will
took at some of the attempts now being made to remoire'the latter
inequalities' `*(which Might beltter Inegaities) and' to
soften even some of the former equalities.
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READING ,XXXVI±I

RICH MAN - POOR MAN -

Since all men are not equalbr able, a syStem that guarantees individuals'
freedom to compete is not going to result in everybody's sharing equally
in the final product. Some of the differences in men's incomes then is
natural enough in a market economy. ,J

Today's reading presents recent income statistics for the American
economy. As you study these statistics,*eep in mind the following questions:

What determines whether the income differences set
out in these tables represent "inequities" or
simply "inequalities"?

What factors seem to affect a persOn'S income?

How muctiltfluence does the market mechaniim
appear to have on an individual's position on
the income scale?

Tables and charts, included in this lesson from:

Herman P. Miller, RICH MAN, POOR MAN, (New York: Crowell, 1964)
on distribution of family income 1929-1962, lifetime earnings based
on occupation, effect of race on earnings in similar. occupations.

BUSINESS WEEK, September. 28, 1963; a graph showing income levels of
skilled and unskilled, 1939-1961, showing that over the years there
has been a slowing up indifferences in income from lowest'to highest.

Other tables used are in the public domain.

tabl X: TO WHAT EXTENT HAS DISTRIBUTION BEEN CHANGING?

1. In what direction has distribution been moving?

Table II: HAVE INCOME LEVELS OF SKILLED AND UNSKILLED BEEN CHANGING AT
THE SAME RATE?

Approximately what was the median wage of a semi-skilled
factory worker in 1939?

What was the median wage of a semi-skilled factory worker
in 1950?

By what percentage did the semi-skilled factory worker
increase his median wage, between 1939' and 1950?

By what percentage.did his wage increase between 1950
and 1961?

How does this cOppare with. the rate at which the median
income of frofetsional and managerial workers has been
increasing over the You'll?

. Pillirliiiiellglirirlr.1111111111111111111111r



MAUS ANNUAL INC= IMMO' SY HIS OCCUPATION?
GRAPH I

--t
Source: Federal Reserve Board

What occupational groups had the highest . incomes in 1957?

What occupational groups had the biggest perteentage of by incomes?

Table 'Zit: NOW ARE LIFETIME unprms AFFECTED BY OCCUPATION?

*What explains the large difference in lifetime
earnings of the average doctor and the average carpenter;

Why might the 'doctor's lifetime earnings .be, alnost
$100-000- higher than the lawyer's?

Years of School.
Completed

Elementary:
Less than 8 years
8 .years

nigh School:
to 3 years

_____ 4 years
C011iget

1 to 3 years
4 yearii AY aote'r:

/ABLE IV *. .

(Al ISINCOME AFFECTED BY EDUCATION?

Lifetime Income
sed on 1961 figures)-

$124,930
.168,810,

1.93,082

224,417

273,049
360,640

,1

Annuit..ea4.jitinsine
1961

.$3,483
,750

3,305
'6,102

7,392
9,530

;.

.What effect doe* education seem to have on income

ripe* this tibia, pr9v,e
viii get more that* "av

*TATA
ffio,

t1...14emitYPIKk VIV3 goes PP culls
rrne who does ticql?
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e.

Printing
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TABLE .!
.

HOW DOE_s INCOME .4,670.,:APHICALLY?

Oeparaphici.DtVioi.

United States

New England:

-'14tne.4
New Hampshire
Vetmont '7

Maisachuaakts
Rhode Ikland
-Connecticut

Middle 'Atlantic
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania w

East North Central
0100
Indiana
Illinois
Michigan
Viiconsin

West North Central.
Minnesota,
Iowa
Missouri
North Dakota
South Dakota
Hans4

South Atlantic
Delaware

z:Maryland .

; District:.of Columbia
Virginia
West Virginia
-North Carolina

South. Carotins
"Georgie

'last. South Central
..r.lientecky

'Tennessee
Alabama
Mississippi

West.South Central
Arkansas
Louisiana
Oklahoma

::.: Texas' ;
110tintain

Montana
Idaho'

Colorado
New Mexico
Arizona
.Utah

;?..Negiada

pacific
Washington ,

4.7M*,,V.Dregon
'

COttforoto
Alaska
11aaiI.

.96.78
104.99
98.21

116.13
112.01
108.71

'128.27
106.41,

104.58
105.47
98.411

101.08
97.95

107.54,

104.30
104.44
110.00
80.16

104.40
68.88
7031'.
73.38
85.28

'94.77
79:58
85.46
68.28

69.83
100.62
93.75
97.29

1.06:00

102.49
109.34
92.84

107.87
- 109.21

123.78.

112.50

115.78.
145.68
-77.52

the'the state itvei "affict his earning capacity?
0;1 .

ghat ';11181404.404 'sage, TOCtivOjoteg ono Witereoceiu,
*id Buppl*!:tOis of enAri4s' Ovilktop 'Unit 'W.:

-1
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READING XXXII

INEQUALITIES AND INI!QUIT/WIN:BISTEIBUTION; TOE NON-WHITS

In the previouS iesson# we ,saw some rof the factors that affect a.man's
share,inlotat nitionatincOsii.- 0000 of these factors, such as education
and Watt sictuany'-influence a4Otion's Ability to `contribute to total
production. The differences in income which flow from these factor' can
be justified. in eConOmic, if not alWayo in ethical, terms. But other
factors, notably roco.,:may4ffeCt an individual's. opportunity' toicontribute
to total procluction. Ore the differences in income are hard to justify
in economic terms- snd,'..for'many Americans, impossible to justify in
ethical terms.

Tiday's reading lookiSliore closely At the racial 4ifferences in the
OPOOrtunityto compete in isbOrMarkets. As'you read, consider these
questions:

iloloilmptiistrorttrit voillimiasNorld.101011.11toolairmallmstotamtirmarirrimitoIrmornorminallmw

1. How grant an economic handicap has race been in the past?.

2. In what way does.the existence, of such inequities exact
a price from the entire community?

.

What. seems tOSoon to be the best solution to.this
PrObleml 'Why?

TABLE It
HOW DOES RACE APIPECT A MAN' S SHARE IN TOTAL INCOME?

Occdpation Median Orolo88
_White Non-white

Engineers
Medical 4k-other health workers
School teachers
Farmers & fsmmumnagets

Manager's' officials & ProPitetOri
Mail cafxieti
lidos Worker ,'t

Construction aei

452
-l14953

2.024'

441.0.;
:4;00.

$7,076
4,642
1,450

788
3,869.

5401
:20009
4855
4,791

CCOrdinto.t6s6;
htth nonnonwhites lteielic

"I''11111111111N11111111111WEIPRII immormormwooprisomplowinnurietor



TABLE II
REGIONAL. DIFFERENCES IN INCOMES 1959

&erase' incomes Negroes income
State 'Whites &mat AS ..of *whites'

United States overall) $4,337 $2,254 52%,
.-

Northeast

Massachusetts,
New York .

Pennsylvania

North Central-
Ohio .

Indisna
Mlistois

West
California

South
Kentucky
Florida
Texas
Georgia.
Louisiana
Mississippi

4,452 3 063
4,812 3 372
4,369 -. 3 246

4,903 3,492
4,483 3,520.
5,056 3,651.

5,109 3,553

2,938
3,769
3,756
3,420
4,001
2,796

1;787
2,030
1,916
4,510
1,609
904

69
70
74

71
79
72

70

61.

.55
51,

44
40

. 32

1. Is there any area of the country' in which the income
of non-whites equals the income of whites?

* * * *

Lorin Miller, "PrOsperity Through Equality,"NATION, September 21, 1963.

Article starts with preraiie that if all the Negroes were somewhere
else, say in a country of their own on the coast of Africa, they would
readily qualify for fore* aid. The author states that there is aneed for some internal Marshall Plan to close the existing gap between
Negroes and whites which is becoming greater. States chat legislation
to. eliminate color barriers alone would`not materially improve the
posttion of ~the Negro.' pay#riiiienC sponsorship of a program to speed
up t1'4e process is needed but it is 'bound.to" meet with much oppositionand .bitterness unless it could be effectively demonstrated that. such
a program would be of an adirantage to. ill Americans.
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1. depressed area - geographical area in which average incomes are appreciablylower and the unemployment rate is critically greater than the nationalaverage

1.

117

underdeveloped nations ,nations having low level. of 'technology; likelyto be. dependent on one industry, usually agriculture; having widespreadilliteracy, scarcity of skilled:, labor, and governments with limited
capacity to plan and administer development programs

median income - level of income'at which number of individuals or family
units receiving larger incomes equals number of those receiving smallerincomes

Marehall.Plan...ortginally a plan for .American aid to countries economically
impoverished by World. War, II base* on theory`that the strength of Americaneconomy was affected by economic .welfare of others:; later extended to otherunderdeveloPed nations

ghetto a section of a city in which members of a racial or a religious
group are segregated by formal or, more oftent, informal devices

metropolitan complexes .Cloaely related.urhan areas

black-belt counties - counties having very high percentage of Negropopulation

racial stratification - status arrangements based on race
national income total income earned by all faCtors of production
during specified time, usually one year:

10. gross national product -the "Money vain* ofall goods and servicesproduced within a count during a specific period of time

READING.

APPROACHES .TO EQUALIZING INEQUITIES IN DISTRIBUTION

In seeking solutions to the problems of poverty, we are confronted by the
fact that the causes of poverty- sea to 'perpetuate themselves.. For example,
the past two readingt have indicated that 'those receiving.the smallest.
Share of national intone are most likely to be uneducated, unskilled, nano
white, 'or living in a depressed area. The more.of these characters. tics
an individual has, the smaller his share of national income is likely to be.We also know that children born to the uneducated tend to be poorly exposed
to education; that -_the nonwhite child who is deprived access to equaleducational, opportunities becomes .doubly handicapped; that the aged, whoalso tend to *set *ostler shares of ,the' national Liman, are becoming. an
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ever4ncreaeng proportion of our population; that the unemployed-trapped
in.depressed areas have had little to offer their children but despair.
tone of these is a problem that will .disappearwith time alone. lbey are,
instead, problems representing growing Challenges to the economic. wellbeing
of the communities in which they.exist.

Hany'Americins new believe that society cannot afford to ignore thepoor.
The wellbeing of.the.total economy is closely related to the maintenance
of high levels of employment andan4dequatestandard'of living for all
families. Poor families repreSent,poor purchasers of goods, poor sources
of tax revenue to pay for needed municipal Services, and poor resources
for growth.in the economy.

Controversy exists hove-o'er over the best way to attack the problems of
poverty. Should an attack on poverty be the exclusive province of private
enterprise? Is thisa rightful concern of ,the government?.. Or is,itgoing
to take the combined effort:0A private.and-governmental agencies to solve
this problem?

Those who propose to eliminate the problems of poverty through private
actions point to the success of private pension plans in tmproving the
economic wellbeing of the aged. Over 20,000,000 workers are.cutrently
covered by such plans. Advocates of the elimination of poverty through
private actions also point out the increase in assets represented by private
Savings accounts, the large number of government.bonds held by individuals,
the growth of credit-unionaccounts, the popularity of private health-care.
.and hospitalization plans, the amount of savings in the form of home.
purchases. All of these arguments demonstrate that strides have been made
privately in providing security formillions of Americans forierly unprotected
and threatened by poverty.

Those who propose to eliminate the problems of poverty through governmental
programs counter by pointing to the magnitude of the problem and to the
millions of Americans who never have access to private security plans --
'the chronically unemployed who do not have employers to protect them with
'pension plans, the marginal worker who'neVer earns enough to provide beyond
today and has no savings account, health insurance, or credit-Union account.

From the economist's point of view, a wide range of supplementary questions
such as the following is raised:by this controversy.

From the point of view of the total economy, which method of financing
increased security tor all citizens is' preferable:

A. Financing through .private methods presumably increases employer
colts and eventually must lead to higher prices..



Financing through public methods produces costs which' must
normally be reflected in higher taxes.

Which impact is preferable? Through. one route, the costs of greater
security' are faced, by us as can; s; through the other route,' the
;costs 'are' faced by us.4-es-'taxpayers.4,; VW:II-route seems preferable to

, any man is likely to' be a product of his value judgments.

Come to class tomorrow, prePAIred to debate the topic:,
": .

, , ,..

W SOLVED:- That,' all things constderedi, the most effective -attack on the ..

prOblemi.. og pvvexq.: witti:bov !Ode' through 'PrimarY.:,reliance on
primate :,echantegis -rather4then governmental. programs.::.. ... . ...; i :::.t,p,.. .-. -:;, ... . ..,..BOTH OrpEsi fmOgypt.;.?os4zoli SNOULM- PRESENT soap. 'ECONOMIC JUSTIFICATION 'FOR,. .,q14TA,Pp;Ner 0...F.y .:".'* '.$0 ,,g.' S10 ., rni1 ..:-Ar.130ARP DZSTINC7ZONS _:-.BEIVAII, EC494c V.A.cT ii.r;;.!. 9N144.-: '100 AND_ tgang.:40Dcmorts

co,F. R. ,.,..:. .
.

.,. .1"1 P :.'... ` :;.. ..". ' ....: .::'; '' `.. :' .L1'.1 .,... ...



,4813TRAIIIMS, :ON THE MARKET MECHANISM.

while the:, free.oPitriktion of the forces': of: eOPPlY and demand
insure a market economy that responds to consumer votes, it
does ttot provide protect ion' the Weak COmpetitor. And,

:-..7eVekv ea-society champions thi' idea thaVsuccess.shivuld go to
...thc Winner,. it..sOmetime. seeks ways to pretect tht.loser against

excessive harm. Thus, under certain .conditions., society has not
Condoned hilt hat..actualli_enCouraied certain restraints on

free ikargiit Eipmep14.-Orp.agricultural p;ice
oupliorts aiewattiatiAprioe caitiage.- edit X.examines a few ways
te.which the American labor..mirk:et has been rostrata/44nd calls

you to- asilyie the coniequences of exorcising cvich restraints.
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READING ILI

GROWTH OF AMERICAN LABOR UNIONS

Considering the present strength oflarge,-national libor unions, it may be
difficult to imagine chat not so many years ago unions were fighting for
their very existence. Labor historians disagree about what might be con--sidered the first trace of labor unionism in America, but there is no disagreement on the conditions that led to scattered attempts to establish
unions. During the nineteenth century, various worker groups organized
movements to reduce working hours, to increase wages, and to improve working
conditions. However, in general, unions were not widely accepted in our
early history. Until 1842, a labor union was considered a criminal conspiraiy
by the courts.' And even after that date, a wide range of what are tow
common union activities were considered to,be illegal.

The first important national union was the Knights of Labor founded in 1869as aisecret society ,Theit leaders were..mild and non-belligerent. They,talked much did. little, and lasted only until the 1880s when, the American
Federation of Labor, a loose federation of craft unions, was formed. Over.the last half of the 1800s, some of, the more arrogant practices.of big
business gradually began to change segments of public opinion from complete
intolerance of labor unions to grudging acceptance, but unions still found
little sympathy in the courts. In.the 1930s the tide of public opinion
began to swing away sharply from complete employer control of the labor
market, and in the last year of the Hoover administration and the years of
the Roosevelt New Deal aggressive pro-labor legislation was passed.

The National-Labor Relations Act (commonly knoin as the Wagner Act), passed
in _1935,, has since stood as the base of modern labor legislation. This Act:

confirmed labor's right to unionize
required employers to bargain with whatever union the workers Otiose
to represent them and'forbade employers from interfering in that
union's affairs .

outlawed the ruse of the economil:' power tq hiring, firing, etc. as .

a way to keep men from joining unions
set .up the National .Labor Relations Board (NLRB) for conducting
elections, among, wprkers to see if-they wanted avunion.and for enforc-
ing the Att's restrictions on employer conduct.

Protected by law, union organizers went to work and union membership grewfest. 1935 saw the formation of the the first national federation
of industrial unions;, During. the 1930s public. sympathy was somewhat more
pro-labor and union membershi? more than doubled. By 1945, with the help
of the Wagner Act, with the new organizing drives among the unskilled and
semi- skilled, and with tly4 bill employment of 04 wer.years, unions had
15,000,040 members.
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The .new- strength of the, unions, Which sometimes led to open' defiance of
the federal government by a few labor leaders, convinced most legislators
that organized. labor's poWer had gone too:far. In 1947, Congress passed
the Taftlartley Act, restricting union power. In 1959,.the Lindrum-Griffin-
Act was passed in response, to pressure for action to curb some of the abuses"
within' the uniond themselves'',

.For those whohave only known an.America in. whiCh' unions. are an accepted
`institution, ii-is hard to conceive of LltiMe When the right of unions to
eXiat was debatable.. Today'S reading will recreate a few incidents and
mroods in the history of 'unionism in this country. This is far froM. being
svcomplete history; rather,it.is a series of snapshots tell bits and
_pieces Of'the'whole story. After you read these excerpts, write an answer-
to,this-question:'

-11, Aft was opposition to unionism so strong in the
American past?

How might each of these episodes out of the past
be expected to have an influence on union and
management attitudes in the 1960's?

EPISODES IN AMERICAN LABOR. HISTORY

THE CORDWAINERS.AND THE COURTS 1806

America's first major law case involving labor unionism came in 1806.
A group of Philadelphia shoemakers ler "cordwainers") were brought into
court for forming an organization whose purpose was to raise wages for its
members. .There was no written law to cover the situation. The presiding
jurist, Recorder Levy, had therefore to fall back upon "common law" for
his decision. Here is the heart of that decision:

It is proper to consider; is such a combination consistent
... with the principles of our law, and injurious to the public
welfare? The usual means '.by 'Which the prices of work are
regulated, are the demand for the article and the excellence
of its fabric" Where the work is well done, and the demand
is considerable, the prices will necessarily be high. Where
the work is ill done, and the demand is inconsiderable, they
will unquestionably be low. If there are maziy to consume,
and few to work, the price of the article will be high; but
if there are few to consume, and may to work, the article
must be low.

To make an artificial regulation [iiich as a union] is an
unnatural, artificial means of raising the price of work be-
yond its standard, and taking an undue advantage of the public.
What then is the operation.of this kind of conduct upon the
commerce of the city? It exposes it' to inconveniences, if
not to ruin; therefore, it is against the public welfare. ...
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AMAitabwook,:iligimmigimistioleA

Such e ,practice would take away all the excitement to
excell in workmanship or industry. Consider the effect it
would have upon the whole community. If the masters say
they will not sell under certain -prices, as the journey-.
men declare they will not work at certain wages, this, if
persisied in, would put the whole body of the people into
their power. Shoes and boots are articles of the first
necessity. In every point of view, this measure is pregnant
with public mischief and private injury.tends to demoral-
ize the worlanen...destroy the trade of the city, and leaves
the pockets of the whole community to the discretion of the
concerned.

B. LABOR'S REJECTED PHILOSOPHY:' /41ARCHISM, 1885 .

Over its history,. the AmeriCanuttione Italie encountered many. men Who have
sought in vain .ko give them a-more radical philosophy than they have gen,
*rally :accepted., One of .the most eloquent spokesmen for such a swing to
extreme radiCalism was an anarchist named.Partotti4 whose answer in 1885
to labor's problems was easily "warned up. in one word:

1).aillite'. Of all the good stuff, that 'is the stiff'. Stuff
several pounds of this, sublime, stuff into an inch pipe

.

. (gas or water pipe), plug up both ends, insert a cap with
a fuse attached, place' this in the vicinity of a lot of
rich loafers who live by the sweat of other people's. brows,

: and light the fuse. A most cheerful and gratifying result
will ,follow. In giving dynamite to the downtrodden millions
of the, globe, science has done its best work. The dear
stuff can. be carried in the pocket.without danger, while
it is a fortaidable Weapon against any force of militia,
poIice, or detectives that may want to stifle the cry for
justice that goes forth from the plundered slaves. It is
something not very ornamental, but exceedingly useful. It
can be used against persons and things. it is better to
use it against, the former than against bricks and masonry.
It is a genuine boon for the disinherited, while it brings
terror and fear to: the robbers. A pound of this good

....stuff, beats- a bushel of ballot* all hollow and don't
you forget it! Our lawmakers might as well- cry to sit
--:down on the crater of a volcano or on the point of a
bayonet as to endeavor to stop the manufacture and use
of ..dynamite. It takes more ,justice and. right than is
.contained in laws to quiet the spirit of laureate...
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C. LABOR'S REJECTED PHILOSOPHY: SOCIALISM, 1903

Samuel Compere W83 the dominant. figure of the American Federation of
Labor in the early 20th century. It was he who most eloquently spoke for a
brand of unionism that would reject socialism and would instead turn AMerican
unions to work within., the framework of a modified free enterprise system.
Here is the case he stated in 1903 against socialism as a philosophy for
Labor..

Our friends, the Socialistn, always when with us have an
excellent conception of the trouble in our industrial life.
They say, as we say, and as' every intelligent man or woman
says, that there are miseries which surround us. We recognize
the poverty, we know the sweatshop, we can p1iw.ot4 every
string of the harp, and touch the tenderest chords of human
sympathy; but while We recognize the evil'and would apply
the remedy, our, Socialist'iriends'wonld look fOrward to the
promised land, and wait for "the sweet by-and-by." Their
statements as to economic ills are right; their conclusions
and their philosophy are all askew ...

I want to tell you, Socialists, that I have studied your
philosophy; read your works upon economics, and not the
meanest of them; studied your standard works, both in
English and German.rhave not only read, but studied them
I have heard your orators and watched the-work of your
movement the morld over. I have kept close watch upon
your doctrines for thirty years; have been closely assoc..
iated with many of you, and know how you think and what
you propose.. I know, too, what you have up your sleeve.
And I want to say that I am entirely at variance with your
philosophy. I .declare it to you, I am not only at variance
with your doctrines, but with your philosophy. Economically,
you are unsound; socially, you are wrong; iudustrially,
you are an impossibility.

D. THE CASE FOR MANAGEMENT S DIVINE RIGHT, 1902

In 1902, President Baer of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad received
a requeet from a newspaperman that there should be a meeting of labor and
Management to settle the strike then in progress on the railroad. Baer s
answer presents a blunt defense of management's right, to run the business
free of unionism:

I see you are evidently biased in your religious views in
favor of the right of the working man to control a business
in which he has not other interest than to secure fair wages
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for the work he does. I beg of you not to be discouraged.
The rights and interests of the laboring man will be
protected and cared eor, not by the labor agitators, but
by the Christian men to whom God in his infinite wisdom,
has given control of the property interests of the country.
Pray earnestly that the right may triumph, always remember.
ing that the Lord God Omnipotent still reigns and that his
reign is one of law and'order, and not of violence and
crime.

E. THE YELLOW DOG CONTRACT, 1917

Sometimes, in order to' qualify for a job, workers were required to 'pledge
that they would not join a union. It was not until 1932 that Congress
declared these contracts, be non-enforceable. in the courts. This example
of such a contract comes from 1917:

I am employed by and work for the. Hitchman COal and Coke Corn..

pany with the, express understanding that I am not a member
of the United Mine Workers of America and will not become
so while an employee of the Hitchman Coal and Coke Company,
and that the Hitchman Coal and Coke Company is run non.union
and agrees with me that it will run .non-union while I am
An its employ.

If at any time while I, am employed by the Hitchman 0081 and
Coke Company I want to become connected with the United Mine
Workers of America, or any affiliated organization, I agree
to withdraw from, the employment of said company, and agree
that while I am in the employ of that company I will not
make any effort amongst its*employees to bring about the

.

unionizing of that mine against the company's wish. I have
either read the above, or heard same read.

F. STEEL FIGHTS FOR THE "OPEN SHOP", 1919

Judge Elbert Gary, head of the United States Steel Corporation, was one
of the more vigorous fighters for the principle of the "open shop" in 1919.
Technically the term meant a shop in which a man was free to join a union
or not as he saw fit; practically, it meant a shop without-a union. The
core of Judge Gary's case, al presented to his fellow employers in
steel, was this:

Every proposition contended for by the labor unions at the
National Industrial Conference at Washington led to domina-
tion of the shops and of the men by the union labor leaders.
Every position taken, by the other side centered on the open

. shop. This is the great question confronting the American
people and, in fact, the world public. From SO per cent
to 90 per cent or more of labor in this country is nonaunion
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It is for them and the employers generally, and the large class
of men and women who are not, strictly speaking, employers or wage
earners to determine whether or not it Is best for the whole
community to haVe industry totally organized.

Judging by experience, we believe it is for the best interest
of employer- and employee and the general putAx to 'have a
business conducLed on the basis of what we term the "open
shop," thus permitting my man to engage in any line of
employment, or any employer to secure the services of any
workman on terms-agreed upon between the two, whether the
workman is or is not connected with a labor union. The
verdict of the people at large Will finally decide this ques-
tion, and the decision will be right ...

Considerable has been said in public of late concerning the
attempt to spread the doctrine of.Bolsheviam in this country.
All of us have known .for some tiie that this disease-is
persistent, and that there has been.some inoculation even
in this best of countries. Still, we deny that there is
danger of serious trouble. There is. only one way to treat
this disease, and that is to stamp it out; to meet it
boldly wherever it can be found; to expose it and give it
no chance for development.

THE CHURCH AND THE STEEL STRIKE, 1919

Labor Sometimes faced the opposition of the clergy as well as of the
government and the employer. More often this was true of Protestant
clergy, but this following example-of a sermon comes from St. Brendan's
Roman Catholic church in Braddock, Pennsylvania, on September 21, 1919:

This strike is not being brought about by intelligent or
English-speaking workmen, but by men who have no interest
in the community, are not an element of our community, and
mho do not have the welfare of our men at heart 0110

But you can't reason, with these people. Don't reason
with them. You can't, any more than you can with a cow
or a lhorse ...And times the only way you can reason with
.these people: knock them down:

We dare those outsiders to start little gun music on our
streets,Amd they 'win quickie see how long we will stand
it.

In case.this strike should.take Place, aad.Phera ii" a ,

.riot, want ta 1,41; ysm people a solemn wafting; smother
your cUriosity.. t et 'thelmomen 'keep off the streets with
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show these hoodlums what we are. I want all these men that
have been abroad to put. themselves at once under the direr-
tton of the men in authority who can use them. Show them
that you fought for liberty abroad, and will maintain
liberty at home!

THE POWER OF THE INJUNCTION, 1921

Court orders to restrain unions from organizing efforts were among the
most powerful weapons available to employers up until 1932. An example of
such a restraining order (or injunction) is this one obtained by.American
Steel Foundries against the Tti-City Central Trades Council in 1921:

"...perpetually restrained and enjoined from in any way or
manner whatsoever by use of persuasion, threats of personal
injury, intimidation, suggestion of danger or threats of
violence of any kind, from interfering with, hindering,
obstructing or stopping any person engaged in the employ
of the American Steel Foundries in connection with its
business or its foundry.in the City of granite City, County
of Madison, State of Illinois or elbeWhere; and from inter-
fering by persuasion, violence or threats of violence in
any manner with any person desiring to be employed by said
American Steel Foundries'in its said foUndry or plant; ...
and from assembling,.loitering. or congregating about or in
proximity of the said plant,or factory of the AmeriCan Steel
Foundries for the purpose of doing, or aiding or encouraging
others in doing, any of the said unlawful or forbidden acts
or thilgt; and.from,picketing or maintaining at or near the
premises of the complainant, or on the streets leading to
the premises of said complainant. any picket or pickets, and
from doing any acts or things whatever'in furtherance of any
conspiracy or combination among them, or any of them, to
obstruct, or interfere -ith said Americaii Steel Foundries,
its officers, agents or employees, An the free and unrestrained
control and Aeration of its plant, foundry and property and
the operatiOn of its 'business;'..."

THE INDUSTRIAL ESPIONAGE SYSTEM 1934

In their continuing attempts to fight the unionization of their plants,
some employers turned to the use of'spieff to tell them who the Potential
trouble-makers werein their4lantillereAmrs letter soliciting business
for one of the chieUdetective::SgenciesOffering-such spy services to
industry:
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June 23, 1934

Mr. William Bromfield,
Manager, United Autographic Register Company,
5000 S. California Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Dear Sir: We desire to offer you the services of our
industrial and crime prevention departments.

If there is suspicion of activity among employees adv
verse to your interests, wa can put an "undercover" opera-
tive in your plant as an employee of yours and he will study
the personnel and work discreetly to learn who, if any, may
be disturber*.

The cost of this work is moderate and its results are
valuable.

Very truly. yours,

The William J. Burns International
Detective Agency, Inc.,

Geo. W. Doman, Assistant Manager

THE FIGHT TO ORGANIZE: FORD MOTOR CO., 1927

By 1937, the Wagner Act was law and presumably it was illegal for any
employer to interfere with the self-organizing activities of his employees.
But the Ford Motor Company continued its open fight with the unions up until
1941. The story of violence at the gates to Ford properties was unusual
4nly because it, was so late in the 1930's; a similar story of violence could
have been told at, many other plants in the country just a few years or months
before this story appeared in NEWSWEEK on june 5, 1937:

NEWSWEEK story of management brutality at River Rouge plant of
Ford Motor Company when U.A.W. came -onto company property withorganizers leaflets, and assorted observers.

K. VIOLENCE ON THE LABOR SIDE, 947

Violence in organizing campaigns and its strikes has seldom been a ones,sided story in American history. Even with the protection of their
organizing activities under the Wagner Act, some unions continued to use,violence as a way of inducing men to join or stay in their ranks. This
excerpt is from hearings that preceded the passage of the Taft-Hartley .Act and is the testimony of ,lumber manufacturer from California°

(a) On January 28, 1847, about 60 union pickets without
warning surrounded smaU plant in *Leh 25 or 30 men were
employed, blocking ingress and egress, injuring four or five
of the workmen, hurling rocks through windshields and windows
of cars, breaking all the plant windois that could be reached,
and causing a complete shut-dOin. One truck driver who
suffered face cuts and a broken nose fired four shots at the .strikere, but no one was hit. These acts of terrorism made
the resumption of operations at the plant .ippossible, and
the four young owners, all veteran"; war$ I as informed

iggiNIN11=1011=...It/fAMMINIMI
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faced with financial disaster and ,danger to their own and
.their employees' families, were forced to sign a union shop
contract on February 9, 1947. t am informed that when this
demand for a closed shop contract was made on these young men,
the union did not even pretend to represent a majority of
their employees.

(b) Violence was used in an attempt to force another small
operator, employing 35 or 40 men, to grant union shop. This
plant had been picketed since January 9, 1947, but had been
operating despite'the picket line. On February 4, 1947,
about 40 pickets broke windshields, windows, and lights of 9
cars and hospitalized 4 workers. Two days later there was
then a recurrence of violence, resulting in the dispersal of
the pickets and the wrecking of two of their automobiles.
The workmen in the plant, in order to protect themselves
against union ,"good squads," came to work armed with rifles
and shotguns, and we ucierstand that at this writing these men
are still armed. Seven of the "goon squads" have been indicted
by the Mendocino County grand jury on felony. counts.

The violence at these two small plants unquestionably was
for the purpose of coercing these two, and other small
mills in the redwood area, to sign union shop contracts.
When union chieftains were requested to curb the violence
of the pickets, their only reply was that if the operators
were going to try to haul "hot" lumber away from their
"unfair" plants.they would have to face the consequences..

(c) The illegal acts and the acts of violence to which
attention has been called by no means comprise all such acts
of which the union is guitty. At several of the other struck
redwood plants, workmen have been threatened and beaten up,
tacks have been strewn on roads over which the employees'
cars and the employers' log and Limber trucks had to travel,
truck drivers have been threatened with 'acidity harm and
with'the'overturning and deitruction of.their trucks, besides
being aCtually. assaulted. In addition, nonunion wOrkmen's,
families have been threatened and rock', have been throws
through the windows of their homes.

* * *.* * * * * * * *
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READING LII

HAVE UNIONS GROWN TOO STRONG?

In the 1930's, a popular &natant concerned the right of labor to protect
itself against employers. In the 1960's, the debate has changed its emphasis
and current controversy concerns the right: of the public to be protected.
Organized labor now faces public opinion that wavers between concern for
the unions that so recently struggled for existence and. the suspicion that
these same unions may have grown too strong. Arguments for limiting union
strength come from a variety of sources. There are businessmen, for example,
who not so long ago were bitterly condemning government interference in the
labor market but who now are calling for laws to restrain unions. Some
liberals who crusaded for labor's right to unionize bemoan. today's union leader-
ship and express publid fears on some aspects of union power. Government
officials elected with strong labor support tend sometimes to by-pass the process
of "free" collective bargaining in favor of public and government pressure.

As individuals living in a world of change and choice, we are constantly faced
by the need to take sides in such controversies. This is difficult, for the
facts are confusing, the alternatives hard to define, and the consequences
unclear.

Today's reading introduces the problem, "Should Anti-Trust Laws Be Used to Curb
Union Power?" Aftet you have read the following, write a one or two-sentence
answer to each of these questions:

1. Wherein do these two statements use economic arguments
that can be evaluated for their soundness? Wherein do
they use colored words or phrases that may add zest but
do not add analysis?

What further questions would you want to answer before
you come to a firm conclusion on whether or not .union
power should be Curbed by application of anti-trust
laws?

. Three' readings follow to demonstrate varying viewpoints on the role of anti-
trust laws in curbing union powers.

The NatiOnal Association of lianufacturers says .that power is given
unions for monopoly which.is denied management. Says that unions
use this power to inhibit technological advances which may
Jeopardize their jobs.

CIO considers the union "monopoly" label .as big business propaganda.

Strom Thrumonds0 article is jig:the-1011c, domain tad if Ocloded.
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By Hon. Strom Thurmond, U.S. Senator, South' Carolina,
Democrat. From remarks made on,the floor of the U.S. Senate
on July 20, 1901 and.fron a statement subsequently released
by Senator Thurmond.

"There exists in our laws today one exemption creating'in a select group
a privileged status which in effect is oppressive to the public generally
and is of such magnitude that in time, if not corrected, it may well
undermine our entire economic system. The matter to. which I refer is the
exemption of labor unions from antitrust laws.

"The economic system utilized by the United States 'is based on competition,
and without this element the essential distribution of goods would breakdown and degenerate under the pressUres of monopolies and cartels such as
those prevalent in. other free enterprise countries. ...Soon after our
Nation began to industrialize in earnest, it became apparent that the only
way to prevent enormous concentrations of economic power, which, in turn,
lead to concentrations of political power, was through the enactment and
enforcement of what is commonly known today as antitrust laws. When theselaws were first enacted,'the economic an political power concentrationssought to be eliminated were in the hands of industrialists and financiers.
The lesson of the abuses which took place prior to the enactment and sUbw
sequent enforcement of the antitrust laws should have demonstrated clearlythat such power concentration Should not be permitted to exist in any group.
Unfortunately, however, efforts to correct the immediate abuses overshadowedthe larger lesson; and the antitrust laws were so developed that they did
not destroy the possibility of such economic and political power concentram
tions, but merely Shifted the control and utilisation of such power
concentrations to a different economic class or group. Such a shift was
more by chance than by design, but the fact remains that an exemption from
the antitrust laws was acquired by labor-unionsand the power that derives
therefrom not, only still exists, but is exercised by then today. Theexemption of a particular group in this instance, labor anions from the
application of the antitrust laws is an inequity of omission *bleb should
be corrected immediately."

Glossary:

i. anti-trust laws - legislation prohibiting certain practices deemed to
lead towards monopoly and restraint of trade

collective bargaining bargaining by a committee or union representing
individual employees with employers or groups Of employers to arrive
at agreements regarding wages, hours, or conditions of employment.

national unions superstructure designed to establish and carry outnational policies for local member unions
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international unions labor union, with members in other countries
(in the U.S., the terwusually refers to unions with members also
in Canada)

5. bargaining agents - union chosen by employees to represent them through
collective bargaining

6. featherbedding rules included in contracts' negotiated by urtions main
taming certain jobs for the purpose of protecting employment
of union members

7. cartels - an agreement among businessmen of various ;countries setting
prices, territories, etc. where each may sell

* * * * *

READING XLIII

EVALUATING THE RELATIVE RELIABILITY OF INFORMATION
I

Insteod of reading in the text tonight, you are to read the entire editorial.
page of any newspaper you happen Ito have around. Underline examples of
opinions you find that you think one might reasonably question. See if you
can analyse why you question these opinions. Bring these examples to class
tomorrow.

READING um
EVALUATING THE RELATIVE RELIABILITY OF INFORMATION

Today you are to apply the criteria for analyitng the relative reliability
of information suggested on tbe Class Handout given you yesterday. Bring;to class as may examples as you can of ihformatiowyou consider questionable
Us- view of these criteria.

READING XLV

EVALUATING THE RELATIVE RELIABILITY OF INTONATION
LII

Spend the time you would aorisally spend readies familiarising yourself withthe critetia. for evaluatius the relative reliability of inforaatiou. Tomagreali you will be test** as. year abjlity to apply haw* arltarlai
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READING XLVI

EFFECTIVENESS OF ANTI- TRUST LAWS IN CURBING UNION POWER

In order to equip ourselves with a few necessary tools, we became somewhat
diverted from our original problem: Forming an opinion on the subject,
"Should Anti-Trust Laws Be Used to Curb Union Power?" At this point, let
us pick up where we left off and see if we can analyze what we are still
lacking in order to form such an opinion. With the tools we now have, we
could form an opinion on the subject based on evaluating the opinioni of
others. If an individual says he thinks anti-trust laws should be used to
curb union power, we can examine who he is, what he says, and how he says
it to decide whether or not we choose to agree with him. But suppose we
don't want to base our opinions on evaluating what others have to say on
the subject. How would we go about getting sufficient information to form
an independent opinion? We certainly first would have to form opinions on
a few sub-problems such as:

1. How effective have anti-trust laws been in the past in
curbing power in product markets?

2. What costs have been associated with the enforcement of
those laws and what have we gained as a result of them'

3. In what sense, if any, are unions too powerful today?
4. Are the excesses of union power, if any, likely to be

effectively dealt with by anti-trust laws similar to
those which apply in product markets?

5. What costs would be associated with the enforcement of
such anti-trust laws in labor markets and what would
we gain as a result of them?

1g..could form opinions on each of these questions exactly as we formed the
last one, by finding somebody else's opinion and deciding whether we choose
to agree with it. But suppose iii our search we cots across opposing opinions
on the subjects that look equally reliable ego how do we then make up our
own minds?

Today we are going to do just that, on the first two questions posed above.
Read the following material. Evaluate it for relative reliability, thee
answer the question:

With which of the opposing pair:e:int! you agree? Why?

This reading contains four different looks at anti-trust laws in an attempt
to show differing views of Whither they have been effective in curbing power,
and at what,cost for whit-gains.

I. George Leland Bachi ECONOKICS.(Englewood Cliffs,. N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, 1963) 456-458, passim.

A bit of history as to preventive force of anti-trust laws.
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"The New Competition," in FORTUNE, June 1952, 98+.

States that the real achievement of the anti-trust laws is that
they are always in the background when businessmen are making
policy decisions.

III. Sylvester Petro, "The Growing Threat of Antitrust," in FORTUNE, November
1962, 128-129.

Fear that free enterprise cannot survive with this kind of government
control.

IV. Alan Greenspan "Bad History, Worse Economics Spawned Anti-Trust, Says
Critic," in BARRON'S,O February 5, 1962, 8+.

Self-explahatory title giving managsskent consultant's view of
antitrust statutes in the United States.

Glossary:

1. oligopoly industry in which there are only a few sellers of a
particular commodity

2. trusts -'term popularly applied to indicate any large scale business
orcoe tuition of businesses with, monopoly or near-monopoly power.
TOChoieallylrifers to an illegal combination of corporations.

READING XLVII

HOW STRONG IS TOO STRONG?

While we may have decided what side we favor in the argument concerning the
effectiveness of anti-trust laws in product markets, we have still to
determine whether we think union power needs curbing at all. (Reread the
sequence of questions posed at the beginning of Reading 46) Certainly, if
we were to form an opinion *on this-subject on the basis of any one incident
in labor history, our judgments would 'range widely over the spectrum depend-
ing on the particular moment of history on which we focused our attention.
Just how our judgment, 'might change' as the times Ching* is the subject of
today's lesson.

Reading 47 is a compilation of many Ames reproduced from the UV YORK TIMESover the years, As you-reed each -excerpt', be sure to note the date on which
"that. .:aM:91...slar item ,sorteare# taiegine you are **siding each story at the .tisst-tt was writtn Visualize yourse144-sittine at the breakfast table,
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'picking up the morning paper and reading the news of the day. Remember
this is 1894, or 1921, or whatever the date indicates, and what you are
reading is happening "today." As you read each item, ask yourself, "As of
today, do I think unions are too strong?"

N. Y. Times, July 5, 1894, p, 1

A. "Bayonets Subdue Strikers." (The following is an incident in what
became known as the Pullman Strike, led. by labor leader Eugene V. Deb*
and involving many railroads.)

"...With rifles leveled and revolvers drawn, half of the Second
Battalion Fifteenth Regiment, United States Infantry, proceeded through
a dense mob of more than 5,000 men, boys, women, and children to their
camp in the stock yards today.

"The train left the. Lake Shore Station early this morning, but at
6 o'clock tonight was still o a side-track, not where the managers
intended it to be, but close enough to the soldiers for them to unload
their horses, ammunition, four Hotchkiss rifles, cannon, and supplies,
and to go into camp, a wearied and jaded lot of men, not having slept
for twenty-four hours and without food with the exception of a single
hasty meal during that time.

"The day was a trying one for the troops and the Oates ...

"The trouble began early in the morning. At 8 o'clock Swift and Co.
tried to move their stalled meat train, east-bound, which the
strikers had held in.durance for forty-eight hours.

"Every obstacle was placed in the way of the employees of the big packer,
and it was 11:30 before the train could be started out on its long
journey.

"Even then the troops were obliged to tharge'the crowd with bayonets,
before which, like a flock of frightened sheep, it fell back: and
permitted the train to move. .

H. H. Y. Times, July 6, 1894, p. 2

"Governor (John P.) Altgeld...(protested) against the presence of United
States troops in Chicago. To this the President responds:

'John P. Altgeld, Governor of Illinois, Springfield, Ill.

" 'Federal troops were sent to Chicago in strict accordance with the
. Constitution and laws of the United States-, upon the demand of the Post'
Office Department, that obstructuion of the mails should be removed,
and upon the representations of the judicial officers of the United
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States that process of. the Federal courts could not be executed through
the ordinary means, and upon abundant proof that conspiracies existed
against Commerce between the States.,

" 'To meet these conditions, which are clearly within the province of
Federal authority, the preserve of Federal troops in the City of Chicago
was deemed not only proper, but necessary, and there has been no inten
tion of thereby interfering with the plain duty of the local authorities
to preserve the peace of the city..

Grover Cleveland' "

C. S. Y. Times, July 11, 1894, e. 1.

"Treason to the Government"
"...Americans love of order and American loyalty to the Government
asserted ftself in the Senate to-day. That dignified and sometimes slow
old body, after putting up with maundering' of Peffer, the Populist...
rebelled this morning when he indulged in the expression of sentiments
(favorable to the striking Pullman workers) wi th a unanimity that has
not been noted for years shouted for the passage of a resolution declar-
ing support of the President in his attitude of resistance tl the mobs
now obstructing the business of the country and threatening the public
safety.

"So impetuous was the feeling that moved the Senate and so scorching
was the attack upon the mischievous utterances of the Socialistic Peffer
that the old man, cowering under the lash of Senator Davies crept from
the Senate Chamber into the cloakrool. ...The patriotic speech of Senator
Davies clear, strong, earnest, and crisp, with well-chosen and accurate
words...has been the talk and admiration of all men today. ..."

D. N. Y. Times, July'll, 1894, p. 1.

"Debs in the Law's Grasp"
"Eugene V. Debs, President of the American Railway Union: George W.
Howard, Vice President: Sylveater &After, Secretary...were arrested
this afternoon on warrants sworn out pprsuant to indictments issued by
the Federal Grand Jury ...

N. Y. Times, July 18, 1894, p. 1

"Debs behind Prison.Dars"
"...Eugene V. Debs, President of the American Railway Union, and hii
'Cabinet' - Vice President George LIR:ward, General Secretary Sylvester
Eeleher, and L. W. Rogers, Chairman of the Executive Committee ...were
taken to the county jail this afternoon at prisoners oUthellnited States
for violation of the-injunction issued July 2_....restratning the from
combining and conspiring to hinder -intermetete- coon traffic on the
noveinent.',of Untted- -Stat.4 as
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* Further articles from NEW YORK TIMES:

is

II. 1921, Hatmakers enjoined against interfering with men or
of the company.

.1935, Wagner tabor Act signed - Roosevelt's statement of
purposes.

officers

bill's

.

Supreme Court ruling that ditputes between labor unions
do not acme within province of Sherman Anti-Trust Act.'

1945, Supreme Court rules that a labor union may not be sued
under cntitrust laws.

VI. 1947, Taft-Hartley Bill approved by House as restraint on union
power.

1947, Senate approves Taft-Hartley Bill.

1959, Landrum-Griffin Act viewed gloomily by labor.

1961, Supreme Court nullifies decisions NLRB designed to prevent
compelling of union.memberstlp.

1962, Tektite dompany required to pay back wages to.workers who
lost jobs due to'sliut-dOwn after workeri had voted for union.

XI. 1963, World's Fair construction curtailed by refusal of union
truck drivers to Pass pickets.

XII. 1963,. President,of Teamster Union indicted for perjury.

Glossary:

1. quasi-judicial - having an effect similar to that of a court decision

2.. mediator a third party brought in,to help parties to a dispute reach
agreement

conciliation -,:process of settling dispute. through mediation when
Mediator has no power to Japose,his decision, but can only
suggest e solution

arbitration - process of settling dispute through mediation When
mediator has 'power to impose his decision

indictment 4 the finding of a grandjury in a-drtmicaltase thatthereAs
reasonable ground to believe. an accused person.may be guilty

:
injunction - a court order restraining someone from doing something under

penalty of contempt of court

secondary bOyeotti - refriitiag from dealing with anybody who uses. the
' goods of-aprOffeadine employer. Used by 'anions to Out.

.,

pressure ''oft . companies, to settle disagreements
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jurisdictional strikes - a disagreement between two or more unions as to
which shall perform a given kind of work Or which shall be
representative of a given group of eMployees, with one ofthe unions striking to force an employer to. yield. Outlawed
by Taft-Hartley Att.

compulsory unionists - existence of union shop which permits employer to
'hire nonunion workers but provides that they must join the
union as. a condition of employment

,

10. closed shop business firm in 'Which only union meMbers are employed.
Illegal under Taft-Hartley

11. Pickets - workers carrying signs and banners advertising their complaintsagainst an employer

12. union scale wages wages set by union. negotiated contract

* * * * * * * *

READING XLVIII

Today you are to write the, introduction and title to the reading. When you
have finished. the, reading consider. why this particular reading was introduced
here. What point is being made that relates to what we have already learned
in this unit? When you have decided what you think is the purpose of the
reading, write an introduction that would seem to highlight the point being
made.

LABOR'S CRISIS OF PUBLiai:ONFIDENA4

* From A. H. Raskin, "Labor's Crisis of Public Confidence," in. SATURDAY
REVIEW, March .30; 1963, 21-25, ..zw.d:m.

Discussion of need for thought before rushing into legislative change in anattempt to control big unionism. Need to`.substitute minion for muscle onboth sides of . bargaining table.. Growing icealisaitiOncthiit it'll; 'impossibleto evolve satisfactory answers under crisis .Of'strike"diiiidlinii. Inter-
dependence of all elements of.ciur ,society
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UNIT XI

DISTRIBUTION IN THE COMMAND ECONOMY

STATING. THE ISSUE

When the Soviet Union adopted a command economy as their model
for making economic decisions, they found themselves facing
the same problem leith which the United-States is coping.. If
yOU:attempt to answer 'all economic questiona within the con-,
fines of a stated theory, you are frequently: faCed with
choosing between two conflicting goals both desirable by ,

your own standards; both seemingly vital if you are to
achieve your desired society. And:you may fiad that .what
is desirable' in theory may .prove Laap viable in practice,
at least in the short run; in Alas case the theory may serve
as a sort of goal for. some unspecified future date rather
than as a guidepost for the present.

A theory of distribution was an exceedingly' important' part
of the Comunist ideolOgy.envisioned by early .Soviet
leaders. The problems they:laced .translating this
theory into practice will14 discussed in the next unit.

What appeared to be an "ideal" solution. to the distribu-
tion problem did not turn out to be a fully. practicable
one. The Soviet Union's ideal ,and the American ideal
were not,- ofCourse, the eine, but each one has had to
make its compronise. ,.
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READING XLIX .

DISTRIBUTION IN THE CONNAND%ECONOKY: THEORY

From the outset, we have defiaed the. key economic problem with which all
sotieties must grapple as the allocation of limited'resources among unlimited .ends. Most recently, we have been looking at the issue of distributing the
national income in the United States, i.e. of deciding who among all the
possible claimants on the'economea goods Will actually get them.

Maw we want to see this same'issue in a Command.economy. To see the sharpest
contrast with the United, Stites, we start today with a "pure" model of the
diStribution system towardS which Marxists say they are eventually going tomove. After that; we will ~' look at distribution as it nowvotks'in the U.S.S.R.

. Tomorrow"s assignment; as you will see at the end of this short reading,
is to prepare notes for a five46minute oral-report on an assigned set 'of
questions. yo 'be effective, an 'oral repot must be:

- concise, observing the time limit striatly
complete, answering the key questions likely to be

.41 the minds of your-audience
convincing,' supporting your arguments. with evidence

or material
sr, interesting, holding your audience's 'attention by the

value of whit you say and the way you say it.

*' * * * *.*
No words of any Communist theorist are as famous as one sentence from Earl
Marx in 1875:

"From each according to his abilities; to each
according to his needs."

Here is at once the simplest and, under certain value systems, the most
appealing system of distributing a society's goods. It answers the perennial
question,."For whom shall goods be produced in a society?", by saying that
these goods will be distributed according to men's needs alone. He who neede
much, because of a large femily,for example, would get much; he who needs
little, would get little regardless of his contribution to the society's
wellbeing.

Neither Marx nor the major theorists who came after him saw this distribution
system as an immediately attainable goal. Communist was to emerge only after
years of life under a dictatorship Of the proletariat. Only then would old
habits of thinking thaehad flourished in capitalist days be wiped out. Only
then, for example, would men be ready to work on behalf of the good of
society as a whole without thinking solely of their own personal share in the
goods produced. .Moreover, the Marxian theory seemed to be aimed at a day
when there would be enough to go around so that all menmight at least live.
in minimum decency; obviously, his simple system of distribution crumbles
if there is not enoughrto keep all men alive and in good heatth4.fer thee
one nen.can fulfill his basic needs 'only at the expanse of sawn, else being
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able to meet his basic needs.

The contrast between this theory of distribution for the communist societies.
and the system which prevails in our systsmof free markets and of limited
governient intervention could scarcely be sharper. The Marx theory does
not build any bridge betWeen_What a man does for the society and, what he
gets from it; yet our practice is to make such abridge the Oast important
part of.our answer_to the distribution queStion, "For whom shall goods be
prodiced?" In our system, a man is rewarded With a better income if society
places a high value on his ,services; he gets more money with which,to buy
available goods when.his'service is Inch.in demind'(and relgtively short in
supply) than when that service,. however rare, is not wanted. In shortvwe,.
use income distribution as a way to motivate man to produce-Whateirer society
values most. For us, the questien of how another society could motivate masL-
without using the incentive of personal material reWards.isHS punting

For purposes of this exercise, you are to assume three things:

CO you are a. planner in a society that has lived five decades
under a high degree of central planning in setting
differential wage, rates and assigning workers to jobs.

(ii) your economy now.producei sufficient goods so that
there is enough of. all the basic commodities to perMit,
everyOne to ha4e at lelotthe MinimmwfOodvihelter
444 clothing necessary for maintaining life in good
health.

(iii) you want to move the society as rapidly as is now possible
towards carrying out the Marxism prescription of "From ,

each according to his abilities, to each according to
his needs."

For tomorrow's class,,yOu should be prepared to speak for five minutes
from a prepared set of notes to your fellow planners on the f011owing questions:.

"If we start to remord.everyone according to hii needs only,
how can we be sure that enough workers will, enter each of
the occupations that are important to, the society? Row,
fot example, will we gets enough people to these occupation's,
OW Of' Which has' sods rat 41 obvious disadvaitegeO

4

oelocleted with its

poi i gainer'

000age collector
)1011to eergeom

.

eitisekinticitt barker* in aorthern libek
litronaut
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READING L.

DISTRIBUTION IN A COMMAND ECONOMY: THE NEED FOR INCENTIVES

Karl Marx built'lhis economic analysis on the idea of a constantly changing
world in which the outlines of the society were determined by methods of
production and distribution. In the words of Friedrich Engels, Marx's
friend and collaborator, "...in every society which has appeared in history
the distribution of the products; and with it'the division of society into
classes or estates, is determined by what is produced and how it is produced,
and how the product is exchaaged. According to this conception, the ultimate
causes of all social changes and political revolutions are to be sought.:.
not in the philosophy but in the economics of the epoch concerned." Thus
every society will pattern its laws and customs around the way in which it
organizes itself in order to meet changing economic needs.

The world in which Marx lived dramatically portrayed the impact of economic
change upon the structure of societies. The closed society of feudalism
had been transformed by industrialization'. Industrialization stimulated
the development of new social classes resulting from the redistribution of
both wealth and power. Within this pattern of economic and social change,
Marx saw a system of capitalism developing which, according to his analysis,
would bear the seeds of its own destruction. He argued that capitalism
would destroy itself economically and socially bccause of its competitiveness.
He predicted that capitalism would produce a class of workers, the proletariat,
destined to revolt against what he considered their natural oppressors, the
capitalists.

It was left to the Russian revolutionaries and their successors to begin the
job of translating these Marxian theories into practical working policies.
What they have learned in the almost 50 years that -communism has held sway
in Russia is perhaps the same lesson that men learned in the complicated
capitalist societies: it is a long way from theory to practice in the
real world

Since the self-destructive tendencies of capitalism seemed rooted in the
competitiveneas'of the system, it is not surprising that those charged with
translating Marxian theory into practice saw as 'crucial the ultimate
elimination of an economic system geared to ielfftinterest.. But at once Sc
became clear that "From each according to his ability, to each according to
his needs," however noble and fair it sounded,'poied several problems: It is
easy enough tO proclaim that in your great society eichindividUal will
perform work in accordance with his abilities and be_compensated.for his
work in accordance with his needs. It is, not as easy, however, to convince
the individual capable of highly productive work, but hiving fop needs, that
he really should go out and work is hardest 'yip pktilhlie personally viii
gain little. The Soviet Unicinqound ititivatia.tk a 'adore minas in the

.successful operation of a comMiiid economy. ;

a
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Today we are going to read an excerpt frost .Robert Campbell's SOVIET ICON=MIR in which Mr. Campbell discusses how the Soviet Malta has tried to'
handle problems of motivatimt. As. yom,read, jot down evidence that willhelp you answer the &A/owing quistionsi

RQv does, the:Sov si tatitibutioa rofloct
Marxian *eery? Where depart from. Maritsa
thaOrYt

In what psys are the.PrObtema of motivation of
Murk's!" ti! Imailer to thole in the,..

T differ?.

Tyco, Robert Campbell *SOV
1966).

4"4

C'PdflER (Soston: Houghton Mifflin,

A discussion of how. tbe 'Soviet economy handles, the problem of motivation at
the level of'044a4.941140411 0/4411.`and,..0 the level of the mass of workers'.via material rewards as well as other inctutites.-

Glossary:

1. capitalism - economic system in which means of production are. privately
owned

socia'lism economic systea in which major mane of production are
Publicly 'owood. Uwe are laity different degrees and types

,4 sioctslimp.,.,.., 'N
,

,011110111111:,.4K,Puic cirlateetiiin which i tit. weans of production are owned
by the public at large; distinguished from :socialism throe*
the belief -that ultimately under Communism the state will wither.
111.11*-aufk.41 f.11Publiskyllit,.be,00tablished .

,

..=!..;: -4 0 -.;010.*W' .4,;!

sosm* .pft04400-ihobmt.-.Alepead.....sotely...upostf..
4 ea.

manager -bur saucrat .- Soviet equivalent of entrepreneur
base salary salary for completing standard quantity of work

us extra pay for sof. than standard quantity of work

isconet** poeltive:
p,roduct ivity

elite of group given *pastal.

or 'encOurigiog workers to greater
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READING LI

DISTRIBUTION IN THE COM= WONKY: CHANGING PATTERNS

In the last reading, Robert Campbell discussed how the U.S.S.R. uses both
the "carrot" and the "stick" to motivate mem to work on 'behalf of the national
economy. The Soviet economy, like the other major industrial economies of
the. world today, it in flux. What were assumed to be good enough answers
to yesterday's problems are apparently not good enough today. The dramatic
surface evidence of change in Russia is of course the turnover in political
leadership: the sudden transfers of power film Stalin to the triumvirate
led by Ma'am, then to Ihruthchev, and abst recently to loaves* and
Brexhnew. But beneath the surface there are some critical economic changes
as this reading and the next one show.

Today's reading is a series of short items describing soma of the last
decade's, developments in Russia's system of distributing its national product.
As you read each paragraph, Consider the following:

1. Does this development move the U.S.S.R. clotier to
or further away from the type of market society with
which we are most familiar?

What does the deielopment suggest about current
problems of distributing the national income in the
U.S.S.R.?

* From Stanislaw Wellies, THE ECONOMIES OF THE SOVIET..BLOC, (New York:
McGraw -Hill, 1964) 17, 74-75, 66-67; Wslter-Galenson "The Soviet Wage
Reform," in INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS RESEARCH ASSOCIATION, PROCEEDINGS OF
13th ANNUAL MEETING; Nicolas Spulber, THE 110"1111? ECONOMY (New York:
W. W. Norton, 1962) 39-42.

Several short paragraphs .describing some of the recent developments in the
Soviet system of distribution such as wage payments, wage goals, partial,
retreat Argot piece-rates,. changes, in the *age structure for sample industries,
narrowing wage differentials and geographical differentials
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MOM VII

COMA= lame* UI Aux: .A SWUNG UP

Today's reading is a final look at therSoviet economy as it exists in the
'mid-1960s. The reading it a feature article from TUC magazine, emphasizing
the new role that Professor Evsei Liberman and marketlike economic ideas
Art playing in Russia, It ends appropriately with some doubts as to that
these new developments mean. It is difficult enough to see 'where ourown
"campy As 'going, intrude year:. ahead; it is more difficult to pt a feeling
for momeesont filloce!sis and the
economic currents sontinue'vo be se mystr,:thus to us.

As i.ad th4 argicitet consider the' following questions:

ow we *if °cemented is the TIM story? Where is
the article most convincing and where do you have
the gravest doubts.about the reliability of this, ,, .1 -

report?.,;-

t 44g.filtrforige-.40 these econizzic changes is Usti&
AP (Kt SilytthitlS.Colsoconcerned?

* * * * * * * * *

101111t01.1110 IRON THS CAPITALISTS*

**. From TIME MAGAZINE, FebrUary 12, 1965, 23-29 passim.

Ti's report of the Soviet''* venture into the whet economy.inftuence of the trained :.,0dOotiesist on the Soviet economy..
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UNIT XII

MACROECONOMICS

STATING..1SE ISSUE

is Sp11.4y of fleCortgaii:0 Seietiises divitied into the study
r,:oeconciraiss and-that Al.tudy.of macroecottatics, MicroMates' i*.the 'study-of-hnvi an economy chooses to

0410cate its scarce resources, -or, in other words, theStudy of the .process by which an economy answers the basic
Wonst ',4thmt.-..ifs4rdeudild? it produced? Foris It.prodUceat-, Thui far, ice'hivie 140. i*udiing

oreat;ontasies. ".

Otrotoonomiat is the study of aggregates of firms,
***holds, prices, wages and incomes and the- impact"she aggregatielnve,nn an economy. it is the study of

rat ,gc an r tthe bairc .questitki "Row much wilt
idtrOrducals the study of

A. s

ONI
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READING .LIII

MEASURING AN ECONOMY'S PERFORMANCE

Since the beginning of the semester, we have seen how various types of
economies answer the three basic economic questions:

What? How? For whom? .

.

In a traditional economy what is produced depends upon what always was
produced. How and for whom it is produced is also determined by haw and
for whom it always was produced; In a command economy the questions are
Answered in terms of the national goals of the society .ac interpreted by
the planners. In a market economy, what, how, and for whom are
determined essentially by the market.

Until now, we have been concerned with how and why societies make the
economic choices they do. We are now going to turn our, attention to another
phase oUeconomics, that phase concerned with measuring the success, of

,economic decisions. In studying the Kwakiutl traditional economy we came to
realize that here success could be measured only in terns of the goals of
the unchanging Kwakiutls and the traditions by which they lived. Complex
industrial economies, however, cannot afford the luxury of standing.still.
For them, progress is itself a moving force: it is both a means towards
other goals and an end in.itself. It becomes important, therefore, for such
economies to measure their own performance and to *evaluate the strengths
and weaknesses of economic decisions..

Various methods of national income accounting have been developed in recent
years in response to the need for measuring sticks to apply to economic
performance. Through national income accounting economies can now measure
approximately how much is being produced, how much income is being received,
,hoW much is being spent, how much saved, how much invested,, and so on.

One of the ,favorite measuring .sticks of an economy's performance is called
"Gross flational Product" (GNP) *

* * * fit*

Fromohn R. Coleman, "Money Talks," (New York: Coiumbia Broadcasting
System, Inc., 1962).

.Trfnscript of Dr. Coleman's description of gross ,national product as presentedin a series of five broadcasts aver CBS.MIWS televiiion in August of 1962.
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Gross National Product has become a favored tool of all who care about and
talk about economics, used both to measure an economy's past performance
and to predict future performance. In interpreting GNP, a few words of
caution are in order.

1. The process of figuring an economy's GNP is not precise. There
is much room for interpretation. Jot example, the man who owns
his own home Obviously does not. pay rent. However, the estima-
tors of GNP figure that since he would have to pay rent if he
did not own.his.own home he is essentially "consuming" the value
of a certain amount of house -roam; that is, his house renders a
.service.(shelter) just the same as if itwere rented. So they
estimate what his rent.would be if he did not own his own home
and that figure is included in ONP.' How. decisions such as these
are made, and there are many, could obviously make a great deal
of difference in the final GNP figures arrived at by to economy.

2. For comparison purposes, if GNP statistics ate always arrived at
by the same procedures, it doesn't matter much whether or. not the
math As of estimating are exact. They still indicate change.

Care should be taken, however, not to compare figures arrived at
by different methods of estimating. For this reason, GNP
statistics comparing growth in different societies should be
viewed with caution.

The value of money changes from one year to the next. Consequently;
a ten - dollar item in one year's GNP.may notbe worth as much as a
ten-dollar item in another year if the dollars in that former year
are simply inflated. For this reason GNP figures for different
years reported in current dollars are not really comparable. They
must be adjusted for price differences to see vhether or not
real progress has been made.

To determine real growth within an economy, gross national product
must be. Seen in relation to population. If gross national
product increases, but population in:zeases at an even greater
vote, the there of GNP each person would receive if it were
divided equally:(per capita GNP) would .actually grows,
an economy must be capable of increasing its GNP at a faster rate
than its population is increasing.

GNP statistics neglect many items that enrich a society's economy.
For example, the services a mother donates to her family ate
arbitrarily not considered as part of a nation's gross national
product while the same services performed by ',housekeeper would
be included. The philosophical contribution to a nation's
conscience of a single great mind might only be included to the
extent of the sales value of the books produced by that mind, a
small portion of the true value to that society's develotlent
and growth. GNP tells, in general, how much that is quantifiable
was produced, but tells little of its quality. If an economy
produced little else but guns and produced more of them every
year,. its GNP would indicate growth, but whether this could truly
be considered development might bit questionable.

.

These are but a few of the cautions we might consider. Depth* these
warnings in mind, lees examine some 01, figures twine what conclusions
can safely -be drawn from dim..
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1929
1939
1949
1959
1964
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TABLE
MUDD MISS CROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT*

(In Billions of Dollars)

Valise of Goods at Time of Production,
.

$104.4
91.1

258.1
482.7
622.3

:1. WM do these figures indicate?

TABLE II
Minn STAMM ORM;11 miTIONAL PRODUCT

(in Silitions of Dollars)

Year Vaiue in 1964 Prices

.1929 $217.8
1939 227.3
1949 351.8
1959 518.1
1964 622.3

i.. What conclusions can' be drawn on the basis of the
figures in Table II that could not be drawn on the
basis of the figures is Table t?

Ilhat conclusions can be drawn by coMbining the, figures
in Table I and Table II? Rem, for examples,, can the
GNP be higher in 11/39 than in 1929 in Table tIo while
Table I showed a .faIl in GNP during the '30s?

Year
V,4

1929
;; .11939
4949!

141959
61914'

Table III
POPULATION OW 4111/TED. NOES*

Tat it Population
I,

' 0-'
3 Ift

r

,

'14 ei121,770.000
ISOistiomo
4941884000

171 ;0110,000-
112;e720oo

0(01aurg.esfailicotesid4
21.iltioct .4 :..,',.,;. I in

. . .

ftOsot*111-*
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By adding the information given in Table III, to the information
given in Tables I and II, what statements concerning the growth
of the American economy can you now,imake, that you could not
previously make?

Uiing constant 1962 prices, figure the per cent by which GNP
increased between the years 1929 and 1939.

3. What was the per capita GNP in 1929?

4. What was the per capita GNP in 1939?

5. What was the per cent of change in per capita GNP between the
years 1929 and 1939? How does this compare with the per cent
change in GNP between 1929 and 1939?

6. Look on the financial psgeof your daily newspaper. Can you
find any Items pertaining to GNP? If you can, bring them to
class tomorrow.

Glossary:

I. national income accounting system of figuring accounts for total
economy

gross national product (GNP) the market value of all goods and
services produced within a country during a specific period of
time (usually one year)

3, per capita GM? - share of total GNP each.person would receive if an
economy's total GNP were divided equally among-the toad
population.

READING LIV

COMPOSITION OF .THE GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

We know from yesterday's reading that in 1962' he United States gross national
product was $553.6 billion, or, in other words, in 1962, $553.6 billion worth
of goods or services were produced. What kinds.of goods and services?
N ational income accountants would give their first answer to this question
is the following manner. They would say GNP C + I + G. This would be
their may of saying that'Gross National Product is essentially the sum of
ell goods produced for personal consumption (C), goods produced
for investment purposes (that is goods such as buildings, machines,
computers to be wed ovapkt.kti07--tox PeePoWof,prodliclnuethersoods) (I),
plus all sew goods produced for the Pedaral,litate or local governante

11111111131111111111W
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for the use of society as a group M.. To understand both growth and flints:a
tion in the, economy, it is desirable to watch these three separate (but
interrelated) components of the GNP. The components don't all change at the
same rate. Let's first look at s table showing to what extent C; I, and
currently .share in Cross National Product. Then let's analyse the impact
each of these sectors. has on an economy's total spending pattern.

TABLE I
U.S. GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT OR EXPSIID1TORE, 1964

(In billions of dollars)

Amount of Explanation of Typi nrfpads of.:Econci liesuditure Spending and Examples

Personal. Consumption (C) 1399.2

Investment (I)

Ooveremeit 0) 121.7

,117:7

Spending by consumers on goods and
services: For example, automobiles,
refrigerators, food, maid service,
travel, etc.

Spending by businessmen and 'farmers
on capital goods such as factories,.
tractors, buildings, goods stored
for future sale (inventories), etc.

Expenditures for use of society as
a whole rather than individual. use.
Post offices, highways, schools,
defense, etc.

Source: Economic Report of the. President, San. 19659. p. 189.

What difference does it sake that Oros* National Product represents the slim
of .spending on the part of individual consumers, business investors, and
government? The important point is that different forces are at play in
determining the level of spending of each of these sectors, and yet the
three sectors 'must mesh together effectivity if the economy is to achieve
its goals. Let's maniac Some of. these forces.

Consumer .spending, as you can sea-from Table- I, accounts for almost 2/3
of all spending the 'United States. This is not surprising. considering
that our *economic ,systen operates- in response to consumer demand. (What
fraction of the USSR4 GNP voult'you expect to be in consumer Spending?)
Co:lamer, spendird is, asspending you mitt* expiict,.more closely' Connected to sir* of
income than to an ,other tiagte.4factor. Studio': have shown' that consumers
today tend-to spa:stab:Alt 427Pielliack additional **lazy they receive, or,
conversely" to cut 'back on; this .abusliniptionata ti$20ifor each $1.00 drop
in their incomes. .
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Consumers spend their money for goods and services which they want and can
pay for. These purchases, however, have a multiple effect on the econmy.
They have the immediate effect of increasing someone's income directly, and
at the same time they set in motion a further chain of spending by those who

get that money. Moreover, the money spent by consumers for consumption goods.
and received by businessmen in return for goods or services produced
encourages those businessmen to make investment expenditures necessary to
maintain or increase their production. The investment expenditures, in
turn, create jobs for workers needed to produce the capital equipment; these
workers are paid wages that they, in turn, spend for consumption goods, thus
creating income for businessmen who are encouraged to make additional
investments that create more jobs for more workers who buy more consumer
goods; and so on. (Try to see the whole process in reverse: what would you
expect to happen if consumers started spending less of their incomes on
consumption?) We see that consumer spending and investment spending may be
closely intertwined.

Investment spending, while not as great today as consumer and government
spending, is critical both because it tells us something about the nation's
creation of capital and hence fts ability to produce more goods in the future
and because it contains a key to cycles of prosperity and depression that
have plagued us over our history. Spending on business investments tends to
fluctuate widely depending upon how businessmen see the future. While
families tend to make spending decisions that are almost as stable as their
incomes, businessmen are more likely to alter their spending decisions as
their view of the prospective markets change. They don't have to put up a
new plant now if they don't like the business outlook; the spending decision
is more easily postponed than is the family decision to buy fa.id and clothing.
Businessmen tend to hold off on investing if they think the economy is in
for a bad time even if they have ample funds for investment. They are just
as likely to borrow funds with which to invest if they think the future looks
good. The level of investment spending will have a powerful impact on an
economy's growth. Yet, in a free enterprise economy these decisions are
made privately on the part of individual investors. With such decentralised
and free decisions, it isn't surprising that they result in fluctuations in
spending.

In the United States there are few subjects more controversial than the role
played by the federal government in making economic decisions. Government
spending is made for both consumption and investment purposes. One of the
most critical issues is whether all of it represents a net addition to the
economy or whether it is simply a substitute for private spending. If, for
example, the government builds an electric power station, this is an
increase to GNP. But if that government station is one that private industry
planned to build anyway, it isn't clear that total GNP has advanced.
Probably most government expenditures ,(htghwe's and defense are clear
examples) do represent net additions to OP, but there-always. remain same
controversial areas.
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In recent ypars we have come to think about government spending not only
as a way to get certain jobs done (e.g. to get the mails delivered) but also
as a way to stabilize the economy. In our next reading we'll see how some
economists believe that deliberate cuts or-increases in government spending
should be timed so.as to mesh with private spending decisions in a way that
avoids booms and busts.

For tomorrow, glance through your newspaper. Check all items involving
government decisions that might have an impact on GNP (i.e., on C, I, or G).
Analyze toe impact each of these decisions might have on the American
economy. Bring, these clippings to class tomorrow.

Glossary:

IA consumer spending - spending for goods or servicei used directly to
satisfy either short or long term wants

investment spending - spending for goods to be used in producing other
goods and for goods to be stored for future use (inventories)

3. government spending - spending by the government to satisfy collective
ratheethan individual wants

* * * * * * * * *

READING LV

THE CASE FOR GROWTH

We have spent the last two days gaining an understanding of gross national
product and the components of spending that account for the distribution
of GNP. We have 'allocated our own scarce resource of time to these subjects
on .the basis of a simple statement to the effect that a complex industrial
economy cannot afford to stand Still but must grow. Today We are going to
examine more fully this subject of economic growth.

In almost *very nation in the world today, government officials are keenly
interested in economic growth.. This interest extends from African states
with -virtually no industry4o the highly industrialized nations of Europe
and North America. Only economic growth cad lift the underdeveloped nations
into-the-modern world. Only economic grow:di-con raise the living standards
and solve the unemployment problem in industrialised economise.' Aside frAm.
traditional economies satisfied to stay within the confines; of their tradi-
tions, growth is of universal concern.

A growing nation must meet two conditions:

1. the total output of goods and services must be increasing;

2. This increase must be taking place at a rate faster than
the rate at which the populatioo is increasing.
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Today's reading examines some of the issues involved in the problem of
economic growth. As you read, keep the following questions inland:

1. Row can economic growth contribute to the solution
of some of our most pressing social problems such
as unemployment and civil rights?

Will economic growth be a sufficient conditiOn to
solve some of these problems?imlu

WRY DOES GROWTH MATTER? *

Our first and most immediately pressing economic problem is the employment
structure in the United States. We now face a situation where we have two
contrasting pictures at the same point of time. One is a picture of con-
siderable unemployment concentrated in,particular groups, and alongside that
picture of unemployment is one of labor shortages elsewhere in thizsocioty
of industry crying out for men with particular skills and no men available
with those skills.

The unemployment picture is the more explosive of the two. The best way to
dramatize this is to use acme recent data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics
showing what has happened to the labor force in the decade of the 1950's
as against what we project for the decade of the 1960's. These data refer
only to the potential new workers under twenty-four years of age. In the
decade of the 1950's, we added to the labor force in the age group under
tuenty-four years of age four hundred thousand people. Those are the child-
ren who were born during the years of the depression and of World War
When the birth rate was low. The comparable estimate for the 1960's is that
we will have,a net addition of six million would-be workers in that same
age bracket! Those are the people who were born in he years immediately
after the Second World War. We must then provide several times as many jobs
in that age bracket as we provided in the 1930's. ...

But let us look at an individual and important corporation. Standard all .

Company from 1953 to 1963 increased its production of oil and oil products
60 per cent. It did this with 19,000 fewer people, as a result of new
technology. Stands0 Oil is not the whole of'the American economy, but this
story, in less dramatic form porhaps, is being told elsewhere too. And mote
thak10,000 fewer employees mean 19,000 fewer consumers coming into the
mar4t146 pay checks from this one source.

" A
*From John R. Coleman, "The American Economy," an address at
a Conference on Contemporary American Thought held at
Wisconsin State College, Whitewater, on June 20, 1.63,
with the permission of the author.
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It is in that context that a number of Americans are pushed into what are
essentially defeatlst solutions. They.are saying that, if the labor popula'
tion is swelling so fast and if we are not generating enough new_jobs because
of automation, then we haVe to ration the available lobs. Now?. One way to
ration jobs it to make men cut ,back to the thirtyofive, thirty, or the
twenty!five hour week. Another solution along the same line is to cut the
compulsory retirement .age from sixty-five to fifty-five, and thus force
older people out of the labor market so that younger people can come in.
Another. solution Which some of you have beard, particularly those of you
who are women, is that we should getthe-women out of the labor market. At
trade union meetiigs one still hears* frequent mutterings that "If we could
just get women to go back into the homes, things would be fine."

Unemployment, particularly among the young, makes a big difference to all
of us. No matter where we live or what we do, this is going to be a part
of our world in the future. We live for better or worse in a caucus race
world. Remember-the race in that most remarkable of books, ALICE IN
WONDERLAND? The animals ran around, fiercely. Then somebody announced the
race was over and they all stopped., Alice, because she is a product of
Western civilization with the same orderly mind.we all have, insisted on
asking who had won. The animals had never been asked that one before and
they were stumped for a minute. But then they. recovered their poise:
everybody had won and all had to have prizes. That is true of the society
in' which we live. Even if everyone does not expect the same prizes in.an
incentive society, every one must-have a fair chance' to win at least a
decent minimum.

Thus it must make a big difference to all of us if a large number of our
young people come into the labor market in the next five or ten years and
cannot find work. ,.Askourselves just-this one question, "What are idle
twenty-year olds going to do with their time?" Just to pose the question
is to suggest an urgency about the problem of growth in the American economy.

Note the growth problem as .I have defined it. It has little or nothing to
'do with the Soviet Union, ...it does not say that we have to race to catch
up with ehe Russians. Instead it says that our problem is to grow at a fast
enough rate to provide lobs for these new people coming into the labor
market with as high expectations as any generation that went before them

The failure to grow rapidly enough and to solve the unemployment problem
is reined to stay of the lost serious controversies in American society.
Take the case Of*tivil rights, for eneeple. Here the problem of not enough

.

jobs to go around lurks in the background. The unemployment rate among
Negroes is about double the rate of whites. Some of the difficulty in the
civil rights debate in the North comes because some people fear that there
are not enough jobs for both whites and Negroes., If Whites oust lose job
opportunities in order for Negroes to gain them, there will be bitter
resistance to ending dit00.00440004. we c100 SPORAmet enough to create
job opportunities for'irjeriitierican, however, we milt get closer to
agreements on basic civil, 00444spipoS@ -f:
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Our failure to grow rapidly enough and the consequent unemployment and
under - employment which follows, also affects our thinking about doing business
with other countries. When many Americans are unemployed, they resent the
idea of buying goods abroad and giving work to men in foreign countries.
Business firms often feel the same way as individuals do *bout this matter.
American steel companies, for example, are operating with a fair amount of
unused capacity. They are unhappy when they find that one-time customers
now often buy steel made in Belgium or Japan. When men and machines need
work at home, Americans are likely to be acre selfish about making jobs for
workers in other countries. For this reason people put pressure on Congress
to raise tariff laws which make a foreign seller pay a tax on goods imported
into the United States. In doing so, they are thinking more about the jobs
lost here through imports than about the larger number of jobs created
through our exports.

The United States is the world's most efficient producer of some goods.
We are anxious to sell these goods in the world market. But when we raise
our tariff walls, other countries raise theirs in turn. They try to keep
our goods out by raising the cost of these goods to the consumer. To the
extent that these tactics succeed, our own sales, our own output and our own
employment are lower than they might otherwise be. Moreover, we are likely.
to pay higher prices for American made goods in industries where we are not
so efficient as foreign producers are.

If we had full employment at home perhaps we would be more sensible about
buying foreign made goods. This policy would help the economies of other
countries to grow. It would also help to assure us better opportunities
to sell our. own goods abroad. In this way everyone would benefit.

Our growth - measured by our own standards and against our own problems -
has been lagging, When-we have unemployed people, they are not producing
goods and services. *Neither are they consuming enough to be living at a
standard which most of us take for granted. If our economy can grow fast
enough to keep up with the increasing number of Americans who want to work,
all of us will benefit. If we bats a bigger pie of goods and services per
person, everrAmerican can gain a larger slice.

* st * * * * *

Do previous readings in this unit suggest to you ways by which we may be
able to increase the pace of economic growth in the country? Maks note of
at least two ways you can think of to increase economic growth in the United
States.

Glossary'

t. tariff -lint on foreign goods

2. .imports,e, goods or services bought from foreign countries

3. exports - goods or services sold to foreign countries
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READING LVI

TSB SEARCH FOR STABILITY

The growing awareness of the importance of economic growth to a society's
total welfare has called attention to the need to study an economy both for
the purpose of eValuitifig Vast performance and attempting to influence future
performance. In Reading 53, Table II informed us that United States Gross
National Product figured in terms of constant 1962 dollars grew from $212.0
billion in 1929 to $553.6 billion in 1962. At the sat* time population
expanded from 121,770,000 people living in the United States, in 1?29 to
186,656,000 in 1,962111ing the figures available in Tables II and III of
Reading 33, we find that per capita GNi fluctuated in the following sowers

Table I, lititted Statie'ttiit,pita ONIP (In 1962 Donors)

Per Capita GNP/ear

1.09 41,743
1939 $1,685
1949, . $2 ,280
1959 $2,830
1962 $2,960

If we were to chart the figures given in Table I, our chart would look like
tidal

Chart I, United States Per Capita op.
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A major concern of all economies is not only how can we keep our GNP growing
at a fast, enough rate to absorb our growing population without having to
lower our standard of living, but how do we do this without major fluctua-
tions? How do we keep our economy growing at an even.pace that is rapid
enough to provide employment for all who seek it? Row do we avoid a down-
turn such as.occurred between 1929 and 1939? These, needless to say, are
not easy problems nor ones that even professional economists have solved.
There are, hoWeier certain major forces affecting economic growth and
fluctuations that are recognisable and these are the forces we want to
identify.

In yesterday's reading you were introduced to the components of GNP and we
loolced just_casually at how growth could be affected by changing the way in
which GNP is divided among consumers, investors and government. One more
economic toot must be introduced before the search for stable economic growth
can be discussed. That tool is money. It hardly seems necessary to explain
money. Surely'we all know what money is. In the following transcript of a
CBS television broadcast, Dr. John. R. Coleman explains money and its relation.
ship to an economy's search for stable growth.

"...The United States government has at the present time about $16 billion
worth of gold...bricks. Where are they? They're all safely tucked away in
vaults ...

...(0t one time men used to think that gold was the wealth of a nation ...

"(Coins and paper bills are)...also money. This is money you and I are
more familiar with. ...At the present time (there is) $33 billion worth of
this (type.of) money in the United States, more than there is of the gold.
Dees this represeat the wealth of the United States?

"...A check is also money. It's money because it does what money does. That
is, so long as somebody will accept a check in payment of an account, that
makes it money just as much as the gold is money or as the currency might be
money. As a matter of fact, in the United States today most of our money
is in (check) form; that is, it's in the form of accounts which you and I
hold in banks or business institutions...At the present time there is about
$112 billion worth of this kind of money. And note what that means. $112
billion worth of these demand deposits; that's more than there is of the
paper money, more than there is of the gold. So that if all of us tried to
get our 'money' out of the bankr and we wanted to have it in currency or
good hard gold, there wouldn't be enough to go around. Does that mean the
whole thing is a housi of cards? lathe whole thing Wag to come tumbling
down at some point? 'I don't think so,' not at all. As a matter of fact, if
we'll take time to find out 'how we got this volume of demand deposits, I
think we'll see that it's 411 good solid money.

11145sdk5batAWell **OW fpr PlukuPlf,.. that at some point an individual
who.s had a million dollars in currency lying around houee,decides that
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he'll putit In the bank. ...What will the bank do with it? Wellb the bank,
if it's smart, will sly, 'We don't need to hold this million dollars in an
idle form. We could be putting it out to work. We could be making good
solid loans and earning interest for our stockholders.' And so, what the
bank would do is to hold, let's say, one-fifth in reserve in this .'idle
form,' and the rest they would lend out in an $800,000 loan. Row? Not
by giving a man paper money, because he probably would want to have it in
the form of a checking account. Need want a credit entered against his
account so that he could write checks against it over in his own bank. Now
this second bank would get this $800,000 in the form of demand deposit, and
justlike the first one they'd say, 'Why should we hold this in an idle
form? Let's put it to work.' And so they would take, say, $160,000 and
hold this in an idle form, that's one-fifth, but then they would lend out
the other four-fifths, $640,000 into a good solid investment opportunity.

"And so it goes on. The bank that gets the $640,000 as a new demand deposit
from the second borrower will do the same kind of thing. And eventually,
under the assumptions I'm talking about here, this original $1 million in
currency.could finally support $5 million in demand deposits, a five-fold
expansion throughout the community.

"Now in practice we don't let this whole thing happen in a random kind of
fashion in the United States. We don't wait for individuals to come in with
a million dollars and hence lead to an expansion of the amount of money in
the United States, or for another individual to withdraw a large amount and
get a contraction. In the United States we have a central bank which we call
the 'Federal Reserve System.' It's really a bank for bankers and for the
government. And what the Federal Reserve System does in part is to look
around and decide whether in their judgment the community seems to need more
money or less money at a particular time. Do we need an expansion of the
amount of money which is in the banks as bank credits, or do we need less of
it? If they think we want more of it what they will do is to get a deposit
into the banks. HOW By buying securities from a bank and depositing the
check for that into the individual bank, and the bank then will be able to
make loans based on that. And under the conditions we've talked about we
could get the same multiple expansion.

"Now, this is essentially the way the demand deposits in the United States
did come into.being. This is Where we got most of our money supply. Now
we look back and say, 'Is it all a house of cards?' Obviously it's not now,
because all'of this money has been created in terms'of productive activity
that's. going on. This last part, this demand deposit money in the bank, was
created in response to needs for funds among individuals and in industry,
and it was created for. good solid economic activity.

"And let's look at it once more. Is this the wealth of the United States?
The answer is very clearly no, this is not our wealth. What is our wealth?
Let's look at it. .
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"Out wealth is our productive capacity, It's all of the resources that we

can put to work creating goods and services for our people. It's our

natural resourcis, our forest lands and our rich agricultural lends. It's

our transportation system. It's our factories, and all of the equipment

which is associatedwith them. It's our communications system which maims

commerce possible. Above allit's the skills that exist in our labor force.

Take this away sad all the rest of these things become rather meaningless.

"And interestingly enough, a stable government is also part of the wealth

of the United States. The fact that we have a government which is not likely

tole overthrown at any point of time makes it possible for us to take all

of the other resources and use them in a profitable way.

"(Yesterday) we were asking the question, 'What do we do with all of these

resources?' And we said that the best way to measure our use of resources

at any time is to talk in terns of Gross National Product.

"But, you know, Gross National Product is such a big thing...ode really (has)

to break.it down and look at some individual parts if he wants to underscand

(the) ...problem of fluctuations, We can break down our Gross National-

Product into three broad categories of goods and services that are produced.

By all odds, the biggest bulk of it is 'consumption goods.'

"The second kind of goods and services we can break out of the Gross Nations:

Product are the 'investment goods.'

"And the third big block of goods and services produced are those which are

produced by and for the government.

"Well, these then areAust three broad categories of goods that exist within

the American Gross National Product. But remembers our question is, what

about stability? Row can we get these three parts of the Gross National

Product working together in a. way to give us an even growth year after year?

And if vs start to lodk insid the consumption part of Gross National Product

and the investment part wept an important clue about how we night wove

toward stability. Let's look for that clue. Let's look, first of all, at

consumption. And I'm going to take a specific example of a consumption good,

bakery oroductsp.and.trace.our production of this from the year 1947 up to

the present tie" and it's sot a very drama* lino. The lint if virtually

steady:4 growing straight,tnollostuatiome to amount to anything. What does

that wean?
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BAKERY PRODUCTS' (Ratio Scale: 1957 100)
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Source: Index of Industrial Production, Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System

"All-itAneansjs that year after year you and tend to consume about the sameamount. of bakery'producte. Come good year, come bad year, we buy about thesame amount. The line goes up, but not spectacularly so. It's a stable partof the eConomy, and if ail,of the econamy.loOked like this we wouldn't beworried about economic stability at all.

"Now, let's look inside the investment part, though. Here ay example is the
production-of metal- working machinery in the United States, over the sameyears.. And now i'velostthatstability. Now got marked fluctuations.Why might that be? Welt, potyourielf, not in the position of a consumer ofbread, but in the position of an owner-of a:bakery, a man deciding whetherhe's going to.. invest in equipment., Is he going to put some new ovens in, forexample? Wellvin thiscapehis-decision is going to depend, not on what's
happening right at the present,timelbut-in large part' an his expectations
of What's going to happen next',-. And,if he thinks we're in for bad times,
he'Lgoingv.to. cut down on:,hisilnyestment, He'll postpone.buildiag that newoven. Your, bread purchasejs not postponable. But his decision is postpon-able, and he will postpone it.lf he's worried about the future. On the other
hand, if hovlees big demanCcOning along, sees a growth in the demand for
his products.-he's going to increase the amoOnt-oUspendioghe.does in thisarea. .

"So, we say that we don't find much fluctuation back here in the consumptionpart, and we can't really expect to have, a great deal more stability by work.ing onthat. Our asjorhoptuust be. somehow to find a stabilising force thatwill work_ in: the area of these :investment ,goods.
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"Suppose, ...when business is rather bad generally, the Federal Reserve
System were to try to increase the amount of money that's in the banks. What
would the effect of that be? Well, the banks would have money available for
lending, and with more money available for lending they would probably be
willing to charge a lower interest rate. Businessmen would say, 'Well, now
is a better time to undertake an investment expenditure than it was a few

months ago. Money is now a little more reasonable in price. I can undertake

these expenditures.' ...(A)n increase in the amount of money (available),
it is hoped, would lead to 'a speeding up of investment decisions and an
increase, therefore, in the total level of spending. Conversely the Fed.
oral Reserve might say there's too much spending going on. Somehow we've
got to decrease the amount of money which is in circulation. The usual
phrase for this is, we've got to make money 'tight' to avoid inflation. We
must make it harder for businessmen to get loans, and if we tighten up on
the amount of money the banks both will charge more in order to make a loan,
and hence make.the loans less attractive, and also they'll be more restrict-
ive, more fussy about those to whom they will make loans and will not make
loans.

"So by changing the amount of money it is hoped that you can introduce a
little bit more stability. Moat economists today; believe, however, that this

by itself is not enough. Changing the money supply is important as a way to
get stability, but it's not the whole story. And most economists today are
convinced that government must also use its own powers in the area of spend-
ing and taxes to try to bring about stability. Let's look at the mechanics .

first before We say whether it works or doesn't work.

.,.What might government do? Well, one thing it could do is to increase
its volume of spending -to buy more goods and services itself so that there'd
be more spending going on. By more spending we mean, building those post
offices that aren't really needed right at the minute perhaps, or have been
needed for a. lot of years but haven't been undertaken. In any event, the
idea is to get a public works program going, hoping thereby to get this
multiplied spending elsewhere. The converse of it that when you're up at a
peak period, government would want to decrease its spending, to cut back on
its programs, postpone things that don't need to be done at the present time
as array of dampening the total amount of .spending that's going on.

"So much for the spending side. But there's another side, another side we
all know very well and that's the taxing side. How might that work? Well,

if again you've got this one objective in mind, of trying tostabilise the
economy, the right tax policy would seem to be the following: If you're
...trying to get more busineu;, cut taxes. Cut taxes so that individuals
will have more to spend and corporations will find it more attractive to
undertake investment. Lower tax rates mean that they'll have more left over
afterwards, it'll be more attractive for them to invest; so cut the tax rates
at this point. And the converse of that one is obvious. When you get into
a peak period, increrae the taxes. Increase taxes so that you'take money
out of people's hands and out of'corporations' hands, make it lass attractive
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for them to create investment goods and hence cut down cis the total amount
of spending that's done. In this way, we try to head off inflation which
might otherwise develop.

"Well, this is the basic idea of how public policies might be used to help
stabilise the economy, through the money side which involves the Federal
Reserve System and the banks in the United States, and through government
spending and taxing...

"It all sounds very rice, sounds very simple, but the big question is: Where
are you at any time? ...At any particular time in the United States pexnaps
our, major problem is to know where we are. Note what a whale of a lot of
difference it makes. If you begin to apply these policies at the wrong
time, you way get into serious trouble.

"Where are we (now)? Are we heading upwards? Are we at (a) peak point?
Have we already started to'move down? This is the problem in trying to
implement these particular ideas we've talked about. We do have bettor
information today to measure where the economy is than we had some years ago.
But we're a long wayIrom having perfect information and until we get better
information our chances of using these weapons wisely to stabilise the
economy is sharply lessened. ..."

.Glossary:

1. money - a generally accepted medium of exchange

2. bank reserves - money held by banks as a fraction of the amounts
deposited with them by customers

checking account - bank account permitting depositor to 'mite orders
directing bank to pay sums of money up to the amount on deposit
in the bank in the name of the depositor

credit - ability to secure money, goods or services against the promise
to repay at some future date

5. demand deposit - bank deposits that can be withdrawn on.demand of the
customer

Federal Reserve Systole - a system of central banks controlled by a Board
of Governors in Washington. National banks must belong and must
deposit with the Federal Reserve Bank's certain percentage of
their deposits. The Board of Governors has the power to increase,
within limits, the percentage of bank deposits that must be kept
in reserve

7. Securities - a collective name for all kinds of written instruments
having present or future money value. Securities include mortgages,
bonds, stocks, records of sales, etc.

stabilising force - force intended to lessen fluctuations

inflation a general increase in the price level or, what is the same
thing, a general fall in the purchasing power of money.
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TEACHER'S MANUAL: COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

A Note to the Public Domain Edition

The Teacher's Manual which follows accompanies the materials designed for a course
in Comparative Economic Systems developed at Carnegie Tech's Social Studies
Curriculum Development Center under a grant from the United States Office of Educa-
tion. The Manual contains a statement of the objectives and philosophy of the
entire series of courses for able students in grades nine through twelve, daily
lesson plans, scripts of tapes, masters for transparencies, essay and objective
examinations, and copies of class handouts. All of this material is in the
public domain and may be duplicated and used by anyone for any purpose although..
it may not be copyrighted.

Like the student materials which it accompanies, the teaching strategies and
learning aids in the Manual have a number of shortcomings. We were trying to
give teachers maximum aid by indicating in detail one way to use each reading
in the course. Like the student materials, the lesson plans were written in
1963 and revised in 1964, but since the revisions of our materials were so
extensive, about two-thirds of the lesson plans were really new for the second
version of the course. Moreover, we did not work out a satisfactory way to write
lesson plans until the summer of 1964 when work on this volume was well in
process. Although the course taught well with the materials and teaching strategies
we are releasing, we found the following major shortcomings in our work.

As the "Introduction to the Teachers' Manuals" explains, the course has four sets
of objectives: attitudes and values, skills and abilities, the ability to use the
mode of inquiry of history and the social sciences, and knowledge of selected
facts and generalizations. We failed to develop a way of stating affective
objectives (attitudes and values) in daily lesson plans and did not think about
stating them for units until our experiment had progressed further. Hence,
although the development of attitudes and values is implicit in much of the
teaching strategy, it does not corn clear in the Manual.

Moreover, we failed to distinguish in stating our daily objectives between
general skills and abilities common to all intellectual endeavor and their
specific application in the social science disciplines. The need to make this
distinction emerged slowly as our project developed and has only become
thoroughly clear in recent months.

The. two groups of objectives We did state specifically also exhibit shortcomings.
First, we were unable to specify all the facts and generalizations which we
expected our students to learn, so we were forced to be content to itemize what
seemed to us the most important. generalizations. Second, we stated appropriate
skills and abilities by referring to condensed version of the classification
'schen* in Bloom's TAXONOMY OF EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES: HANDBOOK.I: THE COGNITIVE
.DOMAIN without translating these statements into the materials of the course.
Finally, we failed.to specify the behaviors which students who had mastered these
skills and abilities would exhibit. We are trying to correct these deficiencies
in the courses for the sophomore, junior and senior years of the sequence.



The form of the lesson plan as well as the style of vestions asked leaves much
to be desired. Many of the questions elicit yes or no answers or encourage the
Student to recall facts or generalisations from the reading. Not enough of them
entourage reflective thinking or demand synthesis of evidence. Moreover,
presenting an answer to a question as we have done encourages teachers to look
for a correct response rather than open lines of investigation. We have found
the form of lesson plan and the style of questions developed for the tenth grade
courses in our series much more satisfactory than the ones which follow in this
manual.

We also failed to,employ a sufficient range of strategies in our early work. Most
plass'periods are devoted to Socratic discussion, a style of teaching which
we endorse, but not.to the virtual exclusion of other styles. In later courses,
we make more extensive use of small groups, employ non-directed discussion
techni,pes more frequently, and use expository techniques more effectively.

The weekly independent analysis assignments were not too successful. Students
enjoyed\and profited from small group decision making, but, in general, the
problems suggested were too remote from student background to be meaningful.
It is recommended that the method be retained, but problems revised.

The examinations also seem poor by standards met by later courses in the sequence.
Too many of the objective tests demand only recall of facts and generalizations.
Very few test the higher order cognitive abilities. Almost none of them get at
.the affective domain. Finally, some of the items are*too easy and others either
ambiguous or too difficult.

Despite all these deficiencies, teachers who have used the Manual found it very
helpful. Many of the lesson plans need only to be put into a slightly different
form in order to meet our present standards. Virtually all of them contain ideas
Which have stimulated teachers to try new approaches as they developed their
individual teaching strategies. The staff of the Center will appreciate
comments from colleagues who use this Manual. We hope that teachers, authors,
and pOblishiirs)will all *benefit from examining it.



AVM SCHOOL SOCIAL STUDIES PROGRAM FOR ABLE STUDENTS

Carnegie Institute of Technology

INTRODUCTION TO THE TEACHER'S MANUALS

Background

During the past six years, Carnegie Institute of Technology has undertaken a
number of ventures for the development of curriculum and teaching strategies
for high school students. Almost fifty Carnegie Tech faculty members have been
involved. They have worked in six subject areas: the social studies, English,
the natural sciences, mathematics, modern foreign languages, and the fine arts.
Each project has been a cooperative effort, sponsored jointly by Carnegie Tech
and public schools in Pittsburgh and Allegheny County. The organization of
the Social Studies Curriculum Development Center at Carnegie Tech typifies
these joint ventures.

The Social Studies Curriculum Development Center was founded in May, 1963, by
a grant of $250,000 from the Cooperative Research Branch of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. HEW has since made two supplementary grants.
The ,first ($22,500) brought, twelve teacher-scholars from secondary schools and
colleges to the Tech campus for six weeks during the summer of 1964 to help
develop materials for use in tenth grade courses and to study techniques for
curriculum development. The second.. ($90,000) came in September, 1965, to
finance the development of a full audio-visual component to the project courses.

Under the terms of these three grants, the Curriculum Development Center has
agreed to develop and test an entirely new curriculum for able students in
grades. nine through twelve. From its inception, the Project has been a joint
endeavor of Carnegie Tech and the Pittsburgh Public Schools. Two co-directors,
one from Tech end one from thee. Schools, have equal authority for planning and
carrying out the project. Teams of writers and teachers from the two institu-
tions develop materials, try this out in the.schoolsi revise them, and give
them a second trial. They also develop teaching strategies and instruments
to evaluate the success of their work. The Project will be completed in
October, 1967.

By able students we mean the top twenty or twenty -five percent of a typical high
school graduating class. American schools have long neglected the special'
needs of this particular group of students. Our materials and teaching
strategics have been designed specifically to fill this gap. But preliminary
trials of our couriee with average students .n the Pittsburgh Schools have
convinoed-us that both the materiaisa0d,teachingstratieg$es.are adaptable to
this nwehlitgar group 8$90worifigHpie reading level apprOorlAtslYi Hence,
we believe th the lays of phrasing Obiectivas, the types of magerialas
the itige of '400Iiing strategies, an4 00 SOrts of AVatmatills instruments we
have &cloyed -10ey be ,lissfdl iso4apt to all, social sA444m, telichgcs, At the
sassedtint; licknotilidgirehat the Partiaular products of our present endeavor
are designed specifically for the top quarter of American students.



Objectives

The staff of the Center has established four groups of objectives for the entire
sequence of four courses. Two of these groups of objectives we share with all
other teachers in the schools: with instructors in English, science, mathe-
matics, the arts and so forth. The resitning two groups are specific to social
studies teachers. Let us first explore the general objectives.

1. The develommaLsoggillye skills essential to critical thinking,

Every teacher in all subjects in the schools should. strive to develop
the cognitive skills of his students. These skills have been carefully
analyzed and ranged in their order of difficulty in the well-known TAXONOMY OF
EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES: THE COGNITIVE DOMAIN, edited by Benjamin Bloom and
others. lf The major categories include the,ability to comprehend, to apply,
to analyze, to synthesize, and to evaluate. Bloom's TAXONOMY also contains
sample evaluating instruments by which teachers can determine whether 'or not
their students have mastered each skill.

We have developed materials and teaching strategies. designed to assist the
student to master these skills. We do not, however, .claim for.the social
studies the tole responsibility for teaching them. On the contrary, we believe
that every teacher in all subjects has an equal responsibility to teach for
these objectives. As for our contribution to these general objectives, we halie
specified for emphasis in each daily lesson plan one or more of the skills
drawn from the Bloom TAXONOMY. We have also developed a number of objective
test items as well as some essay questions specifically designed to determine
how well students are progressing towards the mastery of cognitive skills.

Although Bloom has arranged cognitive skills in the order of their complexity,
we Wive found it difficult for students to mister the easiest before the more
complex ones are introduced. We have, however, been able to establish a rough
progression from simple to complex over a three-year periOd. In our ninth
grade work we concentrate on teaching the two simplest skills,.comprehension
and application. In the tenth grade we concentrate on the middle range,
analysis and synthesis, and in the eleventh grade we focus our attention on
the most difficult of all, evaluation. Our twelfth grade course reviews the
entire range of skills and calls upon students to use them in different
contexts:

2. The development of affective obiectives

The second group of objectives which social studies teachers share
with instructors in other disciplines lie in the affecttve domain. Stating
these objectives succinctly and in a way acceptable to all parties in secondary
education has long been one of the most troublesome aspects of curriculum .

development. Part of the difficulty lies in the assumption that only, social
studies teachers were reeponsible for what is generally called "citizenship
training" or "civic education:" In these terms most authorities include the
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development of a set of attitudes toward individuals and groups, a way of
arriving at decisions through a rational decision-mmking process, a personal
value system in accordance with a democratic credo, and a body of information
about society and government which can serve as the basis for4 rational
decision-making process in personal and civic affairs. Only one of these -
knowledge of content about government and society - is exclusively the province
of social studies teachers. The other three - attitudes, decision-making, and
values - should be shared by all teachers in the schools.

Within the affective domain fall the whole cluster of attitudes and values which
are such an integral part of the process of developing good citizens. They
have been carefully analyzed and arranged in ascending .order of complexity
in the TAXONOMY OF EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES: THE AFFECTIVE DOMAIN, edited by

.Krathwohl,Bloom and Masi*. 2/ Like the TAXONOMY devoted to the cognitive
domain, this volume lists affective objectives and gives examples of types of
questions designed to determine whether or not they have been reached by work
in the classroom.

The lower ranges of the affective objectives, receiving and responding, must
be taught primarily by the way in which a class is conducted. Hence, teachers
must utilize a variety of teaching techniques and ways of grouping students
in order to reach them. The higher order of affective objectives involving
the development of a value system and of an integrated personal philosophy of
life comes from both the way a class is conducted and from the content which
students read and discuss in class.

We have not attempted to .select a particular value system or a particular
philosophy to teach to our students. In a tauraiistic society, each student
Should have an opportunity to develop a system of values and a personal
philosophy suited to his own conception. of American life. To contribute to
opportunities to develop such values and philosophies, we consistently raise
a number of questions designed to induce students to reflect upon their develop-
ing value systems. By the end of his senior year, each sZadent who has worked
through the material conscientiously should be able to describe his own value
system and his personal philosophy in a coherent and disciplined fashion and
to consider intelligently the role of values in both public and private decision
making./He would not, however, be expected to share the values'or the philo-
sophy of the staff.oUthe CUrricultsm Center Which has designed the sequence
of courses.

We have attempted to teach the full range of affective objectives contained
in. the KregmagATAKONUM in the four years of courses designed by the Center.
Both the ways in which class is conducted and the content chosen for examination
.hive been :determined partly by strategies we have devised to reach these goals.
A number Of objective and essay emanation questions test student Attainment
of affective objectives.

- it has not, been practical to concentrate first onthe mastery the lower order of Objettivet- to the-eftlusion of,the higher ones.
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Instead, both the behavioral attitudes and the development of a coherent

personal philosophy receive emphasis year after year.

3. Usiidta.__)c_._:iofhistorsltthemoultheso_._._.cialsciences

Unlike attaining skills and affective objectives, which are the

responsibility of all teachers in .all subjects in the schools, the use of the

mode of inquiry of history and the social sciences lies exclusively within the

province of the social studies teacher. Other teachers have parallel responsi-

bilities: the scientist to teach scientific method, the English teacher to

teach techniques for analyzing literature, the mathematician to teach the

deductive processes on which mathematics is founded. Although all scientific

disciplines approach knowledge with similar assumptions and techniques, the

method of the social sciences has peculiarities which make it distinctive.V

Students can master it only with repeated practice.

We draw a sharp distinction between knowledge of the method of history and the

social sciences and the ability to use that method. Knowledge of the method

implies only the ability co repeat from memory the steps in a method of inquiry

or to recognize the method when it is described. Oft the other hand, use of

the method of inquiry implies the ability to isolate a problem, to carry on

a scholarly investigation, and to write the result with no help whatsoever from

teachers or fellow students. In other words, studenti can use the mode of

inquiry of history and the social sciences only when they are able to make a

completely independent and free investigation.

We stress the use of the mode of inquiry because it forms an essential part

of training for continued work in history and the social sciences and for

intelligent participation in American society. In his personal life, his work,

and his role as a citizen a student graduated from school or college is required

to make up,his mind about innumerable issues. Most of his decisions require

the use of a disciplined decision-making process such as that which lies at

the heart of the method of history and social sciences.

In traditional high school curricula, social science method is taught - if at

all - implicitly. Students read articles or books and hear lectures which

employ social science methodology, but they are not exposed consciously to

materials designed specifically to teach the steps of social science method.

Hence, they liarn them imperfectly and are.frequently unable to use them ao

tools for independent thinking.

To overcome this handicap we have, designed a number of lessons in each of our

courses for the specific purpose of teaching one or more aspects of historical

or social scientific inquiry. For example, the first six. lessons of the tenth

grade. course irk the Shaping of Western Society explore the ways in which

historians interpret the_pas0. A number of other lessons in each course have

simher objactiyes....,An,addttion, learning one or .*ore aspects of,method fOrms
1,p4bsiOaryobjecti,vg,44 *.large qumbAr At lessons whose primary objective
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may be mastery of content, development of a cognitive skill, or an affective
goal. We test mastery of the mode of inquiry of the historian by assigning
independent research papers which require students to make investigations
without help from their teachers:

As part of the mode of inquiry of history and the social sciences, we help
students to learn the structure of these disciplines. 5/ In recent literature
the word "structure" has been used with a variety of meanings. Some scholars,
for example, suggest that a structure is a collection of generalizations. Two
typical generalizations might be: "People migrate when they are hungry," and
"Modern revolutions are led by educated people." For these workers the
structure of a discipline is the entire set of generalizations which can be
derived from the discipline through empirical investigation.

Other researchers identify the structure of a discipline ,with a collection of
its major concepts. By a concept they mean a category, that is, a range of
different events or things which are treated similarly. For example, different
uprisings can be placed together in a category called revolution. By this
meaning the idea of a concept is primarily definitional in character. Learning
the structure of the discipline,then, is learning its major concepts.

Rather than'a groUp of generalizations or a group of concepts, we define the
.structure of history and, the social sciences as a battery of analytical ques-
tions which.can'be used to order factual evidence. Defining structure as
analytical questions, rather than AS generalizations, is not a mere quibble-.
Generalizations have about them a tone of finality because they are stated in
declarative sentences that.vote cloture on debate. Analytical questions,
however, are the tools of inquiry. Unlike statements, analytical questions
suggest the. possibility of relationships among facts and generalizations; they
dO not:insist that a relationship is always present. For us teaching the
structure of history and the social sciences involves two processet: the first
consists of helping students to learn and use a number of analytical questions
which have proved useful to historians and social scientists in the past; the
second consists of helping students to learn how to generate analytical
questionslor themselves..

Defining structure as analytical questions implies'that'there is no single
correct structure. Moreover,througbout his life a scholar's conception of
structure will change. As he learns more, he will esk new analytical questions
suggested to him by the research of others. He will also improve his. own .

ability to, let., an unexplained fact generate a new analytical question, giving
him fresh insights into, his. data. In this sense the structure of the discipline
idanintegralpartof its mode of inquiry. The excellent historian can be
distinguished from thOkacb-in.vart by the quality and.quantity of analytical
Allges40000tch be puts to his data.

ThroughOtthelouryears of the-. curriculum we have endeavored to help students
learn't nuMber of analytical questions' drawn from the social science disciplines
and to develop ekillv.in asking their own analytical questions. Although there.
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are thousands of questions appropriate to investigation in social science
research, we have tried to organize each course around a few key analytical
constructs. The course in ComparatiVe EconoMic Systems, for instance,
revolves around four major issues: What goodt and services should be produced?,
how should goods and services be produced?, for whom should goods and services
be produced?, and what relationship exists between a society's value system
and the way IA which it answers the previous three questions? Only in the
broadest and most general sense do'these four qUestions define the' structure
of economics. They indicate the major issues involved in the essential economic
problem, the problem of scarcity,- but they are only the sketchiest.guide to
an attempt to understand the problem.- Each large Analytical question, such
as these, implies a series of sub-queitions,each of Which helps to organize
data. Yet beginning to study with a stall list of majoranalyticil categories
in mind proves most helpful to students. leitthese major analytical cate-
gories, the sub-questions they imply, and the ability to ask one's own ques-
tions which we define as the structure of history and the social Sciences.

'As part of the Modd'of inquiry, analytical questions prove most useful in the
process of developing hypotheses.. The faCts never,.speak for themselves. They
are ordered by each student.in acCordance witlOoiti own frame of reference.
A host of fruitta analytical questions increases.the'bounds of that frame of
'reference and multiplies many fold the likelihoOd of a,fruitfulloypothesis.
We increase our store of useful knowledge in both our personal and profediionil.
liveS:by develOping'and Validating new hypOtheses.Alence the study ofthe
structureoffbidtory and the social stiencesShOuld fore a:vitel part of the
education of every young American.

, .

4.. Knowledge of selected facts end _generalizationsfrom history and the
social sciences.

Like,the:obilityto use the mOdivof inquiry of hidtory and the social
sciences, knowledge of the.cohtent of these disciplines is an-exclUsive
tionoLsocial, studies teachers. :The staff of.the Curriculum DevelopMent
Center-has tried to:faccvsousrelTtheAfficult: problem:of establishing
criteria for the selection of content. =.-In some ways 'what we teach has been
determined by our ^ther three objectives:. knowledge of cognitive skills,
affective objectives, and the ability to use the mode of inquiry. But we could
reach tho0Waoalstusingl sacts and :from pastOciety. :Bence
we were-,forceCto establish three additional criteria for the: selection of
content.."

Our first A4plalmentary criterion is.the,interestYdf they child. Over and over
again in one course aftersnother,-welave,tried.totie our.selettion of content
to..:isinesmtiolvsteoUvital concern toialtalligent4doleScents growing up' in
American society.-,:One suchconcem, forexaOtola, is:thelway in which young
people allocate their own time among a nuMber of competing demands.Byesking
them to keep: a careful record of the way in Which-their time is spent for
sev rah days; antd then to reckon thS cost;, Tin :terms:'of giving by s of these.'

, .
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activities, to devote a few hours each week to politics, we bring the issue
of political activity within the context of a child's average day. We also
try to raise a number.of ethical and moral *problems, each in its own social
setting, which press upon modern young people. In so .doing we are striving
for affective goals - the development of a coherent value system and a personal
philosophy.- using as our starting point the kinds of issues about value and
philosophy which trouble young people today.

We also. let some of the problems of contemporary Society guide the selection
of content. We choose to study economic .growth in Great Britain nartly because
economic growth is such a. vital skitter in the entire underdeveloped world.
We look at the impact of modern technology upon traditional cultures for a
similar reason.. All overthe world todaycultures are in rapid transition
because Western ideas and Western 'technology are transforming them. If students
are to understand their modern world they should have an opportunity to study
its major problems, and to look at the way other societies have met similar
problems in. the past.

Finally, we have chosen some content areas to assure knowledge of a small
corpus of knowledge about society: which any educated American living in the
midstwentieth century should have. Our-curriculum has been designed for able
students, most of Whom will go to college. In the society in which they live
and will, live in the future, intelligent people share a pool of information.
They all have read, or should have read, Pericles' Funeral Oration. They all
know the meaning of the term qlachiavellian." They are acquainted with the
worksof Shakespeare and Petrarch and'Bismarck. Whenever possible, we have
selected readings which touch upon 'the lives or 'Works of'outstanding men
from all over the. world in order to help our students build up the corpus of
knowledge common to intelligent people everywhere.

TeachirlajIMCWAE

Objectives imply teaching strategies. Scholars have accumulated plenty of
evidence to-indicate that students it the end of a course know just as many
facts and-generalizations it they have attended lectures and read textbooks
as they do If theyhave participated in small discussion groups. 7/ If the
major objective is to teach quantities of facts and generalizations, then
expository teaching to large groups seems to be the most efficient method.
On 'the other hand, if we wish to 'determine whether or not students can use
the mode of inqUiry independently of their teaCher we must launch them on a
historical invesiigation entirely on their.Own.

Because our objectives are diverse; we have been unable to employ any single
teaching strategy to the exclusion:Of others, Instead we have used a whole
range'af-strategies from""pure".expoSitiori to "pure" discovery .methods. A
number of readings scattered throUghout all four'years or the curriculum are
narrative and expository in form. They tell Students about the structure of
Americangovernmental institutions anckcentrast them with Russian governmental



forms. Thsev summarise a century or two of European history as succinctly as
possible. Sip/1124y, many slide tapes lhaveCtigen designed to.e0avey a maximum
quantity Of infotmation through both sAtiht and sound. Expository techniques,
Since they are efficient and sparing of time; seem by any standard the best
way to proVide students with factual information which they, must master.

'Expository 'techniques, however, are not suitable to many of our objectives; ..

For example, a umber of our affective objectiVes require discussion techniquet
to be used, in the classroom. kteache* cannot know when every student in a
largelecture class.is listening attentively or responding willingly to what
the lecturer.is saying. A.diecussion claseliroVides far greater opportunities
fora teacher-to assess these.affectiveigoals. Similarly, a teacher can
assess the ability with whiCh'studente.ute.the.cognittve skills. which Bloom
has 'classified through gauging, their contributiont,t0 discussion classes. In
aAiscussion class.studenti cau' be called Upon, to analyze or synthesise or
eXtrapelete'usinimaterial whichthey may notlaveseen before.

But if we are to give each individual student a chance to utilize the skills
and abilities which he has been learning, we must give him opportunity for
individual work. Hence we frequently ask students during discussion classes
to pauee for four or five minutes to write an hypothesis or 'draw together--
synthesize--a conclusion from scattered evidence. In the eleventh grade course
we consistently aek students to come to class prepared to ask four or five
analytical questions drawn from the ninthsnd tenth grade courses which are
usefpl in the analysis of fresh material. -Independent research papers also
call for each student to work on his own. Only when he can work independently
is a student a free investigator; Only free investigation will yield iidepend.
eat judgment. Teaching strategies must build this independence. J
Materials

Both objectives and teaching strategies imply a variety of materials. We have
provided materials of a. very wide range from expository articles and slide
tapes on oni end to discovery exercises which present only data from which
students can build hypotheses on the other; This range of materials is Impor-
tant not only to accomplish specific objectives but: also to break. thee deadly
monotony of teaching technique which characterises so manrsocial studies
classrooms.

Most of the-courses in our sequence are built entirely from individual readings,
etch .of which begins with an.introduction.and.several study questions. In only
one course - the eleventh grade Advanced Placement American History course -
do we utilize a conventional text. Even here we have chosen the.shorteet
excellent college text which we could find in order to encourage students to
develop their own skill in interpreting the isst. Each reading, however, has
been chosen with great care.to,be certain thatAtt contributes to an overall
understanding of the subject with which it.incoiternsd
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The types of material in each book of readings vary widely. As we have already
indicated, a few readings are simple expositions designed for efficient'learning
of information indispensable to other aspeCts of the course. Other readings
may contain a biography of a person typical of a particular period or develop-
ment, a group of charts or tables containing statistical information from which
generalizations can be drawn, ananalytical article written by a historian
or social scientist, or any of a number of other sorts of materials. This
great variety interests students intrinsically and provides them with essential
opportunities tolearn how to handle the enormous range of materials which
they will be reading for the rest of their lives.

We frequently supplement reading done as homework in preparation for class
discussion with two additional sorts of materials: class handouts and audio-
visual aids. By a class handout we mean a mimeographed page or. two of informa-
tion used to focus class discussion. Occasionally this information consists
of a discovery exercise. For example, we have printed eight quotations from
writers who lived in the United States in the 1830's from which students are
asked to make hypotheses aboUt the nature of Jacksonian democracy. We have ,

also,mimeogriphad ten tables about the American economy during the 1920's from
which students are'asked to develop an interpretation of the cause of the
depression. Both.of these .sets of materials and many others like them build
'upon homework assignments done in the readings book and contribute to.the
development Of skills and abilities'as well as to objectives in the affective
domain by the way in which they are.handled L class..

A complete kit of audio-visual equipment supplements this written material.
In each course we have a number of tapes, slide tapes, single concept filmstrips,
and transparencies for the overhead projector. In each case we have tried to
use an audio-visual aid only when a particular point can be made better with
sight or sound or a combination of the two than it can with the printed word.
Like class handouts, and like a variety of printed teaching materials, audio-
visual aids break the monotony of typical classroom procedure. They can also
present some types of data far more efficiently and with greater intellectual
impact than they can be presented in any other way.

The Cumulative Sequence

The four-year sequence of courses had been planned so that the student will
be required to employ the skills and knowledge acquired in one course in
succeeding years. Each course has been designed to build upon the previous
ones, developing the intellectual skills and using the structure of the discip-
line for further investigations. The overall effect of four years of study
is the cumUlatiVe development of a more and more sophisticated frame of
references drawing upon an ever-increasing store of experience.

The content for the four, years has been.carefully chosen to obtain this cumula-
tive effect. The first course in the sequence, designed for the ninth grade,
is called Comparative Political Systems. It compares a primitive government

irsermormaimoimanimilismaiiiiiimmumummatm
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of American Plains Indians with the contemporary governments of the United
States and the Soviet Union. ,In each instance we examine the nature of leader-
ship, decision- making, the role. of the individual. citizen and the ideological
foundation of the political structure.' The.course in Comparative Economic
Systems, designed for the second semester of the ninth grade, compares a
traditional economy with.a system where.most decisions are made in the market
(the United States) ancla system-where most decisions are made by command (the
Soviet Union). For each systemwe focus:upon the way'in which the basic
economic question's -1What, hOw and for whom 6 are. answered. We also examine
the relationship between the base society's value system and the way in which
it answers the basic economicAuestions.

The course designed for the first semester of tenth grade ii called The Shaping
of Western Society. It consists of *seventeen units, each focused upon a major
problem of historical interpretation. Throughout the year we are interested
in the problem of Changeover time. .Hence, students investigate changes in
four areas of western society: politics, the economic system, the social
organiZation, and patterns of thought. Two of these themes draw directly upon
the structure of political science and economics which students have studied
during the freshman year. The other two, touched upon briefly in ninth grade,
are developed, fully for the first time in.this course.

Studies in the NowNeatern World,. designed for.students in the second semester
of tenth grade, has been organized around four units: South Africa, China,
India and Brazil. In each unit students study thetraditional culture before
the impact of the West, examine the wain which particular Western ideas
and institutions were diffused to the society and analyze one major. contemporary
problem. For China we study the problem of totalitarianism, drawing on key
threads from the political science course and from the first semester of the
tenth grade. For India, economic growth and. development is the key issue.
Here students use the structure from the course in Comparative Economic r7stems
and from several units in the first semester of tenth grade. The South African
unit emphasizes the problems of apartheid. It contrasts the theme of equality
against inequality which was introduced in the Shaping of Western SoCiety.
The Study of Brazil encompasses many themes from the first semester and raises

.

basic questions about the contemporary population explosion.

The eleventh grade Advanced Placement American History course has four major
themes: the development of the American economic system, the growth of the
American political system, the changing American social structure, and the
reflection of these developments in the American'intellectual tradition.
Throughout the coursestudents use analytical quettiona they have learned in
ninth and tenth grades. .Using these questions provides both a review and a
device for deepening a studett's understanding through using, information in
a new context.

The development. of the skills and_sbilities identified by Bloom is the
TAXONOMY OF EDUCATIONAL OBJECT/US has also hum arranged in cumulative and
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sequential order. Although it is impossible to develop one's skill fully before
a more difficult one is begun, we have attempted in each of the first three
years of the sequence to concentrate upon skills in roughly sequential order.
Similarly, but with less chance of success, we have tried to concentrate our
attention in the affective domain in an ascending order of difficulty over the
four years of the curriculum.

In each succeeding year of their work, students are thrown more and more on
their own to pursue independent investigations. The first year's course
in Comparative Political and Economic Systems is tightly structured to teach
essential skills, mode'of inquiry, and a battery of analytical questions
drawn from political science and economics. Because students are expected to
use this new knowledge and skills in the tenth grade, the course is less tightly
organized. The eleventh grade course encourages even greater freedom for each
student and involves a larger number of discovery exercises and assignments
in which students are to bring analytical questions to bear upon the data pre-
sented in their reading. Thus the cumulative sequence has been designed to
prepare an evaluating device by which the teacher can judge roughly the degree
to which students have mastered material.

In order to teach a course late in the sequence, teachers should know what their
students have learned in earlier years. The best way for a teacher to put him-
self in the student's.shoes,is to read the material written for the previous
courses. Unless he does so, much of the effect of the sequential and cumulative
curriculum may be lost.

Supplementary DAWAUL

Most high school semesters are eighteen weeks long. We have provided readings
in each course for from fifteen to seventeen weeks. This procedure encourages
each teacher to develop materials for an additional week or two on his own or
to use one or more of the supplementary projects developed by our staff. Most
creative teachers want to include work about some topics in which they are
specialists. This sort of flexibility has been provided by including a smaller
quantity of reading material than is usual in typical high school courses.

Each week's work has been organized around four' readings, leaving the fifth
'day of each week free. It can be utilized in a variety of ways. Since a
battery of short examinations has been provided, many teachers may choose to
use part of the.fifth day for examinations. Others may wish to discuss current
events. In addition, we have provided with each course suggested supplementary
readings or exercises which.the students can do, independently for their fifth
assignment each week. During, the first semester of, ninth grade, students may
read from a large collecti4n of articles from current periodicals which can
be provided inexpensively In the library. For the economics course they do
a number of exercises_dertved-primarily from newspapers. In the first semester
of tenth grade they learn to uilvthe:library, to*write a book review, and to
do a controlled research paper.,Iwtha second 'semester of that year they read
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and review two novels and write an independent research paper in the library.
A substantial outside reading program, drawn from recent literature .in American
history, has been provided for the eleventh'grade Advanced Placement course.

Evaluation

A complete battery of objective and essay tests has been provided for all of
the courses in the sequence. The testing program has been closely coordinated
with the objectives., Short objective quizzes check the recall of factual
information and are designed mostly as policing devices to make certain that
students read their assignments regularly. Objective examinations usually
covering about two week's work have been designed primarily to check knowledge.
of structure, the development of skills and abilities, certain affective
objectives and the knowledge of content drawn from two, or more readings. Essay
tests, usually also covering two week's work, asses,: the ability of a student
to write history and the social sciences effectively and to use the skills and
abilities as well as the mode of inquiry which he has learned.

1/4

Two additional types of evaluation require brief comments. The independent
research papers which a student writes are the primary evaluating instruments
which determine whether or not he can use the historian's method of. inquiry
well. Only when he can do an independent investigation has he really learned
this vital art. The other major evaluating device available to teachers is
the degree of skills which students show in class discussions. The. constant
interplay between teacher and. students in small groups often anables.a teacher
to assess the ability with which his students can utilize the skills they have
been taught. Teachers should never overlook the vital contribution of class
discussions as evaluating devices.

Maximum Teacher Aids

Like the new curriculum projects in mathematics and the sciences, the four
courses in this sequence will be accompanied-by maximum aids to the teachers.
This elaborate explanation of what we are doingis the first such aid but it,
does not meet the full obligations of curriculum developers to, teachers. Only
model daily lesson plans can. do so.

This series of courses is substantially different from those that fall within
the experience of most teachersc The Objectivevere.different,:theteaching
strategies are different, 'the materials are differenti.4ven the. grouping of
Students is different. Because so many variables have been changed; the
designers of .the course feel obliged toindicate'toleachertvat least one way.-
in which to handle this new context fOr teaching.:111 do not intend,thalesson
plans, should be restrictive.. Quite the contrary. Teschers should depart
substantially from lesson plans or:ignOre thowcompletelrwhin they :decide, to,
work toward other objectives withwarticularmaterials,'!As:designets of
materials, however, we have .felt obliged. to indicate onaAtestetl, war, of reach ,ng.
specified objectives. with-a particular, teething, strategy',,',soCoflmaterials,.,:
and grouping of students upOn for a day's work.
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The teepee's' manual which i44100111.3Krt.44944,ction contains a model lesson
, h day, of the school year. Alk , creative teacher could .develop a

titbit wertalfV:bit*Ittoth1 *aerial tor-Wither the same
)00111,11 chArrittgli idtittylipproprists. But begin-

' bakthoirs$ ''atratembrectingkioiittodiffersitt materials and
tix.i the iiitia.V. tioodaft.4441 adt-modal ,lesson plans extremely

eras ir, tint lade i,. 40$4 their 4liolif scadisefr; schedule Rena* all
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cm following it precis ty 4± 3! day to ignoring it completely.
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if, Benjamin S.. Bloom et al., TAXONOMY OF EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES:, THE CLASSIFICA-
4inON OF EDUCATIONAL. GOALS: .HANDBOOK:I:.,.COGNITIVE, DOMAIN.. New York,:1956.
Wel,havc thOsen, this standard syotem of classifying cognitive .skills. in
preference to: a more recent ands in eome' ways rnore...'provocative scheme, proposed
in the follouing:article:- --Robert H. Ennis,..!!A'Concept of Critical. Thinking,"
HARVARD EDUCATIONAL REVIEW, (Winter, 1904,-81411..

, ,

2/,,1)avid R. KrathwOh1.4 Benjamim,0.. Bloom, Bertram B. M*40, TAXONOMY OF EDUCA-
TIONAL OBJECTIVES:'THE: CLASSIFICATION. OF EDUCATIONAL GOALStHANDBOOK:III
AFFECTIVE DOMAIN. New York, 1964*

Ty

V For a provocative diacmision of the manner in which they'ole of values has
been neglected in traditional social studies textbooks sae James P. Shaver,
"Reflective Thinking, Values, and Social Studies Textbooks," THE SCHOOL
REVIEW, Vol. 73, No. 3, (Autumn, 1965),.226 -257.

Innumerable volumes discuss the modi of inquiry of history and the social
sciences. ,One useful summary for students is Paul L. Ward, A Style of
History for Beginners.- Service Center.for Teachers of History, American
Historical Association, Washington, 1959.

Some of our conceptions of structure have been drawn from Jerome. Bruner,
THE PROCESS OF EDUCATION,. Cambridge, 1960; Joseph J. Schwab, "The Concept
of the Structure of .a Discipline," in THE:EDUCATIONAL RECORD, XL/II, July
1962, 197-205, also in PROFESSIONAL REPRINTS IN EDUCATION, #8001, (Charles
E. Merrill Books, Inc. Columbus); and Lawrence E. Metcalf, "Teaching
Economic Concepts in the Social Studies," THE COUNCILOR, XXI, I (March,
,1960), 24-31.

V For a radically different set of criteria for the inclusion of content see
Donald W. Oliver, "The Selection of Content in the Social Studies,"
HARVARD EDUCATIONAL REVIEW, XXVII, (Fall,. 1957), 271..300.

1/ John W. Kidd, "With the Technician," JOURNAL OF HIGHER EDUCATION, Vol. 33,
November, 1962, 440-444.

ty Six films-demonstrating inductive teaching of materials developed at the
Tech Social Studies Curriculum Development Center are available through
Holt, linehart and Winston Co., 383 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
In March, 1966, Holt will publish a social studies methods volume (Edwin
Fenton, TEACHING THE NEW SOCIAL STUDIES IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS: AN INDUCTIVE

.APPROACH) based upr teaching strategist used in the Tag Center.
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COMWATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS Lesson Plan: Reading I..

Subject Objectives: To learn:
I. That the structure of ittwaldwil 'life. centered around the accumulationof wealth for. the purpose of destroying it or giving it away.

That this seems strange to us became it is foreign to our value cyaimra.

That the `ticonamii decisions Made by a society should be seen as a
reflection of that societei value system.

Skill Objectives:

I. Ability to .interprt social data (Bloom 2.20

Pr4.cadures:

1 lave students describe some:Olakintl customs. (potlatch, for exav vie)

What do these .custras. indicate? (Should bring .out fact that
Kwakiatls are not disinterested in .accumuiating wealth, but to
the contrary. are very ,concerned with accumulating wealth' for the
purpose of destroying it or giving it' away.)

Treat 'do you thin% of* these ,Xwakiutl Customs? (Disease specific
custems.brought out in ensue:: to proceddre I. DisCussion of specifies
should bring ...out the fact that to Aiierican. students, Zwakiuti
cistozs seam very strange..)

If these .-.ustosts (use specifics) are obviously so strange to auof us,. why did the twaktutIs persist in following them? (Discussion
come .nround to underetanding.that Kwaktutls were not an

. irrational-people, but were behaving' in tine with their own..valUesyste4.)

Why do the Kwaktutis seem so strange to us? (Because we are
looking.at them in terms of our awn. velui system.)

Using today's lesson as a base, what generalization can we mom:concerning a rule to.be followed whenever we examine an economic
system other than our con? (That 'all ecanoisic systeras should beseen in terms. of the Values.of the:.,streLOty in which they devist3p0.)
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:COMARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS Lesson Plan: Reading 2

Subject. Objective: To learn:

1. that there is no one set of values iiccerAble to all Amerieans

that there may still be widely held values (for example, that
people should be successful or that competition is What mates
progress) that distinguish most Americans from the Emakiuti Indians
of the previous. lesson.

that certain values conaidered. typically American are in conflict
with each other.

that the covaton'veloes a particular American accepts for himself
will affect his economic decisions.

Skin. ObjectiVe:

L. 4e.olysis (Blom CO) .

Procedures:

1: 1;oUld it. be possible for oar American to live by a code that weuId
include all of the values credited to Americans by Lynd?
(Discussion here.should bring out'..faCt that sway of these values
are 'in cotiflict with each Other. .Ask students which of,Lyndls
valves they :agree With, Which -valdetf they disagree with. How
Would their -load affect their econcimiC decisionofl

Call. on individual students to introduce cocoas economic decisions
which would be affected by choice of conflicting values. As each
OCOttelilie problem is.' introduced, ask individual students what.
decision they would make and why, forcing them to truce back from

-their er:oteomic decision to the value whictl dictated its choice..
For example, if studente don't 'mention the follow/as as.. economicdecisions that would be affected by individual's. choice of valueo,
teacher might introduce:

a. Choice of whether or not to Support bill proposing mes ical.care for the aged.
Cheice of voting for presidential candidate supporting
incrested f: derail spending or 'candidate advocating a decrease

federal spending.
c. Choice of buying car on time and making paymmts for neat 24months.. or waiting until you have saved up enough money topay cash Or a,9ar. ,

Choice of borriiwing-money to go to college or going to work
as soon as graduating from high school rather than go into debt.



aCialAPATIVi ECONOMIC .SYSTEMS

Subject objectives: to 'card:

1. Russien. goals as stated by Premier Khrusikchev before a Pittsburgh,
Petanoylvaniet audience in 1959

Lesson Plan: Iteadin 3

that these Russianecononic objectivel have some close parallels

with American economic objectives, bowever much ihe means towards

those ends may differ.

Skill Objective:

1. Production of a Unique Communication (Bloom 5.10)

?rocedures:

Allow 5 minutes for ten-question objective quiz.

Spend some time dienussing cartoca.interpretations;

Make point that cartoons tell us something about people who

are satirizing as well as people being satirized.

Call on individual class members representing the President of the

United States to deliver a speech concerning American economic

objectives, imagining their audience to be citizens of Moscow.

Discrss.eech speech at its "conclusion to bring out the values that

utre built into the speech and to discuss whether or not these

values would be likely to strike eresponsive note in Moscow.,

Give .assignteat for fifth day's claim: Ask. students to bring

to class .newspaper or magazine advertisements collected through-

out the week that seem to reflect,Particular economic goals of

Americans.

Transparencies: 'Cartoon Coats



Transparency with 1,,esson 3 consists of two copyrighted cartoons.
.

ROchester Times-Union, "Coniultation at. Catip David" TIM AMERICAN VIEW.
Ike and Nikita consulting with battered World in ante-room awaiting
decision.

tsvestia,'"This What the reoPle WanC"' THE RUSSIAN VIEW
World figures- tossing istmaments into the 'set with: halo Stating,
GenerSll and Complete .DiOirinament

.
,
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COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS First Objective Quiz
Readings. 1; 2, 3

DO,NOT WRITE ON THIS EXAMINATION SHEET. This quiz will last 5 minutes.
For each question choose the best of the four suggested answers. Mark
an X through the corresponding letter on the answer sheet given you. Oive
only.one answer to each question. YOU WILL BE GIVEN NO CREDIT FOR QUESTIONS
FOR WHICH MULTIPLE ANSWERS HAVE BEEN GIVEN.

1. Economics refers to the study of
A. how production is controlleci.
B. how money can be used to best advantage.
C. how the problems of labor and managemant might best be'sOlvedt

i1D. how goods-are.produced; what goods' are produced; and fot vinn they
are produced.

2. EcondmiCS deals baiically with the problems arising out of
111,A. scarcity and the need to illoCate scarcerresources.

B. home management.
C. making money.
D. national supremacy.

A value system is not
A. the basis of a society's economic decisions..

410. the mass accumaakion of wealth.
C. reflected in the, objectives of a society.
D. the goals considered desirable by.a society.

A "good" economic system can be identified as that'syttem which
Ai Accepts that which is good for the majority.
B. accepts a set of. goals considered desirable by its leaders.
C. distributes personal wealth equally.

VtD. advances the values of its own society.

The economy of the Kwakiutl Indian was influenced by all but one of the
following:

,

11A. the desire to travel extensively.
B their easy access Co 'an abundance of resources.
C. their desira to 'display their wealth'.
D. the iMportanceplaced on '.the opinions of others.

as

Almost all people living in the U.S.
A. have easily identifiable group values.
Bt have agreed on desirable economic goals.

imp. have agreed to live under a political system that accepts the
values expressed by the voting majority.

D. have agreed on the desirability of human equality.



Comparative Econ.. Systems Jet 0b.# Quiz, p. 2
.*

7.- "A 'man owes it to hitaself and to his family to accumulate as muchwealth i!s,he can,r;is a basiz assuiaptionl:most, iiikely.to :be -'held by
I. AMericans II. Russians Rwsk,iutl
A . I & AB:. i & C. It &
An American who believes that "no Man deierves. to have what he hasn t.worked for" would be likely to vote for
A. immediate extension of the Social Security Act to provide medical

care for the 'aged.
B. federally financed recreational'arias.

deareased federal spending* for iiubliC welfare:
extended unemployment compensation.- " '''

When Premier Khrushchey spoke in Pittsburgh Pennsylvania in 1959. he
expressed
A. the known opittione of all Russian':
B. his own personal opinions. .

ZC. his public opinions considered favorable for American COniiimpiLon:.
D. his public opinions regardless of his audience:

10. The national accumulation of wealth. is 'a goal ofI. Americans, TI. 4.: ussianr III. few kir tl
I & zz zi,x ICI ,

.
Z,- .II&III$,

44
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Lesson Plan:. Reading 4

act ,Objective: to recOgnize,

That each individual's concept of the good society' is a

Wive .diskl,ogue, "Meat Is the Good Society," presentad in class.
files can be given tivindivideist4.zhir are'. to read parks 4f

.iecdteratora .Rotsnov,.'Andierson and ',Whiter the day- before to allow
them.sscie preparation_tine, but: this is not-eisentinl. These.
.parts Can 'easityAm :road without previous preparation.

.Aftikr'tfte-disloine bas: been presented, dissuasion on "$.3hat Is
...the'epoOd Society" iihoulor be otioned'..up-to the 'class. 'Outlines
..-prettarod..cita boo collected if the instructor douires feedback on

abilities to cope with this problem or can be usedet :basis: of further discussion. It is suggested that as `little
tencheg.direction as possible be given to this discussion ea .

-'1::....,3;.i.thii,,,Atudentii, two havet'sufZfielent-ibsokgroOnd on this liaited
filly Among ',theasolves.
. . . .stakict to discusir.e.Ati

__"=21111110miimg^
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the world. .

"In my traveling around the country I saw many of the younger generation.
I saw many children in the streets. I can assure you that we are not less
successful in this respect, too, nor leis successful in the development
of industries. We love our wives, our fathers, our children, just as
much as you do.

. . have come to see how the slaves of capitalism live and I see their
life is not a bad one at all.

"May I say we, too, will catch up and we will lead as rich a life as you
are living. We will equal you in your riches and your wealth. We want
to catch up with you to equal your 'wealth, not by methods of piracy as
it used to be in the olden days when the pirates did not create anything
but lived off what was created by others.

"ge want to overtake and surpass you by our physical and spiritual
efforts, by the creative powers of our people. We want to be just as.
rich as you are.

. .You love your way of life, your system; we love our system and our
social order. You believe yours to be better; well live under those
conditions until you become convinced of the opposite, but let us not
hinder one another..

"One of the warnings that we give is that we sincerely say to you, the
Socialist order is a better one, creates better conditions for the growth
of the productive forces of the people.. It allows a more rapid develop-
ment of the national economy. You, perhaps, do not accept that although
it is a natural fact, the social syttemlas already demonstrated that:

"Well, God be with you, that is up to you and if you want to continue
developing under your old system that is up to you to decide, but we are
going to gallop ahead on our new Socialist course. If you continue
progressing in the old way eye will surpass you. Let,us live in.peace
and let us have sincere competition, in which in any case there will be
no bloodshed. . .-."

* * * * * * * *

Come to class tomorrow prepared:to make a comparable lipeech covering
American' economic objectives which might have been delivered by an
American resident in front of. ...Moscow audience.'
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READING IV

WHAT IS THE GOOD SOCIETY?

Moderator: Good-day. "TV Round Table" takes on.afi international flavor
today as we ask the question, "What is the good society?" Our
guests for the discussion are: Mr. C. B. Anderson, a newspaper
editor from Iowa in the United States; Mr. Z. K. Rozanov, an
economist in Gosplan, the central planning agency in Moscow;
and Miss V. S. Ishwar, a nceler of Parliament ifi New Delhi,
India .

Our purpose in this discussion is to see how you three people
.define a "good" society. I hope in particular that you will
concentrate'on the economic issues here. What is it that you
are interested in measuring when you ask whether a particular
economy is a good one or not?

Mr. Rozanov, will you lead off?

Rozanoli: Well, the first principle is an easyone to establish. The
good society must by'definition be one that is good for the
masses of the people and not just for the favored few. This
means that there mustn't be'exploitation of labor by private
ownership of capital. Wherever you have capitalist owners,
your have little interest in directing the nation's resources
to those places where people benefit most rather than where
profit is greatest. And the good society must put people
above profits.

. Anderson: Wait a minute. now -- you're assuming that . .

Rozanov: No, you wait. You'll have your chance. My American friend is
stung because he senses that, for all of its current.wealth,
his society cannot be celled good on the score of distributing
its product fairly so as to wipe out poverty, or on the score
of srowing rapidly. His is_a society of much wealth for some
and much poverty for others .-- and it's a society built on
waste and greed.

Anderson: At this point, I object vigorously. Mr. Rozanov isn't describ-
ing my country as it really is; he's describing it as his party
wants him, to. These are old cliches that he is repeating. If
he'd ju#t come, and look for himself, he'd see that the United
Stites is a country where the average consumers -...not the
wealthy few, but.the vast bulk of the people -- live far better
than the people in his country. No society.has ever produced
so much for so many.



Rozanov:

I

Anderson:

Roaanov:

Anderson:

Ishwar:

Rozanov:

.Anderson:

Ishwar:

Moderator:

Ishwar:
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What you produce is often just wasteful or frivolous or ugly.
You don't produce what people really want and need.

lifiw do you conclude that? I: should think that one part of
the anew ;r to the question of what the good society is would
have to stress consumer sovereignty -- or, in plainer words,
the idea that nobody knows better than the individual consumer
what"is good for him. That's the strength of our society.
Conaumers.decide what they want -- they don't leave it up to
Mr. Rozanov and his.fellow planners.

I suggest you want to think some more about planning. Because
another element of a good. economy is rapid growth. And on
that score. we're accomplishing a better growth rate through
planning than your tired economy is doing without central
planning.

Let's wait and see first whether this faster growth is real
rather than a trick with statistics. Let's see whether you
can continue to grow as fast in the future. And let's see
whether-the growth really means anything for the average
consumer.

So far in listening to both of you, I get the impression that
. the "good society" is eitherthe wealthiest one or the fastest
growing one. Is that all there is to it?

No, we didn't put it that simply. We said that you also had
to ask how the wealth is shared

And we' asked what the growth-is used for; is it for consumers
or merely for the state?

You see, if you put the definition of a good society in terms
of wealth, thenJ 6utomtically have to. say my society is not
good. Everybtody knows that- Indians are. very poor. On the
average, the Indian has to live on about one-fortieth of what
the Arnerican-lives.on.. ',And yet, while-we have lots .of problems,
I think _of oursociety'ssbeing7a goot_one,-- and 'on,the.way
to beconing.still better.

'Well, is theprogress you are looking for something modelled
on either the Russian or the American. economy?

The best answer to that is. from our beloved Mahatma. Gandhi
;who spoke for so muchA4-India's hopes. He said, "I want the
winds of all nations toblow through my: house but I don't want
to be swept off My feet-by any of them." We want to learn
from the experience of others, but we want to build a society
that meets our own definition of good.
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Moderator: You seem to be saying then that Another characteristic of the
.good society is that it fits tite particular needs of.a particular
cultuee. But how is your definition of "good" likely to differ
from that of, say, the two 'treat industrial nations represented.
here?

Ishwar:

Rozanov:

It won't be entirely different of course. Men aren't all that
different. We want material things, of course. We want an
end to starvation and homelessness --,,and hopelessness. But
we will insist that the,sood society has to have more than
material wealth. There are other values too.

We'd agree with that avoncl.... We don't think a man lives by
bread alone -- even good Russian black bread.

Anderson: So would we. MAterialiss isn't either a disease or a religion
with

Ishwarr

Rozanov:

Anderson:

Moderator:

Rozanoit

Moderator:

Rauganov:4%

You both say that. But so much that you do reflects a tremend-
ous race for economic gOods. You quarrel with one another not
about who is doing the most for man's spirit but about who is
feeding his stomach the fullest. One of your leaders,
Khrushchev, said, "We'll bury. you." And he meant we'll out-
produce you.

That was a leader from the past. He doesn't speak for us now.

Abe, that's the point! What happened to him? The same thing
that happens in all dictatorships. We're talking about
economics here -- but you can't divorce it from the political.
And freedom is a key-part of it. What good-is a society, if
you have all the wealth but no freedom to decide what's to be
done with it?

Let's stay away from Mr. Khrushchev and -- well, let's stay
with economics as much as We can.

But he. accused ma of talking about his country in terms of
cliches. I turn the charge: on him. What does freedom wan?
Where is the freedom in 'hi country for the man without a job?

Fine, let's discuss that. -- but let's. confine it to economic
freedom for the motacitits

lonomic freedom has to mean the 'freedom of the people's
representatives to build a society without exploitation, and
without war-sonteriftp*iand without unemployment.

, , , . , , .

, ,

j
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.Anderson: It itnIteasyto define. economic freedom. But I suppose to
most Americansjt means the freedom to work where you want,
to go into a. business and make a.profit for suffer. a. loss if

'that.is the case),. and to be able to spend your money on goods
that yOu personally want. not what the state tells. you that
you. should want,.

Ishwar: But all of this is materialism again.

Anderson: Not so. A man may choose to spend his money on good music or
fine books or just in going to a far-off lake to sit and think.
Materialism doesn't have to interfere with spiritual values
you know.

Miss Ishwar, what does the term "economic freedom" mean to you
as an Indian?

. Moderator:

'shyer:

Rozanov:

Ishwar:

I should think it would mean -- well, it's certainly an important
word with us. We fought hard for political freedom just two
decades ago. And now we're fighting for economic freedom in
the sense of freedom from hunger. We have to ask the hard
question of whether we have any right to talk about any other
concept of freedom so long as men'sstomachs are empty.

Quite so. That's the same idea we have.

But no, it isn't the same. Because even while we are hungry,
we want to get out of hunger through politically democratic
ways. We want you to be free in Russia to grow in your own
way -- and even for the Chinese to grow in their own way so
long as they don't try 0 grow across our horders! But we
want to grow in our way -- and this must be a way that never
permits material wealth to get in the way of spiritual values.
We don't want to get caught up in a race for growth for growth's
sake.

Moderator: You seem both to want growth and to be afraid of it.

'shyer:

Anderson:

W411, growth has. never been part of our asptrations until
recently. Today's Indian doesn't live much better than the
Indian of 4,000 years ago. Where we've seen isolated wealth
in our society, we've seen cruel exploitation. Gandhi taught
us that.industrialitation, at least on the mass stale'of the
West, is evil bedailse one man gets rich at the expense of
others.

But our history dioproves it No one will deny there are abuses
or excesses in that history. But the idea 'of exploitation of
the massesesimgrftesn't stand up to examination. Labor's
incone'disprovesjt. Some people get more than others, of

°
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course -- but that's true of every society the world has
known: specifically including yours, Mk. ROZ8nOV. But the
differences are not so great in our country as to cause serious
unrest. Remember that a free society can only survive with the
consent of the governed. Our economic system can only survive
so long as people believe they are better off under it than
under any alternative system.

Rozanov: Then what about your unemployment? We don't have that problem
we've licked it through planning.

Anderson: I admit it's a problem for us. Another characterisic of a
good society is that it knows its problems and admits them. You
say you have no unemployment. I don't know; maybe it's disguised.
But we have it, and it's bad. Remember however there's a
trade-off here. We want high employment, but we also want
stable prices, and we want the maximum free4om from government
interference too. These goals don't always mesh together neatly.
If the cost of maintaining full employment were to be complete
central planning, I doubt if we'd be willing to pay that price.
We're trying in other words to stabilize our economy but still
keep it basically free.

Ithwar: This touches on one of the biggest differences in our views of
the good economy. To the Russians, government is the central
organizer and the chief agency for achieving good. To the
Americans, government often seems a necessary evil .- something
to be used only when there is no other alternative. To the
Indian, there is a need to find some path between these two
extremes, some combination of the free economy and the planned
economy. It would be interesting to know why these differences
exist. What led each country to see things so differently?

Moderator: I agrei. that it would be interesting, Miss Ishwar -- but time
won't permit. Perhaps however our listeners will want to
continue the discussion for themselves. I imagine that, for
long ages to come, men will still be discussing the (Ideation
with which you grappled here today: "What is the good society?"
And I Imagine and hope -- .there will alloys be more than
one answer.



gooiest for Day 3

101110211111111 NAM. MIOD ANTRIM
first Assigasisats

Brims to CMS; newspaper or magmas* advertisements collected
throughout the week that seem to reflect particular economic goals
of Americans.' Whet values are being appealed to in each advertisement?
Which of these goals are in agreement with those held by most Americans?
Which are in agreement with Russia* goals? Which is conflict?
As a committee, evaluate the met message if the clippings produced.by
your committee members.

ic ProiidsitAg4aucm

On the baste of the advertisameate you have examined, that are the
principal values to which you belie's the advertisers are appealins?

1021111212210

Is sure to leave suffieleat.time at the end.of the period to fill
im your committee report to be left with your teacher before leaving
the roma.

. A.



cotanTim MICISION MAKIN FON

Asa coomitte*, what was
your decision concerning
the economic problem of
the day?

On the basis of what criteria
did you make this declaim'

Row .waxy committee members
agreed with the decAsiOnt
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Lesson Plan: Reading 5

Subject Objectives: To learn:

1. That the Eskimos bad developed a pattern or system for making
. economic decisions*

2. That the basis for this system was custom.

3. That such a system inhibits economic growth.

Skill Objectives:

. 1. Translation, (B1 ma 2.10)

2. Evaluation (Bloom 6.0)

Procedures:

1. Discuss reliability of sources for a few minuted. (Bow reliable
did student consider the material read last night? Did they
consider Stefansson and Spencer equally reliable?'Why? Stafanmsoa,
an explorer, would be less reliable than Spencers.a scholar
evaluating a culture in its total context.)

In evaluating reliability of material, Whet are some of the criteria
that can be used in evaluating accuracy? (Should include mention
©f author's background.)

Mat were some of the Eskimo practices which would have a bearing
On the economic well..being of the people? (Discuss the practice
of sharing food so that 0111 were cared foto working_together_foraggrandisement of one man who in'turn-ateepted eeononic.responsibility
for group,-strong kinship'responsibilitiesto superstitions against
being too successful.)

Alhat.appcars to be the main determinant of.Eskimo behavior? (Let
students play aromd with answers to this, but if they do not sea
thel:eignificance ofcUstma in:determining these practices, ask why
the Eskimos hunted seals rather than Caribou mien when caribou
were easily avai1a01e4

how wad the practices discussed in these readings affect the.
*Coneaiavelopient-*,,vsocipty? (Students _should recognise
theoeeny.or,:theseilractiees.,:would inhibitecOnomia growth.).



Subject Objectives: To'knowl

1. That survival depends upon one's knowledge of how to.use available
resources.

Leaqcn rtan: reading ti
Ways of Mankind

That the availability cenatural resources depends upon a society's
recognition of their worth and ability to utilize utat is available.

That customs and attitudes that seem strange to us may have
developed for perfectly logical reasons.

Skill Objective:

1. Making inferences from information received by audio methods.

WARHZEG: ALL DISCl/MONS SHOULD BE LIMITED TO JUST A FEW MINUTES SO TEAT
AMPLE CLASS TIME IS LEFT TO NEAR THE ENTIRE RECORDING, RECORDING TIMR, 20 MINI

1st Break

Discuss very briefly the class' thoughts concerning the group's .device for
survival. Bring discussion around.to what member of the group thei, think
will make the greatest contribution to survival.
(Sample Questions: What do you think are the group's chances for survival?Whit member of the group will add most to the possibility of survival mm
the doctor, the engineer, the pilot or the Eskimo? Why?)
Don't let discussion continue for more than a very few minutes before
continuing recording.

Before starting Part 2 tell class to make note of what resources the
group had available, and how each resource became an important factor
in survival.

.2nd Freak

Discussion st this point should center around which member of the group
is the greatest contribution to survival. Cuttsiderationshould
be :given to an understanding. of bow "edUcatedr Arvick the Eskimo was in
the,ways of Survival-under-these particular ciramistances.-
(Saga* Questions:

1. What resources were available for survival?
2. Were these resources equally available to ell members of the

group? Not really, as only'Arvickknew how to utilize theme,
Mow educated would' you consider Arvick ts'comparedto Dr. Carter
Or James lama, the mining engineer? By American standards,
for use in an American culture, he obviously bad less formal
education. However, just as obviously, he was much better

.../Nducated" In the.skilla needed.for survival In the Arctic. It
Might be worth developing the thought,thtit education itself is a
resource only When geared to the needs of the society with which
the educated individual isAivings Do not spend to much time
on this point, bowever,*as it is secondary to the mein concept '"
being devetOped4



Lessoa Plan, Readias.68

3rd. Break

Shotild discuss decision to .leave Dr. Carter behind.
1. Do the rtembers of the cIasa agree with this decision?2. Mat were the alternatives?

.3. , If the rest: of the group was to survives did they have a, ihoice?4. When the -class read.about Eskimo practices of abandonment,
how ?lid they re 4.--..:0

= .

Does this incident concerning Dr. Carter change their attitudesin any va7 concerning abandonment practices?
(Attempt should be made to make attar:lents aware of the factthat customs that semi bizarre to theta may well be a perfectlylogical outcome of a society's handling of a peculiar set ofcirctuatancoo.)



Reading 6

,Script for Tape: Survival

Fro* Professac Walter,Goldschmidt, "Suivival;" a recording in the series
''Th&Mays of .Mankind.,'!'' Series.- : {Urbana IliLnois,. usveroty. of Illinois
National Association:Of, EduC*tionai,Brpiidcagters):



Lesson Plan: Reading 7

Subject Objectives: To know:

1. How the-Eskimos answered the three basic economic questioas:
what, htw and for whom?

That most of their answers resulted from the emphasis on
traditionaliaM.in their eConomy.

Skill Objectives:*

1. Supporting general statements with specific evidence
(Interpretation Bloom 2.20).

Making hypotheses on the basis of available evidence
(Synthesis* Bloom 5.10)

Procedures:

Devote first five minutes to objective test.
Before beginning class. discussion, announce to class that last
five minutes will be spent checking notes taken by students.
As stills TO LEAVE 5 MOTES OF CLASS TINE AT END OP PERIOD TO
DO TIS.

krom the reading you did last night and from the questions you were told
to consider as you read, what do *you think would be a.logical fremeWerk
for Our class discussion today?
(Do not spend too.much time develciping this If students 'do riot quickly
come arciond to recognizing that the Eskimos' answers to the basic economic
questions form the structure of this lesson, tell them this. Tell themalso that In taking classroom:notes, one should always attempt to anticipate
a structure !Ilito which such notes can be placed. On board or overhead
head three alomms -- WHAT e- 110W FOR WHOM)

From your_reading, what do you know about how an Eskimo decides what tooroducel Give specific examples to support your statements.
.(Under heading WHAT list as class discussion develops, factors indicating
that Eskimos produce pretty much the same goods their fathers produced.).

How dons, an Eskimo decide how he will produce whatever it is he decides
to..produce? 'Give Specific examples'to support your generalizations.

.(Under heading HOW, list. as class discussion develops,, factors indicating
,that Eskimos: produce goods with the same skills and techniques as theirlathers; and grandfathers.did.)

How does an Eskimo decide for whom he will produce? GiVe specific examples
to support your generaliza4ons.
(Under heading FOR WHOM list. factors indicating that Eskimos produce goodsfor same groups of people who: depended on skill and energy of their fathers.
Let.us look at the factors which affected Eskimo answers to the basic
econoiLeiqUestione. Which of these factors refltet institutions
inhereatte:d traditional economy?



Lesson Plan, 7, 2

Study .your class notes for a minute or two.. 'IOn the beets of rim
latest, what geueralization mould you mike coucers,iiss ,the prospect:
o economic 4prouth M in r traaittoisail So q0 you support
your generalisation?

OLMCX NO225 titriav 00.14116-.41.1188 DISCVISION.

Aegis:mints assay ixemination tomorrativ elvering Readtass



COMPARATIYE'ECONOMIC SYSTEM Second Objective Quit ,

Readings 3-7

DO NOT WRITE ON.THIS. EXAMIY:IION SHEET. This quiz .will least 5 minutes. For
eachquestion, choose the best of the four suggested answers. Mark an X
through the corresponding letter on the answer sheet given you., Give onty
one. answer to each question. YOU WILL BE GIVEN NO CREDIT FOR QUESTIONS FOR

MULTIPLE ANSWERS HAVE BEEN GIVEN.

1. The basic problems which all economic systems. must solve are:
A. how to eliminate poVerty.

e *B. what; how, and for whom goods will, be produced.
Cp bwhat type of.industries will be molt profitable.
D. how.economic decisions can be made to reflect the will of the majority.

A traditional .economy solves its basic ecee004 problems by referring to
A. a control planning committee.
B. its chief.

41t. custom.
D. wise men who are constantly looking for better ways to maims. .their

economic life.

In his traditicnal economy the Alaskan Eskimo
A. carried on extensive trade.
B. experimented with new ways of doing things.

.

IC. encouraged individuals to develop a number of varied skills geared to
survival.

D. encouraged specialization.

Which of the fotlowing refers to the Ultimo economy?
*A. decisions based on tradition C. -decieions made by command

B. decisions made in the market D. 'flexible in the face of change

A command economy is characterized by
A. economic decisions made, by a dictator.
B. economic decisions enforced through police brutality.

IMO. ,economic decisions made by a central authority.
D. economic decisions resulting in a high degree of efficiency at all time.

. A society which makes. its economic decisions through the market
must support
A. a highly developed stock exchange.
B. a common meeting place for farters to display their geode.
C. a*strong centralized government..

iRD. a system encouraging individual freedom.

7. Mast societies are
A. Mixtures of command and traditional economies.
B. mixtures of traditional and market economies.
C. mixtures, of command, and market econpiies.-

111). mixtures,of all three.
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Comp. Econ.* Systeme

:Economic resources refer to
A. natural resources pf land trid.elte.
11, machinery used is production.
C. supply of Av.** table 10bor.:
D., all three'.

The*A
C
D.

10. The
the
A

Eskimo eat:moray relied most. heaitily Upon, .

human resources. .: .

plentiful and,ifiried.supPtit of natural resources.
.copital resources..:

,*it three:

structUreOf Eskimo) society. effected its. economy infollowing., . ..
Emphasis on identifiable success as hiint**0.' '..
EMOhniii on -importance of ':.:
Eiphisis on irogrels

`eupe*etit
1 ., ,

all: hue ..one of



COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS Essay Examination I
(Readings 1-7)

This examination will require 30 minutes. Follow the directions carefully.
Spend at least five minutes planning your essay before you begin to write.
Spend another five minutes outlining before you write your final answer.

DO NOT WRITE ON THIS EXAMINATION PA R.

"The value system of the Alaskan Eskimos was the major deterrent to their
economic development."

Wite a paragraph or two in which you support or refute the above statement:
Your answer should enumerate the Eskimo:values which hinder 30110111te
development, as well as factors other than values inhibiting economic growth.

STATE YOUR POINT OF VIEW CLEARLY.

DEVELOP YOUR ARGUMNTS SUPPORTING YOUR POINT OF VIEW LOGICALLY.

DO. NOT, RAMBLE -- STICK TO THE POINT YOU ARE MAKING.

USE CONCRETE AND SPECIFIC SI/0E8CE TO SUPPORT EACH ARGUMENT.

ONLY USE wpm; THAT PERTAINS Tv" TUE POINT YOU ARS MAKING.
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Lesson Plans Reading 8

Subject Objectives: To learns

1. the basic assumptions of Adam Saitiel concept of a pure market
society

,2. thee guts society is a perfect economic model.

3. that societies can be compared only by using multiple criteria
Skill Objectives:'

1. Making infietences from source material. (Interpretation. Bloom 2.20)

2* Itaderntanding a spectrum, and avoiding fallacy of "excluded
middle" (Knowledge of Terminology. Bloom 1.11)

Procedures:

I,. Discuss asstraPtions to be drawn from excerpts from Adem Smith
(Discussion should be used to king out (a) selfdReerest in
guiding casket decisions; (b) Smith's contribution An indicating
that self-interest was not ouly not immoral, but for the best
interest of society; (c) the implication that government should
have a restricted role in waking economic decisions; (d) the
imp/testiest concerning the rationality of men economic
decisions, that is that men know what economic goals they desire
esnd can usualty make economic decisions in a rational Zashion
designed to reach these goals. Avoid discussiong of bow market
works as this will be gone into in detail in a later lesson.

Is Smith's description of a pure market economy an accurate
description of how the American economy operates? (Let class
discuss for a while, to bring out a few ways in which the
American econcmy deviates 'from the model. But make sure too
that they see those areas of our economic life where the market
system does operate. Again avoid a detailed discussion of any
deviations as later lessons will go into breakdowns in
competition at great length.)

save student read list of criteria by which economics can be
compared. Draw spectra on board or overhead. Start this
phase of discussion by putting reproduction of spectrum
comparing economies in terms of decisions made in market vs.
decisions made by tradition or command to check class compre.
'tension. On the transparency (2) comparing ways of distributing.
weld: haw* class position U.S. and Kekimos. Than use
transparency (3) to ev4uate economies on basis of criteria to
be suggested by class. Use various criteria to describe
extremities. Rave class compare Kskimo and American economies
by positioning them on spectra.

Transparencies:. 3
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Lesson Plan: Reading 9

Subject Objectives: To know:

1. How one company developed within a market economy

2. How the market economy affected this company's answers to the
basic economic questions - "What should We produce and how should
we produce it?"

Skill Objectives:

1. Translation of case specifics to economic generalizations (Bloom 2.10)

2. Knowledge of terminology (Bloom 1.11)

Procedures:

1. Have a student read his list of Dennison developments characteristic
of development within market economy. (Should include items such
as specializailon among shoemakers forcing Andrew Dennison out of
shoe business, setting up to manufacture jewelry boxes in response
to known demand,.etc.)

Does everybody agree with this list? Additions? Deletions?

What is it about a market economy which would entourage each of
these developments? (Take items individually and analyze,. e.g.,
shoemakers specializing and making ready-made shoes -- hew does
market economy encourage? looking for expanding market for
jewelry boxes - how toes market economy encourage? etc.)

Could these same developments have taken place in a traditional
economy? Why not? Look at some of the developments noted and
discuss possibility of occurring in traditional economy.

In general, how did Andrew Dennison answer the question, "What
shall I produce?" Give same specific examples of when he faced
this question and analyse the basis for his response. Row did he
answer the question, "How shall I produce it?" In what way were
his answers to these basic questions characteristic of a market
economy?

Let's take a look at the glossary at the end of Reading 9.
(Put transparency of terms minus definitions on overhead.)
Do any of these terms need clarification? (Randle in accordance
with needs of-class.)

Transparency: Glossary words without definitions
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Handout for Day 10

INDEPENDENT ANALYSIS MAXIM ASSIGNMENT

Second Assignment:

You are invited to join a research team that is going to study a
colony of Polynesians on a South Pacific island this next. summer.
Your team has been told by earlier visitors to the island that
these people are not oriented. aceumulating wealth and that
the idea of personal success measured by material, wellbeing is
relatively unknown here. An anthropologist, for example, has said
that the islanders do not appear to be members of a, society where
scarc,ty can be considered the dominant economic' feet of life.
"They just don't think that way," he says.

Your part of the team project is to see whether you can find evidence
to support or to. cast doubt on this characterization of the islanders.

Meet as a committee to decide on the key. questions and observations
which you will use to guide you in your study. It will probably
take more than one follaw-up. question in each area to gather firm
evidence for your findings. Explain on the decision reporting
form why you chose these questions "'ant observatiOns. as the most
likely to help your study:

,Sub azsiseata:

Mink *bout the question of 'how Y0u Mild respond to this islanders'.
question about* your oil society: "But, you want to accumulate
material things?"
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Lesson Ma: Reading 10
Subject Objectives: To knows,

1.. Bow one company developed within a market economy2. Wow the taarket economy affected this company's answer to thebasic economic question, "For Ithaca are goods produced?"

Skill Objectives:

1. 2tanslation'of case specifics to economic generalisations (Bloom 2.10)2. gnomledge of terminology (Bloom 1.11)

Procedures:

Dtvote first five minutes to.objective

Have student read list of Dennison developraents taken from Reading 10which ho considers characteristic of firm operating in market economy.

Everybody agree? Are there additions? Deletions?

nine did the market economy encourage each of these developments?Would. these developments have occurred in a traditional economy? Why?
4. Which of these developments pertain to how the Dennison Company answeredthe question, "For whom?"

When the Dennison Company was operating as a single proprietorship,who. nos benefiting from their being in business or, in other
yards,. fOr vtam were they producing? (The obvious answer will be,for themselves.. Be sure to take the question beyond this point.
Who, besides the owners, benefited.:as a result of the company's._being in business?
lo Workers in Corm of jobs and wages
2. Coneumer in form of products available for his use.
3. Government in form of taxes ...(even before the day of businessCues, businesses contributed to government directly throughreal estate taxes and indirectly through taxes paid by theirworkers.)

When the Dennison Company was operating as a partnership, for whomwere they producing? (Sums as when operating as single proprietorship,
. only difference being that.ownership of company has been extendedse more owners are shxting in profits.)
When Dennison Company operating as corporation, for whoa were theyProducing? (Same as single proprietorship and partnership, onlydifference being ownership extended still further and moreparticipants share profits.)



LOSSOCi Plans 10, 2

You will remember that Adam Smith said that in a market society,
every . individual in pursuing his own interest 'froquentty riamotas
.the best interests of society as will. Would you say that the
story of the Dennison Company peeves' or disproves' this statosent?
Why?

Put on the overhead glossary terms without 'definitions.
Are there any questions concerning the .meant4g of these termet

Transparenc alossary words without deituitiogis
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COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS Third Objective Quiz
Readings 7-10

DO NOT.WR/TE ON THIS EXAMINATION SHEET. This quiz will last 5 minutes. Foreach questions choose the best of the four suggested answers. Mark an Xthrough the corresponding letter on the answer sheet given you. Give onlyone answer to each question, YOUWILL BE GIVEN $0 CREDIT FOR QUESTIONS FORWHICH MULTIPLE ANSWERS HAVE BEEN GIVEN.

1. Resources 'artful to an Eskimo living:within the structure of a traditional
community.it,;lude
A. a mild climate. C. lumber.
B. patent laws. Alp. cealskins.

All but one of the following factors disdouraged economic expansionwithin the Alaskan Eskimo society
A. scarcity of resources C. close family relationship
B. .diffictilty of trade D. traditional structure.of society

Eskimos hunt seals as they do because
A. it is the most efficient way to catch seals.

it is the way Eskimos have always hunted seals.
C. it is a pleasant way to bask in the sun.
D. it is impossible with the limited resources available to then

to develop other ways of hunting seals.

SEA.Smith
said that in a market society people were moved bySA. self-interest. C. a love of humanity.

B. a visible hand. D. a desire to save their souls.

5. All of the following were advantages of incorporation to Andrew
Dennison EXCEPT:
A. Incorporation granted limited liability.
B. Incorporation made raising capital easier.
C. Incorporation permitted him to escape governmental regulation.D. Incorporation assured the company perpetual life.

The natural resource base of the,Eskimo economy
10. would completely prevent the development of an industrial society.B. destines the Eskimos to remain hunters.
.C. providee an adequate basis for a moderately advanced technologicalsociety.
D. prohibits the adoption of a market based economy.

Andrew Dennison decided to stop making shoes and start manufacturing.
jewelry boxes because:
A. he was tired of making shoes:.

110. demand for shoes had dropped, making his business less profitable.C. he could employ more people in the jewelry box business.
. D. his son was experienced in the jewelry box making business.



Comp. Econ. Systems 31.4I Objective Quiz, 2

S. The'liiited technological developmsnt of the Alaskan Eskimos indicates
that

)L: Eskimos do not have the type of mental capacity neodedto develop,,
S.complex'economy. -

Eskimostto414,be unhappy living in an ihduitriAlized:ecsnoMp.'.
Eskimos are less ambitious than people.livimg in milder climates.
Eskimos have had relitively44wresoUrces available to them.

In answering the question, "For whom did the Dennison; Cosipatiy prOduce?"
that is, Who benefits& as a 'result of their productionriwhich of
the following .groups should bej,Cluded?
1. Dennison Company workers ,3., the government
2. Dennison COmpany owners 4. Denniso0 Coipsay customers

A. 1, 2, 3 B. 1, 2, 4 C. 1, 2 AD. 1, 2, 3, 4

10. Adam Smith stated that man's economic needs could be best 'served_
by following the dictates of

the.market. ttadition.,
1, _the'government. 'the palitical party of your

choice.



Lesson Plant Beading U.

Subject Objective: To know:

1. that the problems faced by an individual setting up a business' of
any kind. or size can be.grouped into'probleasconcerning what
to produce, how to produoi it, and for whoe.,4.

that individual business operations within a Society reflect the'
economic structure'of the society in their answers to the basic
economic questions.

Skill Objective:

1. Organizing and utilizing known material Dealing with Specifici,
Bloom, 1.20)

Procedures:

1. Timm a few stu4ents read the large sub divisions into which they
divided their outlines: If anybody divided his outline into "What
Goods to Produce?", "How Will They Be Produced?" "For Whom Will They
'Be Preftced?" use. this 'as a starting point. If nobody did, ask
whether students see any natural economic decisions into which problems
mentioned might fall. If nobody makei the connection, refer back to
readings about the Dennison Company and ask What the basic questions
woe that the Dennison Company had to answer in eetablishinrand
operating their business:

2, Put on board or ovethead three column headings:
i bat to Produce . Wow to Produce POT 11110M to Produce

3. Have students go through their outlines and suggest under which of the
three headings each of the problems dry had anticipated on their
outlines might be placed. For example:
pat to Produce:
.Product. lemonade? what kind?'
Service? - self-servioef paper cups? plastic? glasses? individual

. ice cubes?
Quantity? how much. gilt market support?
price?' how much -will market bear? Bring out bow, in market ecoozmy,

price determines What each entrepreneur will produce.

Sou to Produce
]was production? - daily production or, weekly proauction?.
Amtomdtioa? M doex potential. market justify purchase, of electric squeezer?
Specialization - should brother, do everYthing, or should he team up

with friend so one could sell and one produce

For Mom to Produce
Problems of single propriatorshiP, should brother go into business by

himself? advantages disadvantages
Problems of partnership
Problems of incorporation
Should he hire help?
Arethere any government taxes: on the typo of operation, being considered?

4. For tomorrow, write the paper yoU outlined for today. You may amend
your outlines if yOu



Answering the basicFconornic Questions
Wh# to Produce.. HoW to Produt4 .For:itVforn.to Produce

1



Loss= Plan: Reading 12

Subject Objectives: To know:
. .

1. that individuals setting up businesses must cope with problems
concerning what to produce, hoWto produce it and for whom;

that. Individual businesses operating within a society, reflect
the economic structure of that society.

Skill Objective:

1. Developing criteria for evaluating a written paper
. (Bloom 1.24, Knowledge of criteria)

Procedures:

1. Have as =Ay students as time permits read the papers they wrote lest
night. lifter each paper is read, have the class evaluate the paper.
An attempt should be made to establish a set of criteria for
*valuating these papers. These criteria should be Listed as they
are brousht out cud dhould include the followinn:
1. Did he clearly indicate to council members the economic choice'

.confronting then?
2. Did he clarify the alternative solutions?
3. Did he indicate the consequence of accepting each solution?
4. Did he present his own choice convincingly?
S. Did he use a graph or chart effectively?
6. Was his material well organised?
7. Did he speak distinctly?

lifter each paper is evaluated, a question should be asked concerning
how the particular business described in the paper just presented
reflects the society in which this business is going to operate.

3. At the end of the period put transparency on the overhead, listing
criteria for evaluating written presentation to reinforce points
brought out during discussion.



Criteria for Evaluating Oral Presentation of
City Treasurer

Did he clearly indicate to council members the economic choics
confronting them I

2. Did he clarify the a ternative solutions

a Did he indicate the conseztuence of accepting each solution?

4. Did he present hsownchoice convincingly

_Did he uSasrApft ot Oar -01400.4?

4 Waif* material organize

7:0.14.. fie spok



Handout for Day 13

IniPENDENY ANALYSIS PERIOD ASSIONMENT

Third Assignment:

Within your committees discuss economic activities you might engage
in as a class. In your discussion, be sure to include a discussion
of possible objectives in engaging in such an activity; a discussion
of types of activities that might realistically be engaged in;.
consequencervof undertaking each activity; and a decision concerning
whether or not engaging in a particular activity, or any activity seems
wise.

At the discretion of the teacher, if the objective is sound, the class
Might be encouragOd, cov,their min time to follow through on some of
the decisions.

Problem:

DeCide whether or not you think it would be economically sound for
your class to undertake a honey- raising project. Give reasons for
your decision. If the decision. of the group is:that itAihould be
considered' decide WhiCh,of the activities*discusirad by your-
CoMmAttee you think Most dosirablw.. Alive t*reasona for.your
choice.



Subject Objective: To know

Lesson Plans Paeans 13

.1. The influence of price on what will be produced, bow it willbe produced and for whom it 'will, be predisoed in the marketeconomy.

Skin Objective:

1. . Interpretation Slow 24,20).

Procedures:

S1.1dtape.adaptation of Lecture by Dr. John I. Cotomsn takenfrai television series, "The American Sconomy." Can be used esstimulus for classroom discussion.

Students;,:might be asked to consider the following roe queitioneas the tape is played;

A. How dims price affect what wily be produced?Is Row doer price affect how it will be produced?C. Row does, price affect for whom it aviil be produced?
.

After:,:the_lstudents-have heardthe tiiplii:thesvqueitions say alsobe m0(1.18,10,1414 1,,,class*00a discussios.4

1

4



Handout for Reading 13

HOW DOES PROFIT WIVE AFFECT

.1 Wha
2. How/
3. For Whom?

ILK

4
X

a

=1;241-5511-5ga-

capital
capital



Lesson Plan: Reading 14

Subject. Objectives: To know:

1. The meaning of the term demand.
2. 'Determinants of cheap in demand.

Skill Objective:

1. Comprehension of .basic economic terms

Itticedures:

1. As short quiz, have studeni:s write five definitions given in last
night's reading.. Call on someone to read his version. This will
permit each student to evaluate his own comprehension.

2. Look at Table.I. If one day sales of ice cream were 1000 quarts at
.554.and the next day. sales were 850 quarts at 604, did demand change?
(No, demand le whole schedule of quantities that will be called for
at all prices.) Let's plot the demand as shown on Table I. .(See
transparency)

3. Compare Table I and Table II. Does WO represent change in demand?
(Yee). that was responsible here for change is demand? (Weather)
Ask students for other examples of eases where weather will change
demand. (Plot demand as dhows on Table II).

4. lias there a change in demand batmen Table III and Table IV? (Tea)
Dow would you generalize concerning reason for change? (Chango in
income.) Can students think of other examples of instances where
changes in imam would have a substantial change in demand?
(Plot III and IV)

Vas there a change in demand between Table IV and Table V? (lea
Vhat.caused ica (Change is taste,)

limp many factors can you think of which would be> likely to change demand?
(Discussion Should, of course, include those Wilma above: change in
weathers taste, income. Also should bring out availability of adequate
substitutes. If students don't Liduce this cause, ask questioas about
effeat of Introduction, of custard like ice cream substitutes (Tastes-.
Trense, for exeMple).on.demand for ice cream; effect of plastics
develop sat on the demand for breakable dishes; the effect of the
discovery of high.qualLty synthetic rubber ()bib* natural rubber
market, etc.)

Rave student sunsuit* at end of closo.definition of dialladgf_
reasons for changes in demand.

.Transperencies and over Sys.
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Lesson Plan: Reading 15

Subject Objectives: To knows

1. that the term supply refers to a whole schedule of quantities that
will be supplied .at a variety of prices.

that in a market economrsupply responds to a change in demand.

that the degree of response depends upon the elasticity of supply,
that is, the difficulty or use with which supply can be increased.

Skill Objective:

1. To apply theory.

Procedures:

1. Allow 5 minutes for objective test.

2. Dave eomebody summarise the case of hula hoop production. Let them
open books or tura to notes if necessary. Lees make out a theoretical
demand schedule for hula hoops in July, 1958. (Put on board as class
develops.) Let's make a correopowang supply schedule for hula hoops
in July, 1958. Now let'a tisane a demand schedule for hula hoops
in November, 1958; a supply schedule for hula hoops November, 1958; a
demand schedule for has hoops in November, 1959, supply schedule,
November, 1959. (Plot on transparency)

Sow do grow explain the rapidity with which the supply of hula hoops
responded' to the increase in demand? (Resources were easy to shift
from oneinadocry to another because of extreme simplicity of the
product and profits were higher for hula hoops than they would .be if
the same resources were used.ttimanufacture other products.)

Now let's turn to the case of the Utrillo paintings. Let's create an
imaginary demand schedule for all the Vtrillo paintings if they were
all put on the market at the time of his death. Mat about.a supply
schedule? (Obviously, there is a fixed supply and this point should
be made.) Row let's imagine the demanclschedule, or the change in
demand relative to the first schedule made, which might have existed
if the paintings were held off the market for years, and offered at
intervals, one painting at a time. Did Madame Utrillo make a wise
decision? (She obviously did, as the second approach would, of course,
keep the prices up.) Point out that this assumes the taste for Utrillo
paintings (demand) will contlude long after his death. Contrast it
with demand for hula hoops.

Could the market.for hula hoops have been maintained in the same way,
by Wieping hula hoops off the' market? (Obviously not too many
producers, tea easy to convert from other prodOction to hula hoops,
nature of fad no demand once fad has passed.)

Transparency and overlay.



Alternate Lesson Plan:* Reading .15
Subject Objectives: To knows

t. That the term supply refers to a What. schedule Of quantitiesthat will be supplied at a variety of prices.
That in a market economy quantity supplied responds to a changein demand.

That the degree of re:sponse depends upon the elasticity. of supply,that is, the difficult$ or ease with which supply can be increased.
Skill objective:

.1. to apply theory

lroceAures!.

1. Allow 5 minutes for objective test.

Plot demand on transparency as shown on Table I, Lesson 14. Whateffect would this have on' 0404? Plot supply Table 1, Lesson 15._Repeat this procedure fir Tables lig III and IV for lessons 14 end15 with appropriate discussion. The entire cuss period could bedevoted to this exercise if the instructor thought it necessary.On the other hand, this exorcise could be used in shorter fora.together with a limited discussion-concerning determinants ofresponsiveness of supply adapted from Lesson Ptan.A. Or thisexercise. could be given as pert of the homework assignment. if the.4stroctor.wished to devote the, satin atm time to Loom* Plan A.

Transparency and overlay. .



II

.COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS' Fourth Objective Quiz
Readings 10-15

DO NOT WRITE ON THIS EXAMINATION SHUT. This quiz will. last 5 minutes. Foreach question, choose the best of the four suggested answers. Mark an Xthrough the corresponding letter on the answer sheet given you. Give onlyone answer to each question. YOU WILL BE GIVEN N1 CREDIT FOR QUESTIONS FORMICH MULTIPLE ANSWERS NAVE BEEN GIVEN.

1. The market mechanism is most likely to stimulate competition if all butone of the following conditions hay been met:
A. Jorge number of sellers C. one seller
S. identical products 0. ease of entry for producers

As used in economics,the term "market" refers to
A. a mechanism for regulating prices.
4. a mechanism for regulating production.

cp. a mechanism for regulating consumer demand.
D. all three..

3., The is usually not influenced by a change in
A. climate. S. price. C. government. D. income.

The supply of hula hoops responded rapidly to an increased demand for
_aall but one of the following reasons:
AtA. an economic report forecasting good business conditions for the

coming year.
S. existing production facilities could be easily converted to make

hula hoops.
C. manufacturers of garden hose could obtain greater profit from

manufacture of hula hoops:
D. small Investment needed for manufacture of hula hoops.

5. A demand schedule refers to
A. the varying amounts of a particulai good that will be purchased

at different prices during a specified period, of time.
S. the quantity of soul that will be demanded at a particular price.

.. the total quantity of goods that can be sold at-all priceivat.alt
times.

D. the time of year when a particular good will be most in demand..

6. The price of lemonade at a ?rosperoutlemonade stand in New York. City
Mill be :determined, by all tt_pat oasofthefollowing:

-

the :price of orangeade. C. supply of, demand for lemonade.
New York City regulations... Elo,.,the price of sugar.
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Table I
.74 Demand for Ice Cream in Megalopolis on June 21, 1964.

Price
'1.414.2140231.0.01411.24041M2211

.42.90 .700
.85 780-:
.80 -820
.75 1000
.70 1300
.65, 1800

Table I indicates that
A. On June 21,. 1964 the demand for ice cream was 1000 quarts.
B. if 820 quarts of ice cream were sold at 809 per quart on June 20,

the sale of 1000 quarts at 754 per quart on June 21 would represent
an increase in demand.
the sale of 820 quartsof ice cream at 859 per quart. on June 22 would
represent an increase in demand.

D. the sale of700 quarts at 909 per quart on June 22 after selling 1000
quarts at .750 perquait on June 21 woubkrepresent.a decresie in
demand.

Table II
Supply of Ice Cream in Megalopolis on June 2/, 1964
Price NO of quarts of ice cream producers

willinkto supply
$ .90 2300

.80
1900

80
.85

.75
1700

.70 153::

.65 1000

.60 820
If 1000 quarts of ice cream were offered for sale at 650 on June 20
L. offering 1300 quarts at 709 would represent an increase in supply.40; offering 1300 quarts at 659 would represent an ,incregse
C. offering 820 quarts at 609 would represent a decrease in supply.
D. 1000 quarts would also be offered at 659 on .June 21.

Question 9 refers to Tables I and IX,
On June 21, 1964 theoreticallY-the Irides of ice cream in Megalapolis,

should'have,been:
709 B. 659 C. 759. D. 609#11

10. If Megalopolis were Located in a command economy the price of ice
cream would:
A,. still reflect the forces of supply and demand.
B. still reflect changes in weather.
C. still reflect labor unrest, such as strikes.

still reflect -changes in the coati:14f production



Lesson Plana Reading 16

Subject Objective: To knows
1. the advantages of competition
2. the costs of naintaining competition
3. that the economic environment is not. a choice of black or

white (monopoly or competition), but a series of greys
(couatless points elm a spectrum).

Skill Objective:
1. Interpretation (Bloom 2.20

Procedures:

1. This leoson lends itself to student discussion. If your Gleam size
is oral enough, the ideal situation is, of course, to throw out a
leg:di:401=am such as "Is competition worth the trouble of mein*
tainiug it ?" and let the students take Wtrem.there with no
further teacher participation, if possible. If, however, you are
handling a oleos of 50,40 students, discussion among the entire
clasp becmess ctmlbersome. Under these circumstances you might want
to exporiatent with some technique such as the following:

a. 'When the assignee:IC.1s given you might ask 8.12 of the stUdints
to votuntecx to prerare to be "discussants" for the next dey's
class period. ArvenLe chairs for these students at the front of
the class facing the rest of. the class. Depending upon the
respoasiveness of your particular class, their initiative in
stimulating discussion, the amount of flexibility or control you
consider desirable, this forest say be adapted to your
particular' needs in various ways, for example:

1) Croup may be permitted to discuss freely without any designated
control

2) The teacher may choose to act an moderator for the group
3) The teacher or students way elect to choose a moderator from

the student group
4) Croup may be told to do reading as usual, gives no further

instructions, and just told to start discussing when they
come in for the class period

5) Discussant group any be given a face questions to keep in
mind while preparing suggested themes around which discussion
might center
iacwasants eight do reading without aid of additional questions,
beat one 4sp,leeding questions may be put on board facing
discussants to keen ti fOcueed on main point of reading

7) monodiscustants could be involved by putting leading questions
on boor4 behind diecussents, but facing non.,discussants and
allow V3 or 15.61nutes at end of elass'for noawdlscusients

.

to discus4 bowLwall discussants did in clarifying the questions.
asked.

8) WouAiscussants might be more directly involved by passing
out to them paper with questions suggested to discussants
for eiOhnsie, this to:take notes °sleben peinti era
'sada that particularly Valuable in reashingoontensus
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.or solutions when the diseansants strayed from the topic,ate. . Again, thee should be left at end of period to permit
nondiscussents to diocese diseuesonts.
ifloreadiscosionts eight be told that white thoy are, not
ParnitteA, to tooter into itiocussisin, if points co' to mind

. as diecticagn promisses, they nay jot these dam. and wilt
be givet, U r oppostenity at the end. of the class to make these

e.; ,POinta
O) Dinetinflantc; c,kay, be ol1ovtd.10 or' 12 etitiutils for uninterrupted,

undirected discussion:., ilia-diticussants %ley be told in
advance to take notes 4144 et the end of that titre they
be: allowed to question or refute are fttatemont hy
ditiesigenatii* After 5 or 10 minutes of being quistued in, this
'fashion, discussants say.te /Mooed to conclude their

.:^discuseteit,, with or without another questioning session- at
the end.

There are, of Course, many More .verist
interested in tesznins:

(1) hof you chose to teach this lesson;
(2) i :Whit ways: it. succeeded;
(3) where fit. fen, abort =nf .0iPectstion.

. .



ziONINT DICISION mAKING ASSIGNIMIT
(to follow Reading 16)

Tour problem today is to reach agreement within your group an what
you consider the beat possible way of minimising the costs of vain-
ttintes covispetition without detracting from the advantages of competition.
To prepare yourselves for making this decision, you should

(1) list all the advantiges you can think of resulting from
Lning a free competitive system;

(2) list the coats of maintaining a coalpetitive system.

04 your decision forms record your decision on Low.best to minimise
the .cotta of maintAining'cOmpetition end .your.ritaiM0 for..Making the
particular..datiSion you did. '



Ise 4son ,Plan for Reidiag:.XVIi'dOes not
vas, revised and nolessol Oat ;prepared.



Subject Objectives - To know that
1. tuatot conditioni sustsining pure sampstitise-arCaStrOssely

ditties:it to asiatairs

Lesson Plena loisidins 17

althoteh is Aviculture' industry would appear to have most ofthe factor's cocessary to establish and lissintais** pure cespetitive
.Markets ciromissvances developed So Visa, the Salted States felt
forced to autot4ieno tit 'the tadootry.'0* *SW *Motwidespread distress. .\ 4

Skill Objective:
I. Prodoction of a uu.ique.comsissipiti00. (losia 5 10)

Pre :adores s
e SUM agricultire film alidetapo (about 12 minutes)

After tape has been shown ask students to write concise wet isof the "farm probtem".as .it Silik be, swan

is,midwestera farmer
as sharecropper'
sa trgbtri. dweltar

d. s Seuitor fro" Pennsylvania

1' 1



..WRICINATTRAI. PROBLEM - 'Slide Tape Presentation for Reading 17'

starts on: tape, slide no.. 1 should be shown. First 11 slides
L.:14.41.i. be eh= at. even 100second. intervals. Change. in slides groin
.41:t11.1ic farm pictures to poverty scenes should occur simultaissously with

chr.nge in music. Slide no: 12 should be shown when the script begins.)
12 IA a world where millions of'peoplo .are starving, .the United States

..;;:,..;a4s millions a dollars to store unused food. 'In a country where the

successful farmer is wealthier than ever, ethol:mands of marginal farms

are being abandoned every year. In states where (co migrant workers go

hungry, geritleMen farmers are being paid not to grow food. This is the
farm problem. This isthe paradox of the American agricultural industry.

Onusice Change slide when script starts again.)
'c .

av To understand the background' of the farm problem, we must. remember

Colonial America was largely developed by settlers:itho,worked the. land.

):1-boraas 4efferson proclaimed the agriculture/ society as the highest form

of dowcracy in action. 0.1) As.' the settlers pulhed westward and struggled

to cultivate this virgin territory, the American image of the hard-working,

persevering, independent farmer became firmly entrenched: UV rimming became

a way of life closely identified with many of the most cherished .American

ideals and traditions. What happened to this dream?.

18 Bad you visited an early American farm you would have found farmers

plowing without plows, breaking.the ground with hoes. (19 Most tasks were

dcle by hand using shovels, sickels and, sCythet. :(Music. Change slide

wb.en script begins.).

20) In 1793 Eli Whitney invented the cotton gin, one of the first farm
machiaeso., 21 In 1797 a cast .'iron plow was patented.

Iztradred years a dozen more new machines appeared, the

;;Cc.raick' 3 raechanica1 reaper.. These machines saved

a.creaaed production. .

0:2),During the next

most significant being

time and work and
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1.21/ At the beginning of the 20th century, the gasolinedriven tractor

was developed and the revolution in farm power was at hand. 24 Today the

American farmer uses many types of farmlmachines and new ones are being .

invented all the time.

On some large farms, the owner operated a mechanised industry.

Planters, balers, combines, seeders, thinners, pickers have all become

necessary equipment for the large.scale farmer. This rechanizatioa of farm

labor together with a revolution in farm chemistry that occurred at the

same time has made it possible for the American farmer to spend less time

working his land while producing bigger. and bigger crops.

!27,1. During World War I, the farmer operating under competitive market'

conditions, cached new peaks of prosiverity. (ID The downward spiral started

in the 1920s as farm production increased rapidly while the demand for farm.

products lagged behind. Farm distress deepened'with.the Depression.60

Natural catastrophes such as dust storms and tornadoes compounded the over
whelming problems by which the marginal American farmer was already being

submerged. (30! Faced with mass foreclosures, farmers, traditionally dedicated

to an image of independence, turned to government aids for survival. The

first Agricultural Adjustment Act was passed by Congress in 1933. It offered

payments to farmers Who cut production of surplus crops. (Music, change

slide as next sentence, begins.) (14) As a shocked nation, watched,. farmers

plowed under millions of aces of growing cotton and killed thousands of pigs

to keep then from being marketed. Under the New Deal, Congress passed laws

permitting the government to buy surplus foods that customers would not

take (32w off the market at artificially high prices set by.theigovernment.

The farm problem' vanished during World War 11, but when the war ended

farmers were left with the same fundamental problem. Th 1, were growing

more food' than people would buy at a price that would allow farmers to.



Agriculture Slidetape, 3
Improve their. standard of Wring as rapidly as other Americans.

6 ^

The govern*

meat was again faced With the Recessity of buying up huge quantities of food in
order to keep fa* prices higher than they would have beau in the ,absence of this
buying. (35) But one year of plenty was followed by another, and soon there were
huge reserves in all major cash crops. (76) In the midst of this surplus, new
land was being cultivated; government aid against erosion reclesed old land;

!3 1; farm machinery and fertilisers became more efficient; specially treated seeds

grew hardier crops; and (5) productivity rose to new heights. As productivity.

went up, the number of farm wOrkers needed went down.

39 For the lavgewscate efficient farmer, the government supported prices

proved a blessing; they grew large amounts and were guaranteed good prices for

all they grew. And if they were paid to take some icres out of production, they,

poured more resources into the remaining acres. By mechanizing, by fertilising,

by improving, these farmers realized greater and greater profit.. (Music.

Ghana slide dies next sentence begins.)

'0,4 But for the marginal farater, neither government intervention nor

mew technology offered much help. Those who have chosen to remain on their
:awes barely grow enough to feed themselves and their &Millets. They have little
to sell and no cash' reserves with VIIdell to mechanise or expand. any farmers
have =red to the cities and found jobs, but same have found no work of any
kind. Their skills are limited or not sated -to industry. These men swell

the already large ranks of the unemployed. 'Y

142:? Nearly 'a =Mien- other Tiewsonts have become migratory farm workers:
waador from place' to place,' following t. harvests. Their work is

4

regular, 'their iiage4',/oi. Aid, Pwors their children got little education,

.he' too may beicindlone'ci t a stirlsmile fa existence. (Pekoe. Chaise
I rsteidalt next sentence begins.)

VI

loluat we ieeoacile.ouri!yes to such extremes ww() surplucin the midst
of need; prospeOty f y.1444 istd sommt dor! for others?

11
r42 :rico sótuuOz.t n',i)* :donee'

17

7777r I-7,7m r. 4



COMPARATIVE-ECONOMIC SYSTEMS Reading 17

GENERAL PICTURE DESCRIPTION FOR SLIDE TAPE: AGRICULTURE

The pictures for this slide

1. Idyllic Faris' Sceiset

45)

tape are.grouped as follows:

1347, POrtraying farm life as happy,*successful,
individualistic. Paintings of the Grandma
Moses type:are one example.

Portraying scenes such as the Dust Bowl,
abandonedlarms,*farmers and their families
living in abject'poverty.

.Portraying all kinds of modern agricultural
machinery, large-scale farming as big
buOiness, canning, shipping to market,
effiCieUt methods.

Portraying large tracts of.land under
vultivation, vait. Stockpiles of wheat,
4:02mG.andother harvested lomis, harvesting
operations, scientific agriculture.

Portraying individuals using hand methods
in various farming activities: hoeing,
scything, plowing with horses, heystacking,
etc.

farm Poverty Scenes
(7.14, 40.42, 44)

Mechanized Akriculture
(24-26, 29-30, 37-38)

Early Farm Me,thods

Early Mechanised
(2043)

riots I Mire Portraying models, plans, blueprints, of
'early tractors, reapers, balers, pickers,
eta..



Subject Objectives To know

1» that suggested solu4a80.
economically simplex \,

Skill Objective:

Iretation of history is tam
(noon. ext;apelatiani, 2,30)

I4$ Plano Seeding IS

inures :.

,Consideration, of each probl in terse of the two thought questionspreceding the problem/ (1,
. Whet factors, ordinarily stimulatingto competition. failed to operate in each situation? Why?2, _ What factors worked against the aainteaeace of a proe:coa.petjtivelemtket within tb.10 agrl.culturat industry?) --shouldiliove' le st'for a *mkt -PlogrObUs *lase Patot

ecosowiA

.40.r, .4. , s'..* .



Lesson Plan, Reading 19

SObject Objective: To know that
1: It would be economically uasound for certain industries to

operate within a purely competitive market structure.

While oligopolies can exercise. control over price Variations
they.are not completely Eire. of the forces of supply and.demAind.

Fish in an oligopoly must be acutely aware of one another's
Actions; the impersonality, of the perfectly,competitive.market .

(whore one farmer doesn't care much What another: one does) .

is replaced by deep interdependence.

Pricing In en oligopolisticsituation is a combination of
responses to supply and demand, price leadershipof i few key
firms, public opinioasoind.whaOskgoiernment power too.

Skill Objective:

1. Extrapolating implications from current periodicals (Bloom 2.30)

Procedures:

The instructor might well spend a few minutes at the beginning of the
period discussing the source of todayas reading from FORTIES Nagazine,
a magazine geared to the interest of the corporation eirecutive. The
point to .be made, of course, Is that this is not a magazine likely
to be hostile to the steel industry. Whenever pOssible the
instructor should lead the. student towards a critical analysis of
his sources' of information.

If the government were to adopt a handsoff policy towards caigepolistic
industries such as the steel industry, would monopoly necessarily
result? (The largeot, strongest firms might force all others out of
business; bit, po long as there is any reasonable choice of other firm
entering the industry when profits are high, there is a restraint on
the emergence of full monopoly power.)

What factors work against competition in the steel-industry? (Discussion
Should bring out diffiCulties of entering such a business, in terms
of: size of plants needed, investment in research, establishment of
market outlets, development of a large managerial team, etc.)

When steel prices are set, is supply and .demand completely ignored?
Obviously not, as demand would ireg off at unreasonable prices so
that attempts are always made to maintain prices at that level most
favorable to, productive capacity.) At this point, you might want to
ask a few of the students toned the answers they wrote to thought
question #2 last night and use these as your starting point for a
discussion *round this topic.

I
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at faaters,'.other tin 'supply.aa ,,vera.:the steel .ccmpaniesconsidering * sen:price were be establishe&during the crisis.Of 1962?
iscialion should include not only the fact that ,suppty. and demand.wsrehoing considered to the 'extent that steel 40X00!sitiVell were.

ttaaPt08. to estimate the market snit act. prices at they point whichthey cititd sell ;iterate equal to their availabtre.productive
ca cittea, hut also the forces of competition between companies ine. Steel industry, the force of public opinion tt:which the gOVernanet responds, and .the direct force of goVeitament control itself.)

o. claea..mig4t ,conclude with -* .fliecussion of the problems of livingoligopoly: a 0000.034:: free .secietyli..Aesume.that. technology'....404,1060rkets dictate that there shall be oligopolies in array of our
. Hag cen:the public protect itself against possible

.0tisepoliate, whin the impersonal forees'of the:marketbe relied,,titien? And how can this protection be'ichievad. without"i0reating 'government power. So..suilh..iwthe,precties:that.the new issue.can 'the public protect .iteelf against the government?"?

find the class time too short ,te'makeill/ four of the pointsoioneste4- ire to0ayi. s: .40s* pUnic. thie'.. is the ..Case, any one of
d as ,tite 'focal .:point-: of tks reading. and41 2. or 4,. lead 0101Viii4exticUlarty: to student.

:6C WI Si °W.



Lesson Plan, Reading 20

Subject .Objective: *To know that

le There are limits beyond Which the control of competition is
the U.S. becames.illegal

These limitt.are.nOt always easy.to define.

Skill Objectives:

1. :Interpreting tho,intent of the Sherman AntiTrio Act
(Stoma 2.20 InterpretittiOn)

Procedures:

1. Allow first five minutes of period, for objective test.

'2 Class handout - piarmit:tio more than five minutes to read.,
Discuss the difference. between price leadership, as discussed in
yesterday's reading, and price ,fixing'or market-dividing. Cawe the.
students atteratit.to define the'point at Ohl& control of.competition
becomes .reitraihrof trade: The purpose of the discussion £3, of
course, to demonstrate the fine line that separates.cooperation from

Why were the electric coMpanies drawn into the practice of collusion?
(Try to bring out through class discussion the difficulties of
performing satisfactorily under competition. To those who participated
in the collusion, this must have seemed an easier sty to sell products
than to get out and compete Ant prices, service,, etc. That is,
collusion must have seemed to make life easier so long as one trusts
one's fellaw gollodersj

,Im reading provisions of the Sherman AntiTrust Act in class today,
did you .find any statement that described:theactions of the O.R.
executives as illegal? Do you Chink these business executives saw
themselves as '"criminals"? (Use this discussion to bring out the
following facts: (1) interpretations of laws are not always clearcut;
(2) frequently Supreme Court Justices themselves disagree on what is

. :and what is not meant by a law; (3) Supreme Court interpretations
change in response to changes in, the climate of opinion; and (4)
business executives are caught in the dilemma of venting to do I
successful job for their,companies and net always being able to achieve
this while staying within the law.)

If time permits,

6. This petlod could be concluded with an openend discussion of bow far
government,should go in seeing that no collusion takes piaci among



Class Handout to Accompany Reading XX

Congressional power to enact laws regulating American business stemsmainly from a brief clause in Articlel, section 8 of the.Constitution.Under it, Congress is given authority "to regulate Commerce with foreignNations, and among the several states, and with the.Indian tribes" During'the early years of American history, this power remained largely dormant,but in the late 19th century, growth of monopolistic practices began tothreaten Ameriaan society sufficiently to stimulate passage of federallaws controlling certain business practices. The Interstate CommerceAct of 1887 and the Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890 were pioneer regulatorylaws.

The Sherman Anti-Trust Act has since become the basis of many.SupremeCourt decisions concerning what is legal and what is illegal restraintof trade.

:Following, are some excerpts from the text of the Sherman Att. Read thesecarefully. As you read, consider whether the General Electric executivesyou read about last night could have thought they were acting within thelaw when they engaged in the price-fixing practices described. Alsoconsider the basis upon which the Supreme Court Justices interpreted thislaw to define these practices as illega.

THE TEXT OF THE SHERMAN ACT

An Act to'protect trade and commerce ugainst
unlawful restraints and. monopolies.

Sec. 1. Every contract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise,or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the several states,or with foreign nations, is hereby declared to be illegal. Every personwho shall make any such contract or engage in any such combination orconspiracy shall be deemed guilty of,a misatheanor, and, on conviction
thereof, shall be punished by fine not exceeding five thousand dollars, orby imprisonment not exceeding one year, or. by both said punishments, inthe discretion of the court.

Sec. 2. Every person who shall monopolize, or attempt to monopolize, orcombine or conspire. with any other person or persons, to monopolize anypart of the trade or commerce among the several States, or with foreignnations, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on convictionthereof, shall be punished by fine not exceeding five thousand dollars,or by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or by both said punishments,in the discretion of the court.

Sec. 8. That the word "person,"'or "persons," wherever used in this act,shall be deemed to include corporations and associations existing under orauthorized by the laws of either 'the United States, the laws of any of theTerritories, the laws of any State, or the.laws of any foreibin country.
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follows Lesson XX)

. iNPEPEPEN't 4,441VSP4 P111101k AIS;ONHEIrt V
Have cless teat "Is the .'Invisible Rand Losing Its Grip ?" by'Rerbert"'Fergus ThomSon, Jr.

finished
:

When, harri,fins4ed tetadingi coassittees should meet to .discuss andreact group consensus on the following problem.

,,..According to Herbert Fergus:.Montson, jr..;:"The most importanteconomic:: pro0.0*.faci.ng the Ignited Sta4s in the next twodecades 1.3.:!that of ,preserving the advantegee of the .,free:enterprise system- at a, OM) . when, it will have to be abandoned:Mani areas,: of ,,indus4ia/ 1140 A* do yOuvi-as a comaittee,..!think this can best be
:.,, .:*

In disCusoing this problem. Committee should consider

Advantaes of the free enterprise system.

Why it is being abandoned. in many areas of American life*despite its advantages.

Alternatives to abandonment.

Consequences of adopting. alternative*.

Which alternative seems to °fear. the most desirablesolutiOn to the problem? .

.

'



Herbert Fergus Thomson,.Jr.,
in.P4OWZMS. OF UNITED- STATES

'Ecohomic De4eICIOmenti 1958),

Handout with Ind Anal.

"Is the Invisible *Ind'. Losing Grip? ,"
'ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (New 'York, .Comisittee: for

Article states that though moSt.ALericahS ,helieve that "free enterprise".Works to the maximum 'welfare of the `entire community; several conditioniwhich Adam Smith postulated fOr the ,success 'of a- 'free enterprise systemseem to have been ',acceding from the American scene. Projects such asearth 'satellites, atomic poWer projects, etc. for which no private marketexists are not suitable for free enterprise. 'ExCeasi Capacity demande inwar time.also crdate heed fOr girwernMent intervention into business..lionolialies not only exist-iti,the;American'ecohoty;. but receive full supportof .political leaders. ,Lawti to ridistribete income -also tend to inderminethe profit motive (iicome tax)
. .



NOTE: Questions 15 ors paurth. Obits Oiite, Care the 'sass as QUillitiOnli 1
on Fifth Objeative s
Neyer was chan ed



COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS
... Fifth Objective-Quis

Readialis 16-20

WNW %RITE ON THIS EXAMINATION SHEET. This quiz will last'5 minutes.For each question, choose the best of the four suggested answers. Markan X, through the corresponding letter on the answer sheet given you;'Give only one, answer to each question. YOU WILL BE GIVEN NO CREDIT FORQUESTIONS FOR WHICH MULTIPLE ANSWERS AAVE BEEU GIVEN.

1. The Market mechanism operates most competitively if.i all but one ofthe following conditions have, been met:
A. large number of sellers C. one seller
B. identical products D. ease of entry for new producers

-2. As
A.
B.

C.

used in economics, the term "market" refers to
a mechanism for-determining prices:
a mechaniei for determining quantities that will be produced.a mechanism for expressing consumer demands.
all three.

3. The
A.

ifE
C.
D.

problem of relative scarcity exists
only in the least developed 'economies.
in all economies at all times..
during depressions only.
for the low income families only.

'demand schedule for ice cream will ordinarily be shifted by all
following changes except:
a change in the climate

, C. fear of a fever epidemic
an increase in the price of associated with milk productsice cream D. a fall in consumer incomes

'supply of hula hoops. responded rapidly to an.increaced demand forbut one of the following reasons
an economic report forecasting good business conditions for thecoming year

existing.produetion facilities could be easily converted tomake hula hoops
manufacturers of garden hose 'could obtain greater profit from
manufacture of hula hoops
small investment needed for manufacture of hula hoops

4. The
the
A.

V(8;

C.

D.

6. Reasonable competition
A. is uniformly defineclby all Americans.W. is competition reflecting the objectives of the individual

defining What is reasonable,
C. is competition.cerried on in a gentlemanly fashion.
.D. is competition limited to loco], firms..

.



Lesson Plan Reading 21

Subject Objectives: To know that

1. in a etarkit economy the pricing mechtnica works as a rationing,.
device determining who wilt *and who will rot share in the goods
produced.

even in a market economy the.price set by the forces, of supply
and &mend does. not always establish a..desiiable method for
=tient* goods and services:

.

it ocinettecs becomes. desirable, even in a starket economy, to
adopt methods of rationing 'other than those established by the.
price resulting from the competitive ,forces- of a free market.

Skill Objective:

1 Determining .consequences of conditions -described
.011pcm 2:30 Rxtrapolgtion)

Procedures:

`Ate structure of the reading itself outlines procedures for teaching
this lesson. The poisible, consequences' of each situation described
toy be diecusaed. The points to be made in each case are obvious.

. , . . .

When all situation* *described have been discussed, students might
be given an opportunity- to suggest.simitar situations they have Tit%
thought of, where rationing-was not left to the dictates of the market.

..

The last five minutes of class time could be spent attempting to draw
from the students generalisations concerning. cir.cumstences .under
which the market mechanist* is a good device for rationing; circumstances
under which it is a poor device.

vs-
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Prices of farm products
A. exclusively by .free

exclUsivelybY the:,
by a combination of

D., by tradition..,

today are 4eteained
markets.
Sowirnment.
market forces and government control.*

A demand schedule, refers to
the varying amounts of a particular good that will be purchased'
at different prices during a specified "period of time.

. .

the quantity of a good that will be.demanded at a particular price.
C. the total quantity of goods that can be sold at all prices alt

All times. --
D. the time of year when. a particulat' good will be most in demand.

'Ai basic problem facing American agriculture is
A, how to produce more on 1 est acreage.

ItS. how to cope with poverty and .surpluses simultaneously.
-C. how to .prevent farms from mechanising and growing,big.
D. how to avoid= government Control.

10. Pricing. policies of firms in an oligopoly reflect all of the following
titaiPT:

A. it would be economically unsound for certain industries to
operate within a purely competitive market .structure.,

B. there are limits, beyond which the control of competition in the

U.S. becomes- illegal'. ...

firms in . deeply iitterdependent..

.oligopolies-::are not completely free of the forces of supply
and demand.*.-

%,



abject Objective: to know

That while there his been shift. in our econcicy towards the
neacceptance of w k:eeponsibilities for governments this has

been a development resulting frost:grim& and change.. rather than
"abandonment" of Adem Staith's. PolieY of laitienfsira.!..

Skill Objective:.

1. Interpretatfon (Bloat 2.20)

Procedures:

Have class develop thrOnih discussion of advantages and disadvantages
.:*of economy in which govOnment plays taijnimum.roles e.g., role played by

American government in 19th century economy. _Follow this up with.
development of. list of ,a4vantages and disadvantages of econosay in which.,
government has accepted respontibilitiess such as role played
by ittnerican goVernment:lr/.1tid-tweitio*.zentury. .

Keeping these lists in minds have studekiis write, a three.* or four"
sentence.: paragraph answering the question::
°How well, could' the 'pure' market system 'described, by Adam Smith Meet.
present American economic :problems?"

- Rave some of tiiese paragraphs, read as stisuilus for discsissionfcm the
remiinder. of the period.' iDiscussion .stimild be used to,bring.out, the
fact that the governmOnVt acceptance of.:Ore and more economic
responsibility reflec*; 'growth and .thatwo:iiithin the American
economy tatbtit than a daliberate.doCitioa-:to abandon thepOlicies
'of Adam Smith.

ESSAY INATION MORROW.

i!ivMrkrqiikfrTa'qPmgPB'wr""g'gwos"PmiqNPmmwmwi _.4-mannuorrr-



Teacher. 'Instruction for Independent Analysis Assignment to 'Jo licet Essay TestGiven on Day. 29 (Day following assignment of Reading 22). -

an the day after the Essay Examination.covering Readings 13-20 is given,the' following exercise in indepedent .analysis is suggested ae a possibletechnique for developing student skills in analyzing their. own writingweektiesses.

At the beginning, of the period you might pass out the e.seay question againand discuss.Aat must be included to answer the qttestions asked. You mightnote on the board the items included in the question, such as
A. Dissues rapid economic growth.
h. TO be shared by all.
C. Economy presently traditional..

ie2: cent per capita income « $60 per year.
E.- Strengths and probleme in correcting to Market System.

Might talm.i few minutee to discuss Which of these items defintes* what is, beingackef3 for in the student essays anct'which. are merely necessary backgroundmateriat.

.Problee can be bailed down to tmiting essay On Strengths'4Ind problems inconverting from Traditional. Economy to' Market -Econieicy. ...
Once !;:be student has identified what-the 'asking for, you can thenconfront him-with the question, "It it wera.-yourresponsib4ity to gradethese esoays*$, what criteria would you estOlish to help you evaluate theirworth?"' If the students do not.,immediately see:the point, you might atextthen off by sm6ese es. one or two such .est .

A. .klites the essay .answer the question, asked?
B. Does the student state his point of 'via clearly?

. noes he develop his assignieents'in a logical and sequential fashion f?
Does be support. his point of view with coflcrete said specific evidence?..3. Does the specificeiidence used clearly:relate to the point beingmade. etc.?

Once the students have agreed upon .a*.set:' of criteria that they eeniider .reaslnabli for. evaluating this tes4..have theme .regroup into their tieringindependent uctivity.groups. If it Is posiible, it .would probably he mosthelpful.: if you could have prepared ior*corenittee use a dittoed sheetreproducing (without names) three or' tour of the essays written by your own'The essays.shOuld include. :exempla 'of, what you.consider .both good
s.0

*end bad answers. to the question netted* 'but do not indicate Ifoti you meldvaluitte.each. essay. The coulees Should then evaluate each essay_ givingthem ratings of (1) fixes:tient, -(2) good,..(3)...fair, (4) poor, for each of thecriteria adopted. Who they have ritted*;:tliem on the basis of each criteria,they should then assign an A, B, E'gride to each essay.
When thecommittees have readied consensus .and 'assigned .a grade to each of thedittoed essays, giVe each student.his own essay written.lesterday* .ask Wart toread it carefully, -evaluate it on the bents of tbe..eame criteria, end assign



deaf Evalcaticup 2
it a grade.., It is optionaVwhat you do with the grade or what you tellthe student 'ifou are going to dor with the -grade. It is probably importantco indicate that 4.4 how either alreadi reed it papers and recordedtheir grades et' that yaw will read,thea and not be influenced by theirgrades to achieve acne objectivity in looking at their own work that couldbe so helpful 1st correcting weaknesses.



Easay, Exitaiinat'ion.. . .
.... .

. , . (Readings,1320) ....
. . .

.. . . . ,.... ....

.... ,. .
. .

' This*:examination will require 30 minutes. Follow the directions carefully.
SPend.atz least five minutes planning your essay before you begin to write.
Spatkianifther five minutes outlining before you write your final answer.

DO NOT WRITE ON. THIS EXAMINATION PAPER.

..The government of Newzonia, a, newly independent nation in 'Africa, is
interested -in promoting rapid economic groWth that may be shared by all

,...: its :people. Per capita incomes are now abOut the equivalent of $60 per
,year,'(ai ,contrasted with approximately 25O0 per year in the USA). The

.....:. gotiertident is considering- different ways of organizing economic 'activity
:.' in the 'economy; *which has long been marked by traditional ways of doing,

,'. things, RepteSentativesrot the:goyernmept have asked you to write them
', an essay in which you assess the major strengths ...and :major problems that :

. :';:. would arise if :theY.-. tried to organize. the society along the lines of si.''
. . . _ .. .. .

. .

. :' . .pure 'Market- economy., - : , .., -.-. . : .

... ..... .

. , . '..- . .. .. .

. .

.
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lesson Plans: Readings 23 28

Poi the next five days class.time Will be iticint playing the' economic" game.:
.

The ettulents 'however, are responsible.fork-readings' 23-27 whic:h.stiOuld:.
be assigned as homework these five
tssson 28 will call for background'knot/100i° be gained from thise
readings.

*:subject Objectives:* to. illdsgrate
.1. Problems of deafM.0c making
2. Intricacies of planning an economy

Skili..Objective:
1. Application

PrOcedures:..

(Slavin: 3.00)

. 4 . ...,

.:t .

.. ,..,-.I. Much has been written.** for and .agaitirf* tti.e,ise; of games as #.c.lasS";=...:.:.::..
f.

room tool.: This genie .'0;:.Ancluded at thit4Pint not because we 'are ......, .,,..v.,..
.:,. "convinced that this is to: best.way to tend the' Problems of planning I ::.:an economy, but because.. we would like 444010. to evaluate the.

.Atengthil and weakaisaii:Of teething cii-COnoMie concept in thisfashion, YoU Might well 'decide at the 41141 of thili unit, that to yourmind there are better'WOYEE:of, teachings. on the ,Other hand you might findgreat value in this'diEfOient use of,'Plassroom tlife.. A third possibilityis that you might. decide that, while genie's.. can stint late learning,..thisparticular game does not or you Enigh866. Ways in .tollich this gamemight be changed. tv..bettei stimulate. le4rixing. Whatever your reactions,weappreciate your willingneOs to searaitisith Us .for new ways to stimulatelearning. PleaSe he'tp.iis:...learn from yatir.experience by noting .Your:
.reactions at "the: of this unit. _ .,,....- ,.', ..

A few suggestions ad warnings:

A, All computations should be made in.:t.he units exactly as given inSection B of the instructions. DO:NOT comic TO MILLIONS BILLIONS
.
ETC.

. P

You might prefer giving out 'Mt: 41411W fords in advanVe and hivethe students do all,planning up to Point.,where forms are depositedat the World Bank at ,home. Mass time.fordiscussion of;points kroUght- Out ati:aresult of game Suchpoints might, include:...
1. Problem:1 of ciecialon making

. .2. Intricacies Qgs.:planning economy3. PaCtOrs affecting...a nation's eavriaity thatare beyond iii.:ationtrai4. Interdependence of .economies
5. Mutual advantage".- elf compromise betiain nations6.. Price of compromise ..7. ChoiCe involved in planning nied:tO iicrificii in one sector ofeconomy if emphasis' put on groOli:a:gither. Elector.8. Different :Meant of,atia-ining pbjectiVes9. Advantagei and disadvantages of; action :

stressing.
.Many other .economic 'ConiVe-Pts "worth strditing Taightwell evolve duringgame play. If they dO, please. let kno*.about. them.



PLANNED ECONOMICS A CLASSROOM GAME

PLANNING FORK

Year I 2 3 4 5

Name of Country

Bloc

.Assigned Number

ECONOMIC STATUS AT BEGINNING..OF CURRENT YEAR

Standard, of Living .(Table II)

Production Level

Capital Goods .Inventory (Table IV) divided by Population (Table, V)

MilitarY Capability

r

INVENTORY AT BEGINNING OF CURRENT YEAR

Capita/. Goods (Table IV)

.-"

(Same as item. 3).

RESOURCES FOR ALLOCATION DURINGCURRENT YEAR

Population (total Amount of Ilumf;n Resources Aviilable for Allocation

(Table V

Cipital Resources. (Same as item

RATES OF PRODUCTIVITY
for_each country, identified by number,

will be found. in Table VI, Section .of
Instructions. Rate to be ,used.depends_upon
amount of human resources= alloCated to,eaCh.

..type of ,productioil)

Rate .of Conaumer Goods ,Production IrOamoriwilwat:

9.. Rate of C'eipial GOods Prociuctioit

.10 .Rate of itnitary: Goods Px oduction,;,

MOM



Planning Form page 2

PROJECTED PRODUCTION FOR CURRENT YEAR

11. Projected 'Cons*:aver Goods Production

(Capital Resources Allocated to Consumer Goods Production x Rateof Coniumer Goods Production at. Projected Consumer* Goods Production)
12. Projected Capital Gciods ProdUat ion

(Capital Resoucei 'Allocated to Capital Goods Production x Rateof Capital Goods Production In Projected ,Capital Goods Production)
Projected Military .Goods. Production

(Capital Resources Allocated to Military Goods PrOduction x Rate ofMilitary Goods Production Is Projected Military Goods Production)

TRADE AGREEMENTS
(Use separate line for each agreement negotiated)

Type and Amount' of Product Type and Amount of
'given in Trade Product Received in

Trade

Country with which
Agreement`" Made

SUBVERSION.-

Amount of Capital Resources- Allocated to Subversion

PRODUCTION FOR. CURRENT YEAR IF FLAMING GOES EirACTLY. AS PROJECTED
pp

Anticipated Consumer Goods. Production

(Projected. Consumer Goode Production (item 11) + Cabsumer Goods Traded)

icipatet-Capital Goods-Production

Projected Capital Goods Production (item 12) + Capital Goods Traded)

item 13) + 141.1itary Goods Trided)



Planning Form

BALANCE SHEET CHECK ON RESOURCES ALLOCATED

19.* Resources Allocated to:
Consumer Goods Production
Capital Goods Production
Military Goods Production

TOTAL AMOUNT-OF HUMAN
RESOURCES ALLOCATED

(Population,
item 6)

20 Capital Resources Allocated to:
Consumer Goods Production
Capital Goods Production
Military Goods Production
Subversion

TOTAL AMOUNT OF CAPITAL
. RESOURCES ALLOCATED

(Capital
Resources Available
for allocation
during current year,
item 7)

.

.

ANTICIPATED ECONOMIC STATUS AT END OF PLANNED YEAR

21. Anticipated Standard(4 Living

Anticipated Consumer Goods Production (item 16) divided by Population
(item 6) in Anticipated Standard of. Living.

22. Anticipated Production Level

capital Goods Inventory (itera 4) 14 annual depreciation + anticipatedCapital Goods Production (item 17f divided by Population (item 6) -Anticipated Production Level.

2 Anticipated Military Capability

Military Inventory_ (item 5) 10% anttual depreciation + anticipated
Military Goods Production (item to Ili Anticipated Military Capability

..

Deposit ?tanning Fora at World sank -4. bike Chance Card

CALCULATIONi.BELQW ,THIS LIN11.WiLl. SE MAD; ST WORLD .pag. TElLERS



Planning Form

ACTUAL PRODUCTION FOR CURRENT YEAR

24. Consumer Goods Production
1011111r,

page 4

(If Chance Card or Subversion influences this nation's Consumer
Goods.froduction.adjust item 16 accordingly)

25.' Capital foods Production

(If Chance Card, Subversion or War Loss influences this nation's
Capital Goods Production, adjust item 17 accordingly)

26. Military Goods Production.
}MINK WM'

.(If Chance Card, Subversion or..War Loss influences this nation's
Military Goods Production, adjust 'item 18 accordingly

-..

ACTUAL ECONOMIC STATUS AT END OF YEAR

27. Standard of Living
1111101111

Consumer Goods Production (item 24) divided by Population (item 6)

REVOLT LEVEL: Table VIII, Section B of the Initructions indicates
the revolt level for each nation. If this nation's
actual standard of living has fallen below the
revolt level indicated for it, revise its actual
standard of living in accordance with instructions
to be found in item 10,- Section A'of the Instruc-
ions. (Internal-. Revolt) .

2 Production Level

(Capital Goods Production (item 25) adjusted for internal revolt if
necessary divided by Population' (item 6)

29. Military Capability

(Military Goods Production (item 26) Military Goodi Inventory at
Beginning of Tear (item .0-



END OF !UR INVENTORY

Capital GOods inventory at end of year

Capital Goods Inventory at beginning of year Utast - 10% depreciation
+ Capital Goods Production (ites05)

Pass 5

Military31. Military Goods Inventory
(Sale' as item 29)

RESOURCES AVAILABLE FOR ALLOCATION NEXT TAR

32. Human Reiources (item 6)
(Population remains unchanged throughout gaar----

-t

. .

Capital Resources _din; million. 'of dollars)
.(Same as item 30)



DECLARATION OF WAR (Fill out in duplicate)

Name of country declaring war" '(Nation

Name of country against which war declared (Nation b)

Bloc to which Nation A belongs

4. Bloc to which Nation B belongs
0 ^ 3

5. Military capability of country declaring war

6. Military capabilitY of country against which war declared
(to be:filled out by chief World Bank Teller)

To be filled in by Chief World Bank Teller at
beginning of day after war declared .

Countries allied. Military Capability Countries Allied Military Capability
with Nation A of Countries allied with Nations of Countries allied

with Nation k . with Nation

'Total Military Capability of.
Alliance A

Total Military Capability
of Alliance 3



Countrt subverbing 011.0=111ININIMMIAMM

Amount of Capital Resources alloo#ed to abverAon

Nation listing subverted

Sector of .that, r1
being . subverted, (check One) mar Goods Production

tal Goods' Production
Pro tics

Amount .of Damage Resulting
from Subversion (See. Table VII,
.ftOtion .13 .of





TRADING SLIPS (Fill out in 'Duplicate)

1. Country seeking trade Bloa to which nation belongs

2. Product to be traded (check one) Consumer gds
Capital goods
Military goods

3. Mount to be traded (in millions of dollars)

4. Product minted in exchange (check one) Consumer goods
- Capital goods
Military goods

3. Amount wanted in exchange (millions of dollars)

6. Country with which trade aide'

. .

7.. Product traded (check one) Consumer goodo
Capital goods
Military goods

D. Amount traded (in millions of dollars)

9; Product received in exchange (check one) Consumer goods
Capital goods
Military goods

10. Mount resolved (in millioas of dollars)

Arimmeiwirirmwor

011



CHANCE CMS

Dust Storms Caused Crop Failure.
Projected Consumer Production
Lowered 10%

Industrial Managers Engage in
Illegal Gray Market Operition,
Capital Resources Production
.Don 5%

Popular President Elected.
Optimise Runs High.
Capital Resources Production
Stimulated, Up 10%

Nothing Happened of Econcmic
Consequence.
No Change

Pace of Automation Accelerated.
All Production increases 10%

Plot to overthrow government
discovered. Al]. production down
5%

Nothing Happened of Economic
Consequence. No Change

Technological breekthroUgh. New
method developed for producing
steel. Capital Resources
Production Up 5%

Anti-missile missile developed.
Military Production down 15%.

united Nutionei Assessment Dui,.
Consumer Goods P.roductj.oti
Lowered 10%.

Nuclear Attack Eliminates
Total Military Cspability

Chemical Pills to Replace Food
Discovered. Consumer Goods
Production Up. 20S

New Fertilisers Developed.
COneumer Goods Production Up 5%.

New Method for handling materials
developed. Capital Resources
Production up n

Civil Disobedience Demonstrations
break out in major industrial areas.
421 production dawn 5%.

Railroad strike continues for 30
days. AU production down 5% .

Agent of foreign government
-..itiscovered in key post of
Defense Depsrtment. Military
capability down 10%

Untimely Monsoons cause crop
allure. Projected Consoler

.,Production Dawn 10%,

Tax Cut passed by Ccogress
Ail production increased by
10%.

Tax increase passed by Congress..
All production decreased by 5%.

Sothing &W : of economic
sic lo 'change.

Tax roform bill passed by Congress.
Capital Goods Production decreased
by 5%. Military Goods Productiat.
inOreased by 15t,'



Chance Cards

International nuclear test ban.
signed. Military production
down 5%. Capital Goods and
Consumer Goods ProduCtion up
10%.

Nationwide general strike called.
All production down 10%.

Steelworkers sign contract
including profit-sharing clause.
All production up 5%. .

Government cuts national budget.
Al]. production down .511

Nothing happened of economic
consequence. No change.

Federal Reserve Board lowers
interstate rate at which money
can be borrowed. Capital Goods
Production increased 10X.

Rapid general price increases
create uncontrolled inflation.
AU production cbcreased 10%.

Military coup creates internal
revolt. All prodiction decreased
25%.

Nothing happendd of economic
consequence. No change.

Steel rolling equipment becomes
obsolete. Capital Goods Production
decreased 5%.

Nothing happened of econcrd.2
consequence. No change.

All major electrical companies sued
for $100,000,000. Accused of price
fixing. Capital Goods ProductiMm
Decreased 5%.

Severe frost in South kills citrus fruit Legislation freezing all wages atcrop. Consumer Goods Production decreased current level passed. Consumer5%.

Nothing happened of economic
consequence. No change.

Government creates 1,000,000 jobs
through national work force. Consumer
Goodi Production increased 5%.

Nothing happened of economic
consequence. No change.

Crop failures ,of rival nations
bring inquiries concerning- possibility
of trade. Citipsulogr: Goods 1!roduation
incrilkikt 5%

Goods Production decreased 10%.

Animism wage increased. Consumer
Goods Production up 5%.

Nothing happened of economic
consequerace. No change.

All coal mines automated. Capital
Goods Production increased 5%.
Consuair Goods Production decreased
10%.
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Error in statistics for Economic

Ravott Leal

Nation

2*P36

lt
.0075

.005

25% bolo
Revolt. Level

.005625

.00375

50% Below.

.00375

.0025
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Essay Examination
(Readings. 12-20

This examination will require 30. minutes. Spend at least five minutes
planning your essay before you begin. to write. Spend another five
minutes outlining before you write your final answer.

DO NOT WRITE ON THIS EXAMINATION PAPER.

. .-:
.

.

: ..
DUring the -past -'several weeks .we have, studied in some depth the mechanics..of market and command economies. We have seen. the kinds of problems
that. arise in' each. and have learned, to see various .econOmic systems not
as pure types but as mixtures - i.e., the market .society-as we know ,;
it,,inthe:-N.S.A.. has ,elements.::of ,con nand.. in it; the csianand. society asthe U.S ..5..4 a sees it haiielements.,',-of market" in it. Using. .all-..theljnforstation available to youi; think threngh the -following
questions:,., ,. , , .

ow iikely is it, that, with the passage of time,
1.1 men everywhere will come to accept one

economic system as best for them?
What preconditions Would have to be met before
MOW-would agree that 'their goals are,beet sewed
by one particular way of ,organizing their
'econoitic :activities



To know.

..01Sce -on, overhead. bear4 the 4110144. evil:Sat:4R- criteria..:.:
and tell .clasi iril listening veribite...ptesiatitiedii. they :. :.
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.
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'Nalre AS .11telly :siOint$ os U t; pia .ts` sentati s.
Afier -each presentation, evaluate
:criteriski

TratiaPareac. t -Criteril li.sted;s1SVeib ...
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Subject Objective:
Lesson Plans Readies 30

To know:

That the impact of resources upon an a:maw depends upon thethe quantity of resources ovailable, the quality of TOSOUCCIOSavailable, and the Wane* in.which restuirees are held.
Skill Objectives

1. Developing 'ability to extend conclusions beyond .issediateinferences (Blocs, Itactrapolation 2.30)

Procedures:
L3.

Put transparency. 30A on *mitotic

Over/sy list of resources, which are those at end of
Reading 30. Row would you classify each of theist"Clarify any misunderstandings cancers:lug each of the
classifications which might come up:-

Which of theie resoutcas did you decide were most significant
in the development of the Alsatian economy?
Row did the quality and quantitY of resources available
explain the- pipe of economic development that took place*Ohio question should irovide ample material for a full'days discussion.. Be sure the discussion, at some point,touches on the importance of free public .education asdeveloper of quality o human resource. Consider the
. quantity. is which,TOSOUrees INIZ411.:avaitable as .well asthe quality and bald:WO

,
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Lesson Plant Reading 31

Subject Objective: To know:

I. 2hat the pattara of natural, resources used in the United States
has changed in the vast mid will probably cheap is the fUture.,

Skill Objective:

I. Reading charts and tables accurately.

Procedures:

it is suggested that the teacher spend the class pwiod asking the
class each of the questions following each table and chart. Try
to call on the students who do not volunteer to reach those who may
have misinterpreted the material. Transparencies are provided for.
each chart and table.

Austere to the questions asked are as follows:

Masa

1. a. Population has been increasing.

,b Amount of resources likely to be used in any one year depends
upon size of population. As population increases, more
resources needed.

The bitter edicated your population, the more likely they are to
come up with the skills and technology needed to find Substitutes
for natural resources AS depleted. At. the same time, a sore
educated populatim is likely to:consume more resources as a
result of their higher standard of living.

a. 27,7666875. (178,464,236 150;697061)

b. 27,766,875 die 150,697,361 about 18%

sable IX

1. a. Rise b.' Rise

2. Indicates amount available for future use

3. a. 6,345,000,000 barrels or 6,345,000 thousands of barrels
(Should point out to students at this point of always being
aware of what unit figures represent)

b. 6,345,000 +-25,268,000 =about 25Z

4. New sources of petroleum are continually, being discovered.

5.- Change in population affects quantity in which resources used.

Likely pattetas of 1.4eli developments in use ofettersative souxces:of, slier
!,



Lesson Plan 3.1, 2

Table it%

I. increasing

2. not. iadicates sufficient -inforiation to calculate rate
at i2hich population increasing and rate at which reserves
increasing plus rate at which population currently using sat.
Rower, by -itself,' does not:indicate pOssibilities of_either
population or natural gas continuing to be Used at Sala rate.

Chart I

1. about 92Z

2. about 48%

3. Uo -- it shows only what per cent of energy produced in any one
year case from coal, what per cent from water power, that per cent
fry natural gas and what per cent from oil. ET TELLS MEM
ABOUT THE ACTUAL mons OF ANY OF THESE RESOURCES MED AT 1147

4. Of the total energy pr4duced in the U.S. in each year, the.per
cent which was produced by using coal.

Table IV:

i. This indicates the possibility of finding new resources or new
uses for little used resources (such as uranium in creating
atomic polar) when known resources are depleted.

1. Just as the problem of depletion of natural resources depends upon
population trends, so the adequacy of. increases in our agricultural
graduation depends upon population* trends.

Table Vi

1. 5,000,000,000 (Note that unit is given in billions of dollars) .

2. 4,008,000,000 (Ziote that unit is given in millions of dollars)
3. Since what a dollar can buy change; from time to time, accurate

statisticians, in comparing dollars spent at one period of titlewith dollars spent at some other period of title, adjust their
figures to equate purchasing dollars. The dollars used *rough-
out the 80year *span are then assisted to be of comparable purchasing
power.

4. 1214 difference between the amount of a certain class of products
exported and the amount taported in any one year; that is, the
figure arrived at by subtracting the envoi nt exported from the

importsd



a exported

by the minas sign in front of the figure indicating thatthe figure for experts greater.thaa the figure forSaporta.

Ufa= ?Um 31.83

11ati at whiOreaourial

Transpurercieas



YEAR

1870

1880

1890

1.900

1.910

mgo

1.940

1,50

1960

77' 7 -' S,,YTAVyrif.' 97 "

TABLE i

PULATI ON, UNI TED STATES 1,87044.960

81.8,449.

50455,783

6t,9471714

759994,675

91,972,266

1.05,710 9 620

122, 775,046

131., 669, 275

1050s 697 361

178,464,236

11014111

I AK SCHOOL YRS. COMPLE
POP. OVER 25 YRS. OF NE

8.6

9.3.
10.6



TABLE Ii.

PETROLEUM PRODUCTS AND RESERVES (U40),
( I N 1110USANDS OF BARRELS OF 42 GALLONS)

1.946-bi950, AVERAGE

i951.-1.955, AVERAGE

1956-1.960, AVERAGE

1960
.

1.962 (PREL

'RESERVES

14885,325

338,809 1959

2,666,539 1960

2,617,283 ±9

2,574,933
2, 676485

5,268,000

347

31., 6131000

03890000

I

NATURAL GAS

YEAR TOTAL MARKETED
PRODUCT ION

1930

940

1958

4 943

2, 660

6,282

a,o3o

TABLE 1 1 1

(BILLIONS OF CUBIC FEET

EST I MATED PROVEN
RESERVES AS OF

END OF YEAR

135,593

254, ma

NC REASE OVER
PREVIOUS YEAR

5,211

_7.573



TABLE *1 I

NATURAL GAS (BILLIONS OF CUBIC FEET)

YEAR TOTAL MARKETED ESTIMATED PROVED I NCREASE OVER
PRODUCT I ON s RESERVES AS OF s PREVIOUS YEAR

ENV OF YEAR

." 1950 943

1940 2, 660

1950 ,232
1958 11,030

5, 2ii
7,573

16* COMPARABLE F I GIMES NOT MAI LABLE
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TABLE IV

ESTIMATED URANIUM ORE RESOURCES

(IN /WO TONS)

1950

4954

3955

1.956

2957

1.958

1.959

2 000

I:0,000

27,000

4Ot000

788000

82,500

.,000
F.

TABLE V

PRINCIPAL AGRICULTURAL MOM -YIELD PER ACRE
(IN BUSHELS)

YEAR DM ira ailla
±931"1935 25.9 ILI J 20.0
±936-1940 0.2 11.8 22.0
1941-1945 32.2 124 24.1

,1946-1950 .2 25 8
1951-1955 .9
195e

800

2,650

5,50o

8,960

11,000

21,000

21,410

si
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Lesson' Vats Reading 32
Subject Objectives: To know:

1.. That. the' pattern of capital resources has dianged in the pastand will probably change in *is:future.
Skill Objectives:

1. Application (Blom, 3.0)

Procedures:

1. Ask students to read their lists of statistics nacessm. toIndicate the role capital resources have played over the yearsin the industrial developcsenvoi'productivity of cations. La alists are read have class evaluate.. Develop on board or overheada listing agreed upon by the aliss as a good one to teach the
subject objective stated above... D9 not spend sore than 5ainutes on this exercise.

When list has littGl1,4aveloped,::patis out Table Reading Test. Ravestudents write the answers to the questions following each table.
Answere should be graded and codisidered as 'teat. This tatwill bring to your attention t4ose students wbo need extra helplearning to interpret charts.:

Answers. to Quistionti Following Tables.ovi Reading 31, Class landout
MA I

An index Hums indicates that' a value of 100 has been assignedto the figure. for a particular:is:a (called the base year).
!dm figures for all other yeaiiare shown in terns of their
.proportionate value relative to that base year.
increasing over the years, but sot at a steady rate in each decade.
a. Inerseeing efficiency on part- of labor
b. Greater use' of capital resources

MLR U
1. Ras 128612

2. a. no

'3: no

b. no a:. no

4. a. Rate at Which capital vas being invested in our industriesduring this period of tine..
b. How large a labor force was being used:.

TA ALt III
1 In general, trend has been upwird

2 Depression

3. no

4. a. Totsil production f Labor input Morel



Coastcatly increasing.

Probably continue to locrease,

Changes to toput,of factors of prOductioa other the ca#Ltal. .resources



Period
18694870
1879-1880
1889-1890-
)419941900
1969 -1910
191941920
1929-1930
19394940
194941950

Class Handouts Lesson 31

TATILZ.I

MI GROWTH 0! AMMAN PIODUCTIVITY, 1869-1950

.

Output of alt commodities. per
mon hour 1899 100

67.

82
100
125
151
243
282
102

figures from Table 6, AMMAN ZOONONIC HISTORY, edited by Seymour:.Z. Harris, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1961, p. 72.

What- is an index number?

What has been the.trend inproduativity per santot'iou.rin the U.S.?

Give at lealt. tiro possible explanations for thiii.
4



or ...a try

Period

Easissim mini&

YM

TABU II

Handout, 31, 2

TIM GROWTH OF AMERICAN OUTPUT, 1869.1937

Gross National Product Indices of Output: 1899 100in 1947 dollars
otal, in Per capita

billions in dollars

1869-1878

1879-1888

1889-1898.

A099-1908

1909-1918

1919-1928

1929-1938

1930-1948

1449 1957

16.4

31.1

42.6

65.8

90.2

124.3

130.6

224 1

297.6

370

570

630

800

920.

1.100

1,040

1,630

1,860

31 43

46 63

71 79

100: /00.

143- .1.15

186 .126

281 14i

290 159

443 212

25

36

66

100

158

222

364

374

604

17

31

57

100.

184

234

389

366

466

What does Table II show you concerning the trend of production inthe U.S. in the past?

Does this tell'you anything about productivity per man-hour?
Does this tell you anything about productivity per unit of capital
invested?
Does this tell you anything about the relative importance of theindividual factors of production involved?

From Tables I and II do we have sufficient information to draw any
conclusions concerning how much the use of capital goods affects.
produttivitY?

What other figures do we need to, make such a generalisation?



Handout; 31, 3

TABLE III

CAPITAL IN !Af4tiorAceruauta INDUSTRIES: 1930 to 1955 (U.S.)(in millions .of. dollars)Real net value in 1947 dollars (Dept. of Coamerce)
Year Itructures

Jimtimul Ini;entories1930 32,100 13,900 19,100

1935 '28,800 11,300 15,200

1940 48,000 12,600 20,500

1945 26,600 16,300 24,100

1950 30,700 24.800 29,100

1955 33,200 31,100 37,200

1. What does Table III tell.you concerning the i?lestment incapital resources by American industries?

Row do 'you account for the drop in investment between the years1930-1940?

Does Table /II by itself tell you how important investment inphysical capital is to total productivity?

What other information would you have to have for these saneYears to get any ins fight into the impact of capital investmenton productiVity?



Handout, 31, 4

TABLE IV

TOTAL CAPITAL IN MAJOR BRANCHES OF MANUFACTURES IN 1929 DOLLARS U.S.)(
(in millions of dollars)

1948`1
gmeaporro

1929 1.914 1904 1899 1879

Food and knitted products 10,488 9,591 6,515 4,656 3,760 897

Textiles and textile, products 6,892 8,195 5,163 3,482 3,145 998

Leather products 817 1,213 1,351 1,066 891 328

Rubber produces 1,422 1,131 265 93 74 10

Paper, pulp & products 2,476 2,2'9 1,246 670 455 90

Chemicals & allied substances 6,487 4,221 2,078 1,134 871 206

Petroleum refining 11,188 6,092 [ 552 254 195 37

Iron & steel products 9,645 6,666 5,166 2,886 1,581 472

TABLE V

INDEXES OF MANUFACTURING PRODUCTION BY DMIXTRY GROUP
1947 al 100

1947' 1929 1914 1904 1899

100 46 34 24 19

100 67 48 32 26

100 79 64 58 50

100 57

100 52 24

100 35 S 15

products 100 54 12

100 65 29

Food.

Textiles & apparel

Leather

Rubber products

Paper

Chemicals

Petroleum & coal

Primary metals

IMO MOP

14 10

3 6

6 5

18 14

1. After studying Tables IV and V, what generalisations could you
make concerning the role physical capital has played in,Dr.S. product-
ive processes in the past?

What prediction might you sake for thi future on the
these figures?

What figures do you used to show relative importance
capital as .a factor of production?'

basis of

of physical



(follows Beading 32),

INDEPUDENT MALIBU natOo ASSIGMMINT

Today you will spend in the library,

in'eommittee you will decide what statistics would have strengthenedour lessons on the productive role of resources. Whet figures, tablesor charts would have most graphically shown the role natural, capitaland human resources have played in the past? How could we have betterdemonstrated the role each presently plays?

Ouring.the last five minutes of the period, you will indicate on anIndependent Decision-Making Fora what statistics you found tostrengthen the lessons and the source. If your committee finds nothing,indicate what you attempted to do and why you failed.

Because of the need for group discussion, this activity night be moreeasily bandied by bringing to the classroom whatever statisticalsources the school library can provide.



Lesson Plans Reading 33

Subject Objective: To know
1. The importance of the role played by the development of hamresources in building modern nations

Skill Objective:
1. Interpretation (2.20)

Procedures:

1. You alight want to "warm up" die class with some stimulus question suchas "Cow important did you decide the development of hum resourcesappears to be to the building of modern nations?"; or, "Serbiseaand *era refer to the novelistic* and investment of strategic hugestcapital.' What do they mean, by this?"

2. You might also want to spend some class time discussing the difficultiesof collecting valid statistics.
3. The remainder of this lesson might be done either as a written ororal exercise.

a. if written, students could be given specific questions toanswer Such at:

1) What to the relationship between GNP per capita and national
level of development? Why can this be considered a measureof national development?

2) What in the relationthiprbetween't of population engaged inagriculture end national level of development? Why can thisbe considered a measure of national dev d'Apment?

3) What is the relationship between teachers per 10,000 popula-tion and national level of development? Scientists? Physiciansand dentists?

4) In which of the cases noted above is the relationship mostdistinct?

5) If statistics were available, what other measures of national
deitetopinent might be reasonable ones to use?

.6) Why did Harbison and Myers use the particular measures of
national development that they did? Was th.s a reasonableway to measure national deveitopment? Why?

) What is the significance of the nmsber preceding the nameof each country in Table I?

8) Meat is.encompassed by the tern "national development"?

9) What factors do you consider important fin determiniagthe rats at which national development will take place?



1 'I

?Amon Plan 33, 2
If you prefer to scabies elements of both a aril en andoral presentation, students might ,be asked to jot down asway implications as they can thik of that can be inferredfrom the inforesticm on Table 2. Time could be left at dialend of the period to discuss these implications.

-44 canpletely oral presentation can be prepared using thetrauspiirenaiecof Tables l and 2 as stimulus materials to
. bring out sins points solisidesed in written exeroise#

Transiarenciess .3



TABLE i

COUNTRIES GROUPED BY LEVELS.OF HUMAN RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT ACCORDING TO COMPOSITE INDEX

LEVEL I,

o 3 NIGER

0.75 ETHIOPIA

1.2 NYASALAND

1.55 SOMALIA

1.9 AFGHANISTAN

1.9 SAUDI ARABIA

2.2 TANGANYIKA

2.6 IVORY COAST

2.95 NORTHERN RHODESIA

3655 CONGO

44 LIBERIA

4.75 KENYA

4.95 NIGERIA

5,3 HAITI

5.45 SENEGAL

5.45 UGANDA

7.55 SUDAN

LEVEL I I PAU I ALLY DiyElipPfD

0.7 GUATEMALA

10.7 INDONESIA

10.85. LIBYA

14.2 BURMA

14.5 LOthNICAN REPUBLIC

14.8 BOLIVIA

.15.25 TUN/SIA

17.3 IRAN

19.5 CHINA (MAINLAND)

20.9 BRAZIL

22.6 COLUMBIA

22.7 PARAGUAY

23.15 GHANA

29.65 MALAYA

24.3 LEBANON

'24 4 ECUADOR

25.2 PAKISTAN

26.8 JAMAICA

27 2 TURKEY

90.2 PERU



TABLE i

COUNTR I ES GROUPED BY LEVELS OF HUMAN RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT ACCORD I NG TO COMPOSITE INDEX

LEVEL Ills
33.0

354
35.2

35.5

39.6

40.0

404

MEX I CO

THA I LAND

INDIA

CUBA

SPAIN

SOUTH AFR I CA

EGYPT

40.8 PORTUGAL

47.3 COSTA RICA

A7.7 VENEZUELA

48.5 GREECE

51...2 CHILE

55.9 HUNGARY.

53.9. TA I WAN

55.0 SOUTH KOREA

56.8 ITALY

60.3 l YUGOSLAV I A

-66 .5 POLAND

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

URUGUAY

NORWAY

LEVEL

771
79.2

8200

84.9
85.8

88.7

92.9

10..6
i07.8
iii .4
12i. 6

i23.6

i337
i377
i47.3

I V ADVANCED

DENMARK

r)'*.tEDEN

ARGENTINA

ISRAEL

WEST GERMANY

F I NLAND

U.S.S.R.

CANADA

FRANCE

JAPAN

UN I TED KINGDOM

BELGIUM

NETHERLANDS.

AUSTRAL I A

NEW ZEALAND

1#1I TED STATES

33
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Lesson Plans leading 24

Subject Objectives: To knows
1. , that the role of the entreprentui is to initiate, coordinate

f and supervise economic activities;.

tie t the traditional economy does not need entrepreneurs;
that the role of the entrepreneur is becoming Maie and more
specialized in conplez modereiconolinavcieties;
that the role of the entrepreneur in the United Statile
shared by independent individuals, managers hired by large.
corporations and government;
that the role of the entrepreneur in the Soviet WW1 is
shared by goveramentappointed planners and managers.

Skill Objectives*
1. Ability to interpret underlying phitosop4ical content of

fictionalized account (Bloom 2.20 interpretation)

P.roCeduress

ea "

1. Prom Dos Passosl account of Uenry Ford's rise to prominence as an
entrepreneur, what would you say were the.personal characteristics
that led to his success? (in discussion teacher should bring out
that this account, while fictionalized for dramatic effect, is
essentially. correct in its facts. But the interpretation of facts
is often a subjective matter. 'Men with vel.u-66 different from Dos
Passes' would see things differently. Students. should mention Ford's
ingenuity, his drive and .ambition, 'his crescivity in bringing new ideas
to the act of largescaleproduction.)

Sow do you think the editc;4 of a businessman magazine would have
described Ford? A college economist?

As an entrepreneur,. what would you any were Ford's major contributions
to the development and growth of the Ford Motor Company? (Re initiated
the company, he coordinated the economic activities of the company,
and he generally supervised the operation of the company.)

4. Would you say that, in general, these functions could be considered .

the contribution of the -entrepreneur to production? (Yea)

In a pure traditional society who are the entrepreneurs? (There are
none. A pure traditional' society does not need entrepreneurs because .

economic activities are ao.simple coordination and supervision are not
necessary. and all' economic activity is initiated in accordance with
custom.)

In the Eskimo societies we studied early this semester were there any
entrepreneurs? Whyt (Yes the head of whaling crews, some tribal
chiefs. Eskimo society is not a mere traditional economy. There are .

production tasks iri that. require coordination)
.

Give some examples Of entrepreneurs in the.United States market
seemly. (Sere should.lse:brousbit out the fact that then are thaw

Win14e,alassifieations of entre newsin the United Statea.
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'There are still individual owners of businesses who themselves take
the initiative in.founding a business, coordinating its activities,
and' personally supervising its activities. There are Managerial
.entrepreneurs who do not initiate a business but are hired to coordinate
and supervise its activities. And there is the government at ell
levels, federal, state and lvca, wlri.h frequently initiates economic
activity, such as road building, school Wilding, etc., and sometiMes
Coordinates and suiervt3es economic activity as well.)

In the pure market econok70. uhigh of theie entrepreneurs would exisit
(The individual. entrepreneur and the hired manager entrepreneur.:

. There it obviously no place for governmental an entrepreneur 'in a
pure market economy.)

Is there a place for the entrepreasur in the Soviet Union? (yes)

9. What is the entrepreneur's role 14 ae.eaustid economy? (The same as
is any other economy. To initiates' supervise and coordinate economic
'activity.)

10. Who plays the role of the entrepreneur in the Soviet command econow?
(gconemio plasners who initiate and coordinate activities and
industrial managers who supervise and Coordinate activities at'ai
lower level of production.)

11. Is, it conceivable that compiet economid societies' could develop and
function without 'entrepreneurs? OW f

12. If there is time left,: the instructor.might let the students 'play
wound With opi4iiendecl .diimOstion'aiiieerwids whether-Om lre*d.
could achieve the success:he, diji:if he era starting out''today.
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COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS EldSemester, Examination
Rrnadings 143

DO NOT WRITE ON THIS EXAMINATION SHEET. AN ANSWER SHEET HAS BEEN PROVIDE).

This objective examination will last 30 minutes. it consists of 50
questions. For each question, choose the best tl the four suggested
answers. After you decide Which answer is best, mark an X through the
letter on the answer sheet. Give only one answer to each question; no
credit' will be given for multiple answers.

Example: Question Sheet Answm Sheet
1. Chicago is 'a 1.. A A C

A. state C. country
B. city.. JD. continent

If you do not know the answer to a question, go on to
thin return to questions you have left blank. If you,
one of the four suggested answers as certainly wrong,
guess among the other three. The exam will be graded
number right minus one-third of the number wrong.

the next one, and
are able to eliminate
it will pay you to
according to the

Questions 1 3 refer to the following statements:
First speaker: "We have used up everything that was allocated

to our factory and we can't get any more."
.ilecond speaker: "If you can't get enough for a dollar, offer

$1.10."
Third speaker: 'Wm going to follow the same occupation as

my father."

The statement by the first
by a person in
A. a command economy,
B. a traditiona1 economy.

The statement by the second
by a person in.
A. a command economy.
B. a. traditional economy.

speaker is most likely to have been made

The statement by the third
by a person in
A. a command economy.
S. a traditional, economy.

.which of the

the Dennison
1.

2.

2 & 3

C. a market economy.
D. all three' of above.

speaker is most likely to have been made

ItC. a market economy.
D. all three of the above.

speaker is most likely to have been made

following `groups received
Manufacturing Company?
the workers
the owners

B. 1, 2 & 4

* market economy.
all three of the above.

benefits from the workof

All but one of the gollickvin$ as a factor in the deCisiona of tho
Dennison Comma)/ concerning at they should pxoAuci:
A. Demand f. Supply from other firms.8. Tradition tostOv of Production



Comparative Economic Systemi NidSem. Exau, 2

6 The bennison Company was
A. an individual proprietorships C. a corporation,
B. a partnership. 411D. all three.

Questions 7 10 refer to the following four item©. Note: some
items may be used more than once and some not at all
A. A spokesman for a "pure" traditional economy
B. A spokesman for a "pure" command economy
C. A spokesman for a "pure" market economy
Do A spokesmen fora mixed economy

7. "I would not permit these economic outrages to continue. I'd take
over the means of production and allocate goods for the welfare of
the people instead of for the profits of the few."
A. 3. C. D.

"It isn't necessary. to change the economic system completely to
eliminate these evils. We can regulate corporate activity in those
areas where businessmen have broken the rules."
A B
"The trouble is that too few firms are in this business so that
competition cannot operate satisfactorily. We must have hundreds
of firms making this product if the consumer is to get good quality'
at a low price."
A. B. D.

10. "Frankly, I'm bewildered at the way.you run this country. No one
seems to know his' place. Men seem to do any job they want to and
to recognize no obligations."

41A. B. C. D.

11. Adam Smith believed that man's
following the dictates of

*A. supply and demand.
B. a benevolent government.

OCOUOMiC needs are best served by

C. tradition.
D. a central planning board.

12. All but one of the following are important in predicting an economy's
resource potentials
A. rate at which resources are presently being used
S. rate at which populaticn is growing
C. state of teChnological development

*D. 'form of economy under which society operates

13. $.6
IltA.

B.
C.
a.

median school years completed indicates
that more people complete 8.6 years of school than any other
number of school years.
that the eighth grade is the hardest, causing sttlints to drop out.
that more students go to_ school in the U.S. than anywhere else.
that the.evarage numb!r of school years completed is 8.6.

-17"7"-2111.r. -Infrirl=.41121"'"5"
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Questions 14 '17 refer to the following resource classifications.
Indicate by letter the proper classification.

A. Natural -Exhaustible and Renewable
B. Natural Inexhaustible
C. Natural Exhaustible and NonReiewable
D. Capital

14., Row would you classify wood as a resourcut
C.*A. B.

15. Row would you classify zum uters7
A. B.

16. How would you classify climate?
A. 411B.

17. Row would you claisify highways?
A. 8.

..
18.

15
Clothing
(in tens of 14
thousands 44

of itemia

A

0 1
1P4od (in millions of pounds)

The production possibilit* sehedule shown above indicates that
A. a nation's production of clothing doesnot affect its production

of food.
.

B. food output can be increased by improving production methods.
Vo. foOd output (Jan'be increased by directing resources used to produce

clothine to the production of food:
V the only reason countries suffer from lack of food is that they

indulge themsetves by oyerproducing 40thifti,

19. Competition is easiest to
one of the following:
A. little skill
i. small invfoltrnint

fLn4 is industries characterised by all but

use of critical Patents
rea44y available ,raw materials,
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20. Pair compatitiOn is usually defined in normal speech as
A. competition controlled by the government.
B. competition encouraging the survival of the fittest.
C. competition free of all controls.

SAD. comOtition favorable to whoever is defining fairness.

21. Middletown, Ohio. Demand Schedule for Ice Cream
Week of June 21, 1961

If the oric., of ice cream were Consumers would buy
.80 60,000 quarts
.75 70,000
.70 85,000
.65 100,000
.60 120,000 11

.55 150,000

.50 180,000

During the week of June 21, 1964 in Middletown, Ohio, 150,000 quarts
of ice cream were sold at 550. According to the schedule shown
abovell'a change in demand would have taken place if
A. 60,000 quarts were sold at 800. C. 100,000 quarts were sold at 650.

itp. 100,000 quarts were, sold at 700.D. 83,000 quarts were sold at 700.

22. Table I
Petroleum Products and Reserves (U.S.)
(In thousands of barrels of 42 gallons) .

Year Production ProvetvReierves
1946-1950, average 1,885,325 1950 25,268,006
1951-1955, " 2,338,809 1959 31,719,347
1956-1960 ',2,566,539 1960 31,613,000
1956 2,617,283
1960 2,574,933 .

Table I indicates that
A. the U.S. is using petroleum faster than it can be replaced.
B. there will be a serious petroleum shortage in the U.S. by the

year 2000.
it. sources for produang petroleum are still" available lathe V.S.

the yearly production of petroleum has been constantly increasing.

23. The major problems now plaguing the American agricultural industry
could be solved by

10. .removing all government controls.
accepting solutions that will solve present protases by creating
differeat problems..

-C. removing price controls, but keeping all othersoliernment controls.
D., .incressing farmers:.productivity,. .,



Comparative Economic Systems Hid-Sem. Exam. 3

Questions 24 -25 refer to positioning' economies on the following
spectrum.

.4

Encourages
individual
initiative

A B C

24. AA pure market economy would be positioned around point
A. 3. C. D.

23. A pure command economy would be.' positioned around point
A. . B. C. D.

'Questions 26-29 refer.to positioning economies on the following
.spectrum

........r

Discourages

in4tVidual
initiatiii

All economic decisions
made in response .to

free markets

No economic decisions
made in response to

free'inarkets

C

26. A pure market economy would be positioned around point.

AMA° B.. C.. D.

27. A pure command economy. would be positioned around point
A. B. C. ARP.

28. The United. States would be positioned around point
A. all. 4: D.

29. Tha Soviet economy would be positioned around point
A. B. MC.

. D.

30. An

grA
B.
C.
D.

oligopoly refers to a marketwheFe
there are few sellers.
there sre few buyers.
there are few. buyers and few sellers.
there are many sellers and many, buyers.

31. Interpretations of the Sherman
one of the following practices
A. price leadership
B. price

Anti-Trust Act have declared all but

restraint of trade
D. cLeation of monopolies

-

32. The.market mechanism is most successful in operating as theoretically
. predicted, when all but one of the following conditions exist:
A. many sellers C. many buyers

identical products production dependent on use
of rare resource*



Comparative Economic Systems Mid-Sem. Exam, 6

33. The price techanism is used as a rationing or allocating device in a
A. command econowc C. traditional economy.

mo. market economy. D. all three.

34. In the United States the price
cotton is determined by

A. supply and demand.
D. administrative order.

of farm products such as wheat and

C. big farmers.
AD. a combination of market forces

and government control.

35. In the USSR farm prices are determined by
A. supply and demand. C. big farmers.
8. administrative, order. D. a combinstlen of market forces

and government control.

36. The
the
A.

*B.
C.

D.

37. The
but
A.
B..

problems of Soviet agriculture are affected by all but one of
following:
how to use available acreage more efficiently
how to cope with poverty and surplus simultaneously
how to adapt advanced technology to the problems of farming
how to encourage more people to go into farming

market mechanism is likely to fall as a rationing device when all
one of the following conditions, exist:
one firm controls production 10. product is easily reproduced
production is strictly limited D. virtually no buyers for product

exist

38. A natural monopoly may be described as
A. an industry in which companies operate under a special grant

given. by the government.
D. an industry in which companies operate without artificial

.regulations set up by.an appointed commission.
C. an industry in which a single company owns all patents within

a particular field of operation.
41.10. an industry in which there is only one seller due to conditions

inherent in the industry which make competition selfwdeitructive.

..-
39. The major function of priciarin*the Soviet Uelon is to

A,, simplify planning. C. determine value.
p. ration goods. D. establish cost.

40. The present Soviet bonus system encourages factory managers to
Ak. act production goals high and take a chance on not being able to

meet them.

*Co
e set production goals realistically and do their but to meet them.W set production goals loaad hope to exceed them.

D. sacrifice quantity for the sake of quality.
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Questions 41 through 44 refer to the following statements:
First speaker: "It seems only fair that those who work hardest and

succeed in making the most money should receive
the largest share of a country's goods."

Second speaker: "Your emphasis on hard work is commendable, but your
attitude will shake the very roots of your society.
Goods should be distributed among those whose families
are accustomed to receiving such goods. They will
knew from experience how best to manage such osses
:lions and they will insure a stable society."

Third speaker: "Neither of you understand hUman nature. If the
welfare of society as a whole is to be protected, you
cannot trust to the whims of individuals. Government
itself must divide production. In this way the needs
of the individual and of society can both be
considered."

Fourth speaker: "You're.all wrong. The division of goods among the
members of a society is totally unimportant. For
whom goods are produced couldn't matter less."

41. The statement of the first speaker is most likely to have been made
by a person living in a
A. traditional economy.
B. command economy. D.

market economy.
none of the above.

42. The statement of the second speaker is most likely to have been made
by a person living in a

aA. traditional economy.'
B. command economy.

43. The statement-of-the-third
...-a-perion living in a

A. traditional economy.
118, command economy.

44. The statement of the fourth
by a person living in a
A. traditional economy.
S. command economy.

C. market economy.
D. none uf.

speaker is most likely to have been made by

C. market economy.
D. none, of the above.

speaker is

C.
AD.

most likely to have been sad*

market economy.
none of the above.

43. Individual autreprenenrs who have chosen to operate and profit from
iIlegel capitalist ventures prove that
A. *extreme pressures are put on. Soviet factory managers by the

secret police.
citizens of Soviet Russia are unhippy living under the ComMunist
system.

IMP. some individuals in all societies are probably willing to pursue
indiVidual profit.

D. Americans is a group are more moral than Russiins.

ikleiher. A.1 I
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46. The Soviet adoption of an incentive system indicates that
A. market economies are more efficient.
B. command economies only work in theory.
C. Russians are tired of doing without consumer goods for the sake

of spurring industrial growth..0 individuals universally respond favorably to an opportunity, to
better. their own position.

Questions 47 through 50 refer to the following quotations:
I. "This 1,0 my invention and what 1, do with it is my business."

II. "Although I created this inventions did it under state
sponsorship. It therefore belongs ,to this state and what is
done with it wi71 be for the titSt*.tadecide,"''

III. "Start planning a campaign to introduce the public to the
greatest invention of the decade pine scented latherless soa$

IV. "Thatcs a great ,invention. We'll plan to produce 180,000
units for summer consumption."

"Throir that invention away. It's good, but it will create than
47* The statement most like); to be made by an individual living is a

traditional society.
A. I B..

48. The statements most 11.1.$21./ to be made by an individual liVing in
a command society are:
A. 1 & 'I.._ .: _W.II & -III-- Ile:. -.-I/.-4 -IV D. Ir.& v

.............,..._____.
_ ... ........

. .

49. The statqments most li.a. to be mad.* by an individual living in a
areL.I &III I & V C. /I 4 /V , . 09 II lig V.

50. The statements that could have been aide by indiViduals liVitig either
in a coasand or market society are:./ II, III O. //, III, .110

; 1416.1 41161*.*;.64:..: ;tut^ rf %kW., WW1. ' r-,40.4



Subject Objectives: To know:

That in a pure market economy incomes which in turn determine
distribution shares, of the satiates production, are basically.
determine4 by supply and demand.

Les!ton Plan; Reading 35

_That distribution.4termined
inequalities.

in this is inUIRr sometimes leads to

That distribution systems free from all issequelAties are
.probably impossible to addeve..

Skill Objectives:

Call on less vocal members of class to present their plans.
, .

After each plan is presented, call, for class discussion either
. supporting or .attacking the plan. Make sure that students see
that plans may be aii.praised 'Oath on grounds of (I) their logic and
Practicality,' and (ii): their appeal to the individual who- islistening to That is, both, logical, analysis And personal
values W:6 levant. With each ,discussion ,an attempt should, ben.. --made to bring put practical. difficulties ep ying- Utopiaa
plans . to the real 'war -..



Subject Objective: To know:

1. that there are several different labor markets is a complexsociety
2. that within each market, wages .acre' basically estalYlishe4 by

supply and demand
3. that the following factoro way inhibit the free working oZ

the format: of supply and demand in establishing cousamtitive
waseet (I) lack of mobility of sauch.of labor, particularly
unskilled; (2) lack of, full information on edating wegcl :catas:,job availability, and job charatteristics; (2) .not enough tote.l.

sad for labor (1.0.4 unecIployment). at prevailing wages; iZ4)
con islet obligations and other; 'factors prevent employer; from
cutting wages where surplus jibe.; exists.

limo Piaui Beading 36

,Skill Objectives:

1. Interpretation (Bloom 2.20'
2. Extrapolation (Bloom 2.30)

.Procedures:

1. Ask students first what assumptions.' they felt Ricks had eade---in-hti
theory concerning hot.); wows are determia,e&within- paitioulor labormarket. Call on as maay_students-atiiiiecitary to bring out ?"..:aztors
that might-prevent--th6 forces of supply and demand from

in establisb.ing swages. (See :subject objective o3).
these imperfections *f.n markets as mentioned on the board or ,..vezahead projector. If all of the atuderits failed to et the as:3uaptionsinvolved in the theory, au t.:. questions such as "At the time' lay- rind vasinterviewed, if there was a job for him in Pittsburgh, Panusylvaaiarwould he have taken it? Why not?" .atc. Continue askin suet
questions until you have devetoped.a couiplete list of factors iehib:,..ting
smooth adjustments inthe labor itarket.

When this point i& fully developed, put on overhead prepared
transparency listing factors inhibiting the forces of saNly
and demand in wag*, Use transparency to re.inforcepoints made indliscussion and to:pick'up any points that might
have been missed.'..-

Do these factors ithibit" all labor 'markets ectiall? (Discusg.04 howeshould bring out .the 'facts that as lab.or become core educated andskilled, it also bepoubss more mobil:4,- &ore. informed about JO .condition* end job availability within its own market, but ions"substitutable" :one 6: the other

Does this mean wagers, ara really nog. set by supply end demand?(Students should be led to aee that:/iragls are basically set by theforces of supply and and thetihe inhibiting factors -asuallyserve to create di4ortions that aiirsali be healed through thesupply and demand 'analysis. Por eiaiiple. a bricklayer in Pittsburer.sight get attire than a..bricklayer ittt.ew.ingland partly because :41,1)::er
is obile agla 4otioi*p tamo ,into tie PittabOgh area (i.e., does
'image the suliOUP*Pliteber

lioloWtkiudite pull wipe div. i Mora.)
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FACTORS INHIBITING FORCES OF SUPPLY. AND DEMAND'

TABL ISH I NG WAGES

LACK FOONFOROATIONON.P4g1WWEA.AtEs
AND jOB'OPPORTUNJTJES

BY LABOR-------

WORKERS W TH IN SI NGLE LABOR TYPE NOT ALL. EQUALLY

'..013LIGAT IONS PI EVENT EM1240yEa. FROM

CUTTING WAGES WHEN SURPLUS LABOR EX i STS



John Smith, an electrician, works for the Sons Electronics Company
in Middletown, Vermont. You ire a team ~of , investiustors who are plan-sing o visit Middletown to determine .Whether or not. Smith's wages hartbeen set see result of perfectly competitive market ccnditions.
A. Decide as a group on the pieces, of information you will want

in Order to retich your decision on whitheiroi not Smith's'
,yages are competitively determined.

. For. eechpiece. of -information. in part (A) .of your answer,
some indication of how you would expect to;.get. the desired' . . ,LOMMitiSs

1



Lesson Plan, Reading 37
fubjeot Objective: to know

that the profit motive stimolatei change and technol
in the market 'Gloomy.

Skill Objectives:
1. Anelysis'of Elements (Blocm 4 1

Leal progress

Procodures:

1: Play slidewtape of Profit Motive
Give fiverminute objective test

. With whatever class time is lift, discuss:
functioit of,. profit 'aptly* in market society (regulates
market mechanism)

source of .profits (efficienci, innovation
in demand)

cost to market society of permitting unregulated race forprofit (survival of, the fittest philosophy creates hardshipsfor those less able to compete successfully)
student concepts of ideal balance

Mattrrials: Slide Tape: Profit Motive



"'emillr11."1..

.PRCEPITS al MARKET WM (with Reading, 37)

Picture (1) Tape

in a free enterprise system

there can be no prosperity without)

profit. We want a growing economy,

and there can be no growth without

investment that is inspired and

financed by profit."

The story of the profit motive might well begin where the feudal watt*.
ends. (4) Thirteenth century towns, entrenched behind high, towered ramparts
prod. :cod a new class of society, - praitoseeldng merchants and craftsman.

13) By the fifteenth century great change had taken place in Europa.
The spread of industry was reflected by the increase in wealth and comfort.
t.A) Cities such as Florence had shed all vestiges of and/ oval times and had
entered an era of unprecedented splendor.

(5..1 German Wane also reflected the growing prosperity. Merchants grew
rich through foreign trade. The foreign market was flooded with all kinds of
li.t4a wooden novelties manufactured in Nuremberg: (f) attractively paintedC

r

boxes, delicate ivories, childrents toys, clocks, musical instruments.
(jTh

7) Towards the end of the reign of Queen Elisabeth I, small English
seaport, towns reached a peak of unprecedented wealth and activity. Almost
overnight England became a seapawar a. a fact that was to influence every aspect
of English life. Cil During the next two centuries venturesome traders
established comercial liaison with the Far East and the Americas.. (i) By 1765p
London's port had become the largest in the world ant Limy ships could be seen
unloading spices, tobacco, silks and, of awe, tea. English ports were also
busy with passenger traffic as large numbers of emigrants left England to
people the colordaeGi,



Slide- 'lopes 2

At this same time, England was going through the initial stages of an
industrial expansion. (10) In 1769 Arkwright patented his hydraulic loam and
in that &VW year James Mate s steam engine was also patented. 6:144) This new
mecksitica power was to have a profound influence on the lives of- all succeeding
generations.

By mid- nineteenth century, the United States, as well as western Europe
had committed itself to an era-.Of innovation stimulated by manes search for prof*,
Cities grew in the east. Free land and the discovery of gold laved pioneers
to*the West. Railroads were being built to link 'together the elites at

As the pace of material, progress increased, one invention led to another
and the desire for profit translated these inventions into products the 030318=31`.

wanted.

Railways became formidable rivals of the stagemicoach, and as greater speed
and comfort wore achieved, more and more people wanted to travel. 11

By 1605
interest in the newsfangled automobile began to rise and by 1915 several. minion
cars had bet c ;sold at a profit in the United States alone. (3 Cities of the
world began to change in appearance. Sudden expansion multiplied the distances
people had to travel to their work 07 end many forms of public transportation
became essential. Horses lsr were replaced by steam, soon to be foliated by
the electric streetcar that was followed, in turn, by the motor bus 9t

The rapid concentration of largo numbersrim ot people in cities created
great problems concerning how to. mast their everyday needs and these problems,
in turn, c., sated tar reachine opportunities for those in search of profit. It
became vital to be able. to preserve, transport and distribute food easily, to
produce and distribute in quantity the many items formerly produced in the self-
contaired ken"



Slidemtapes 3

And. as innovation encouraged profit-seekers to gable on the future,
these new Andustrieci created jobs and these jobs created customers and the
products of 22 these new Industries began to appear in homes throughout the
industrialised world.

The rapid developnent of industries and the consequent growth of cities
had negative, as well as positive effects The enormous increase in the
population of large cities. forced newcomers to find lodgings wherever they could. .

Specul4ore ode quick profits out of the desperate need for housing, and old
houses lialged g with several times the number of iieople they bard been .~signed
to accommodate

The first World tier accelerated the pace of innovation. Airplanes, in the
experimental stage at the beginning of the war, established a new industry by
the end of the ware C2i) Shortly after tin war, the za.Trie and radio industries
were launched and.in the race for profits, improvements in both fields came at
incredibly rapid. rates By .1929 (2)7 the first shaky television reproductions
could be seen.

In a market economy, industrial development. depends upon men seeking profit
to .stiontlate change. Between 1870 and 193 the industrial output of the world
increased tenfold. In the year 1910 Americans reached a peak of production
that equalled that of all Europe pit together. Increased mechanisation, the
assembly line, time and motion stucaes a all introdticsed in the search for greater
profits combined to Incaease the pace at which the industrial transformation.
was taking Place

Bat not all who seek profit, flita it. (4 EveEvery Year ma businesses fail.
In 1929 so man* failed so fest that the entire economy was dealt 'a paralysing bless,kiii; The depression produced Atempts to couple the privitte, uniegulated search
for profit with a .parallel search for scats stability and even. for .some



soon. omic security for all.

Slide tapes,. 4

The lawmakers of the day said in effect that
the profit motive should continue to guide most activities, but that society
should also 'protect itself' against the worst of the abuses that had arisen in
the past.

The new laws In introducing an element of caution, also eliminated an

element of risk, 1\..._* Yet profit seekers continue to take risks (1/431) in the
search to create and meet citasumers, demands* Sometimes they win. Oftentimes

they lose. Some of the products introduced in the' search for profit are frivolous
34-, Some prevent tragedy ?.?:).Some 36 relieve existing proilems, Some (iii)

create new problems* But &Us Intheir success or failure, make it clear that
mach of the control of the market society is in the hands of the consumer 011).
who votes, every time he busy as who decides with his vote what products will turn
out to be profit makeral what products will turn out to be losers, who 81141

succeed and who shall fail.*

You may not always agree with the way consumers choose to vote, but you
know the final vote is theirs up and however ihey vote Ways they're always
free to change their votes. tomorrow*

:;

*When shallow critics denounce the profit motive inherent

in our system of private enterprise, they ignore the fact
that it is an economic support of every hut= right vire

possess and without it, all' rights wild soon disappear*

M.
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Reading 37.

GENERAL PICTURE DESCRIPTION FOR SLIDE TAPE:

PROFITS MARKET SYSTEM

President John P. Kennedy

Aerial view of European walled city

3. 13th:century paintthg of merchant guild

4. Renaissance painting of Florence

5. Exterior viewof 15th century :commercial buildings..

6. Woodcut of 15th century manufacturing

7. Exterfor view of street in English seaport, showing shops

8, 9. 18th century contemporary scenes 'of shipping activity, ports, harbors

COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

10. Model of Arkwright's loom.

11. .Early steam-powered engine

12. 19th. century transportation scene (canals railroads, etc,)

'13. 19th century railroad scene

14., Early automobile

15-19. Late 19th-early 20th century urban scenes showing use of street cars,
automobiles,.busses, subways, elevated,tracks,.horse-drawn vehicles

20. Late 19th century 'market distribution center.

21, 22. Early telephoner.electric light, in homes..

23. New York' City immigration seene, late 19th century

24, 25. Slum tenement housing, early 20th. century

26. Early radio broadcasting room

27. Early TV, set

28. 'Early assembly line (Ford Motor Co., for example)

29. Store showing,"Going out of Business" sign, in window

30. SOup kitchen, bread lines, depresiion

31. Congress

32.. New product aavertised

33. Very successful or unsuccessful product advertised

34. Recent, successful fad, Same, toy, etc,

35, 36. Medical device, safetY. 'equipment, etc.

37. Radioactive warnings

38. Shoppers

39. President Eisenhower



COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS Objective Test

(Readings 34-37)

DO NOTWRITE.ON THIS EXAMINATION SHEET. This quiz will last 5 minutes. Foreach question, choose the hest of the four suggested answers. Mark an Xthrough the corresponding letter on the answer sheet given you. Give Onlyone answer to each question. =WALL BE GIVEN NO CREDIT FCA, QUESTIONS
FOR WHICH MULTIPLE ANSWERS HAVE BEEN GIVEN.

1. All but one of the following is likely to create an inelastic demandthd price of the object is small
B. . your need is urgent
C. good substitutes are unavailable
D. the object is needed to be used in conjunction with some othcir

product you already own.

Profits do not normally result from:
A. managerial efficiency.
B. increasing consumer demand.

IC. placing part of .a firm's capital funds in a non-interest bearing
account to,protect against total loss.

D., introduction of successful new inventions.

The response of wageS to the forces of supply and demand*is affected by411 but one of the following:-
'A. lack cef.Oee flow of communication concerning labor market
B. tabor's immobility'
C. unwillingness of employers to Adjust current wages to -supply and

demand -.

D. perfect interchangeability of units of labor

In a growing market economy, profits serve all but one of the following
functions:
A. To reward entrepreneurs Ids success under unusual risk conditiontB.'. To act as signals -to entrepreneurs to move more resources into a

particular industry. '

*C. To permit monopolists to make the best of their market positionD. .To provide-part of the funds for future investment in an industry

In a market economy, the share of the nation's production going toany one factor of production will be most affected by:'
A. the contribution of that factor to the total production.
B. the amount needed to prolAde a reasonable standard of living.

for those who own or sell that factor.
C. the number of people who own or sell that factor in the market.D. the laws prevailing at any moment of time.

The share of national income going to the owners of farm land in Iowa
would be affected by:
A. the amount of arable land in Iowa.
B. the demand for corn-and hogs.

the,development of new fertilisers that improve soil. uality.*D. All of the above.



Objective Test, Comp. Econ. Systeis (Readings 34-37)

Figure 1

2

Figure 1 indicates that
A. Peoples' incomes are proportional to their abilities.

ANO. IncOme is distributed much more unequally than ability throughout
the population.

C. People earning low income are probably low ability.
D. People having low ability are likely to earn low incomes.

National income currently is divided
A, evenly between wages, rent, interest and profits
B. about 1/3 to wages, rent and interest with 2/3 going to.profite.

%C. about 2/3 .to wages and 1/3 to rent, interest and profits.
D. abOut 2/3 to wages and profits and,1/3 to rent and interest.

Total national product. refers to
A. the money value of everything a nation ever produced.
B. the money value of all goods and services produced within a country

during a specific period of time.
C. the real value of all goods and services produced within a country.

as measured by their contribution to peoples' wellbeing.
D. the money value of the physical goods produced within a country

in a specific period of time.

10. In a market economy, 'the persistence of unusually high profits in any
one industry would tend to indicate:
A.. a very prosperous economy.
B. excessive greed on the part of the entrepreneurs in that industry.
C. a recent exit of some producers from that industry.

imperfect conditions of entry by new producers into that industry.



Lesson Plan: Reading 38
Subject- Objective: To know

1. That in United States there are several markets for labor.2. That a Aumber o, factorEi including skill, educations occupation, racesage, health and geographical location deterfit in which labor marketan individual can compete.
3. That a man's income' will be detAirrained by the' forces of supply anddemand Within the specific market. in which he is competing.4. That many inequalities in .income result from those factors thatdetermine the labor market in which an individual can compete.

Skill Objective:

.1, Interpretation of Graphs and Charts (Bloma 2.20
Procedures:

1.. Co over each of the charts given in the reading qirick.ly discussing thequestions following each Chart and clarifying any problems of interpre....tation on the, part of the student.
2. Leave ample titus to develop the followings

A. From studying these charts as a 'units would you say an labor in`the United States was competing in the same market? (Nos there areseveral different markets in which labor competes.)
B. What characteristics determine the market in which an individualcan compbte? (Educations occupations races area of country in whichworker lives). Could you suggest other factors that would Limitthe labor market in which an individual could compete? (Hight trythrough discussion to bring out limitations of age, health, ability,and knowledge of alternative markets.)

Is an individual's income affected by the labor market in which hecan compete? (Tee. Some labor markets offer :rewards much higherthan those of other :aarkets. For wimples the market for lawyersoffers higher rewards than the market for carpenters.)
D. Does this imply that the market mechanism (iee., the forces ofsupply and dewand) have no real influence in determiniag income?(Within each markets the laws of supply and demand operate unlessinhibitbd by factors such as immobility of labor or legal restrictions.).



Teacher's Manual, ltdg. 33

Table

1. There has been an upward movement of income, more going to the top
bracket, less to the bottom bracket.

Table II

1. About $1,000
2. Over $2,500
3. Over 150%
4. Around 60%
5. 1939-1950, professional and managerial incomes advanced about 96%

1950-1961, professional and managerial incomes advanced about 75%
i.e., one might infer from these figures that in the past decade the
slowing down of gains on the part of the unskilled and the increased
rate of gain on the part of the skilled might suggest a relative
oversupply of unskilled workers and an. undersupply of trained and
educated workers.

Graph I
1, professional men and managers
2. farmers and unskilled laborers

Table II/

1. In. general, occupations requiring greater skill and education command
greater incomes.

2' All labor does not compete in the same labor market. Competition
within each market for labor responds'to supply and demand within
its own market. so that potential earnings in one labor market could
be considerably different from potential earnings in another market
for labor - lawyers compete'against other lawyers; doctors against
other doctors.

Table IV

1. As individual's educational background increases, so doesthe likeli-
hood of his receiving a larger share of total national wealth.

2. Yes. Same as answer to Table 2..

.Table V

I. No
2: This is not a consequence of competitive market forces. This inequity

results from social pressure, not market pressure.

Table VI'

'1. Yes. Might discuss areas of country. in which man most likely to earn
.leastareas in which he will earn move.'

2. If labor were'conipletely.mobile, supplies of labor would tend to
mom to those areas where income is higher. ItAa because labor,
particularly unskilled, tends tobe'immobile, that the national market
for labor is.sliggidh in responding Co the forces of supply and demand.

1 11.arawages Are considerably lower than industrial wages throughout
country. Point out section of Table VIII Oat gives farm wages.
:Without- board and room to ,dispel notion that farm laborers do not
need as much oath betadsi-they,don't hive to pay for. food and lodging.



Lesson Plan, iteading 39

Subject Objectives To know:

1. that non-whites in all, sections of the country earn lees income thanwhites in all .occupations.

2. that the total economy suffers from such inequities.

.3. that econamically sound solutions to this problem are difficult batnot Impossible to achieve.

Procedures:

I Pt tables I and II on overhead and ask question "Does race affect a*kan4 share in total income? Firmly establish that it' unquestionablr'does in all areas of the country,

2. Then allow 10 minutes to read class handout and write paragraph
. 'described on handout.

3. Have 2 or 3 students- read their paragraphs. If some of the paragraphsread stipulate fruitful discussion, this night be pursued. If studentreads a paragraph .1,,ndicating he does not think any of the proposalswill help to solve the problems use this as a springboard for class ..discussion on student devised plans for solving this problem. Discusatonshould be used to indicate that despite complexity of problems involvOitoeconomically sound solutions are possible.
4. Class should be arbitrarily divided into two partse Half of the studentsshould be aseivied the affirmative position on the debate topic proposedin tonight., reading the other half should prepare to debate thenegative.



Class Handout for Day 39

Several proposals have been advanced to equalize the.non-white worker's
ability to compete in the labor market. Three such proposals for federal
gOvernment action are briefly dascribed below. Read these proposals..
Compare them with the proposal made by Loren Miler in last night's
reading. Decide which proposal you think vould be most effective in
solving the problem of racial inequality in the distribution of national
income. Write one paragraph explaining why you choose to support one
proposal above the others. BASE THE EXPLANATION OF YOUR CHOICE ON ECONOMIC
(NOT ETHICAL) REASONS. Show in your paragraph that you considered both
the pros and the cone of the proposal which you favor on balance. (If
you think none of these suggestions is worthy of your support, explain'
why you have come to this conclusion.)

Prorosal A:

Employers with more than. 100 employees and with activities affecting.
interstate commerce would be prohibited from discriminating on the basis
of race, sex, national origin or religion in their hiring practices. The
law would be extended gradually until it covered employers with.25 or more
employees.

11222111.11:

Since the non-white has so long been barred from many jobs, this injustice
can be corrected only .by federal legislation involving positive discrimina-
tion in favor of him. Conseuently, whenever an employer has an equally
qualified white or., non-white applicant for a job, he must choose the.none.
white until. his 'percentage of non -white employees in each job category

equals the percentage of non-whites in the total community.

2122210 C:

The non-white has been handicapped in the labor market not Only because
of his race, but because of inferior educational opportunities. To
equalize his oppOttunities, the government must help equalize his ability
to compete by allocating large aiflounts of money for the purpose of up-
grading the schools'in areas where there are large concentrations of none
white students.



TABLE I

HOW DOES RACE AFFECT A M414/8 SHARE IN TOTAL INCOME?
OCCUPATION

MEDIAN EARNINGS
WHITE NON -WHITE

ENGINEERS
$,7452 $7076

MEDICAL & OTHER HEALTH WORKEIW 7,953 4,642
SCHOOL TEACHERS

5970i 4,450
ARMERS & FARM. MANAGERS 29324 788
ANAGERS, OFFICIALS & PROPRIETORS 6,719 3,869
AIL. CARRIERS

59305 Z91.01
ALES WORKERS

59306 2,809
)0NSTRUCTION CRAFTSMEN 44839 2,855
OREMEN.

6965i .4479i



AVERAGE INCOMES NEGROES' INCOMESTATE H I I Eb 1IfPt. AS OF WH I TP
UNITED STATES (OVERALL) $4 337 .$2,254 52%
NORTHEAST

MASSACHUSETTS 4,452 3,063 69
NEVI YORK. 4, 8i2 3,372 70
PENNSYLVANIA 4,369 3,246 74



Lesson Plans Leading 40

Subject Objective: To blew that

1. while economists agree that the existence of poverty is detrimental to
the total seamy* disagreement exists as to how poverty can but be
eliminated.

Skill Objective:

19 Ability to express point of view effectively (Blo 5.10)

Procedures:

1. Allow 5 mutes for objective beet.

2. Call on any student who has prepared the affirmative aide of the assigned
question to preeent his case. Tell those who have prepared to defend the
negative that they should take notes as the affirmative is presenting
his case and that they will be given opportunity to refute the position.
Limit presentation to 5 minutes.

3. Call on a student who has prepared to defend the negative position to
refute points made by the affirmative. mat him, to 5 minutes too.

After the negative has used up its 'Woo permit further affirmative
speakers up to 2 minutes each to clarify points attacked by the negative.
Then allow other negatives to defent and clarify their cape against
attacks of the affirmative speakers.

4.

In this lesson the instructor should make no attempt to guide the students
toward a cansensue of opinion of any kind. Let all students present and defendtheir OM points or view. In the independent activity period this week theywill be given another opportunity to grapple with this problem and that exercisewill be designed to offer them an opportunity modify their views with an
eye toward committee or group acceptance.



COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS Objective Test
. .Covering Unit IX

DO NOT WRITE ON THIS EXAMINATION SHEET. This quis will last 5 minutes. For
each question, choose the best of the four suggested answers. Mark an X
through the corresponding letter on Llte answer sheet given you. Give only
one answer to each question. YOU WILL BE GIVEN NO CREDIT FOR QUESTIONS
FOE WHICH ANSWERS HAVE BEEN GIVEN.

Questions 1 - 3 refer to Figure I

Proige..4 impSoyeal Chao, I odes MAO Mow 1141 Ned him

MAKOsed
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9.000 Meg

9.0000.4,11,
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Figure I indicates that:
A. Over 25% of all families deriving their incomes from unskilled labor

earn $2,850 a year.
*B. There are as many families deriving income from unskilled labor

earning over $2,850 as there are earning less than $2,850.
C. The average family deriving its income from unskilled labor earns

$2,850.
D. A family deriving its income from unskilled labor can never hope

to earn as 'much as $10,000 a year.

et*

2. Figure / does not indicate whether an individual's income
'A. is Affected by his choice of occupation.
B. is affected by his level of training.
C. is affected by his education level.

AD. is affected by his willingness to work hard.

"Fellow workers, you might as well face it. Ne matter how hard we
work, more of us will end up with less money than workers in any

. other group." Thit Statement could most accurately be made by:
A. .Clerks and salesmen. C. Managers..

dB. Farmers. D. Unskilled laborers.

4. In the United States an individual draftsman's wage is basically
determined by

*A. the total number of qualified draftsmen available for employment
in a limited geographical area and the total number of drafting
jobs available to them.
the total numbnie of people in the national labor force and the total
numbet.of jobs available nationally.

,

the total number of draftsmen available nationally and; the total
number Qf drafting jobs isvailahl. nationally.,
the cost of living fez. the average draftsmen,.

--or». w r



Comp. Econ. Systems Quiz over Unit IX 2

5. Which of the following statements is moat easily justified in economic
terms?
A. "If Negroes would stick to their own communities and buy in their

.own stores we'd avoid a 11t of trouble and everybody would earn more."
B. "The 19 million Negroes living in the United States can't' buy enough

to affect the economy one way or the other."
etc. "If Negroes earned enough to buy the things Americans have been

taught to want, these sales could create enough added demand to
create more jobs to employ. both Negroes and Whites."

D. "If Negroes would put more effort into training themselves for those
occupations in which they naturally excel, trey could all earn more
than white men do. Look at Willie Maya."

6. During the 1950s all but one of the following was true:
A. the difference between Negro median family income and white median

family income became larger.
B. the difference between the rate of Negroes unemployed and the rate

of whites unemployed became larger.
C. the difference between the proteCtion offered a Negro by law and the

protection offered a white man by law became larger.
D. the difference between a Negro's having a chance to earn over $10,000

a year and a white man's having a chance to earn over $10,000 a year
became larger.

7. If color barriers were eliminated immediately by law and all laws were
faithfully enforced:

igiA" much improved educational background would still be needed to raise
many Negroes to a competitively equal basis.

B. all Negroes would be in an equal competitive position with all
whites for all.joba.

C. most Negroei would move immediately from unskilled tossers desirable
skilled jobs.

D. wages would generally be depressed.

Statistics show that poverty is most likely to be found among those who
A. live on the West Coast. C. are sales workers.
B. live in big cities. %D. have less than an eighth

grade education

Poverty in the United States is a product ot:
A, the natural workings of any market system.
B. imperfections in the functioning of our market3.

44. both (A) and (B).
D. neither. (A) not 00.

10. All but one of the following are advantages of an attack on poverty
financed exclusively through private funds.
A. It will. ot increase taxes.
S. It, prevents the poor from becoming too dependent on government help.

Alp. It reaches the 111Mtialai number of people.
D. It, goverment interference ia.free enterprise.



(follows Reading 40)

INDEPENDENT Atuzins PER/OD AMMER X

Tour group has been appointed to plan and administer an Anti- Poverty
Program designed to get at the very roots of the causes of poverty in
your community. Ift carder to plan how best this sight be done, you must
first decide what those basic causes of poverty are in your own
Community, Having done this, your committee west. nor decide how you
plan to attack those causes of poverty. Should this. .be done by private
groups? government agencies? a combination of both?. What costs are
associated with your.proposal(s)?

On your decision making forms indicate how your.plan to eliminate the
causes of poverty will operate and Why your group feels your plan offers
the best attack on the prOblem



STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

The teaching of social studies has many problems, not the least of which
is the controversial nature of much of the material with which it must deal. Too
often, the procedure followed by the uninformed in taking aides on a controversial
issue is to let emotions alone be one's guide; to believe all "facts" that support
one's preconceived notions and distelieve those that tend to discredit that position.
It is easy to scoff at this description as a serious approach to opinion formation
or problem solving, but it is very difficult to do anything About it.

Teaching students to analyze controversial social or economic. problems is
complex under the beat of circumstances. Bien when working with advanced students
with some subject matter background, the teaching.function is complicated by the
need to cope with preconceived truths and half- truths that subtly dominate the
student's mind. To confuse the search for an approach to forming valid opinions
on controversial problems still more, the real world in which these problems
exist is constantly changing; while the student ponders the choice between
alternatives, circumstances can be creating new alternatives or altering the possible
consequences of known alternatives so that any attempt to teach an approach to sound
opinion formation must be °peal-ended and conducive to change. Finally, the
teaching problem is still further complicated by the fact that the opinion being
formed frequently involves choosing between two objectives or valises, bothof
which the student considers desirable. And yet, despite these. complexities, the
need to form opinions is the cornerstone of any free society.

Many students required to take a ninth grade social studies course will not
go be!ond high school and will never again be exposed to a course in either
government or economics and yet they will be asked to Vote for candidates favoring
one side of an issue or another. Without an orderly approach to analysing con-
troversial issues, the voter may have no choice but to form his opinion on
emotional or irrational grounds.

There ars,. however, certain fundamentals that can be taught at the ninth grads
level that could serve as tools for more rational opinion formation. Iu.the next
unit, tools for use at the simplest level of opinion formation will be introduced.
This approach to opinion formation was developed on the basis of the following
premises:

1. An opinion on controversial social or economic problems la:wolves choosing
between two or more objectives which, frequently, are mutually desirable
to the individual making the choice.

2. lbeLvaisdknumminnult base their opinions in large measure on ea evaluation
of which authority they choose to believe.

-Because the world in which opinions are formed is continually changing,
Ambecause in this changing world individual objectives change, opinions
should always be seen as open for reevaluation as new information becomes
available.

If Gee accepts the premises listed above, the teaching of opinion formation
falls into two parts:

1. Tb. teaching of tools for analysing the relative reliability of authorities.

Po'



The teaching. of the oonospt that opinions met be open to change to keep
the responsive to additional information and changing values.

. .t

Lessons 4047 nipresent an attempt to translate the objectives outlined above
into ninth pad* teaching material. This unit should be considered as a whole.
Each lassie follows from the one preceding it and builds a structure for the
one to follow,

we are partied/xi* anxious to receive commentl: on either the individual
lossons7or- the total unit. la addition to the customary lesson evaluation. sheets.
following-esch lesson plan, you will 'find mn additional shoat following lesson plan
47.. Oa this sheet pious note your -coomosnts..and .criticisms of .thia total unit.
While this unit is Wing- toughtthers will be no provision for e- planned fifth
day independent activity paled.



ME: ;Aston Plan for Rea 4ing 41 dolga: not coxreapond with .1tisading,41.

'A new lassOn *as propoired,,.1ftut 14 plan .praparad to tO



Lesson Plan, Reading 41

Subject Objectives:

1. To present some badcground for understanding current labor controversies.

'2. To indicate that government favor can alter the balance of forces in the
. market mechanism.

3. To indicate that, despite restraints, ordinary negotiations between
unions and industries are settled within limits determined by the normal
forces of supply and " A.d within the labor market.

Skill Objectives'

1. Interpretation of material (Bloom 2.20)

Procedure:

1. If the conflict between the Ford Motor Company and the United Automobile
Workers had taken place without involving the government in any wt', how
do you think the conflict would ultimately have ended? (The points being
made here are twofold. The obvious point is that the market mechanism
operating without control will favor the strongest competitor. It is
hoped, however, that some student will go beyond this to note that
complete freedom of operation is impossible as the very attitude of
the popla in power affects the market operation. It is not important,
however, that this point be made if it does not coma spontaneously from
the class.)

2. Rave a fev students read their answers to the Reading 40 thought question:
"Whit was the determining factor in the outcome of the conflict between
the lord !toter Company and UAW?" If the answers do not point to the role
played by the government in the settlement of this conflict, you might
want to follow a line of questioning ouch as: "To what extent did the
government influence the outcome of the conflict between the Ford Motor
Company and the UAW? If this struggle had taken place during the 19th
century, or even the 1920% whet would the likely outcome have been?
(the point here is that the weight of government approval or disapproval
is sufficient to change the outcome of conflict between labor and
manegement.) Does this mean that when the government takes a poSition
.favoring labor or management, the market mechanism ceases to operate?"
1Doet spend more than 5 minutes developing procedures 1.11..These
points are pretty clearly made in Reading 40 and are only preliminary to
the development of subject objective 3.

Select' 4 students to play the parts of Mort, Lloyd, Louie and, Manny in
reading the script for "The Norrington Case" to the claims

When the script has been read, ask questions such as "Did the market
iceboat= play any part in the negotiations between the Norrington Company
and the International Union?" (The point to be brought out is that the
outside limits within which labor and management make agreements are set
by the normal forces.of the market mechanism although the specific
settlement within those limits reflects the strength of labor and manages,
meat and the direction. in which government force is applied.)



41M=41411,

Lesson Plan, Reading 4/ 2

Luring the last 5 minutes of the period pass. out class handout* .

Ask stets--to-.Indicwi the .date. an( *sir 'position on.the spectrum
indicating in 411141 or .two sontenaire why they think es they do.

and save these.



To accompany Reading 44

Sfript for THE GTOM CONPART ease

.Easeemenst
Morton Capp, Vice-President for Production
Manny Woods, Director of Personnel

Labor:
Lloyd Wilier*, Interaational Union Eepresentative
Louis McAdam, Local Eaton President

Mort:.. Everybody herel Let's start. As I understand it, Lloyd, we've agreedto try once, more to settle the wage question, Nanny and I went over thewhole contract' again yesterday 'and it seems as if we've reached an agree-ment T on everything for the new .01:attract except, for. the wage question.
Lloyd : Not so fast, Mort we've agreed tentatively to all of- the other things.But.We clearly reserved the right to baCk out again on,sose of thoseother items if we don't get what we want on wages..

,sorts Well, what I.meent was 0-

Lloyd: You haven't been generous With us on one single issue so far and, unlessyou come up with a handsome wage hike, we can't *get the men to accept thefew crumbs you're handing out.
Mort: Come on, Lloyd, we've been over all that ground before. It's a goodcontract we're giving you.

Louie: tee /*Amis), Contract. Lousy:` Ild-be ashamed to ask the boys to voteon what you've given us so far.
Ninny: Compere it with any other contract and it's a good one.
sort: Hold it, Manny - we're not going back over that again: We're bore totalk about wages.

Lloyd: That's right. Let's stay on the subject or we'll be here until Christmas.
Louie: The heck we wilt. We get agood contract. soon or we h4 the bricks.(i.e., go on strike):'.

Lloyd that 'have you got to offer, Mort?

Marti Well, rex pretty sure that we can !settle this here. today. I'm authorisedtolgo a long way to meet ru, wail lot further frankly than I think isSafe. for the company in .view of the market._ and our profit position.But we want to get tl4s, "settled, and get .4* -with our jobs. 'So were..ready to stretch ourselves a hit' 'Close the deal.
, .

.Lloyd: Ok. sm. bow muck?

Mort: I'm authorized to say that if you take, the root of the coutraci'ire.- ..eaugive you two cents an hour across the board.

Lloyd: Two cents? Toni re kidd

'Louie: Big deal: 4. all this tea and now we !get two lousy cents:



Norrington Script, 2
Mort: Two .cents an hour now and - .and a further two cents an hour a yearfrom now. That will give us a twoyear contract, a good contract too.
Louie: Lloyd, I say again let's hit the bricks. Two cents cis chickenfeed
fort: It's not two cents. It's four.
Louie: I say it's two. And .I say it's no use talking any more.

Lloyd: Wait a minute, Louie.. Hort, let's be reasonable about this. We came'in here at first with a sober and well-documented case for an increaseof fifteen cents an hour. We think you can pay it without it hurtingyous We think we're entitled to it on the basis of prodUctivity. Andwe think the boys need it to live decently at today's, prices.
fort: Fifteen cents is sheer pie in the sky. We couldn't stay in businessa week if we paid 7ott that -

Lloyd; We don't agree 0.- you've given us that line before. But we ,donit want tobe. unreasonable. We want peace as much as you do. I can't guaranteethat the local will accept it but Putt in the interests of harm may,rst willing to try to ,get. then to. settle for. thirteen cents
nanny: Thirteen canton!

Lloyd: Yea, thirteen. It less than we're entitled to, but
fanny: You're crazy the-Whole lot of you are raving mad if you think that we-0 look,. that four mkt offer is a good

Louie: Thirteen or nothing.

Manny: Four

Louie Thirteen.

Manny; Four.

Lloyd:. We're not getting anywhere. tees try again. Nast about twelve cents?
Louie: You'll never sell that in the shop, Lloyd. Let's hit the bricks.
Morti I'm not authorised to go one cent higher. But I. tell you what I'll do.If you'll settle here: for five cents on the tine, go back to theboss and see if I can get him to agree.
Louie:Twelve or moats

fanny: Five.

Louie: Twelve.

10.-thtiOien, at teast.

Let's be ressonable %rive mate
give.

Lloyd: Then how co** t6 Atwater Company is paying 41.90 for 'common labott

41" this company can possibly
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Mort: We're not talking about Atwater. :We're talking about this company,
and I say

Lloyd: Why can't you pay $1.9O an hour if they can?

Mort: I've told you that before but I'll tell you again if it will help settle
the affair, We've showed you our profit record last year we cleated
$210,000 after. Uncle Sam finished with us, and that was on sales of over
$8 million. That', only about 2 prof it on sales *island you can't run
a business on 212, profit.. You guys know that as well as we do

Lloyd: I know Atwater's paying $1.90 ft- that's what I know. And if we took your
miserable 50 offer,. weidTbe. settling for $1.85 for coasson labor.

Mort: Now, wait. Lei's stay on the subject. Wit were-talkiug about profits.
We'd love to pay you more

Louie: Like you'd lave a fly in your- soup.

Mort: We'd love to pay you as much as any other company, but we simply don't
have the profits. We're in a highly competitive business. W2 Igeo, t
increase ,prices so long as the other .companies hold the line. And if the
owners don't get a better return on.their investment they're going to
pull. their money out of here. You've been around a long time, Lloyd and
youknow that as well as I do. Its simple. economics.

42,

Lloyd: Mort, I believe in profits -- everybody does. But I also believe in good
wages. Besides, where do you get those numbers from? You toss thousands
and Millions around as if the numbers came right out of the Bible. We've
never seen your books yet. Maybe you made three or four times as much
as you said, Now would we know? Maybe you've got it all hidden in
depreciation or something.

Mort: Rave we ever pulled a fast one on you?

Louie: Sum you did.

Mort: When?

Louie: 1947 -- you tricked -us .by those reserve figures --

Mort: In the first place, that was 17 years ago. In the second place, none of
us here at the table except for' you was even in on the bargaining that
long ago. In the third place, I doubt if it ever happened anyway. And
in the fourth place, let's forget it. _Lets set back to business. We
need profits to stay in business, and we're not getting then.. So it's
;Ave cents in hour maybe six, but not a cent more. Period.

Lloyds. tour profits are flue. Two hundred 'thousand dollars is a lot of dollars.

Mort: It isn't nearly enough. Just /trek at one items. we've got to install an
entirely new Burnham sill next year, and we need profits to pay for it.

Lentos Yeah and whee:you put the new mill ins, there will go some more of
our jobs. Ton guys meat. us to pay for our eels fussed.
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Norrington Script, 4

It's a funeral for all of US if we don't put the new mill in. Atl thecompeting plants are modernising.' If we don't do it we're doomed.

It's as simple as that. There's one relevant issue here and that'sa satisfactory profit record.

You sure change your tune, Mort. 'When is were in here two yeara ago,
we wanted to talk about your profits which looked pretty good then.
But you said that was irrelevant. All you'd talk about was some crummy
plant that was paying less tharyou were. You laid the "going
rates' was the big thing.

And you've changed your tune.. You said two years ago that profits werewhat mattered. Now when we want to talk about profits, you've Startedtalking about 'spins rates."

That's right. And that "crummy plant" you were talking about wasAtwater, by the way.

Ok. Let's talk about Atwater.

But you said thc-4 that what the other companies were paying was irrelevant.
I was wrong am it's very Important. It's the key to the whole thing.
hyl

Two reasons. If you don't pay as much as Atwater and the others, you're
going to lose your best people to them. They'll be drifting over there'first chance they get. And what's more, if you don't match those wages;you're going to have ma unhappy shop. The boys won't put out for youif they're sore as.;out wages.

Manny: Is that a threat?

Lloyd: It's no threat am it's a simple statement of fact.

Louie: He's right. Do you think we could run on a ticket for reelection if wesettled for less than they're getting at Atwater?

Mannyt Ah, now, we see what the issue is. It's all politics. . We pay you soyou can gee reelected.

Louie: I'didet mean that that's only part of
Lloyds So it's polities. Is that dirty? We can a, union alive here and

in good cOndition, to help you and us' tooi only if we're getting what
economics and the market says were entitled to. And the market, says11.90 ;t as * Mintann v.

Mort: Telt me how we're supposed to pay

Lloyds Mort, look at it this Way. We know you vagot a couple of big now orders.
Tau dessIt want a s jest ewe



Worrington Script, 5

Manny .You darn right you don't. Louie's mettbers are already griping about
too many hotheads its the union.

Louie; That's. not so, Hant4.. There's always a few malcontents that gripe
whatever we do; but most of the guys, the good ones, 'are f

Lloyd: Lay off it, Louie. The simple fact is that neither side wants a strike.
And you can avoid it, Wort, if you want to. All you got to do. is offer
.us ten cents that .will give us the sane as Atwater.

Louie: Teo touts? That's a gyp, 'Lloyd. You'll never sell it.
Lloyd face that one When the tine C014011

. .

Loisio t'(4 Steil you said fact it. I won't .pretent that one to the
won meeting.

Lloydr-The point is that, if,Atwater can pay it and stay in business, you cantoo. These Are gtoced men you've giit in our_ -plant. -You Pay them $1,,90
and they'll really produce got,.yOu.

.

Mort: I don't see how the boss could ever agree to. that But tell ou. what.
Row about settling for seven cents?

LloYds Cut it out Just one eietPle (Motions will You take the ton- cantproposition to the boss?

Mort: He'll never agree.

Lloyd: Will you take it to hint

Mort: I don't -_see alright, take it to him. But I'doet promise
you anything.

Lloyd: That's good enough for me. When can we meet again?

Mort: It won't take long. Tomorroi at the same time?

Lloyd: That's fine with us. We'll be here then.

Untie: I still think we should'hit the bricks.

Bonny: And I still think we shOuld let yOu. It .would clear the air.



UM X 11101000r

Date

Suppose you were a Representative in the' Milted States Congress.
'today. You are being asked to vote on SI bill: which would
limit the size of .any union to the .employees of any one company.
(For example, all employees of United States Steel cot4e1 form
a single uniow, but they could not be part of a larger organise.
;too that also included employees of Jones & Laughlin.

Mark on the spectrum below !hat your pimition would be qn this
but at the witi time:

Strongly Moderately,
in favor in favor Undecided.

Moderately Strongly
opposed opposed

one ushort paragrepho slate why your position is as it is.



Leona Plan, loading 42

Subject Objectives To resiognise

1. That a person herb* no informalional bc.okground in a subject
area can fore an opinion in that area only by evaluating the
opinions of others and choosiag mkt& opiates he prefers to
believe.

2. That there are a few coma tools that are helpful is *valuating
the opinions. of othars

Skill. Objectives

1. Evaluation

PrOlndUt118

1. The purpose of this lesson is to call to the attention of the student
the fact that the uninformed US depaisdent upon the opinions of
others for forming' their own opinions and therefore should investigate
'the bias of a particular source before accepting the opinions of that
source, Tau night start the period by letting then freely discuss the.
material they read last night. by helpful was it for forming opinions
concerning the use of anti-trust laws for curbing union strength?

.The students will probably catch some of the sore obvious; klithig to
. bias such as the pressures on the NAX and CIO to support only one
ido of the controversy. They say not be sophisticated enough toi
Satoh the fact that controversial material offers degrees' of bias, e.g.,
the fact that Sen. Thurmond has a long record of favoring busbiess

jinterests whomever they coos is conflict with labor interests.
-

3.* .This remainder of the period nightbabussfully spent going .over soma of
. the readings sentence by soutanes to get the student to sae ways of
'Imalysing material when he Mows nothing about the background of the

. author or the scores.

!samples:
.

Vint sentence, Thurmond coypu "There anises in Oulr:*iaws
.

60 40.

today..." By reading this sentence aloud, dramatically or-
' ':%; phasising the last part of the sentence and following it with a

,a reading of the first sentence, second. paragraph, students can:, be made to see the Senator's tendency ti overstate the possible
consequences of adopting the csairse.opPosed to the ones he is
supporting*

*11...'You might also have the students glance through the exerpts to
see if they can find any "solid", "rel;able" "facts" used in
support of the opinions being expressed. If they do not, 'bring
up the specific instances of union abuse of power cited la:mint I. Read then aloud. Aren't these facts? If the class
doss not see the fallacy independently, lead them to see that
generalisations cam* validly be-made oa the basis of siAIN.



Lessen Plan, Reading; 42,2

C.f-You night ask the students what the .thres dots G.44' foundthrotehout the ezerpte-represeat'and. lead them to see that the azsrptsIBS shut night have been distorted by Abe authors of this book bywhat was not included.

4. bad the class discussion by asking students whether they. ware able totorn an, independent and valid opinion of the subjects "Should Anti.Trust UM .10 Used to 'Curb Union Power?" on the,basis'of last night'sreadings. The.usnalusion should be obvious that while they nighthave formed °platens, they sore not'very *slid this tii.the, Unitednature and moral unreliability of the sitarist to which they had
11041115111.

3.. `Again leave Um to pass out the handout. Again ask students to.vrite << the date sod ladiests their pastillas ts the, opiatestbsy bold .isday aging awl save*



144!sea Picas Readies 43
Subject Objective: to recognise that

1. in order to font valf.d.opistions, information on which opt:slowsare being based must be evaluated fir tellabil,ity.
Skill Objective:

1. ,Analysis (Stools 4.00

Procedures:

1. Spend first part of p4riod permitting students to discuis speeific examplesof printed isaterialc they found questionable. basis should be on whythey questioned the thingarthei did.
Towards the end of the period Pass:One Class Sistulout on how is .evaluatethcieletiye. riliability.of material. Rave' studeata read.. Anything:matt:Xi:4 hen that lima bet biOught.' Out during *soy' pari of Clete? Canhe fthd examples on the:editorialeassi bit to Clan of these criteria?,.
Askaounoo that for -Aosoriols studs is an 't0.arelt heti 0017:0g410les Om' coslind. manxial that .wailld::''retexiiliitiVOU poor tiliabAlity bleed on. . .

,th* tools loop analysis 1101$40"4:111 thei.:.:4114*



Class Handout, Lesson 43

CRITERIA FOR RATING THE RELATIVE RELIABILITY OF INFORMATION

Just how dependable information cam be considered is frequently very
difficult to assess. One'llight enVision the process of information evalua-
tion as falling on a continuum ranging from material that is completely
unacceptable to material that is completely acceptable to a particular
individual, at a particular time, for a, particular purpose. If you happened
to be President Kennedy making a decision on what to do about the Cuban
crisis,,you.might be very particular about insisting upon a high degree of .

reliability for any information yO4 chose to accept as a base, for making
your decision, On the other hand, if'you are a high school debater intent

.

upon winning a Oebate, you might. tend to accept information that strengthens,
your case regardless of its reliability. Material, therefore, can be
evolOated_as acceptable anCreliable: or unacceptable and .unreliable only

.

in terms of at individual and the purpose for which he.intends to use the
material. For each individual, the key question in his mind is probably,
"What are the consequences for ma if this information is wrong ?" 410104.
that question to the example obey, of President Kennedy and the. high. school
debater.)

More generally, material can, however, be evaluated in terms of .criteria
indicating reasons for questioning the validity of the information. The
most reliable information you can bring to a subject Is, of course, that
which you have seen for yourself. Unfortunately, we rarely have the
opportunity to observe for ourselves and, therefore, must depend upon the
observations of others for information upon which to base our opinions. Ve
must, as a consequence, have criteria in mind for checking on others'
statements. These criteria might be categorised as follows:

A. Source of Information

1. Is the source competent in the sub ect area in which

kiL12112.2.122117

information

Is the source under pressure to support a particular
controversy?

side of a

3. Does the source .have a reputation for accuracy?

Ia the information merely opinion or are opinions supported by "facts"?

1. Are "facts" accurate and relevant?

2: Are "facts" based on sufficiently large numbers of observations?

3. Were observations on which "facts" based made in4ependsntly?

4. Did independent observers agree on "facts"?



Were observers under ft-yeticsure to see "facts" in. a particular way?

Were observers representative?

7. Do observers have a reputation. for accuracy?.

Were literary' deceptions practiced in presenting information/

.1...

Does the author use vague or emOtive(werdsliavisg as, emotional
impact) terms?

floes the author tend to exaggerate?

Does the author seem to be slanting his material, that is, does
the author seva to be ignoring: all itiformaiion that notsupport his point of vied

Does the author appear to be drawing illogical conclusions?
Dues bs imply as insvitab/e Consequences, that do- net logicallyor neaissirily f*OM .itated facts?. , i

r.

.

,

.



Lesson Plan, Reading 44

Subject Objectives To present

1. Criteria for. evalitating relative rellabiliti of informatics
Skill Objectives.

1. Ifino4ledge of criteria for evaluating information (Bloom 1.24)

Proesduress

1 The class will undoubtedly bring in sufficient material for use in class

to give practice in using the suggested tools for 'valuating, the reliability
of informition. If instructor wishes, however, ho might fortify himself
with examples of some of the more sophisticated types of deception .and ask

for otitis analysis of these. Students might be asked to read..ipOise of the
examples of 'questionable material they found and other zsembers of the class

might be asked to specify what criteria for reliability are being

violated. Or you might want to ask for specific examples of particular

.criteria and check with the class whether they all agree that .tbsse are

iandsid.examples of the stated criteria. The purpose of this 'lass= is, of
course, to give the student practiii in acing the criteria for evaluating

.ihe:relativs reliability of information. My device you con00-nk Otto
achieve this is * good one.

Miounce test of students' ability to use criteria for evaluating

relative dependability of information to be giros tomorrow. Amaimmt.

familiarity with criteria for eveloatloo.



TEST OF STUDENT ABILITY TO APPLY CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING,
RELATIVE RELIABILITY OF /*FORMATION

(To follow Reading 44)

(It is suggested that this test be used in place of an
independent activity period assignment this week.)

This is a test of your ability to evaluate written material for degree ofreliability. Not all of the statements that follow are questionable, nor
Imo one assme that any of them are. Each block of information is to be.
*V& ted separately. Below are listed by letter criteria for evaluating
the relative reliability of this information. On your answer sheets, number
your questions 1-20 to correspond to the numbers given on the test sheet.
Indicate by letter which of the criteria for evaluating material is most
useful in raising questions about each of the items. If, in your opinion,.
no serious osuestion is raised by an item, put an 0 on your answer afterthat number. (In some instances, more than one letter may apply; you should
choose the one that seems most important to you in appraising the reliabilityof that particular item.)

CRITERIA:

O No major question raised about reliability
A Questionable source

3 information not adequately supported by fact

C ConClusions or facts based on questionable Observations

D Use of vague or emotive terms

II Exaggeration

F Slanting

G Illogical conclusions

"" Ate argument is made that unions Aare too powerful; that they act as
monopolies; and ...(therefore) they should be under the jurisdiction
of anti-trust legislation.

"This line of reasoning ignores the following `basic points: A union has
-.no power other than the willingness of its membarr to endure the hard-
ships and sacrifices of strikes for Objectives the members think are.,:just

'and worthwhile, if they disagree With .the..purposes of a' strik4: they
will not strike; or if thif do striker. they will not hold out on
strike for long."

Source of etagere:it 1:*- iltatioiont-PrOpreid:by DepOrtwoot
of the Inters ational lrotherbood-a. Tioultoiro

11



"The problem of monopoly which Congress sought to dispose of by enacting
the Sherman Act 70 years ago has reappeared in an even more powerful
and 'threatening form than that which existed during the last half of the
19th century. Then it was the monopoly of the large corporations and
the industrial trusts. Now it is labor monopoly ...

"...labor monopoly practices are pricing the products of American
industry of the markets, and shackling our economic progress. The
5- million -man pool of unemployment in the United States could disappear
overnight if the restrictive practices of labor unions were lifted,and .

American industry free to compete on a realistic basis with foreign
producers. If we are seeking a solution to the problem of unemployment,
here is the clear and. present Answer.

4. .Source of statement Remarks made on the floor of the U.S. House of
Representatives on August 8, 1961, in explanation of his bill (R.R. 8407)
to limit and prevent certain practices by labor organisattans by Non.
Bruce Alger, U.S. Representative, Texas, Republican.

5. "...The antitrust laws...are the foundation and the bulwark of the freed.
enterprise system. Those in charge of enforcing the antitrust laws

. understand this thoroughly and apply the laws to achieve this purpose.
The present administration of antitrust is...thoroughly pro-business ..."

6. Source of statement.5: "Antitrust is' Pro-Business," by Lee Loevinger,
Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Antitrust Division during
the Kennedy administration.

7. "Obviously, the ultimate aim of anti-labor groups is a return to the
barbaric period before any humanitarian labor law developed. The present
concerted movement to subject unions to the :anti -trust or anti -monopoly,
laws would have this effect."

Source of statement 7: From a booklet "Collective Bargaining or Monopoly,"
published by the United Steelworkers of America, AFL-CIO, 1960.

"The ultimate objective of those who cry out against 'labor monopoly' is
to put our unions under the Federal anti -Crust laws.

"Should this objective ever be accomplished, organised labor will be
weakened to a point of almost complete ineffectiveness. National and
international' unions will be prohibited from bargaining for their
members at the plant level and all traces of cf.mpanymmide negotiating will
be eliminated. All this will be done under the guise of monopoly busting."

10. 'Source of statement 9: Arthur J. Goldberg, Supreme Court Justice. From
an article, "Labor Unilons and Anti-Trust," which appeared in the Industrial
UniOoL,,Department Digest. At the time of publication Justice Goldberg
was the general counsel of the4/1,447.0.

4 .



Test Criteria for Evaluating Reliability 3.

11. ."We are 'confronted with the kind, of: inflation that haw been of gravest
concern to economists cost-ptsh inflation. This kind of inflation
has its roots' Primarily in the Monopoly power of unions to .force wages
up even thOugh there is no shortage of labor."

12. "Much of the public is aroused about inflation, and rightly so. Total
disposable income is Wig up 'in dollars; but it isn't buying' any more
goods. Old people, widois and' others'dependent on insurance, annuities
and pensions are getting poorer. The little people,. Who -don't,know how
to invest in real testate or. equities, find their savings eroded.
Teachers, preachers, public servants, and all those whose salaries fail
to keep.up with prices are losing ground in the struggle to maintain .
their standard of living."

13. "The power of the' unions rest upon the monopoly control of labor supply
and upon various special privileges and immunities,..placing labor above
or, if you prefer, outside' the law. These special privileges accorded
organized labor represent the swing of the pendulum to compensate for
the weak position of the individual industrial wage. earner vassoavis
the corporate employer. But the pendulum has swung too far, peysitting
unions to develop enormous monopoly power and allowing them behavior
that is illegal for ordinary citizens or corporations. Labor unions
have moved into the position of dominant political power that so often
arrogates to itself special privileges; especially in the early stages
of its ascendancy."

14. Source of statements 11, 12,.and 13. T!, 0. inters, lice President,
Ford Motor Company in an address before the American Life Underwriters
Association on October 11, 1957.

15. "We know the background of the specially privileged position which Congress
has given the labor unions. We know how they were given a special
exemption from investigation and control as monopolies.

"At the time such special privileges were granted by Congress, labor
unions were comparatively weak. Some Members of. Congress felt that the
unions were not strong enough to bargain collectively as a relatively
equal footing unless they were given special legal privileges and
immunities.

"Since Cast time unions have grown until they stand now across this,
nation like a colossus, and no power outfit% of Government can compare
with them in magnitude.'!

.16. We have reached the point where we seethe special privileges granted to
formerly weak unions used now by the giant unions who no I Igor need
them; used now, not to equalize collective bargaining bectv,se that is.
long past, but now, I say, used to achieve theaistual.economic con4viest
of the nation--and more important still, the political. conquest of the
nation.

17. Source of statements 15 and 16: Mon. Berry Coldwater at the time of the
statement U.S. Senator free Arizona, frosvaa..aildress lids before the
Traffic Club, Pittsburh, Pa., &ovary 22, 1959.

.



18. "Right-to-work laws do not have in adverse effect on the economic
progress of-workers. According to.figuites released by the Bureau of
Labor StalAsties, U.S. Department of. Labor, JUly 1938* the rate. of
increase in the number of persons ,employed from 1952.57 averaged 9.77 per
cent in States having rightoto-work laws. The Comparable rate of increase
for States permitting compulsory union contracts was only 5.72 per cent....

"Rightwtowork laws do not increase labor-management strife.. Studies
conducted by the U.S. Department of Labor, show that manodays _lost due
to strikes or work stoppages declined-en average of 30.9 per cent in
States having rightotcpwork laws, duripg the period. 190-53., AU other
States showed an average drop of Way 16.6 per cent."

19. "Religious leaders support right -to -work laws.. A leading Catholic
theologian, the Very Reverend Francis J. Conneto C.S.SR., dean of the
School of Sacred Theology at Catholic, University, has stated his view
that the currently controversial. rightetowork laws Cannot be condemned
out of hand as immoral or as violating Catholic prineiplest's
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Subject Objectives TO recognise

1. That forming an opinion. on a controversial social or economic problem
involves choosing between conflicting underlying objectives.

Skill Objectives:

1. Judgment in terms of. internal criteria (Bloom 6.20)

2. lidgment in terms of external criteria (Bloom 6.10)

Procedurati

1. The questions, "Do You Think Anti-Trust Laws Have Been Effective?" and"Why ?", should be sufficient to get an animated discussion .going. It ishoped ;het students will voluntarily indicate the bases for.;.their evaluationof the information presented (reliability of sources, etc.)..: Permitstudents to discuss their reactions to the opposing pollits':Of 'view pre -seated with a minimum of instructor guidance at this point. . If, by chance,all students agree on a single point of visa, the instructor.should defendthe opposing point of view as it is essential that both points' getpresented as acceptable.

2. When both points of view on the effectiveness of anti -trust laws have beenexpressed, the instructor should interject some such question is "What arewe really arguing about?" Row leading a question you 01.11:fiaria..to ask
will.depend, of course, upon the sophistication of the claws yok: 'areteaching, but the point being made is that underlying the eigument con-cerning anti-trust laws is the more basin argument concerning which of two-widely accepted American values you choose to defend in dolt. particularinstances

e., :The individual's freedom to pursue his ova selfi-interen't
:WI Society's responsibility to protect the weak.

'The students will probably have to grope before they see the .depth of the,underlying conflict. They are more likely to see, first, the controversy
Aimceraing the role of government in controlling business dint 'underliesthe, anti-trust controversy. This insight can be converted igtto in under.:standing of the conflict between the two values noted *bow: by :inking suchgoes .orris as, "When the Sherman Anti-Trust Act was passed 'Ott 1690, what-wee Coignss mainly reacting against?" This should bring forth 'some suchrespoeise as, "Monopolistic practices of big business," 4c., Why. did thoselegtiaators who supported this Act object to these practices? By carptinuigy pressing responses with the question "Whyr, you should be ableto 'help. the student inducerecognition of the fact that those supporting.thi 'Sherman Anti -Trust Act wars proposing to use the government' toprotect the weak competitor against the strong and those why were against'accepting the Sherman Anti-Trust Act were upholding the.prindiple ofindividual freedom.

Leave time to' pass out the handout used with lessons 41 and 42 and again'ask the students to evaluate their own thinking on this subject. Be surethe .date is indieeted. Collect and save.



Subject Objective: To recognize

That people's opinionis reflect their stands
values Underlying the controversy.

Lesson Plan, Reading 47

the conflicting
.

2 .".!' That pp.ogets.valnes change. as 'times abatis and, consequently, °places'
. also change.

Skiii Obpictives

1. Analysis (Blocs 4.0)

ProcOuress

1. Sot the C:age. It's 1894. You're a 9th grade student whoie father
works for the railroads and has to get up every morning at 4 A.M. to
:go to work. You've just picked up your morning paper and this is
what the headline tells you is the most important event, that happened
yesterday. (Take the time to have the class read right now for the
immediate impact excerpt I& of Reading 46, "Bayonets Subdue Strikers.")

..What do you think? Are labor unions too powerful?

Its now 1945. You've grown up.'. and achieved 'great success .in.the ;,
business..woride You now own. that' railroad for which your father once
worked. You pick up your morning paper, turn to the financial page
and the following article catches your eyes (Rave the class read
excerpt V). What do you think? Are labor unions too powerful?

It's now 1962. Unlike most railroads, your railroad has been a huge
' financial success and you've taken some of your profits and invested

them in the Darlington Manufacturing Company. As you drink your
morning coffee, you read the following: (Have the class read excerpt X).
What do you think? Are unions too powerful?

. .
tit's start all over again. Itrs,1894, you're a different 9th grade
student. Your father is it Supreme Court justice and he fiequently
expresses strong feelings to the effect that in his opinion any attempt
:to "form a union is a conspiracy against the American systemi.of free
enterprise end thus against the American people themselv0; You have
just read excerpt ID. What do you think? Are unions too strong?

. -It's 1947. You didn't do so well. You lost your father's fortune in
1929 and took a job on the assambly line at the Ford Motor Co. You
just retired with a pension that, while not lavish, is adequate. You
survived the tumultoul days of conflict when the United Automobile .;:
Workars organized and now suspect that if the Union had failed to
organize you would have no pension to rely on now. You pick up your
paper and red excerpt VI* What do you think? Are onions too: stress?



'Throw the discussion open to the class with 'some such question as
"What have you 'learned aboit opinions today?" They will undoubtedly
cools up with the recognition of the fact that opinions reflect values
and the circumstances of those forming them. They will piobably note
that an individual's opinions change as his,, ircumstencei. change. Some
say even go into some depth in discussing the ways in which the tileas
change* and the.ways in which people -s thinking reflects the climate
of the times. Whatever develops at this point should depend upon the
.class itself. You've'set the stage. Let them take it from here.

Again use tba unit. haniout-.askint the student to form an Opinion on
_ a bill. Tfaidthig- die stye . of- us4o04-4 -Date.. collect and-save.-

4#



Lesson Plan, Reading 48

Subject Objectives To indicate

1. Thai.whon forming an opinion on a Complex social or.economic subjiCi, one .

should keep in ?And the fact that there may be alternative solutions to
the problem being considered that *Wit be preferable to the one currently
being imamined.

Skill Objectives:

1. Interpretation (Bloom 2.20)

2. Production of a unique cantenicatisn (Bloom 5.10)

Procedures:

1. Have sons students road their titles
will make the point that even if yOu
you still might not think antitrust
this strength. In case. nobody makes
to be directionless, en introduction
introduce for class reaction as your
wee..inciuded at this point* ...

...

and introductions. Hopefully. these
think union power is too strong,
laws the most effective way to curb
this point and the discussion appears
to Reading 48 fellows that you may
own interpretation of why Reading 48

Introduction'to Reading 48 ...

.

.; Throughout Unit X you have been exposed to a great deal of :information
=incoming labor unions. You have learned much about .their 'background,
their problems, their strengths and. their weaknesses.' You have'been
mimed to the thinking of both those who think unions have grown .too
strong and those who don't. You have read the opinions of.'mOn.who have
iitA*preted events following the passing of anttrust legislation as
eVidenci of the effectiveness of such legislation as will ai the opinions

those who interpreted some of these same events as evidence.if weaknesses
ii*the. law. Today you are going to read an evaluation of labor's positive
siritta.;by A. H. Raskin, formerly the national labor correckident:for
the ..tee..York Timis and now a siember.of the Times' editorial' boAid.

: t. .'a

Hr. Raskin does agree that labor's present pesition.4i.relation to
baili:nisiagement and the public must indeed be changed, he dooS.:.not seem

that invoking anti -trust laws would be the most effiCtir way of
actoVIThing this change. As you read the following exerpt*.from 'A. H.Rookie:. article, "Labors Crisis of Public Confidence," note'theWays

he indicates labor's position in the community. power. structure
might be changed.

..
. .... .

. ,.
'About' l0 minutes before the period is over, ask everybody to write' his
nacift'on.:e sheet of paper and have his write one sentence stiting.whether,
artAls point, he feels anti trust laws should be invoked to curb:union
Pcivii.ivic\Collect these sheets and keep them until the written papers to beAssiined are handed in. The purpose of these sheets is to attempt to
determine whether exposure to additional, information dsanges'isany
He would appreciate your indicating the results .of change as your unit
Oaluetion sheet.



Lesson Plea. ,Reading 489 2

Pass hick Unit handouts. Ask students to reread their own evaluations.
Pus out clean handouts (dated) and ask for a final opinicn,' indicating

* ,short paragraph the basis of the opinicas Collect a/1 .handouts. ..mod these, along vith your Teacher's Manuel, to the Project Office,
Carnegie Institute of Technology, Roos 306 Margaret Morrison, when you
have completed teaching the course.

4. Pus out Class Handout .46 and explain if necessary.



NOTE TO TEACHERS CONCERNING WRITTEN PAPER. ASSIGNMENT EXPLAINED IN HANDOUT 43

(To be inserted in Teacher's Manual preceding Class Handout .411) .

It may be necessary to change this assipment to adapt it to the library
facilities available to your particular students. Then are many ways this an
be done. .

I. If library facilities are extremely limited, you may wish to select a few
representative sources for dittoing and maks those available to your
students.

II.. If your students are limited to woof the school library, and the
library has aval/able a reasonable number of the sources suggested, you
might wait to indi,ats to the students those that are available in the
school library.

III. If your students are limited to the use of the school library,::where the
library .has none, or very few, of the sonnies suggested but does have
elementary research facilities adequate for finding similar material on
these subjects, you might want to omit giving the students the *unlisted
reading list and instead give the assignment as a research assignment.
Initruct the students to find whatever information they need to. complete
the formation of their opinions and to its e. paper on tha baiis of
what they have found.

However you choose to handle this assigrunt. in keeping with the ficiiities
available to yiu, keep in mind the purpose of the assigns is

1. To give each student an opportunity to complete independently. the
foination of his opinion on the subjects "Should Anti-Trust Laws Bo
Used to Curb Union Power?"

To give the instructor information for evaluating how successfully each
student had formed an opinion that he can clearly present and logically
defend,

It is suggested that the tern paper assignments be. handed out during what would
normally be the fifth day or independent activity period. Students .could be given
an opportunity. to rates any questions they might have stout the amiiinment. You
might want to have them discuss- in their usual coiesittess ways of handling the
assignment.. No independent activities will be planned for the next two weeks to
allow the students this time for working on their tern paper*.



Handout, After Reading 48

INSTRUCTIONS FOR WRITTEN PAPER ON SUBJECT:
"SHOULD ANTI-TRUTII LAWS BE USED TO CURB UNION POWER?"

You have, ac a class been introduced to a limited amount of tnformation that
has suggested that (1) some reputable authorities think that union over has
grown too strong and should be curbed while others disagree; (2) some reliable
sources interpret events of the past as indications of the effectiveness of
anti-trust lava in curbing power while others oee different factors as the mere
signifitint ones in shaping these events; (3) at least one dependable source
believes that while union use of power needs to be controlled, using anti.
trust laws is not the most desirable way to achieve this purpose.

You are now going to continue independently to form your own opinion on the
subject. To assist you in your search for an opinion, a reeding list dealing
with these problems is attached. Your reading need not be limited by this
list. It is not essential that you read any of the titles suggested on this
list. It is, however, expected that each of you will read in those areas Where
you now feel.you lack sufficient information to form a sound opinion on the
subject: "Should Anti-Trust Laws De Used to Curb Union Power?". REHEMBER:-
All information varies as to reliability. The fact that a title is included
in the suggested reading list does not guarantee its reliability. Evaluate
everything you read for.relative reliability.

You will be given a period of two weeks to work on this tong with your
regular assignments. To allow you additional time, there will be no fifth
period independent activity assignments during these two weeks. That time
may be used to work on this assignment.

When you have formed your opinion, write a short.paper stating your opinion
and your reasons for holding it. Mere you use authorities to defend your
position,. be sure to acknowledge the authority and the source, of your informs.
tion. At the end of you: peperA.ist everything you read befc:e forming your
opinion. This list should,include the. following information: author, title
of book or article, publisher er.magetine in Which published, and date of
publication.

This paper will not best:Wed On length. Emphasis will be placed on how
convincingly and logically you support the opinion you form.

SUGGESTED READING L/ST

Books

Jacobs, Paul. THE STATE OF THE BUNIONS. New York: .Atheneum Publishers, 1963.
L0101, Sidney. THE CRISIS OF AMERICAN LABOR. New Yorks Barnes, 1964.
Widick, B. J. LABOR TODAY. Boston: Houghton Mifflin 1964.
Barkino.Solomen; THE DECLINE OF THE LABOR MOVEMENT AND MAT CAN BE DONE AIM

IT. Santa Barbara, California: Center for the Study of Democratic
Institutions,.1961.



Sultan, Paul E. THE DISENCHANTED UNIONIST. New York: 'Harper, 1963.
Litwack, Leon. THE AMERICAN LABOR movsairr, Sashrwood Cliffsf:Prentice

Hall, 1962.

'Magazine Articles

Views Concernin the Existence of a Crisis in the Labor Movement..
aMMINO

411911M011111

Barkin, Solomon and Albert A. Blame. "Is there a Crisis in the American Trade
Union Movement? -- The Trade Un*onigits' Views," ANNALS OF THE AMERICAN
ACADEMY OF.POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE, November 1963, pp. 16.24.

101477,1ner, R. . "What's Wrong in, the House Of Labor?", RiPORTRR, October 12,
1961, pp.. 41.46.

Taft, Philip.. "Is There a Crisis in the Labor MOreitsent? No," ANNALS OF THE
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE, November 1963,
pp. 10-15.

Townsend, Edward T. "Is There a Crisis in the American TradeUnion Movement?
Yes," ANNALS OF THE AMERICAN ^ACADEMY OF POLITICAL AND .SOCIAL SCIENCE, ..

November 1963, pp. 1-9.
.

"Troubled Days for U.S. Labor," SENIOR SCHOLASTIC, April 51.1961, pp. 9.11.
"Why Unions Are Gloomy as Leaders See It,". UNITED STATES Nit's AND WORLD WORT,

March 5, 1962, pp. 97.99.

Views Concerning Power:

"Bitter Medicine for Labor; Study of Union Powers," BUSINESS WEEK, April 4,
1964t., p. 34.

Blumrosen Alfred W. "The Individual. and the Union," MONTHLY LABOR REVIEW;
pp. 659-665.

Bruner, D. "Has Success Spoiled the. Unions? HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW,
May- 1960, pp. 73-78.4

"Collective Bargaining and the American Economy," SATURDAY REVIEW, January 13, .

1962, pp. 19+.
Cortner, R. C. "Liberals; Conservatives, and, abor " ANNALS OF THE AMERICAN

ACADEMY OF POLITIC AND SOCIAL SCIENCE, November 1962, pp. 44.54. . .

Goldberg, A. J. "Role oZ Government," ANNALS OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF
POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE, March 1962, pp. 110116..

"Labor at the Crossroads," SENIOR SCHOLASTIC, February 27, 1963, pp. 4+.
Marshall, Ray. "Ethnic and Econofitic Itinbritie`at Union,' Future," ANNALS. OE

THE AMERICAN ,ACADEMY OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE, .Novetaber 1963,
pp. 63-73.

Harting, H. H.. "Big Labor' e. Big, Woriris Gt7,,w1rdsent!s.. Increasing Intervention,"
SATURDAY EVENING:POST, December 15, 66-69.

"Past the Peak; Power of Organised..Libe4. on:.Wane.," BARRON'S,. May ,9,:1960,, pe Ibi
Peask$.0!....A..111::7Big Sp0.44 of, the. pas.t.7".:.*PROAY 'REVIEW, Noverabffr-.-s.:'

lop..1903c:PP.20+4..,.;:.
"SiueeieOn oniOns." ATLANTIC, April 1961, pp. 55.60.
"Unions end Their Wealth," ATLANTIC, April. 1962, pp. 87.95.
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Ross, Philip. "The Role of Government in Union 'Growth, ANNALS OF THE AMERICAN
ACADEMY OF POLITICAL AND SOC7AL SCIENCE, November 1963, pp. 74-85.

lothbaum, Melvin. "Economic Dilemmas of Collective Bargaining, ANNALS OF THE
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL. SCIENCE, November 1963, pp.
95-103.

Shistev, Joseph. "The Outlook for Union Growth,!' ANNALS OF THE AtIER/CAN
ACADEMY OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE, November 1963, pp. 55-62.

Smith, M. "Dangers to Our Freedom in Labor's Monopoly Power," MAGAZINE OF
WALL STREET, September 24, 1960, pp. 8 +.

Stern, James. "Automation-4nd or a New Day in Unionism?" ANNALS OF THE
14ERICAN ACADEMY OF POLITICAL. AND SOCIAL SCIENCE, November 1963,
pp. 25-.35.

Strauss, George. "Uxion Bargaining Strength: Goliath or Paper Tiger?",
ANNALS OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE,
November 1963, pp. 86-94.

Swigert, J. M. "Where Labor .Unions Get Their Power," UNITED STATES NEWS AND
WORLD REPORT, January 21, 1963, pp. 96-99.

"Union Power: A Monopoly that Should Be Curbed? A Symposium," UNITED STATES
NEWS AND WORLD REPORT, May 14, 1962, pp. 80+.

"Unions Talk Big, but Worry, ". BUSINESS WEEK, September 29, 1.962, pp. 56+.

Views Concernin Effectiveness of Ana-Trust Laws

"Anti-Trust Action against Labor Unions," CONGRESSIONAL DIGEST, October 1961,
pp. 225-233.

"Antitrust Laws for Unions, Too," BUSINESS WEEK, January 6, 1962, pp. 90-91..
Gomberg, W. "Unions and the Anti-trust Laws.," NATION, November 11, 1961,

pp. 375 -377.

Greenspan, Alan. "Bad History Spawned Anti-Trust," BARRON'S, February 5,
1962, pp. 8+..

Petro, Sylvester. "The Growing Threat of Antitrust," FORTUNE, November 1962,
pp. 128+.

Loevinger, Lee. "Antitrust is Pro-Business, FORTUNE, August 1962, pp. 96+.
"The New Competition," FORTUNE, June 1962, pp. 98+.

Alternate :ggestions far Handling the Labor Union Crisis

Barking S. "Nevi Agenda for Labor," FORTUNE, November 1960, pp. 249+.
"The Road to the Future:4 Trade-Union Commission for Self-Analysis,"

ANNALS OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE,
November 1963, pp. 138-147.

Goldberg, A. J. "Changes COming in Labor Policies," UNITED STATES NEWS AND
WORLD REPORT, February 27, 1961, pp. 60.65..

"Labor Experts Urge New Policies," NATION'S BUSINESS, April 1963, pp. 66+.
"Unions Veer toward Protectionism,a BUSINESS WEEK, November 9, 1963, pp. 124+.
Ways, M. "Labor Unions Are Worth the Price,".FORTUNI, May 1963, pp. 108+,

Discussion, June:1963, p. 20.

Allibliaailkiiit&411aht, WA* s. A



Lesson Plan: Reading 49

Subject Objective: to bow

1. that, conditioned to our way of looking at sons it is difficult to
conceive of ways of 'motivating his that do not lavolve differential
monetary rewards for different jobs..

0%

Skill ObjeCttve:

1. preparation and use of notes for brief oral reports .

2: breaking arty fain eastonary fracas of reference.

Procedures:

1. The teacher might begin by asking how the few reports which will be
presented in class should be evaluated: what makes for a 'good report?
List same of the key criteria on the blackboard. Stress the importance
of cc teteness, in the sense of the report's giving answers to the
audience s most likely questions. That is, the report must anticipate
the most serious problems involved in executing the proposal whatever
it is and must offer at least partial answers to those problems. If
it is a goad report, *a fellow plannersi who hear it will have a
rather clear idea of how to proceed to carry out the recommendaticas.

Pour or five students may then offer their reports, with a few minutes
following each one to use the blackboard's checklist for evaluation.

3. The most interesting proposals from students may be those that:
use incentives other than material rewards to achieve labor movement
into the less attractive or the more responsible jobs
e.g. some socialist theorists have suggested that incomes should
be equalized but that hours should be varied; the more attractive
a job is to prospective workers; the longer the hours on it, and
vice versa. Thus a garbage collector or a brain Surgeon sight
work only four hours a day while a store clerk or a ledge might
work eight hours.

require a change In "human nature," i.e., a replacement of self-
interest in the material sense with an equally strong motive to please
others and to do what is "best" for society

this is the ultimate hope on.which so many Utopias have been built.
It requires asking the question whether the acquisitiveness on which
90r economy is built is merely a product of the environment in which
we were raised or is innate in hums beings. Students who use ..the

example of the South Sea Islanders or of certain religious colonies.
who are alleged to be so content in an egalitarian, nonmacquisitfare
society might be asked if there are any examples of societies
stressing progress that have avoided individual incentives.

4. The rest of the class should be spent on ti) letting a for students
who had no chance to present their reports but who feel they have
particularly good suggestions describe their idea briefly and
sammarizing the ideas to show that most of the ideas offered either
use variations on the arterial rewards. theme-le.g., shorter bound, or
luvetve fundamental' changes in the way we expect harm beings to act.



Subject Objectives: to know

Lesson Plans Reading 50

1. that in the real, world the model for distribution in a conmunisto
oriented command economy deviates from the pure theoretical model just
as it does in the market-oriented economy.

that the need. to develop personal motivating factors for workers in a
command economy has been-a major problem is the Soviet Salon.

Skill Objectives

1. Interpretation (Sloan 2.20)

Procedures:

11. It might be advisable to spend a few minutes explaining any glossary
tams not clearly understood.

his students take out notes they jotted down in their sear& for
evidence to answer the two thought questions given with last night's
reading. You might ask them to use this evidence to write a single .

short paragraph answering either of the thought questions. Some of
these paragraphs could then be read to stimulate discussion.

You might prefer having students use their notes for general class
discussion, or as a base far experimenting with one of the *discussant"
techniques outlined in Lesson Plan 16.

4. If time permits, go, back to the discussion of the previous class
period and ask if the picture which Camp U draws is simply a way
station along the road to the egalitariab society envisioned by

.111arx. Or is it instead a further bit of evidence that there cannot
be say such society in the real world?



Lesson "Plan, Re*ging 51

Subject Objective: to evaluate

1. whether recent developments in the SOviet Union represent strict
aSherencei to the policies of a command

Skill Objective:

1. Interpretations Bloom 2.20

Procediras:

1. Put on the board or overhead m spectrum 111119414 from on economy 131 which
all decisions are made by the market" to an ecoisday where ea
are made by command, i.e.

"...111111111.1111111111111111M111 lomorommasessimiswasaa:
All economic decisions 1 All ecoaoinic 4c :claims
made by market made by come id

2. Rave student position USSR on this spectrum ms of 1950.

3. Read each of the instances described in Residing 51 slomd.

4. After each instance is read have student position USSR oa spectramt
following the instance reed.

After all iestances are read, discuss whether Soitiet econozy hoe beaumoving significantly away from milking economic ascii:1p= Gp comand.

(Hopefull as discussion will bring out not only th3 latit that the
Soviet Sidon has made many economic decisions tonding to Tam nuid.
planning requirements,. but the fact that the information waillibleto us hers is very limited and to evaluate' truly the dIxaction
:dash the Soviet. sconce is moving.we would need much nolse relit:44e
infOrmetion than we now have.)



Subject Objectives to V4140.10114

Lesson Plan, l!eading 32
.

1. that like the United Statag; the USSR is faced by a number of very
ccmplex economic problems

that in seeking solutions to dose problems they too find themselves
faced with iboteinvbetVaaa-objeatives, hothof which aget-deeleabie.

Milt Objective:

1. Analysis, Bloom 4.0

Procedures:

1. This reading would sear to be well suited to stimulate a discussion
or debate around the subject:

I.

!Should the USSR attempt to solve its ecottemic problems by wider
acceptance of tho-Libermius plan or by compistsirising its plaint:is."

You.sdght choose to handle this as *.planned debate followed by *lass
discussion or by using any one of the techniques discussed in Lesson Plat
16 lac,ondireoted or-leosoly divested close diteussion..



Lesson Plan, Reading 53

Subject Objectives To learn

I. That gross national product is a measure of the markot value of our
econoies total annual production.

That gross national product is an important measure of an Sconoery's
perforasuce but sboald be used with ustiets.

Skill Objactiveas

1. Knowledge of terminology Moon

2. Application Moon 3.00)

Prouduress

1. Ditcussion of the questions following the tablas. in the reading provides
in easy starting point for the day's isogon.

lekkeljaftarasas. We can only conclud* that with the exception of
1939; each decade has seen sore spent for total annual production in
the.Vnited States. It doss not tell us, however, whether GNP has actually
been increasing during this pariod as Table I. tells us. nothing about the
co parable value of the dollars by which prOduction was measured for
each of the years reported.

Tablt.gallegamu Oa the other hand, Table iI indicates that groat
national product measured in constant dollars has Wised bean inereasing
over the years, even Waists 192.9 and 1939 !here currant -dollar value
shows a. decrease.

.
Tablii II. Question 2. Comparison of Tablas =I and II can be sad to show
uhailW.was happening to ths.purchasing power Of money over the 44aades. The&Credit in the value of goods producod from 1929 to 1939 unimied withthelpereass when flowed in terms of constant 1962 dollars*:fir example,.104iits that prices fell . between 1929 etC1939. .

Atigisan Per capita ORP can :nest be computsd.

Ossetia! ;!S following. Table III are an exirCise to demonstrate that realecon04:growth should be measured in terms of per capita GSP0.
for si,44:the computations asked for are as followat

2.,' .4174, . , X 104.32 or hearten 1929 and 1939 GIP increased
Agin

...-approximately 4.32.

3. :Per capita GNP for 1929

4. ..per capita alio for .1939 ay

BAL.EPAWS2, $1,788
121070000

,02
or $1:736



Lesson Plan, Reading 53, 2

It is obvious already that while GNP grew about 42 from 1929 to 1939,
per capita GbIP declined during that ease period: by about 2%.

SAM ALM
100% m

(You might want to take a few minutes at this point, to discuss the
dilemma of India whose rapidly increasing population makes it
extremsly difficult to raise the country above a starvation level.
despite continual growth in gross national product.)

X! students brought in newspaper items referring tcy GNP, you can use.
these for the basis of discussion for the rest of the period to bring
out ways in which GNP is frequently used to measure economic growth.'
You might wish to fortify yourself with.a few pre-selected articles
you have brought in yourself to make this point.

A useful closing exercise night be to show how man trying to prove
one thing or another about the 19304 could pick or choose among
the available GNP statistics to make a point. Per examples

A Democrat who sought to defend the !kW Deal could show.the
rise in GNP in real terms for the decade.

x 98.1

A Republican who sought to attack the New Deal could show
either (i) the fall in CUP in current dollars or (ii) the
fall in real GNP per capita.



Lesson Plan, Reading 54

Subject Objective: io know that

1. Gross National Product is produced for three sectors of the *economy:
consumers. investors, and government, i.e,. GNP faiC + I + G.

Um: The pattern of spending of each of. these sectors affects the pattern of
pending of the ethers.. Investment spending is the most volatile.

3. The United Suess government cannot kelp but affect the pi:viral level
of economic activity.

Skill Objective:

1. Knowledge of generalisations (Blois 1 31).

Procedureas

You might just start by putting 'on the board the equation GNP si:t + I + G
';and asking the students to explain, this equation. The explanation can be
exPanded beyond the definitik.4 of terms to bring out the' interrilattonship
of the components_ of spending. Spend as 'ma time as is necessary to
Clarify the concepts 'oft

consumption

investment

C. government spending

D. . impact of spending its one area on spending in another

Spinuithe rest of the Period discussing newspaper clippings brought in by
students to illustrate the pact of all. government decisions on the .GNP.
Agaiii i t aight. Our-0M that make
Ott Petut..



Lesson Plan, Reading 55

Subject Objectivest To learn

The imputante of economic' growth in approaching solutions to many of
the most .serious soda problems in the United States.

2. To stimulate. the stadia/it to consider MIS

Skill Objectives

1. Application (Sloan 3.0)

Procedures: .

1.. Ton might start the class by discussing student suggestions for.incressing
OCOUOMiC growth.

This lesson should lend: Itself to either ,general class diseussion or any
one of the discussant technique's discussed in Lesson Plan 16. Subjects
around which,discussion might be profitably centered could inCiudes

f intiressing sconaeia growth.

A. Can the unsloyment problem be solved through a piogram,of.'incressed
..goVernment spending?

Can labor unions afford to support the civil rights movement in tha
. absence of more rapid economic growth?

Can the school aopout problem be solied without increasing economic
- growth?

D. Why is early retirement considered a defeatist solution to the problems
f automation? What non defeatist ,solutions can you suggest?

a tluo.. unemployed worker of any real concern to the employed? (Tie
this beck ,to the GNP C I + G,ttiodel to show how the unemployed
worker is a drag on the economy.)

What do- you consider,the'United States' best hope for increasing
acoustic growth?
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Lesson Plan, P.eading 56

Subject Objectives: To know

1. That increasing money, supply, Increasing government spending and
decreasing taxes all tend to increase our econemyes growth.

That decreasing money supPly decreasing government spending and in-
creasing taloa all tend to decrease our economy's growth.

Difficulty involved in recognising where we are in the business cycle
at any given time.

Skill Objective:

1. Application (Blooms 3:0)

Procedure:

1. An interesting application of last sigheo reading might be to get the
students to translate the concepts discussed into simple graphic form.
Tots could do this by putting the following picture on tba.board or on
,a treaspuency to be used on an overhead projector.

This is a simple picture of how a business cycle might leek.

If economists were to succeed in their search for stability, and they
found ways of lessening fluctuations in the economy, how might a
curve of the business cycle look?, (Ton might want to ask a .student
to coin to the board or overhead projector and draw a picture of a less
.fl nctuating business cycles))

You could do a whole series of ltomplete This Picture" exercises either
by asking individual students to work at the overhead or board or.by
having all students work at their desks, starting with picture.such sal
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It should become immediately apparent that what will happen is very
much affected by the size of the increase end whether po B
represents a turning point in the business cycle or whether it is simply
a point on a continuing downward trend. If the business cycle were
turning upward anyway, a small increase in money supply might give
a further upward push to the economy. If, however, the trend was
down, what would happen would depend upon the amount of added money
put into circulation and businessmen's willingness to use the money
even at the lower interest rates. Here there should be soma discussion
of the difficulties economists face in Interpreting where an economy
is at any given moment and the need to base economic decisions
affecting the future on an estimate of where we are at the moment.
You might point out that while economists agree on the effects of
using certain tools they frequently disagree on where an economy Is
at a given moment.

The cycle as shown is beginning to turn upward and the Federal
government appropriates $10,000,000,000 for building new schools.
(Should go up further.)

C. The cycle continues downward, but the Federal Reserve System makes
money somewhat more available so that interest rates on loans drop by
1/4 of a per. cent. (Depending on force of downward trend, might
otabilixe, turn upward, or continue down at slower rate.)

Ile. The cycle starts to turn upward, the Federal Reserve System makes
.money sufficiently available for interest rates to drop 1 /4% and the
Federal government simultandoualy cuts back on spending by
15,006,000,000. (Depends. on relative force of conflicting policies.
Might continue up, but gloved down. Might turn back down because of
sharp. cutback in G.).,

Irma continuing downward.. GoVernment cuts individual income tax rate
subctantia .4Should start up, again, as consumers spend this extra

.1f testax income.)

...Economy at bottom of trough of cyCle. Government cuts tax. rate. (Should
. start up.)

.

. Trend starting upward. Government cuts tax rate. (Should start up even
.more steeply; may go up too fast and cause inflation.)

You can add any number of combinations of events, making the point that
while we do, have better information for measuring an economy than we had
a ,few.yeare ago, we are a long way from having any information reliable
enough to predict the economic future. We do know enough hover to know
that when. an economy is slowing down certain government policies, if
adopted, tend to pick it.up (increasing the money supply, increasing
government spending, cutting taxes) while tightening the money, supply,
cutting goVarnmaot spending, end increasing taxes tend to act as *brake.

; . .rn the upwart-side of the cycle.
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it might be worthwhile spending the end of the period discussing cannon
misconceptions COMOrtkin" the national debt. Some student might during
the previous discussion bring up the. point that while an economy can. be
stimulated by government spending, etc., what about the cost to the
tazpayar of doing this? If the question lie brought up earlier, thisipoint shout be handled at that' tine. The main points to be.. made are:

A. U. S. government debt is not comparable to individual debts because:

1. Government has power to tax to raise ioney to pay off debt.

2. Since major part of debt . is held by Americans, eaxing to pay
interest on debt only redistributes income, does; not drain economy
of that amount of wealth.

1e;k
Be. While netional.debt hail been increasing over the yeirs, if seen as a

percentage of GNP, in recent years it has actually been decreasing.
Pot example, at the end of. World War our. national debt was larger
than a year's gross national product. Today the debt is only about
SOX of GNP, that is, the. debt is within the limits of our productive
capacity. This is not to say that the size of our national debt is
completely unimportant, but you should bring out the fact that the
size of our debt is certainly manageable and should not blind us to
'the positpre.use to which:government spending and taxing powers canbe used.'
;

.

b*.
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